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DESCRIPTIONS

CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY, JANUARY 12-14, 2022

Catalogue numbers (#) and Catalogue values (C.v.) are taken from 2022 Scott Catalogue.
In the cases when stamps or souvenir sheets are unlisted in Scott €we are using Michel Catalogue (Mi),
which has prices expressed in Euro, approximate exchange rate is €1=$1.13.
If Scott Catalogue does not have prices for NH stamps then the latest
€ editions of Dallay, Facit,
Karamitsos, Michel, Sakura, Sassone, Stanley Gibbons (SG), Unitrade, Yang, Yvert etc. are used.
Lots in the section Great Britain and British Commonwealth in most cases have been catalogued
accordingly to the Stanley Gibbons 2022. C.v. are expressed in Pound Sterling (£), approximate
exchange rate is £1=$1.32 at the time of catalogue printing. Canadian and British North America
material is priced by Unitrade Catalogue of 2021 in Canadian dollars with exchange rate is
CAD$1=US$0.78. Stamps in various Russian sections are catalogued by Scott, however₽for postal
stationery and specialized items we provide numbers by Russian Standard Collection Catalogue (SC),
catalogue value of Collections and Collective lots presented by the latest edition of this Catalogue,
₽
approximate exchange rate is $1=74.50₽

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. All bids are per lot as printed in the Catalogue. The right is reserved to withdraw any lot prior to sale.
2. Lots will be sold at the highest bid at one advance over the second highest bid. In case of tie bids the bid
received earlier wins. An absentee bid takes priority of the same bid received during the Live
Auction.
3. The terms of sale are strictly cash on delivery to the highest bidder unless special arrangements have
been made prior to sale.
4. All offered lots are subject to a reasonable reserve price. The right is reserved not to honor any bids at
our discretion.
5. Prices in the right column represent the adept valuations based on the stamp market conditions for
single lots and starting prices for the collections. Please note that bids lower than 90% of Estimated
Prices are rarely successful.
6. All bids are confidential and are not open for the third parties. However, we provide Current Bids
constantly; they can be found on our website.
7. No bids are accepted from persons less than 18 years of age.
8. Successful bidders are expected to make payment in full before the lots are mailed, unless they are
known to us or supply acceptable references. If the lots are mailed in advance the payment is
expected to be made within 5 business days of receipt.
9. If the payment for the lots won at the auction is not made within 30 days from the Auction date a 2% per
month late payment charge will be added to an invoice.
10. All lots remain the property of Raritan Stamps, Inc. until paid in full.
11. Postage and private insurance charged extra to the purchase price (minimum $8.00). Handling charge is
$1.50 per each mailing. The NJ Sales Tax of 6.625% will be collected when applicable. Foreign customers
pay at least $15 (Canada) or $20 (all other countries) for first class mailings with tracking #, insurance,
postage and registration charged extra.
12. Any lot, description of which is incorrect may be returned within 14 days of receipt, intact for a
full refund. The following lots cannot be returned under any circumstances: collections or collective lots,
lots described to have faults because of any defects. No illustrated lot may be returned because of
margins, centering and other faults shown on the illustrations or in internet catalogue. Customers
having examined the lots prior to sale may not return them for any reason whatsoever.
13. All lots are sold as genuine. The organizers of the auction are responsible for authenticity of all
single lots sold at the auction for a period of 1 year. During this period should any lot be proven
otherwise by written opinion of any competent, responsible authority, a full refund will be made on lots
returned. This guarantee excludes collections, collective lots containing more than ten stamps, which are
not described individually, and accumulations. We will not be responsible for any charges incurred by
the buyer for expertise fees and costs unless the opinion states the item is not genuine, in which
case we will pay the actual costs.
14. Lots may be sent for inspection to prospective buyers upon written application. They must be returned
within 24 hours of receipt by Express Mail and adequately insured. The applicant takes all the
responsibility for the lots while they are in his possession until they are received by us and agrees to pay
all the expenses linked with postage and insurance. No lots can be mailed within 10 days before the
Auction date. Scans and digital photos are available upon request.
15. Buyer’s premium of 15% will be added to the lots’ selling prices and become a part of a total price
of the purchase.
16. Agents are responsible for all purchases on behalf of their clients unless other arrangements are made
prior to the sale.
17. The placing of a bid shall constitute acceptance of the foregoing Conditions of Sale.
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Never hinged, original gum
Hinged, original gum
Never Hinged, Hinged
No gum, unused
Used
Document, Ephemera
Forgery, Postal Forgery
Label, Unofficial stamp
Proof, Essay
Specimen
Stamp, Postcard Booklet
Wholesale Lot
Block or large multiple
Cover, wrapper, postcard
Estimate
Footnote
- Standard Collection Catalogue

Mi
SG
C.v.
OG
NH
LH
VLH
F/VF
VF
XF
ds
CTO
FDC
Gub.
Obl.
PPC
TPO

−−
−−−−−−−−−−
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−−
−−
−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−-

Michel Catalogue
Stanley Gibbons Catalogue
Catalogue value
Original gum
Never hinged
Lightly hinged
Very lightly hinged
Fine/Very Fine
Very Fine
Extremely Fine
Date stamp, Circular ds
Cancelled to order
First Day Cover
Gubernia
Oblast
Picture Postcard
Traveling Post Office (Mail Car)

AUCTION AGENTS
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave
Park Ridge, IL 60068 USA
Phone/Fax: 847.823 8747
E-mail: CECwiakala@aol.com

Frank Mandel
P.O. Box 157
New York, NY 10014 USA
Phone: 212.675 0819
Fax: 212.336 6462

A BUYER’S PREMIUM IS 15%

Nikolay Kondrikov
President of Raritan Stamps, Inc.

LOTS ON VIEW
Viewing of lots is available by mail from December 10, 2021 to January 3, 2022. Pre-Auction viewing
will be in our office on January 10-11 from 10am to 5pm. Other viewing time is available by
appointment only. Please call for more information.

METHODS OF PAYMENT
• Personal Checks or Money orders in US funds only, drawn by US Banking Institutions.
• VISA, Master Card accepted with no additional surcharge within 5 business days upon receiving the
invoice, and then 3% convenience fee is added.
• Bank wire transfers are accepted and preferable for International transactions. We note that money
must be wired to our bank account with all the charges pre-paid, including fee of our bank, which
is $30 per each transfer.

Raritan Stamps, Inc

−
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

January 12-14, 2022

RARITAN STAMPS, INC.
PO Box 425, Cranbury, NJ 08512-0425, USA
Phone: 732.422.2124 Fax: 732.422.2125
Email: info@raritanstamps.com
Visit our website: www. r a r i t a n s t a mp s . c o m
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Lot

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

WORL DWI DE P I ON E E R F L I GHT S
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*

1939 (June 24-July 27) Around the World Three-Country Air Mail
illustrated item, started from NYC to London, then London to Hong
Kong, continued from Hong Kong to NYC via Honolulu, HI, each part
accordingly franked by US, GB or HK stamps, bearing appropriate
cancellations and transit markings, mostly VF, scarce and unusual
item, Est. $200-$250
United States
2 / $100
*
UX22
1912 (February 17), Emeryville Race Track Aviation Meet,
stationery
postcard 1c blue, addressed to Selma, CA, tied by ''Aeroplane Station
Oakland Cal. Feb. 17, 1912'' machine ds (flown on the first day of the
Meet), fresh and VF, AAMC #16, Est. $200-$300
*
C11
1931 (May-September), North Pole Flights of Wilkins - Ellsworth
Trans-Arctic Submarine Expedition, three-country franking cover
from New York to Dayton, OH via London, North Pole, Leningrad and
New York, bearing Beacon 5c carmine and blue, uprated by GB King
George V stamp of 1½p yellow brown and imperforated single of
Soviet Ice-Breaker ''Malygin'' 35k green (on reverse), confirmation and
other appropriate markings with arrival ds on reverse, VF, Est. $250$300
*
702
1931 (June 19), Trans-Atlantic Flight by O. Hillig and H. Hoiriis preprinted cover, franked by US Red Cross 2c black and red, due to
technical difficulties flight was interrupted at Harbor Grace
5 /a$150
(Newfoundland) and correspondences were delivered by
ship, upon
arrival to Denmark uprated by 25ø light blue and postmarked
''3.7.31'' in Copenhagen, VF, only 30 items carried, Est. $150-$200
*
552
1931 (July 15-19), Justice for Hungary Non-Stop Trans- Atlantic
Record Flight by Alexander Magyar and George Endresz, specially
printed postcard, franked by 1c green, upon arrival Hungarian
postage due of 32f carmine rose was applied, No. 0094 at top left, all
appropriate postal and confirmation markings, VF, Mueller #31,
10 / $50
7,500 points, Est. $200-$250
*
570-72
1933 (July 24), Balbo Air Squadron Flight, New York- Rome, cover
addressed to Germany, franked by five stamps, including three high
value definitives, tied by ''New York Varick St. Jul.24'' duplex, violet
–––––''Italian
1 / $150Air
–––––
Cruise'' confirmation cachet, blue No.2217 at bottom left,
Grociera Aerea Rome drop and Wesseling (Köln district) arrival ds,
mostly VF, AAMC #1184f, Est. $500- $600
*
634
1934 (June 27-July 2), Benjamin and Joseph Adamowicz TransAtlantic Flight from New York to Warsaw cover with pre-printed flight
itinerary, franked by Washington 2c carmine, upon arrival to Warsaw
uprated by Polish air post stamp, signed by both brother-pilots at top,
Warsaw ''2.VII.34'' arrival ds, VF, Est. $200-$250
C3a
Afghanistan
**
9 / $751939, Airplane over Kabul, 20af emerald, bottom sheet
8 P/ $75
margin horizontal imperforated pair (issued in 1949) and small die
proof of the same value in slightly different color (bright bluish green),
3 / instead
$150
printed on vertically wove paper, size 37.5x20.5mm
of
39x21mm for issued stamps, full OG, NH (imperf pair) or LH, VF,
these proofs are rarely offered, Est. $100-$150
Albania
C15-21
1928, First Flight Vlonë - Brindisi, black overprints on air post
**
stamps of 1925, 5q-3fr, complete set of seven, full OG, NH, VF,
Mi #162-68, €500, Est. $100-$150
C36-42
1931, First Flight Tirana - Rome, black arch overprints on air post
**
stamps of 1930, 5q-3fr, complete set of seven, full OG, NH, VF,
Mi #235-41, €275
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11 / $200
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Cat. #.

Description

**

C36-42

12

*

2

13

*

2, 21 x2

14

U

15

*

24

16

*

94

17

*

18

*

113

19

**

C54-60

20

**

C60 imp

21

S

C1-7

1931, First Flight Tirana - Rome, black arch overprints on air post
stamps of 1930, 5q-3fr, complete set of seven, blocks of four, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $444 as hinged, Mi #235-41, €1,100 as singles, Est.
$250-$300
Australia
1914 (July 16-18), Inauguration of Australia's Aerial Mail on Bleriot
Monoplane by pilot M. Guillaux, official souvenir postcard delivered
on flight Melbourne - Sydney, franked by Kangaroo 1c red,No.1952 at
right, all appropriate markings, minor flaws, still F/VF and scarce,
Mueller #3, 17,500 points, Est. $600-$750
1914 (July 16-18), First Flight cover from Melbourne to Sydney,
delivered by pilot Maurice Guillaux on Bleriot Monoplane, franked by
four values, including State of Victoria 1p rose and three Australian
adhesives (two with perforation faults), tied by oval violet flight ds,
addressed to French Consulate in Sydney, arrival markings on front
and reverse, F/VF, Est. $300-$400
1919, First Aerial Post England-Australia, the so-called Ross-Smith
vignette in dark blue, watermark Crown over A, bold color and intact
perforation 11½, blue favor cancellation at bottom right, large part of
OG, VF and very scarce, only 576 examples were printed, Champion
guarantee and D. Bandon certificate, Yvert #1, Est. $1,500-$2,000
1919, Pioneer Flight Across St. Vincent Gulf by Captain Harry Butler,
souvenir aerial postcard addressed to Minlaton, SA, franked on
colored address side by King George V stamp of 1½p chocolate,
message side representing Capt. Butler's portrait and flight
description, bottom left corner crease, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200
1929 (April 17-22), Direct and Return Flight pre-printed covers on
line ''Brisbane - Charleville'', each one franked by three values of 1½p
brown red, bearing appropriate labels and signed by Pilot Captain P.
H. Moody, arrival markings on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $250-$300
Exhibition Style Collection 1929-34, ten FFC neatly arranged on
profusely inscribed pages, represents details of airplanes, itineraries,
weather conditions and etc., including flights ''Adelaide - Perth'' of
1929 (legs Ceduna - Forrest - Kalgoorlie - Perth) addressed to Berlin,
''Townsville - Brisbane'' of 1930, ''Hobart - Melbourne'' of 1931
delivered due to bad weather by automobile from Hobart to
Launceston and then by airplane to Melbourne, Qantas flight
''Brisbane - Rockhampton'' of 1931, Imperial Airways flight from
Sydney to London of 1931, KLM flight from Sydney to Sumatra, ANA
flight ''Melbourne - London'' of 1931, VH-UXX ''Faith in Australia''
flights to New Zealand and to New Guinea both of 1934, Qantas flight
''Australia - Singapore - London'' of 1934, in addition ANA souvenir
Christmas envelope, each item with appropriate confirmation (were
applied) arrival markings, mostly VF, Est. $600-$800
Austria
1912, Flight Week, aviation postcard franked by 5h yellow green, tied
by Vienna ''1.VII.12'' ds, violet double circle marking ''Flugwoche.
Flugfeld. Wien. 23. 30. Juni 1912'', several pencil signatures on
picture side, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
1950-53, Birds, 60g-20s, complete set of seven, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $333, ANK #967-73, €420, Est. $100-$120
1952, Golden Eagle, 20s brown black, top sheet margin vertical
imperforated pair, tiny natural paper inclusion between stamps, fresh
quality, full OG, NH, VF, ANK #973 Uxb, €280, Est. $100-$140
Bolivia
1924, Aviation School issue, 10c-5b, complete set of seven, each one
with reading up black handstamped overprint ''Muestra'', nicely
centered, full OG, previously hinged, VF and very scarce, each one
with expert's sign, Est. $250-$300
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Cat. #.

22

S

C1-7

23

**

1CL1-7

24

*

202, 211,
C3

25

*

C12-14

26

**

CLP2

27

*

CLP3

28

*

66

29

*

C12,
footnote

30

*

C6, C9,
C12

31

*

32

UL

C6-10

33

*

286, C6

34

*

286,
C6-10

35

*

275, C6
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Description

Start $

1924, Aviation School issue, 10c-5b, complete set of seven, each one
with diagonal red violet overprint ''Muestra'', each one neatly removed
from the UPU information pages, mostly F/VF, Est. $200-$250
Brazil 1927, Syndicate Condor, 500r-10,000r, complete set of seven,
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $75-$100
Bulgaria
1930 (May 13), flown cover from Sofia to Hamburg, franked by ten
stamps, delivered by two connected Pioneer Flights Sofia Nuremberg/Fürth and Nuremberg/Fürth - Hamburg, two
appropriate air post markings on front, backstamped, punch at right,
still F/VF and scarce, Est. $200-$300
1932 (May 17), Pioneer Flight registered cover Sofia - Paris, franked
by air post complete set of three, tied by Sofia ''17.V.32'' special ds,
postmarked on arrival, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
Canada
1918, Semi - Official Air Post, The Aero Club of Canada (Toronto Ottawa), 25c black and red, full original gum with slight spot in the
middle, NH, VF, C.v. $900, Est. $250-$300
1919, Semi - Official Air Post, The Aero Club of Canada (Toronto New York), $1 red and blue, nicely centered, full OG, LH, VF,
C.v. $350, Est. $250-$300
Newfoundland
1921 (March 10), Fogo Pioneer Flight cover, franked by 6c brown, tied
by St. John machine ds, violet line ''Air Post Fogo'' marking, arrival
hs on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
1932, DO-X Trans-Atlantic Flight, red surcharge $1.50 on $1 blue, in
addition two unissued stamps of $1 dark blue, prepared for that
flight, all with full OG, first one is hinged with gum wave at bottom
right, others - NH or LH, VF, C.v. $345, Est. $120-$150
Group of Seven Postal History Items 1931-39, representing covers
to St. Anthony, Hampden, Conche and Vancouver, DO-X cover to
Germany, flights to Liverpool and Shannon, various franking and
postmarks, occasional conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $400-$500
Chile - Air Post Semi-Official stamps 1919, Clodomiro Figueroa,
two stamps of 5p in gray black or black, pin perforated, issued for
First Flight Valparaiso-Santiago, each one signed by pilot on reverse,
both with full OG, usually centered, in addition ''reprint'' of an
imperforated stamp, Sanabria #S1, Est. $200-$250
China
1929, Curtiss Jenny over the Great Wall, 10c-90c, complete set of
five, cancelled by ''funny propeller'' marking, in addition Terra Asia,
Shanghai Par Avion label in blue on yellow paper, mainly fresh and
VF, Est. $100-150
1929 (July 8), Pioneer Flight by C.N.A.C. Nanking - Shanghai cover,
franked by two stamps, including 10c blue of the Dr. Sun Yat-sen
Mausoleum and 15c blue green and black of the 2nd Air Mail issue,
the last one tied by special ''funny'' cancel, appropriate markings and
arrival ds on reverse, some paper adhesion on reverse and minor
soiling, still F/VF, Est. $200-$250
1929 (November 7), Pioneer Flight by C.N.A.C. Shanghai - Canton
cover, franked by six stamps, including complete 2nd Air Mail issue,
tied by Shanghai date stamp and ''funny'' Dove marking in dark blue,
Canton arrival ds and registration handstamp is alongside, mostly VF
and rare, Est. $600-$750
1931 (January 16), Canton - Wuchow Flight cover, franked by two
stamps, including Junk 4c olive green and 15c blue green and back
from the 2nd Air Mail issue, ''Via Air Mail'' and violet confirmation
marking, arrival ds on reverse, VF, Est. $150-$200
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36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

Cat. #.
*

251 x2,
255,
C6-10

Description

Start $

1931 (April 14), First Flight Beijing - Nanking registered cover,
franked by eight stamps, including 2nd Air Mail issue of 10c-90c,
Nanking arrival and all appropriate markings are alongside, minor
conveyance flaws, still F/VF and scarce complete set franking item,
Est. $400- $500
*
252, 263 1931 (June 6), Pioneer Flight by C.N.A.C. Tientsin - Beijing and then
x3,
via Siberia to Europe, addressed to Great Britain, franked by seven
265 x3
stamps of the 2nd Peking printing, including three of $1 values, tied
by special flight circular markings, bearing red Berlin Zentral
Luftpostamt handstamp, vertical fold, still F/VF and rare cover, Est.
$750-$1,000
C11
Colombia 1920, Compania Colombiana de Navegacion Aerea, 10c
**
green, block of eight (2x4), folded horizontally between second and
third row, very slight foxing at a few places, no gum as produced, NH,
VF, C.v. $480++, Est. $150-$200
*
C2, var
Cuba 1928 (February 28), black overprint ''Lindbergh. Febrero 1928''
on Seaplane 5c carmine, horizontal pair, left stamp with partially
missing overprint used on cover from Havana to Miami, tied by
special Air Mail machine ds, VF and a spectacular item, Est. $150$200
Danzig
C1a-3a,
1920, double blue or carmine Airplane or Flying Horn surcharges on
*
C2 var
Germania stamps 40pf/40pf, 60pf/40pf and 1m/40pf, complete set
of three, in addition carmine Airplane surcharge 60pf/40pf with
broken wing at left, all with full OG, LH, VF, Mi #50DD-52DD, 51 I,
€530, Est. $150-$200
*
C1-3
1920 (October 26), Pioneer Flight registered cover from Danzig to
Berlin (10.27) then to Copenhagen (10.29), franked by four stamps,
including complete air post set, undelivered and returned to sender,
F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Denmark
*
57 x2,
1912 (July 29), Demonstration Flight at Hareskov, cover to
Copenhagen, franked by four definitive stamps, boxed
59, 72
''Hojsommerfesten. I Hareskov 1912.'' confirmation and oval
merchant's markings in violet, VF, Est. $100-$150
*
1919 (September 13), Naestved to Storehedinge Pioneer Flight by
Otto Reichter, cover franked by King Christian X 10o red and bearing
semi-official vignette of 50o black on rose paper (Sanabria #502), tied
by Naestved date stamps, the same date Storehedinge arrival is
alongside, mostly VF, Mueller #15, Est. $500-$600
Ecuador
C1-5, CF1 1928, carmine surcharges (45 degree angle) ''Ecuador. Provisional''
*
on Air Post stamps of Colombia 50c/10c-3s/60c and Air Post
Registration stamps with surcharge 1s over red ''R'' on 20c gray,
complete set of six, nicely centered, full OG, previously hinged, VF,
C.v. $685, Est. $250-$300
Postal History Group 1928-30, five flown covers, including First
**
SCADTA Flight Guayaquil - Barranquilla, and semi- official air post
set of 10, two covers have SCADTA labels added (look dubious), some
conveyance flaws, set with full OG, hinged, all F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Estonia
**/* C1-6, var Specialized Collection 1920-23, 36 mint stamps, including
complete set of #C4-8, ''key'' stamps have the A. Teetsov perforation
(expertized by him) with extra red 20m/5m+5m, others are
representing plate varieties of basic stamps and surcharges, over a
half is black surcharge 10m on imperforated 5m+5m, neatly
identified on stockpages, full/large part of OG, NH or LH/hinged,
mostly VF, C.v. $1,650++, Est. $600-$800
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Lot
*

C1/13

48

*

57

49

L

50

*

51

*

52

*

53

*

54

*

55

*

56

**

57

**/*

1920-24, four covers, one is local, two addressed to US and one to
France, all franked by air post and definitive stamps in various
combinations, minor flaws possible, still F/VF, Est. $200-$300
France
1870 (December 10), Balloon Monte Flight from Paris, entire letter to
Marseille, franked by Ceres 20c blue, circular ''Rue d'Enghien'' and
star cancel, oval merchant marking on front (mirrored) and on
reverse, usual fold. F/VF, Est. $200-$300
1910, Nantes Aviation Meeting, semi-official air post stamp 10c red,
blue and black, perforation 11½, block of four, full OG, NH, VF,
Sanabria #501, Est. $150-$200
1910, Nantes Aviation Meeting, semi-official 10c red, blue and black,
two different postcards, franked by Sower 5c and 10c respectively,
some corner creases, still F/VF, Sanabria #501, Est. $200-$300
1910 (July 28-31), Nancy - Luneville Flight, two illustrated black-andwhite postcards, each one is bearing semi- official 25c indigo on
grayish paper, one with Red Cross over the value, franked by Sower
5c and 10c respectively, minor flaws, mostly VF, Sanabria #502, Est.
$140-$180
1910, Meetings of the Year, six black-and-white postcards, with
specially printed embossed labels (simulated wax seals) in dark red
and black or dark red only for Grand Aviation Meetings, two from
Nancy, Baie de Seine, Rouen, Bordeaux and De Picardie Manoeuvres,
occasional flaws, still F/VF, Est. $300-$400
1912, black-and-white postcard (Military Dirigible ''Dupuy-DeLosme'') tied by violet marking ''Grand Manoeuvres. Depot de materiel
Aeronautique'', sent from Bressuire to Isle St. Denis, fresh and VF,
Est. $100-$150
1914-16, Aviation Theme Military Stationery items of the World War I
period, including two postcards and one letter card, all are unused,
mostly VF, Est. $150-$200
1918, Pioneer Flight Military cover from Constantinople to Bucharest,
addressed to Bastia (Corsica), franked by two values, boxed ''Armees
Alliees en Orient. Poste Aerienne'' marking and bearing semi-official
vignette of 2fr red brown and yellow (Sanabria #502), censor's tape at
bottom, F/VF and rare, Est. $600-$750
1922 (June 4-6), Bourges Aviation Meeting, semi-official 25c-2fr,
complete perforated set of five and two covers, all mounted on three
pages from a Collection, some cover flaws, still F/VF, Sanabria #50307, Est. $140-$180
1922 (September 2-3), Rouen Aviation Meeting, semi-official 25c-2fr,
surcharge 25c on 2fr, the total is 16 stamps, including 9 errors, two
postcards and 88 perforated and imperforated proofs in singles, pairs
and blocks of eight, all arranged on pages from a Collection, mostly
VF, Sanabria #508-13, Est. $250-$350
1922 (September 2-11), La Baule Aviation Meeting, semi-official 25c5fr, surcharges 25c on 1fr and 25c on 5fr, the total is 8 stamps, two
covers and 63 perforated and imperforated proofs in singles, pair and
pane of 20, all arranged on pages from a Collection, mostly VF,
Sanabria #514-21, Est. $200-$300
1923 (September 23), Rouen Aviation Meeting, semi- official 25c-5fr,
complete set of six and flown cover bearing complete set of six labels
from Rouen to Paris (some ageing), all mounted on two pages from a
Collection, F/VF, Sanabria #528-33, Est. $100-$140 (website photo)
1924 (June 9), Vincennes Aviation Meeting, semi-official 25c-5fr,
surcharges 25c on 50c and inverted 25c on 75c, in addition cover
with complete set and card with two surcharged values, all mounted
on three pages from a Collection, fresh and VF, Sanabria #539-46,
Est. $150- $200

162

125, 168

*

58

**/*
*

59

**

60

**

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Start $
150

150

100

150

100

200

75

100

450

100

200

150

75

100
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Description

Start $

61

*

B21-22

1927 (June 12), Balloon Flight from La Wantzenau to Strasbourg,
leaflet with the Flight details franked by two semi-postal stamps and
bearing three specially issued labels (two on reverse), light impression
of blue flight cachet and all appropriate markings, mostly VF, Est.
$250-$300

150

62

*

C1-2

1927 (July 7), ''Poste Aerienne'' dark blue or black overprints on 2fr
and 5fr, the last one with broken pole of the right airplane wing
variety, complete set of two used on registered cover from Marseille
Aviation Salon to Palermo, light fold at left did not detract, mostly VF,
Est. $200-$250

150

63

*

131, B30

1929 (February 19), ''Dragon Del Annam'' First Flight Attempt
registered cover to Saigon (then French Indo- China), franked by two
values, ''Raid Interrompu par Accident. Retour a l'envoeur'' violet
marking, boxed confirmation cachet at the top right, VF and scarce,
Est. $250-$300

150

64

*

131, 196
x2

1929 (August 27), S.S. ''Ile de France'' Catapult Flight New York - Le
Havre registered cover, franked by three values, addressed to Stettin,
Paris and Berlin transits and arrival ds on reverse, slight foxing, still
F/VF, Est. $150- $200

100

65

*

249, C5

1931 (January 17-27), two Air Orient First Flight covers to Saigon
(then French Indo-China), sent from Paris or Marseille, franked by
three or two stamps and bearing black or violet confirmation marking
respectively, slight fold away from the stamps, F/VF, Est. $350-$500

250

66

(*)

C14, b

1936, Airplane over Paris, 50fr emerald, fresh stamp with intact
perforation, unused, no gum, in addition the similar stamp in green
shade, postally used with perfin ''RP'', top right corner crease, C.v.
1,175, Est. $250-$300

150

67

*

C15

1936, Monoplane over Paris, 50fr ultra on paper with red network,
nicely centered, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $625, Est. $150-$200

100

68

*

C17

1936, 100th Flight Across South Atlantic, 10fr Prussian green, nice
centering, full OG, light trace of hinge, VF, C.v. $290, Est. $100-$140

75

69

**

1938 (July 24), Jean Mermoz Club Aviation Meeting, semi-official
25c-5fr, complete set of five and commemorative postcard flown from
Belle Ile to La Baule, all mounted on two pages from a Collection,
fresh and VF, Sanabria #553-57, Est. $120-$150

75

70

*

71

*

72

*

Early Aviation Exhibitions - Postcard Assembly 1909-11, 29 items,
representing two of Reims (1909), Paris (1909), Dijon (1910), Lyon
(1910), Nancy (1910), Nantes (1910), two Reims (1910), Trouville - Le
Havre (1910), two of Troyes (1910) and many others, insignificant
flaws possible, still F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000
Group of Military Aviation Items 1915-23, 14 cards, letter cards
and covers, each one representing free-frank delivery, including
correspondences of Nieuport French Aeroplae Company, Aviation
Units in Cote d'Or, London, Maroc, Marsala, Venice and others,
mainly fresh and F/VF, Est. $500-$600
Aviation Meetings - Postal History Group 1922-24, 11 covers or
cards, including two of Nancy - Luneville, two of Ruen (1922), two of
Montpellier (1923), one of Rouen (1923), one of Amiens (1923) and
three of Vincennes (1924), one of which bearing two stamps with
inverted surcharges, mainly nice and fresh, almost VF,
Sanabria #510/46, Est. $400-$500

73

*L

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Semi-Official Air Post stamps and labels 1880(c)-25, 29 legitimate
items as well as five reprints, including Reims and Nancy of 1909,
Cannes and Dunkirk of 1910, Flight over La Manche (the Channel) of
1910, first Air Post set (regummed), imperforated essay of the S.S.
''Ile de France'' and etc., a few with occasional defects, still F/VF, Est.
$300-$400

500

300

250

200

January 12-14, 2022
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10
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Cat. #.

Description

Start $

74

*

First Flights and Aviation Pioneers Collection 1900-58, 115
postcards (history of Aviation) and covers, representing numerous
items delivered with First Flights, cards from Aviation Salons and
Meetings, several mixed franking items with Belgium and Romania,
we mention a dozen of doubtful commemorative cancellations
mentioned, a few with faked stamps franking, nevertheless a great
group with many real exhibition items, F/VF, Est. $1,500-$2,000
French Guiana

75

U

1921, Cayenne - St. Laurent Flight, Mercury Head, 75c black on gray
paper, balanced margins imperforated example, a part of oval special
marking, VF and rare, A. Brun guarantee hs, Sanabria #8, Est. $300$400

250

76

U

1921, St. Laurent - Inini Flight, Shield with Wings, 75c black on
salmon paper, neatly cancelled imperforated single, fresh and VF and
rare, Sanabria #9, A. Brun guarantee hs, Est. $450-$550

350

77

*

180-81

New Caledonia 1932, Paris - Noumea Flight issue, black Airplane
overprint on 40c bright red and olive green and on 50c violet and
brown, complete set of two, full OG, previously hinged, fine,
expertized by A. Brun and others, C.v. $950, Est. $300-$450

250

78

*

C1

Reunion 1937, blue overprint ''Reunion - France. Par Avion ''Roland
Garros'' on 50c red, nice centering, full OG, previously hinged, VF,
C.v. $290, Est. $100-$130
Germany

75

79

*

1912, National Aviation Charity Campaign, Prince Heinrich of Prussia
maximum card with Charity stamp of 2m affixed over, sent from
Munich to Hanover, franked on address side by Germania 5pf green,
mostly VF, Est. $100-$150

75

80

*

1912, Air Mail Wiesbaden - Frankfurt on Main Charity stationery
postcard 5pf+1m green, addressed to Wiesbaden, and two unused
Bavarian Aviation illustrated Charity postcards, all are fresh and VF,
Est. $150-$200

100

81

**

1912, Air Post Semi-Official stamp, Margareten Volksfest LeipzigLindenthal, 50pf light gray blue, block of four, perfect condition, fill
OG, NH, VF, Mi #4a, C.v. €520++, Est. $150-$200

100

82

**

1912, Air Post Semi-Official stamp, Margareten Volksfest LeipzigLindenthal, 50pf gray ultramarine, block of four, folded along
horizontal perforation, fill OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, Mi #4b,
C.v. €1,200++, Est. $300-$400

200

83

*

1914-15, three Balloon stationery postcards 5pf green, sent from
Stuttgart, Goppingen and Aachen, first one with minor paper
wrinkles, the other one with closed hole in the middle, still F/VF, Est.
$150-$200

100

84

*

1914, two similar Air Mail Dresden - Leipzig Flight charity postcards
25pf green, addressed to Mittweida or Kotzschenbroda, each one
franked by Germania 5pf green, numbered on reverse with ''13988''
or ''01281'' on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $140-$180

100

85

*

1917, free-frank military postcard from the Major Serno Aviation Unit
located at German Levant, addressed to Berlin, bearing violet military
cachet and Constantinople Field PO date stamp, mostly VF, Est.
$150-$200

100

86

*

87

**

C20-21

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1,000

1924 (August 9), First Flight Görlitz - Dresden postcard addressed to
Berlin-Charlottenburg, franked by two air post stamps, bearing
multicolored label for Görlitz Flight, Dresden Airdrome Post Office
marking, mostly VF, Est. $100-$140

75

1924, Berlin - Ankara Flight, 2GM dark blue and brown black, nicely
centered, full OG, NH, VF, Mi #12, €500, Est. $200-$250

150
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88

*

89

**/*

90

*

91

*

92

*

93

*/U

C21, C23

C28-29,
C31

L

94

*

95

*

96

*

161

97

*

188, 191

98

*

206-07

99

*

188, 195

100

*

188, 190,
200

101

*

189

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

1924 (July 5-6), First Flight Berlin - Istanbul - Ankara cover, franked
by two air post values of 10pf carmine and 50pf orange and bearing
semi-official stamp ''Berlin- Angora'' 2GM blue and brown black, all
appropriate markings and arrival ds, VF, Mi #12, C.v. €1,200, Est.
$400-$500
1925-30, Regensburg Aviation Days, 10(pf) and 20(pf) both in olive
green of 1925, 10pf and 20pf in three se- tenant pairs from 1930, one
of which on white paper, all with full OG, first set is LH, the latter NH, VF, Mi #15- 16,18-19 a, b, €370, Est. $120-$150
1925 (April 12-13), Regensburg Easter Flight Festival, official
postcard franked by Eagle 5pf green, cancelled by Donaustauf date
stamp, semi-official air post stamp of 10pf olive is alongside, tied by
official Festival marking, violet ''Mit Flugzeug. D409 befördert'' is
alongside, VF and scarce, Mi #15, €520, Est. $150-$200
1929 (July 22), S.S. Bremen First Catapult Flight cover to New York,
addressed to NJ, franked by three Eagle stamps, Schnelldampfer
''Bremen'' red boxed confirmation marking, VF, Est. $120-$150
1933 (August 25), Balloon ''Hamburg'' Flight special postcard,
addressed to Hamburg, franked by Frederick 6pf green, cancelled by
Ruckenwaldau date stamp, semi-official Balloon Post 30pf red tied by
special marking in blue, VF, Est. $100-$140
Semi-Official Air Post stamps and labels 1909-25, 19 labels,
including Margareten Festival with two perforated and imperforated
pairs plus seven mint and used singles, 8 labels of other Aviation
celebrations, representing Straubing Festival, East Prussian, Prince
Heinrich and Görlitz Flights, Regensburg Aviation Days, minor flaws
possible, several without gum, mostly F/VF, Est. $350- $500
Remainder of a Collection 1912-36, 12 postal history items and two
large pieces, including three of Margareten Festival, MannheimHeidelberg Flight postcard, two military postcards (one is a reprint),
two Do-X flight(one is dubious, S.S. Bremen Catapult Flight cover of
1936 and etc., minor flaws mentioned, still F/VF, Est. $250- $300
Great Britain
1911, First U.K. Aerial Post, four postcards and one cover, London or
Windsor cancellations of September 9 (4) or 18, in addition card of
South African Aerial Post (defected), all are F/VF, Est. $400-$500
1923 (October 13), Lympne-Hastingleigh Motor Glider pre-printed
cover to Ashfield, franked by 1½p orange brown on dark gray flight
label, mostly VF, approximately 125 items carried, Est. $150-$200
1925 (July 1-2), Amphibie Louis Schreck Flight London - Paris by
Robert Bajac, specially printed postcard, franked by two King George
V definitive stamps and upon arrival uprated by French due stamp of
20c green, No.191at top left and all appropriate markings, VF, Est.
$150- $200
1929 (May 15), pre-printed flown postcard on line London Rotterdam - Berlin, franked by two values, red K.L.M. confirmation
marking, pilot's sign on reverse, VF, Est. $140-$180
1931 (February 26), Imperial Airways First Flight pre- printed cover
England - Africa, addressed to Nairobi, franked by two adhesives,
postmarked on arrival, mostly VF, Est. $120-$150
1932 (January 19), Imperial Airways Service between England and
South Africa pre-printed registered cover, franked by three King
George V definitive stamps, arrived to Johannesburg on February 1,
appropriate markings, mostly VF, Est. $120-$150
1933 (April 12), Great Western Railway Air Services flown cover to
Plymouth, franked by 1½p orange brown, large Western Railway
parcel stamp 3p black on green paper is alongside, one tied by boxed
Cardiff ds in violet, all appropriate markings, VF, Est. $100-$140

300

75

100

75

75

250

150

250

100

100

100

75

75

75
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*
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*
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*
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*
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*

114

*
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*
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Description

Start $

1934 (July 10), First Direct Dispatch from Broken Hill to Madagascar
illustrated postcard (''The Golden Clipper''), franked by 9p olive green,
VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
200
1935 (December 12), Pioneer Flight cover from London to Buenos
Aires, franked by two horizontal pairs of 1s bister, each one with
perfin HUTH, delivered by German aircraft from Stuttgart, machine
arrival ''15.12.35'' date stamp, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
Group of Seven Items 1909-39, four covers and three postcards,
including flown covers to South West Africa (1934), two covers to New
Zealand (1939) and First Transatlantic Flight to US via Ireland,
Newfoundland and Canada, cards are looking as aerial souvenirs,
mainly F/VF, Est. $200-$300 (website photo)
Greece 1933 (May 2), ''Gerle 13'' Athens-Budapest Pioneer Flight
postcard, franked by six values and bearing label in black and light
blue for the First Mediterranean Circular Flight, VF, Est. $100-$150
Greenland 1932, Pigeon over Icebergs, semi-official stamp of 10o
brownish red, designed by Rockwell Kent, nice and fresh, no gum as
issued, VF and scarce, only 200 stamps were printed, Sanabria #502,
Est. $450-$500
Hungary 1925, 10th Anniversary of the ''Ballon Post Przemyśl'',
specially printed Hungarian leaflet addressed to Budapest, franked
by 200k green and bearing special label in black, tied by
commemorative cancel in red, mostly VF, Est. $100-$130
India 1911 (February 18), First Aerial Flight U.P. Exhibition
Allahabad cover to Bombay, franked by King Edward VII 1a carmine,
tied by red confirmation cachet, date stamps of Allahabad and
Bombay on reverse, some paper scratches from mounting, still F/VF,
Est. $500-$600
1-2, 8
Iraq 1922-23, two Air Mail covers, first one addressed to USA and
delivered on line Baghdad - Cairo, franked by three Mesopotamia
stamps (#N33), the other one delivered on line Baghdad - London and
franked by three Iraqi values (one on reverse), F/VF, Est. $300-$400
Italy
100
(September 24-October 3), 1910, ''Circuito Aereo Milano'' specially
printed Aviation Exhibition postcard addressed locally, franked by
King Victor Emmanuel 25c blue and bearing special poster stamp,
fresh and VF, Est. $100-$140
116, 119 1911 (May 7-14), entire letter from Firenze Circuito Aereo to Pavlovsk
(St. Petersburg Gub. of Russia), written in Russian, franked by two
values and bearing Firenze Exhibition label, all appropriate markings
and arrival ds on reverse, minor flaws, still F/VF, Est. $150 -$200
94
1911 (October 29-31), First Official Air Mail Delivery black-and-white
postcard (view of Turin) delivered on flight Turin - Milan, franked by
King Victor Emmanuel 5c green, tied by special marking ''Posta
Aerea...'', fresh and VF, expert's guarantee at the bottom, Est. $250$300
C1, C2
1917, specially printed postcard (grayish paper, black text) ''TorinoRoma...'' with appropriate stamp and cancellations; and stamp with
black surcharge ''Napoli- Palermo-Napoli'' 25c on 40c violet used on
Return Flight cover and addressed to Turin, both are VF, Est. $150$200
95 x2, E1 1918, military cover from Piero Maglione, a pilot of 133th Air
Squadron to Naples, franked by three stamps, tied by Posta Militare
''27.2.18'' date stamps, two-line ''Per Aviatore Militare. Espresso''
violet marking, arrival ''2.3.18'' hs on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $100$150
C27
1930, Trans-Atlantic Squadron, 7.70L deep blue and gray, nicely
centered, full OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $450, Sassone #PA25,
€550, Est. $100-$150

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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Description

Start $

116

*

C27

1930 (December 15), First Trans-Atlantic General Balbo Flight to
Brazil, pre-printed cover franked by two values, including 7.70L deep
blue and gray, issued for this flight, tied by special machine marking,
Rio arrival date stamp is alongside together with all 18 pilots'
autographs, fresh, VF and scarce, C.v. $2,000++, Sassone #PA25,
€2,500 for flown cover w/o autographs, Est. $600-$750

400

117

*

CO2

1934, Air Post Official stamp, gold overprint on King Victor
Emmanuel 10L blue gray and blue black, full OG, LH, VF, J. Stolow
guarantee hs, C.v. $875, Sassone #SA2, €1,100, Est. $250-$300
Japan

200

118

*

C1-2

1919, red or blue Airplane overprints on 1½s blue and 3s rose,
complete set of two, prepared for Tokyo - Osaka First Trial Flight,
which did not be realize due to bad weather, full OG (3s stamp with
some toning), F/VF, C.v. $1,300, Est. $400-$600

300

119

*

C1

1919, red Airplane overprint on 1½s blue used on unaddressed
souvenir postcard, in addition reprint of a postcard prepared for Trial
Flight Osaka - Tokyo, fresh and VF, Est. $250-$300

150

120

*

Group of Four Items 1919-25, Osaka Flight postcard of 1919, Tokyo
to Le Bourget Flight cover of 1925 and two different souvenir
postcards, minor flaws as always, F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Latvia

100

121

**

C9-13

1933, Latvia-Africa Flight, black overprints or surcharges on the
second ''Bleriot XI'' imperforated stamps,10s- 100s/25s, complete set
of five, fresh full OG, NH, VF, tiny expert's hs on reverse, guaranteed
genuine, C.v. $825, Est. $350-$400

250

122

*

C9-11

1933 (May 29-30), three ''Latvija - Afrika. 1933'' overprints on 10s,
15s and 20s, used on Pioneer Flight registered cover to Kaunas,
arrival ''30.V.33'' ds on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200

100

123

*

C1-2, C6

Group of Three Items 1925-36, postcard from Riga to Danzig via
Königsberg of 1925, cover from Liepaja to Vienna (1925) and
registered cover from Riga to Belgium, franked by nine 10s deep
green on watermarked Swastika paper, appropriate markings, mostly
F/VF, Est. $250-$300
Liberia

150

124

*

C1-3

1936 (February 28), ''Air Mail. Six Cents'' surcharges, complete set of
three on local FD cover with appropriate Monrovia date stamp, usual
soiling, still F/VF and scarce, C.v. $825 as for set off cover, Est.
$300-$400

200

125

**/* C3A-F,
1937-45, Waco Plane, 1c-6c, perforated and imperforated complete
*
C46A-48B, sets of six in tete-beche pairs, five pairs imperforated between (E.
var
Kessler guarantees) and four stamps with later surcharges (one inverted), in addition three Air Mail covers of 1937 from Monrovia to
Germany, Austria or Gold Coast, stamps with full OG, NH or LH
(surcharges, one - used), all are VF, C.v. $557 for stamps only, Est.
$300-$400
Lithuania

126

*

127

*

259 fn

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1935, red Lithuanica II overprint on Main Post Office Building 50c
dark blue and olive, imperforated single with nice margins around,
full OG, hinged, VF, expertized by Z. Mikulski and others, C.v. $400,
Est. $100 -$150
July 15-18, 1935, Lithuanica Trans-Atlantic Flight cover from USA to
Kaunas by pilots S. Darius and S. Girenas, franked by Washington
3c violet, tied by Brooklyn ''Jul.15. 1933'' duplex, Lituanica the same
date confirmation and violet boxed six-line markings, pre-printed
with No. 549 at bottom left, Kaunas ''18.VII.33'' arrival ds on reverse,
mostly VF, Est. $130-$170

200

75

100
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128

*

129

*

130

*

C1-6,
C9-12,
C17

131

*

C52-53

132

*

C1/9

133

*

158, 162

134

*

135

*

136

*

137

*

138

*

139

*

C20-24

140

*

79, B5/7

C4

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

Memel (now Klaipeda) 1921 (October 7), Pioneer Flight registered
cover from Memel to Chemnitz, franked by 2m on 1fr overprinted
''FLUGPOST'' in horizontal strip of three, Memel Aerodrome Post
Office marking and Chemnitz arrival of October 10 on reverse, VF,
Est. $150- $200
Monaco April 1-15, 1914, Monaco Aerial Rally, six specially printed
Rally postcards bearing the special vignette in red, tied by the violet
Rally ''April 1914'' date stamp and special markings for Brussels,
Gotha, Madrid, Milan, Paris and Vienna, mostly VF, Est. $400-$500
Philippines
1926, Madrid - Manila Flight overprints on definitive stamps of 190623, 2c-1p, 12 stamps used on cover from Cebu to Manila, nicely
cancelled by Airplane black marking, delivered by US Army Air
Service in March 2-4,1927, all appropriate markings and arrival ds,
mostly VF, C.v. is over $900 as for stamps off cover, Est. $350-$450
1935 (December 2-6), First Flight by China Clipper from Manila to
San Francisco via Guam and Hawaii, cover franked by seven stamps,
including two air post overprinted values, issued for this flight, all
appropriate markings and arrival ds, in addition five Air Mail related
items of 1943-59, all are fresh and VF, Est. $100-$150
Portugal 1939 (May 26-28), First Trans-Atlantic Flight from Horta
(Azores) to New York, registered cover franked by 1.50e-20e, air post
set of six, confirmation markings on front and reverse, signed by pilot
at top left, arrival ds on the back, VF, Est. $100-$150
Portuguese East Africa
1935 (August 6), pre-printed First Flight cover from Beira to Limbe
(British Nyasaland), franked by two Mozambique Company stamps,
Blantyre drop and Limbe same day arrival markings on reverse, VF,
Est. $140-$180
Group of Four Items 1922-39, two postcards picturing Portuguese
Naval aviators Gago Coutinho and Sacadura Cabral; and two flown
covers from Mozambique to Paris and from Lisbon and Horta to US,
one cover with vertical fold, still F/VF, Est. $100-$150
Russia
1905, Russo-Japanese War military postcard from 16th Aviation Park
of Artillery Brigade addressed to Volkovysk (then Russian Poland),
FPO ''26.V.1905'' date stamp and arrival marking is alongside, mostly
VF. Such Aviation Units (mainly small airships, blimps and balloons)
were created in both Armies for reconnaissance and fire adjustment,
Est. $150-$200
1905, Russo-Japanese War military postcard from the 1st Aviation
Artillery Park of the 36th Artillery Brigade addressed to Moscow,
Harbin Train Station entry date stamp and arrival marking is
alongside, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
1915, the World War I military postcard from the Office of the Head
of Aviation and Aeronautics in the Active Forces, addressed to
Moscow, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $100-$150
1916, the World War I military postcard from the 3rd Observation
Station of the 7th Aeronautical Company, addressed to Kharkov,
machine arrival marking, F/VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
Soviet Union 1931-32, Airships, perforated 10k-1r used on six air
post covers in various combinations, three addressed to Germany,
two - to Czechoslovakia and one is advertising stationery envelope to
Ulyanovsk, all appropriate markings, F/VF, Est. $200-$250
South Africa 1938 (December 26-31), KLM New Year Flight from
Cape Town to Amsterdam illustrated cover, franked by 11 stamps (3 on reverse remained uncancelled), Amsterdam ''31.XII.1938'' arrival
marking, mostly VF and a spectacular item, Est. $140-$180
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75

75

100

75

100

100
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*
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*
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Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

Spain
1926-27, Airplanes and Red Cross, 4p magenta and yellow, high
value of the set; Coronation overprint varieties, error in brown on 20c
(used), four inverted ones (three mint, one - used), and high value of
the set with normal overprint, the total is 7 stamps, full OG or used,
VF, C.v. $550, Est. $200-$300
1924-26, two Pioneer Flight covers from Madrid to Larache (Spanish
Morocco), delivered by D.H.-9 aircraft on line Seville - Larache, first
one franked by two values, tied by Madrid ''17.FEB.24'' ds, bearing
two triangle labels, next day arrival on reverse, the other one franked
by two complete sets, cancelled on September 16, 1926, ''Sevilla
Avion'' label, Larache ''17.SET.26'' arrival ds, VF, Est. $200-$300
Sudan
1931 (March 2-12), two First Flight covers Juba - Athens and
Khartoum - London, franked by air post stamps, violet and black
confirmation markings, arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $200-$300
Group of Five Items 1931-52, FFC Khartoum - London of 1931,
Flight cover from Port Sudan to Trieste of 1938, Flight cover from
Khartoum to US of 1952 and two reprinted covers of L.N.A. Marc
Pourpe Flight of 1914, minor conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $250$300 (website photo)
Sweden
1912 (September 25), Demonstration Flight over Stockholm postcard,
franked by King Gustaf V 5Ö green and bearing Barnens Dag Sverige
Forsta Flygpost semi-official air post stamp (50Ö) violet (minor facial
abrasion), violet confirmation cachet, Lidingo Villas (Suburb of
Stockholm) date stamp, mostly VF, Est. $250- $300
1929 (9 June), Trans-Atlantic Pioneer Flight Stockholm - New York,
interrupted near Iceland due to technical difficulties, illustrated
registered cover franked by 45Ö brown with additional King Gustaf V
5kr in block of four, special confirmation cachet in blue, NYC transit
on September 11 and Martinez, CA ''Sep.16.1929'' arrival ds, mostly
VF and very scarce, only 65 items were carried, Est. $300-$400
Switzerland
1926 (November 26), Pioneer Africa Flight registered cover from
Zurich to Egypt, franked by four stamps, black boxed confirmation
marking, Alexandria ''3.Dec.26'' arrival ds is alongside, undelivered
and returned to Switzerland on December 21, appropriate hs on
reverse, mostly VF, Est. $250-$300
1929 (December 15), Pioneer Ad Astra Aero Pioneer Flight to
Khartoum, stationery postcard 20c red, uprated by three stamps,
including the Mythen 3fr red, boxed confirmation cachet and arrival
ds is alongside, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
1930 (December 2), registered cover delivered by Ad Astra Aero Africa
Pioneer Flight on leg Zurich - Cartagena - Alicante, franked by three
stamps, blue confirmation cachet, undelivered and returned to
Fribourg on December 11, appropriate markings on front and reverse,
F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Thailand (Siam)
1919, First Flight cover from Bangkok to Chanthaburi, franked by
four stamps, tied by special cachet, minor conveyance flaws, F/VF,
Est. $100-$150
1922, First Flight stationery postcard 3s green from Korat to Roi Et,
uprated by 3s green, tied by special flight marking, the similar Roi Et
date stamp is alongside, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
1933 (December 31), Imperial Airways First Flight registered cover
Bangkok - London, franked by 50s claret and black, tied by Bangkok
ds, Lancaster ''11.JAN.34'' arrival marking, VF, Est. $150-$200
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Description

Start $

West Indian Aerial Express 1927-28, lot of 13 FFC, originated from
Cuba (2), Haiti (3) and Dominican Republic (8), delivered by ten
different flights of the West Indian Aerial Express, each one signed by
pilot B. L. Rowe, confirmation cachet and all appropriate markings,
VF and valuable group, Est. $300-$400
Yugoslavia
1928, Semi-Official Air Post stamp, King Alexander and Plane, 2d red
lilac and light blue, complete sheet of 50 (5x10), folded in the middle
along horizontal perforation with some separation, full OG, NH, VF
and scarce multiple, Sanabria #EAPP, C.v. $1,000++ (1966),
Est. #300-$400
Trieste (Zone B) 1949, Fishermen 1L deep blue, Farmer and Loaded
Mule 2L red brown, two imperforated singles, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $300, Sassone #3a-4a, €700, Est. $150-$200

200

200

100

UNI T E D S T A T E S

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1861-62, Franklin, 1c blue, perforation 12, block of eight (4x2),
straight edges at the top and on the right, perforation separated by
scissors at bottom and slightly trimmed at top left, full OG with
minor disturbance, top stamps hinged, bottom ones NH, fine
multiple, C.v. $3,200 as two hinged blocks of four, Est. $450-$600
1894, Jackson, large die proof of 3c in purple, printed on India paper
and mounted on card, size 45x45mm, fresh and VF, C.v. $750, Est.
$350-$400
1895, Webster, 10c dark green, bottom sheet margin with imprint
and plate No.62 horizontal strip of three, full OG somewhat disturbed
on margin, NH, fine, C.v. $1,000, Est. $250-$300
1895, Marshall, $5 dark green, watermark USPS, fresh color and
intact perforation, full original slightly disturbed gum, previously
hinged, close to VF centering, PF certificate, C.v. $2,000, Est. $400$500
1895, Marshall, $5 dark green, watermark ''USPS'', neat purple
Specimen overprint at the top left, no gum, F/VF, C.v. $400, Est.
$150-$200
1909, Washington, $1 violet brown, a single with bottom margin plate
No.4957, full OG, NH, PF certificate graded F/VF 75, C.v. $1,050,
Est. $350-$400
1917, Washington, 2c carmine, type I, horizontal pair imperforated
vertically, usual centering, full OG, previously hinged, PF certificate
for block of four, this one being the top pair, C.v. $550, Est. $250$300
1918, Franklin, $5 deep green and black, right arrow block of four,
rich colors, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $1,360 as four singles, Est. $500$600
1919, Washington, 1c gray green, horizontal pair imperforated
vertically with straight edge at right as always exists, fresh color, full
OG, NH, fine and rare, C.v. $1,400, Est. $750-$1,000
1919, Washington, 2c carmine rose, type III, block of four
imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $275, Est. $120$180
1922, Franklin, large die proof of 2c in deep green on India paper,
mounted on large card, proof size 73x87mm, card size 147x192mm,
endorsed by John H. Bartlett, Postmaster General at the bottom,
reversal No. 1181454, light traces of hinges, fresh and VF,
C.v. $1,000, Est. $500-$800
1931, regular issue of rotary press printing, 11c-50c, complete set of
ten, perforation 11x10½ or 10½x11, very-well centered blocks of four,
full OG, NH, VF/XF, C.v. $549 as singles, Est. $250-$300
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Description

Start $

1943, Flag of Czechoslovakia, 5c blue violet, blue, red and black,
double impression of ''Czechoslovakia'', full OG, NH, VF, a copy of PF
certificate for block of 20, stamp position identified, C.v. $600, Est.
$200-$300
919, a
1943, Flag of Austria, 5c blue violet, red and black, right sheet
margin horizontal strip of three, middle stamp with double
impression of ''Austria'', full OG, NH, VF, PSE certificate for block of
six, this strip being at bottom, C.v. $400++, Est. $200-$250
1320, c
1966, 25th Anniversary of the US Savings Bonds, 5c red, dark blue,
light blue and black, left sheet margin block of four, top right stamp
has missing dark blue color due to foldover, full OG, NH, VF and
extremely rare, Datz mentioned at lest two such errors are known,
C.v. $5,000, Est. $2,500-$3,000
1355a
1968, Walt Disney, (6c) multicolored, right sheet margin single with
ocher omitted (Walt Disney, 6c and etc.), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300,
Datz C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200
1355d
1968, Walt Disney, 6c multicolored, a single with black omitted
(United States and etc.), full OG, NH, VF and rare, a common stamp
is included for comparison, according to Datz 35 error stamps
known, C.v. $1,750, Est. $800-$1,000
1362a
1968, Waterfowl Conservation, 6c multicolored, left sheet margin
block of four, imperforated horizontally between stamps, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $500 as two pairs, Est. $300 -$400
1362b
1968, Waterfowl Conservation, 6c multicolored, right sheet margin
single with red and blue omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Est.
$150-$200
1370b
1969, Folklore issue, (6c) multicolored, a single with black and
Prussian blue colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150$200
1414, b
1970, Christmas issue, 6c multicolored, side margin horizontal
transition strip of ten, representing three stamps on the left with
completely omitted black offset color, 4th stamp at left has omitted it
partially, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, especially in transition strip,
C.v. $1,200+ +, Est. $500-$600
1433, b
1971, John Sloan, Painter, 8c multicolored, right sheet margin
horizontal pair, right stamp has red engraved color missing (John
Sloan and ''8'') due to significant shift of all engraved colors to the
bottom left, full OG, NH, VF, Datz evaluates this error as rare,
C.v. $1,000, Est. $500- $600
1435b var 1971, US Space Achievements, 8c x3 multicolored, left margin block
of nine, containing three horizontal se- tenant strips of three of
No.1435-1434-1435, central stamp of the block (No.1434) has red
color (stripes of the Flag) omitted, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare,
this error is not listed either in Scott or Datz, APEX certificate, Est.
$1,500-$2,000
1478a
1973, American Bicentennial, Postrider, 8c green, black and blue,
right sheet margin ZIP single, red engraved color missing due to shift
of all engraved colors to the bottom, full OG, NH, VF and rare, this
error is not listed in Datz, Scott C.v. $1,400, which looks
undervalued, Est. $800-$1,000
1502a
1973, Progress in Electronics, (15c) multicolored, top margin single
with black engraved color omitted (all inscriptions and denomination),
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $850, Est. $350-$500
1508a
1973, Christmas Tree, 8c multicolored, bottom sheet margin ZIP
vertical strip of three, imperforated between first and second stamps,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $225, Est. $100-$150
1518b
1974, Liberty Bell, 6.3c brick red, coil stamp, horizontal imperforated
strip of six with line pair in the middle, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $635,
Est. $300-$400
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Description

Start $

1974, Liberty Bell, 6.3c brick red, horizontal imperforated pair of coil
stamps, pre-cancelled ''GARDEN CITY N.Y.'', full OG, NH, VF, Datz
mentioned that this pair is rare, C.v. $850, Est. $400-$500
1547b
1974, Energy Conservation, (10c) multicolored, a single with orange
and green colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, Est. $120-$150
1554a
1975, Paul L. Dunbar, American Poet, 10c multicolored, left sheet
margin horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce,
C.v. $600, Datz C.v. $800, Est. $300-$400
1578b
1975, Banking and Commerce, 10c x2 multicolored, left sheet margin
horizontal se-tenant pair with brown and blue litho colors omitted,
full OG, NH, VF, up to 32 pairs exist, a common pair is included for
comparison, C.v. $1,100, Datz C.v. $1,400, Est. $500-$600
1615Cf
1978, Piano, 8.4c dark blue on yellow paper, horizontal imperforated
pair of coil stamps, pre-cancelled ''WASHINGTON DC'', full original
shiny gum, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Datz C.v. $900, this pair is noted as
rare in the Cat., Est. $400-$500
1622Cd
1981, 13-Star Flag over Independence Hall, 13c dark blue, red and
brown red, imperforated block of four, full original shiny flat gum,
NH, VF, Datz C.v. $225, Scott C.v. $200 as two pairs, Est. $100-$150
1683c
1976, Telephone Centennial, 13c black, purple and red on tan paper,
side margin horizontal strip of five, three right stamps have all colors
missing (black trace on a common and on two error stamps came
from extraneous paper), full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, the
stamp with missing all colors priced with -'- in the Cat., Est. $1,500$2,500
1787a
1979, Seeing for Me, German Shepherd, 15c multicolored, horizontal
imperforated pair, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Est.
$150-$200
1801a
1979, Will Rogers, Actor and Humorist, bottom right corner sheet
margin plate No.39080 imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $270 as two pairs, Est. $100-$150
1825a
1980, 50th Anniversary of the Veterans Administration, 15c carmine
and blue violet, right sheet margin horizontal pair imperforated
vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200
1863f
1985, John J. Audubon, American Ornithologist, 22c dark chalky
blue, horizontal pair imperforated between stamps in horizontal strip
of 11½ stamps (imperf between 10th and 11th) stamps, full OG, NH,
VF and very scarce, Datz reported only 10 such pairs, C.v. $1,300,
Est. $500-$700
1897b
1983, Omnibus, 1c violet, horizontal imperforated pair of coil stamps,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Est. $150-$200
1898Ad
1982, Stagecoach, 4c reddish brown, horizontal imperforated pair of
coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200
1903b var 1981, Mail Wagon, 9.3c carmine rose, horizontal imperforated strip
of three pre-cancelled by two bars coil stamps, plate No.1 under
middle stamps, joint line between second and third stamps, full OG,
NH, VF, plate number imperfs are not listed in Scott, Datz
C.v. $1,250, Est. $400-$500
1927a
1981, Alcoholism, 18c blue and black, horizontal imperforated pair,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Est.$150- $200
1931a var 1981, Architecture, 18c x4 black and red, top left corner sheet margin
se-tenant block of four with ''7'' at left selvage, upper stamps (#192829) with missing red color due to strong perforation shift, full OG,
NH, VF and extremely rare, Scott listed #1929a and 1930a with
missing red (priced with -'-) and not listed #1928a, probably by
mistake, Est. $1,800-$2,500
1951c
1982, Love, (20c) multicolored, a single with omitted blue color, full
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $200, Est. $100-$150
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Start $

1982, America's Libraries, 20c red and black, top sheet margin
vertical strip of three, imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $200 for pair, Est. $150-$200
2024a
1982, Ponce de Leon, 20c multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $100-$150
2039a
1983, Volunteerism, 20c red and black, left sheet margin vertical
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $225, Est. $100-$150
2044a
1983, Scott Joplin, 20c multicolored, horizontal imperforated pair
with nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $150$200
2058b
1983, American Inventors, (20c) multicolored, top right corner sheet
margin plate No.4 se-tenant block of four with black engraved color
omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, Est. $100-$150
2062a var 1983, Historical Streetcars, 20c x4 multicolored, se- tenant block of
four with black (engraved) color strongly shifted to the bottom,
resulting in denomination is placed over the central design, while
inscription placed at top instead of bottom, full OG, NH, VF and an
attractive item, Est. $100-$150
2064a
1983, Christmas, Santa Claus, 20c multicolored, bottom right sheet
margin plate No.22322 block of four, control signs on margin, full
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $200 as two pairs, Est. $100-$150
2072a
1984, Love, 20c multicolored, bottom right corner sheet margin plate
No.11111 block of four, imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $250 as two pairs, Est. $100-$150
2096b,
1984, Smokey Bear, 20c multicolored, bottom sheet margin vertical
strip of three, imperforated between stamps and at the bottom, full
var
OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $150 for pair imperforated between
stamps, Est. $150-$200
2107a
1984, Christmas issue, Madonna and Child, 20c multicolored,
horizontal imperforated pair, left stamp has some gum wrinkles as
almost always exists, full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $1,400, Est.
$400-$500
2121a
1985, Shells, 22c x10 multicolored, se-tenant booklet pane of ten on
booklet cover, denomination is partly omitted on all stamps, six
stamps at top with added black color to shell design, full OG, NH, VF
and a spectacular item, a common booklet pane is enclosed for
comparison, Est. $300-$400
2146a
1985, Abigail Adams, 22c multicolored, three-side margin horizontal
transition strip of ten, four left stamps are completely imperforated,
while 5th and 6th ones have blind perforation, full OG, NH, VF and
scarce, C.v. $400 as for two imperf pairs, Est. $250-$300
2170b
1986, Paul Dudley White, 3c bright blue, tagging omitted variety,
complete pane of 100 with plate No. 2 at top right corner and zip
block at bottom right, deep color, full OG, NH, VF. According to Scott
Cat. the tagging omitted error appeared before the untagged stamp
(Scott 2170a, issued in 1994) and can be distinguished by the plate
No., the error exists on plates No. 2 and 3 only, this intact pane is a
great rarity, accompanied by common pane from plate No. 2 for
comparison, C.v. $7,500 as singles, Est. $2,500-$3,500
2171b, d 1986, Father Flanagan, 4c deep grayish blue, three side margin
horizontal strip of ten (top part of a pane), two left stamps have no
image (all color missing), while third one has missing it partially, full
OG, NH, VF and scarce, Scott priced this error with -'-, Est. $300$400
2177, d
1988, Buffalo Bill Cody, 15c claret, side margin transition horizontal
strip of ten, third stamp at right has partial image, while two right
ones have all color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400++, Est. $200$300
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1986, Duke Ellington, Jazz Composer, 22c multicolored, bottom
sheet margin vertical strip of three imperforated horizontally, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $500 for pair, Est. $250- $300
1987, Pan American Games, (22c) multicolored, a single with silver
color omitted, usual centering, full OG, NH, according to Datz only 30
copies recorded, C.v. $550, Est. $250-$300
1987, Girl Scouts, 22c multicolored, a single with all litho color
omitted, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only 46 stamps had been
discovered, a copy of PF certificate for the block, C.v. $1,600, Est.
$700-$800
1987, Girl Scouts, 22c multicolored, a single with red and black
engraved colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only one pane
of 50 was discovered, a copy of APEX certificate for the pane is
enclosed, C.v. $1,500, Est. $700-$800
1988, Pheasant, 25c multicolored, right margin plate No.A1111
booklet pane of ten (5x2) imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH,
VF, Datz Cat. considering this item a printer's waste, Est. $150-$200
1987, Lacemaking, 22c x4 ultra, left margin se-tenant block of four
with white color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200
1989, 20th Anniversary of the Moon Landing, $2.40 multicolored, top
right corner sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, No.1 at right
selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200
1989, Christmas issue, Madonna by Carracci, 25c multicolored, top
sheet margin single with red (litho) color omitted, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200
1990, Love, 25c multicolored, vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $550, Est. $250-$300
1990, Love, 25c x10 multicolored, booklet pane of ten stamps with
omitted bright pink color in complete booklet with normal other pane,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Est. $300-$400
1991-95, Transportation, 5c, 10c and 23c, three horizontal
imperforated pairs of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $335, Est.
$140-$160
1991, Wood Duck, 29c x10 multicolored, booklet pane of ten (5x2)
attached in the booklet cover, imperforated between stamps with
straight edges at top and bottom, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $875, Est.
$400-$500
1990, Micronesia and Marshall Islands, (25c) multicolored, bottom
right corner margin plate No. 22523 se-tenant block of four,
containing two horizontal se- tenant strips with black engraved color
omitted, full OG, NH, VF and probably unique plate No. block,
C.v. $2,800 as two pairs, Est. $1,500-$2,000

2452De,
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Start $

1990, Christmas Tree, 25c multicolored, top right corner margin
vertical strip of three, imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $500 for pair, Est. $250-$300
1990-91, Flower, rate ''F'' (29c) multicolored, perforated proof in
vertical pair with gutter in the middle, lightly folded between top
stamp and gutter, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, this item is priced
with -'- in the Cat., Est. $200- $250
1990-91, Flower, rate ''F'' (29c) multicolored, perforated proof in
horizontal pair with gutter in the middle, lightly folded between left
stamp and gutter, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, this item is priced
with -'- in the Cat., Est. $200- $250
1991, White Headed Eagle, perforated proof of $2.90 multicolored in
complete design, vertical pair with gutter in the middle, full OG, NH,
VF and very scarce, this item is priced with -'- in the Cat., Est. $250$300
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Start $

1991, Cole Porter, Composer, 29c multicolored, top margin vertical
strip of three imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400
for pair, Est. $150-$200
2567b
1991, Jan E. Matzeliger, Inventor, 29c multicolored, top sheet margin
vertical strip of three, imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $550 for vertical pair, Est. $250-$300
2579a
1991, Christmas, Santa Claus in Chimney, (29c) multicolored, bottom
left corner margin ZIP horizontal strip of three, imperforated
vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $175 for pair, Est. $100-$150
2628a
1992, Love, 29c multicolored, top sheet margin horizontal pair
imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $120-$160
2630 var 1992, Bicentenary of the NYCE, 29c green, red and black, upper right
corner sheet margin plate No. A12 block of four with green frame and
red dates are strongly shifted to the top, full OG, NH, VF, a common
plate No. block is included for comparison, Est. $120-$150
2635a
1992, Alaska Highway, (29c) multicolored, bottom sheet margin
single with black engraved color (USA 29)omitted, full OG, NH, F/VF,
C.v. $575, Est. $250-$300
2718a Pb 1992, Christmas Toys, imperforated horizontally proof se- tenant
booklet pane of four 29c stamps of wrong layout (stamps from the
bottom placed at the top), left sheet margin with plate No. A11111,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000, Est. $300-$400
2721 var 1993, Elvis Presley, 29c multicolored, yellow and black colors
dramatically shifted to the top, bottom left corner margin plate
No.22222 block of four, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item, Est.
$200-$300
2737b Pd 1993, Famous Musicians, 29c x8 multicolored, proof booklet setenant pane of four in horizontal uncut pair, perforated horizontally,
top left corner selvage with two plate No.A22222 and control text at
left, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $2,000, Est.
$800-$1,000
2754 P
1993, Cherokee Strip Land Run, imperforated proof of 29c
multicolored, vertical strip of four with gutter in the middle, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $700 as two pairs, Est. $300-$400
2754 Pb
1993, Cherokee Strip Land Run, imperforated proof of (29c)
multicolored, no purple inscription and black denomination,
horizontal pair with gutter in the middle, ZIP and USPS inscriptions
on the gutter, light vertical fold between stamps, full OG, NH, VF and
rare, this pair priced with -'- in the Cat., Est. $300-$400
2770a P, 1993, American Musicals, three imperforated proofs of booklet pane
b, c
of four 29c values in finished design, in blue color only and in blue
and magenta colors only (last two have design is slightly different
from issued stamps), all with full OG, NH, VF and very rare,
C.v. $1,250 for finished design pane only, Est. $1,200-$1,500
2778a Pa-g 1993, American Musicians, seven imperforated proofs of booklet pane
of 29c values in yellow, pink, red, blue, black, gray and in finished
design, each one with partial or complete plate No. at top selvage, full
OG, NH, VF and rare assembly, C.v. $3,000, Est. $1,500-$2,000
2782b
1993, National Postal Museum, (29c) multicolored, side margin
(USPS, ZIP inscription) horizontal se-tenant strip of four, maroon and
black (engraved) colors omitted (country name, denomination and
background text or pictures), full OG, NH, VF and rare, no more then
16 recorded, a common strip is included, C.v. $2,500, Est. $1,000$1,200
2782c
1993, National Postal Museum, 29c multicolored, side margin (USPS,
ZIP inscription) imperforated horizontal se-tenant strip of four, perfect
condition, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only eight blocks and two strips
reported, C.v. $2,500, Est. $1,000-$1,200
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247

Lot
P

2788a P

248

**

2866b

249

**

2877b

250

**

2904c

251

**

2915Ah

252

**

2940, a

253

**B 2949c

254

**

2980a

255

**

2980b

256

**

3007d

257

**

2058 var

258

**

3060a

259

**

3068u

260

P

3262 Pc,
Pd

1993, Classic Books, imperforated proofs of 29c x4 multicolored,
bottom sheet margin se-tenant block of four, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $400, Est. $150-$200
1994, Wonders of the Sea, 29c x4 multicolored, bottom right corner
sheet margin plate No, 22222 imperforated se-tenant block of four,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450, Est. $200-$250
1994, Dove (3c) tan, bright blue and red, making-up ''G'' rate, double
impression of red color, top margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $700 as singles, Est. $300-$400
1996, Mountain nonprofit org. (5c) multicolored, horizontal
imperforated pair of coil stamps with control No.04090 on reverse,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250, Est. $120-$150
1996, Flag and Porch, 32c multicolored, self-adhesive coil stamp in
strip of six with die cutting omitted, plate No.99999, vertical crease
through the stamp with plate number, otherwise backing paper
intact, fresh and VF, Datz C.v. $650, Est. $200-$250
1995, Alice Hamilton, MD, 55c green on prephosphored paper, left
sheet margin (USPS inscription) horizontal transition strip of eight,
two stamps at left are imperforated, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only
20 pairs known, this item priced with -'- in the Cat., Est. $400-$500
1995, Love, (32c) multicolored, red engraved color omitted, booklet
pane of 20 self-adhesive stamps with label, fresh and VF,
C.v. $2,000, Est. $800-$1,000
1995, Woman Suffrage, (32c) multicolored, top margin single with
black engraved color omitted, centering is above average, full OG, NH,
F/VF, C.v. $275, Est. $100- $150
1995, Women's Suffrage, 32c multi, right sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $750, Est. $300-$400
1995, Christmas, Santa and Children, 32c multicolored, top left
corner margin plate No. P4444 imperforated se- tenant block of four,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Est. $150- $200
1996, Ernest E. Just, 32c gray and black, three side margin vertical
strip of five (right part of a pane), strong perforation shift resulting in
two top stamps with all colors omitted, while middle one has only a
part of the design and plate No. B1111, full OG, NH, VF and very
rare, Est. $600-$800
1996, Year of the Rat, 32c multicolored, left sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $550, Est. $250-$300
1996, Atlanta Olympic Games, 32x x20 multicolored, complete
imperforated se-tenant pane of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700, Est.
$300-$400
1998, Space Shuttles, imperforated proofs of $3.20 in magenta and
$11.75 in cyan, two vertical se-tenant pairs with horizontal gutter in
the middle, printed on coated and uncoated paper, no gum as issued,
NH, VF and scarce, a copy of PF certificate is included, C.v. $1,150
for pair on coated paper, the other pair is priced with -'- in the Cat.,
Est. $750-$1,000
1998, Uncle Sam's Hat, ''H'' non-denominated stamp inscribed
''Postcard Rate'', full OG, NH, VF, copy of PSE certificate for block of
four is included, that is being lower right stamp, C.v. $2,400, Est.
$1,500-$2,000
2004, Wilma Rudolph, 23c red and black, self-adhesive stamp with
die cutting omitted, bottom sheet margin vertical pair, backing paper
intact, NH, VF, according to Datz only two panes recorded, C.v. $600,
Est. $300-$400
2001, Lucille Ball, 34c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp with die
cutting omitted, bottom left corner margin plate No.B1111 horizontal
pair, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $700, Est. $300-$400

261 **

3269 fn
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**

3422a
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**

3523a
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Start $

2002, Winter Olympics, 34c x4 multicolored, self-adhesive left sheet
margin se-tenant block of four with die cutting omitted, backing
paper intact, VF and scarce, according to Datz two panes recorded,
C.v. $850, Est. $400-$500
2002, Langston Hughes, 34c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp with
die cutting omitted, top left corner sheet margin horizontal pair, plate
No. B11111 at the top selvage, backing paper intact, VF and scarce,
C.v. $850, Est. $400-$500

250

264

**

3555c

265

**

3557a

266

**

3756Ab

2008, Coffeepot, dated 2007 at lower left, self-adhesive stamp in
bottom right corner sheet margin Plate No.S2222222 horizontal pair
with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $400, Est.
$150-$200

100

267

**

3895m

250

268

**

3910m

2005, Chinese New Years of 1992-2004, 37c multicolored, complete
double-sided pane of 24, misregistered die cutting on reverse causing
imperforated top three stamps and bisected stamps on three other
rows, NH, VF and scarce, APEX certificate, C.v. $900, Est. $400-$500
2005, Modern American Architecture, 37c x12 black and white with
multicolored inscription and denomination, complete self-adhesive
pane of 12, orange yellow color omitted, the pane in original USPS
pack, VF and scarce, just a few recorded, C.v. $400, Est. $200-$300

269

**

4407a

150

270

**B 4481e

2009, Celebrate, 44c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp in horizontal
right sheet margin pair with die cutting omitted, backing paper
intact, VF and scarce, according to Datz only one pane of 20 has
been recorded, this error is listed, but priced with -'- either in Scott
or Datz, Est. $150-$300
2010, Christmas issue, Coniferous, ''Forever'' multicolored, selfadhesive one side booklet pane of eight values with die cutting
omitted (no stamps on reverse), VF, C.v. $450, Est. $200-$300
Air Post stamps and covers

271

**

C18

1933, A Century of Progress Zeppelin Flight, 50c green, top sheet
margin plate No.21177 block of four, full original gum with minor
usual waves, NH, VF, C.v. $300 as four singles, Est. $100-$150

272

*

C23a

1938, Eagle with Shield, 6c dark blue and carmine, vertical pair
imperforated horizontally, full OG, trace of hinge mark, F/VF,
C.v. $300, Est. $150-$200

100

273

**

C76 var

1969, Moon Landing, 10c multicolored, top right corner margin plate
No.31401 block of four, upper right and lower left stamps without red
patch on astronaut's shoulder, full OG, NH, VF, please note that all
stamps have more or less rose red splashes on the yellow area of
stamps (on UR stamp practically invisible) and couldn't be considered
as No.C76a, Est. $150-$200

100

274

**

C86a

1973, Progress in Electronics, 11c multicolored, a single with
vermilion and olive litho colors omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700,
Est. $300-$400

200

275

**

C96a var

1979, Wiley Post, 25c multicolored, top right corner margin (ZIP)
vertical se-tenant pair with black and blue engraved colors strongly
shifted to the bottom, resulting in upper stamp has no denomination,
while lower one has ''US Airmail 25c'' at top instead of bottom, full
OG, NH, VF and a spectacular error, a common pair is included, Est.
$100-$150

276

**

C108d

1983, Summer Olympics, 40c x4 multicolored, top left corner sheet
margin plate No.2222 imperforated se-tenant block of four, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $650, Est. $300-$400

200

277

**

C115a

1985, Trans-Pacific Air Mail, 44c multicolored, top left corner sheet
margin vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Est.
$250-$300

150
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278

**

C125b

279

**

C128a

280

*

531

281

*

C13

282

*

C18

283

P

J1P3/
37P2

284

*

285

**

1989, 20th UPU Congress, Futuristic Mail Delivery, (45c) multicolored,
se- tenant block of four with light blue (engraved) color omitted
(country name and denomination), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500, Est.
$250-$300
1991, Harriet Quimby, 50c multicolored, bottom margin vertical pair
imperforated horizontally, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and
scarce, C.v. $900, Est. $400-$500
Zeppelin Flights
1925 (May 8-10), Airship Los Angeles Return Flight cover from San
Juan to Lakehurst to Cleveland, franked by Franklin 3c green in
vertical imperforated pair, red three-line confirmation cachet,
postmarked on reverse, F/VF, Sieger #20W, €250, Est. $130-$160
1930 (June 3-6), 1st Europe - Pan America Round Flight postcard,
delivered on legs Lakehurst-Seville, Seville- Friedrichshafen, franked
by Zeppelin stamp of 65c green, red German and violet American
confirmation markings, Friedrichshafen ''6.6.30'' arrival, the card
returned to US by ship on June 18 (green Zeppelin marking is
alongside at the bottom), VF, Sieger #64A, Est. $100-$150
1933 (October 23-November 2), Century of Progress Flight, three US
covers on legs Miami - Chicago, Chicago - Friedrichshafen and Akron
(second landing) - Friedrichshafen, each one franked by ''Baby''
Zeppelin 50c green, each one with appropriate markings and arrival
ds, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200
Postage Due stamps 1879-94, 22 plate proofs, neatly identified on a
stockcard, including 1st set on India Paper, four proofs of the 3rd set
on wove paper mounted on cards, complete 4th set of small dies on
wove paper, occasional flaws possible, still fresh and F/VF, Postal
Department Regulations regarding usage of due stamps is included,
C.v. $1,621, Est. $400-$600
American Expeditionary Forces in Northern Russia 1919, preprinted cover from Arkhangelsk to NYC, franked by two Russian
definitives of 15k, censorship paper tape and four-line underlined
marking in violet, the text reads: ''Intelligence G.N.Q. Northern
Russia Exp. Force. Passed by Censor'', minor flaws, still F/VF and
scarce, Est. $150- $200
Canal Zone
1924, Lincoln Memorial, black two-line overprint ''Canal Zone'' on $1
violet brown, top right corner sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH,
close to VF, C.v. $1,600 as four singles, Est. $600-$800
Mint Collection on Home-Made Pages 1904-76, over 450 mint
stamps in singles, pairs and blocks, representing postage, air post
and back of the book material, strong in early period, numerous
shade, perforation and overprint varieties, nice quality overall, full OG
with many NH stamps, F/VF, C.v. is about $6,200 without a
premium for NH, Est. $2,000-$2,500 (website photo)
Mainly Used Collection on Home-Made Pages 1904-76, about 600
mostly used stamps in singles and pairs, representing postage, air
post and back of the book issues, starting with US, Panama and
Nicaragua basic stamps, which were used for further Canal Zone
overprints, some nicely centered items, minor usual flaws mentioned
as always for used material, generally F/VF, C.v. is well over $6,000,
Est. $1,000-$1,500 (website photo)
United Nations
Collection on Scott Pages 1951-66, 172 mint stamps, 172 corner
margin inscribed blocks of four, 3 souvenir sheets and 17 postal
stationery items, practically complete for the period, full OG,
apparently all are NH, VF, C.v. is about $450++, Est. $150-$200
(website photo)
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Start $

289 **

1-91,
C1-7,
U1-2,
UC1-5,
UX1-2

Ten-Year Collection on Nicely Drawn Pages 1951-61, 100 stamps
(two on hand-made illustrated pieces with FD cancellations and
artist's signatures), 2 souvenir sheets, 8 stationery envelopes and 4
postcards neatly arranged on 65 professionally illustrated pages, each
one is original water-color drawing on the subject of issued stamps,
all these gold edged pages are arranged in heavy duty leather album,
excellent quality, ex-the Sol Rozman Collection, Est. $1,500-2,000
(website photo)

290

**

134

291

*

139-41

292

**

161, a

293

**

189d

1902, King Edward VII, 5p slate purple and ultramarine, De La Rue
printing on chalk-surfaced paper, left sheet margin block of four,
sound quality, full OG, NH, VF, ex-Besançon Collection, SG #244,
£480++, Specialized King Edward VII #M28(2), £625, Est. $300-$400
1902, King Edward VII, 2s6p dull purple on chalk-surfaced paper, 5s
bright carmine and 10s ultra, complete set of three high values,
watermark Large Anchor, beautiful colors, full OG, LH or previously
hinged, VF (5s and 10s have exceptional centering), SG #262-63, 265,
C.v. £1,800, Est. $600-$800
1912, King George V, 1½p red brown, Simple Royal Cypher
watermark, right sheet margin block of four, upper right stamp with
''PENCF'' variety (position R15/12), full OG, NH, VF, SG #362, a,
£430++, Est. $250-$300
1924, King George V, 1½p red brown, inverted watermark Block
Cypher, booklet pane of four stamps and two printed labels at left,
full OG, NH, VF, SG #420 dw, C.v. £300, Est. $150-$200
Official issues

1,200

GRE A T B RI TA I N
200

400

150

100

294 **

O43

1902, King Edward VII, black overprint ''Govt. Parcels'' on 1s carmine
rose and green, nicely centered unfolded bottom margin block of four,
bold colors, full original usually toned gum, NH, VF and extremely
rare multiple, BPA certificate, C.v. $5,400++, SG #O78, £5,400 as
hinged singles, Est. $4,000-$5,000

2,500

295 *

O66

1902, Queen Victoria, black overprint ''Board of Education'' on 1s
carmine rose and green, strong colors and intact perforation, large
part of OG, previously hinged, fine and extremely rare, neat expert's
sign on reverse, D. Brandon certificate, C.v. $10,500, SG #O82,
£12,000, Est. $7,000-$8,000

4,000

B RI T I S H COMMONWE A L TH

296

**

297

P

298

**

299

**

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Aden Protectorate States
Kathiri State of Seiyun
1966, Sultan Hussein and Scenes, surcharged in red or black with
''South Arabia'' and new denominations, 5f/5c- 500f/10s, complete
set in right sheet margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, SG #42/54,
C.v. £200++, Est. $100- $150
1966, Sultan Hussein, trial black instead of blue bilingual surcharge
5fi on 5c brown, right sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, a
copy of A. Rendon certificate for complete sheet of 100, this block
from positions 69-70/79 -80, SG #53/67 footnote, Mi #55b, €600++,
Est. $250-$300
Qu'aiti State in Hadhramaut 1966, Sultan Awadh and Scenes,
bilingual surcharges in red or black ''South Arabia'' and new
denominations, 5f/5c-500/10s, complete set in sheet margin blocks
of four, full OG, NH, VF, SG #53/64, C.v. £152++, Est. $100-$150
Souvenir Sheets Collection in a Blue Stockbook 1966-68, 70
perforated and imperforated souvenir sheets, representing issues of
Kathiri State of Seiyun (13), Kathiri State in Hadhramaut (12), Qu'aiti
State in Hadhramaut (21) and Mahra State (24), nice topical issues,
most produced in very limited quantity (especially imperforated ones),
full OG, NH, VF, Minkus (1989) C.v. almost $9,000, Est. $500-$800
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Start $

300

S

67-76

Antigua 1932, Tercentenary issue, ½p-5s, complete set of ten
perforated ''Specimen'', nice and fresh, full OG, mainly NH,
apparently only 1p stamp is VLH, mostly VF, SG #81s/90s, £250 as
hinged, Est. $250-$300

150

301

*

10-21

Ascension 1924-33, King George V and Badge of St. Helena (Sailing
Ship), ½p-3s, complete set of 12, full OG, LH or previously hinged,
mostly VF, SG #10/20, £350, Est. $160-$200

100

302

**

23-32

1934, King George V, Sooty Tern, Map, Views, ½p-5s, complete set of
ten, full OG (½p with yellow gum), NH, F/VF, C.v. $240, SG #21/30,
£120 as hinged, Est. $120- $150

303

**

40-49, var 1938-53, King George VI and Views, ½p-10s, group of 32 stamps,
neatly arranged on two pages from a Collection, representing sets
with perforation 13½ (13), 13 (13) and 14 (6), some with sheet
margins, full OG, NH, mainly VF, SG #38/47, a, b, c, C.v. is about
£700, Est. $400-$500
AUSTRALIAN STATES
New South Wales

250

304

*

87-88

1890, Map of Australia 5s violet, perforation 10, watermark 5/- in
Square; Captain Arthur Phillip 20s ultra, perforation 12x11,
watermark 20/- in Circle, complete set of two, full OG, previously
hinged, F/VF, SG #263/64cb, £650, Est. $250 -$350

200

305

*

85a,
109-20,
var

Selection on Card 1889-1906, 15 mint stamps, including Map of
Australia 5s deep violet, with watermark 5/-, definitive set of ½p-20s
with watermark Crown and A, including 6p yellow orange, 8p, 10p
and 1s with inverted watermark, in addition three Swan stamps of
Western Australia, all identified by SG Catalog, full/large part of OG,
F/VF, C.v. is over £1,200, Est. $600-$800

400

306

P

65

South Australia 1876, Queen Victoria, plate proof of 2p in black,
three-side margin imperforated block of 42 (6x7), printed in black on
thick paper, plate No.2 at top right, no gum as produced, hinged at
top margin, fresh, VF and probably the largest known multiple, Est.
$1,000-1,500

750

307

*

76-88

Western Australia 1902-05, Queen Victoria, Swan, 1p-£1, complete
set of 12, watermark V above Crown, full/large part of OG, F/VF and
scarce, high value expertized by A. Brun, C.v. $1,454, SG #117/28a,
£1,150, Est. $400-$500

250

75

AUSTRALIA
308

*

11

1913, Kangaroo, 2s brown, perforation 12, watermark Wide Crown
and Wide A, nicely centered and very fresh, full OG, previously
hinged, VF, C.v. $300, SG #12, £275, Est. $150-$200

100

309

*

12

1913, Kangaroo, 5s yellow and gray, perforation 12, watermark Wide
Crown and Wide A, deep colors and intact perforation, full OG, VLH,
VF, C.v. $550, SG #13, £450, Est. $250-$300

150

310

**

18

1914, Kookaburra, 6p lake brown, top right corner sheet margin
block of four with double vertical perforation between stamp and
selvage, full OG, NH (strengthened perforation at margin only), VF,
C.v. $640++,SG #19, £300 as hinged singles, Est. $250-$300

150

311

*

45/55

1915-18, Kangaroo, 2p-10s, complete set of nine, perforation 12,
watermark Narrow Crown and Narrow A, rough perforation on 10s
stamp, fresh quality overall, full OG, previously hinged, F/VF,
C.v. $1,457.50, SG #35/43, £1,450, Est. $750-$1,000

500

312

*

49, 53, 57 1923-24, Kangaroo, 6p yellow brown, 2s violet brown and £1 grey,
die IIB or II, perforation 12, watermark Narrow Crown and Narrow A,
complete set of three, full OG, previously hinged, fine or VF (2s and
£1), S. Sismondo certificate for £1, C.v. $895, SG #73/75, £763, Est.
$350-$400
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Start $

313 *

56

1916, Kangaroo, £1 dull blue and chocolate, perforation 12,
watermark Narrow Crown and Narrow A, nice centering and well
preserved example, full OG, light trace of hinge, VF and very scarce,
C.v. $3,000, SG #44, £3,000, Est. $1,500-$2,000

1,000

314 *

58

1919, Kangaroo, £2 rose and black, perforation 12, watermark
Narrow Crown and Narrow A, fresh colors, full OG, trace of hinge
mark, VF and rare, C.v. $5,500, SG #45, £5,000, Est. $2,500-$3,500
1924, King George V, Kangaroo and Ostrich, 1p sage green on paper
without watermark, bottom sheet margin vertical gutter block of 18
(3x3+3x3), T.S. Harrison imprint at bottom selvage, light bend along
the gutter, full OG, NH or VLH (3), mainly VF, and nice positional
item, C.v $206++, SG #83, £135 as hinged singles, Est. $120-$150
1926, 1924, King George V, Kangaroo and Ostrich, 1p sage green on
paper with watermark Multiple Small Crown and A, two bottom sheet
margin horizontal gutter pairs with A.J. Mullett or J. Ash imprints
below the gutter, left stamp of the first pair with ''RA'' joined, full OG,
stamps are NH (hinged on gutters), VF and beautiful positional items,
SG #86, d, £132 as hinged singles, Est. $120-$150
1914, 4th National Stamps Exhibition, Kookaburra, 3p deep blue,
complete pane of four from the bottom left corner of a sheet, full
original white gum, NH, VF, C.v. $260, Est. $120-$150
1929-30, Kangaroo, 6p-10s, die IIB or II, perforation 12, watermark
Multiple Small Crown and A, complete set of six, full OG, mainly LH,
F/VF, C.v. $928, SG #107/12, £958, Est. $400-$500
1932-34, Kangaroo, 6p-£2, die IIB or II, perforation 12, watermark
Multiple Small Crown and C of A, complete set of eight, full OG, LH
or previously hinged, F/VF and rare unit, S. Sismondo certificates for
10s and £1, C.v. $5,360, SG #132/38, £5,000, Est. $2,500-$3,000
1934, Kangaroo, £2 rose and black, die II, perforation 12, watermark
Multiple Small Crown and C of A, intact perforation and very fresh
single, full OG, LH, F/VF and scarce, C.v. $4,000, SG #138, £4,250,
Est. $2,000-$2,500
1936-37, Centenary of South Australia and 150th Anniversary of
South Wales, two complete sets of three, unfolded blocks of four, full
OG, NH, VF, SG #161/63, 193/95, £300 as hinged singles, Est.
$200-$250
Balance of Kangaroo Stamps and Other Issues 1913-34, 11 mint
stamps, including seven Kangaroos, ''penny'' values mostly with 1st
and 2nd watermarks, as well as Kookaburra of 1932 and Sheep of
1934, one stamp with minor face soiling and one with tiny gum
scratch, fresh group overall, full/part of OG, LH or hinged, F/VF, SG
C.v. £833, Est. $200-$250 (website photo)
NEW GUINEA

1,800

315

**/* 64

316

**/* 67

317

**

95a

318

*

96-101

319 *

121-29

320 *

129

321

**

159-61,
163-65

322

**/* 3/149

75

75

75

250

1,500

1,300

120

120

Stamps of Australia overprinted ''N. W. Pacific Islands'' (Type a)
323 *

1-6, 8-10

1915-16, Kangaroo, 2p-£1, perforation 12, watermark Wide Crown
and Wide A, complete set of nine, full/large part of OG, F/VF (key
stamps are VF), C.v. $3,830, SG #73/85, £3,719, Est. $1,600-$2,000

1,000

324

*

11-13,
16-22

1915-16, King George V and Kangaroo, ½p-5s, watermark Wide
Crown and Narrow A, complete set of ten, full/large part of OG,
mostly VF, C.v. $272, SG #65/72, 86/92, £258, Est. $130-$160
23-24, 26 1915-16, Kangaroo, 2p, 3p and £1, perforation 12, watermark Narrow
Crown and Narrow A, set of three values (less 2s for completion),
full/large part of OG, mostly VF, C.v. $416, SG #94/99, £362, Est.
$180-$250
27-28
1918, black surcharge ''One Penny'' on Kangaroo 1s blue green and
on King George V 5p orange brown, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $235,
SG #100/01, £220, Est. $100-$150
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Description

Start $

Stamps of Australia overprinted ''N. W. Pacific Islands'' (Type b)
29-37,
1918-23, Kangaroo, 2p-10s, including two shades of 2½p dark blue,
39, 40-41, King George V, ½p emerald and ½p-5p, three complete issues, the
43-49
total is 20 stamps, full/large part of OG, mostly VF, C.v. $461,
SG #102/24, £395, Est. $200-$300
38
1922, Kangaroo, £1 gray blue and brown, perforation 12, watermark
Narrow Crown and Narrow A, nice and post office fresh, full OG,
pinpoint spot of gum loss at middle left, apparently NH, fine and rare
stamp, C.v. $4,500, SG #118, £4,500, Est. $2,200-$3,000
Bahamas
100-13,
1938-52, King George VI, ½p-£1, group of 35 stamps, representing
var
stamps on chalk-surfaced and ordinary paper, including all color
varieties, except two expensive ones, containing altogether five
stamps of 5s and three of £1, full OG, NH, mainly VF, SG #149/57,
158/60, var, C.v. is over £675, Est. $350-$450
115,
1940-42, black surcharge 3p on 2½p blue and 450th Anniversary of
116-29,
the Landing of Columbus, ½p-£1, group of 25 stamps, representing
var
issues on chalk-surfaced and ordinary paper, including ½p and £1
with a dot inside first ''U'' in ''COLUMBUS'', several color shades, full
OG, NH, mostly VF, SG #162/75, var, C.v. is over £350, dot variety is
not listed in the Cat., Est. $200-$300
116, var
1942, 450th Anniversary of the Landing of Columbus in America,
black overprint on ½p bluish green, top right corner sheet margin
plate No.0319 block of eight, third stamp at the top row with the
accent flaw over first ''A'' in ''BAHAMAS'' (position R.1/5), excellent
item, full OG, NH, VF, SG #162, c, C.v. £550++, Est. $300-$400
122, var
1942, 450th Anniversary of the landing of Columbus in America, King
George VI and Fishes, 4p red orange and light blue, left sheet margin
block of four, bottom right stamp with ''COIUMBUS'' variety (position
R.5/2), full OG, very light trace of hinges on selvage and both bottom
stamps, VF, SG #168, a, £1,200, Est. $400-$500
79 var
Bahrain 1951, King George VI, black surcharge with extra bar 5r on
White Cliffs 5s red, nice condition of this scarce variety, full OG, NH,
VF, SG #78a, £950, Est. $500-$600
Basutoland
18, 21 var 1938-45, King George VI, Nile Crocodile and Mountains, ½p in yellow
green of 1938 and ½p in green of 1944, both in blocks of six (3x2); 2p
red purple of 1938 and 2p mauve purple of 1945, both in blocks of
four, all with full OG, NH, VF, SG King George VI #CW1, 1a; CW4, 4a,
Est. $100-$150 (website photo)
46-56,
1954-61, Queen Elizabeth II, Airplane, Scenes, ½p-10s, ½c on ½p 61-71
R1 on 10s, two complete sets of 11, full OG, NH, VF, SG #43/53,
58/68, £170, Est. $100-$120
46-56
1954, Queen Elizabeth II, Airplane, Scenes, complete set of 11 in
vertical or horizontal (10s) sheet margin pairs, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $242, SG $43/53, £220++, Est. $150- $200
1-4,
Batum 1919-20, Aloe Tree, two postcards (one stationery card
14-15
35k/3k red) and one large piece, appropriate postal cancellations, two
items with S. Sismondo certificates, mostly VF, C.v. is well over
$1,000, Est. $200-$300
Bechuanaland Protectorate
105-16
1932, King George V, Baobab Tree and Cattle, ½p-10s, complete set
of 12, mainly sheet margin unfolded blocks of four, nice and fresh
quality unit, full OG, NH, VF and rare set of multiples, C.v. $2,500++,
SG #99/110, £2,000 as hinged singles, Est. $2,000-$2,500
179b
1961, Queen Elizabeth II and Cattle, black surcharge (type I) ''R1'' on
10s black and brown, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, SG #167, £300,
Est. $150-$200
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Bermuda
1937-52, King George VI Coronation 1p-2½p, definitive issue, 1p-£1
with two Yachts of 2p, including dark brown and blue, the total is 53
stamps, representing altogether 33 high values of 2s-£1, arranged on
thee pages from a Collection, identified by SG, the highlights
includes #116-119, 116a, 118a, 119a, 120a, 121, all with full OG,
NH or LH (3, marked with * on the web), mostly VF, SG #107/09,
110/21, var, C.v. is over £3,600, Est. $1,200- $1,500
1938, King George VI, £1 black and purple o red paper, comb
perforation 14, nicely centered and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF,
SG #121, £300, Est. $200-$250
Stamp Booklets 1948, King George VI, two unexploited 5s booklets,
each one containing five panes of six values separated by interleaves,
first one with staple at left, the other one - at right, both are fresh
and VF, SG #SB1, C.v. £280, Est. $100-$150
British Guiana 1876, Seal of the Colony, 1c-96c, complete set of
nine, watermark Crown CC, fresh looking unit, full/part of OG (24c
and 48c with redistributed gum), F/VF, C.v. $1,421, SG #126/34,
£1,100, Est. $450-$600
British Occupation of Italian Colonies
Cyrenaica 1950, Mounted Warrior, 1m-500m, complete set of 13, full
OG, NH, VF, SG #136/48, £200, Est. $120-$150
Tripolitania - Postage Due stamps 1948, black surcharges ''B.M.A.
Tripolitania'' and new denominations 1L on ½p - 24L on 1s, complete
set of five in blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, SG #TD1-5, £200++, Est.
$120-$150
Brunei
1907, Brunei River Scene, 1c-$1, watermark Multiple Crown CA,
complete set of 11 with additional 3c - reversed watermark and 4c color shade, full original gum with some tropicalization, LH or
previously hinged, mostly VF, SG #23/33, 25x, 26a, C.v. £315, Est.
$150-$200
1908-22, Brunei River Scene, 1c-$5, watermark Multiple Crown CA,
complete set of 14, with additional types II of 1c and 3c, color shades
of 1c, 4c, 5c, 10c x2, 25c and 50c, the total is 23 values, occasional
gum tropicalization, still full OG, LH or previously hinged, F/VF,
SG #34/47, var, 49-50, C.v. £525, Est.$250-$300
Collection in Red Stockbook 1895-1990, over 200 mint stamps, 11
souvenir sheets and 4 unexploded booklets, starting with Star and
Local Scene in blocks of eight (unused, no gum), including Brunei
River 3c of types I and II (watermark Multiple Crown CA), then PostWorld War II material (NH from 1950), nice quality unit, full OG, NH
or LH, VF, C.v. is about $2,300, Est. $400-$500 (website photo)
Burma
1937, black overprint ''BURMA'' on King George V stamps of India,
3p-25r, complete set of 18, mounted on page from a Collection, nice
and choice full original white gum, two high values are NH, others
mainly LH, VF, SG #1/18, £2,750 as hinged, Est. $1,200-$1,500
1938-46, King George VI, Elephants, Royal Barge, Scenes, 1p-10r and
3p-10r, two complete sets of 16 and 15, both with Elephant Heads
watermark, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, mainly VF, SG #18b/33,
51/63, £310, Est. $200-$250
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New Brunswick 1860, Queen Victoria Cents issue, large die proof of
2c in black, printed on India paper, size 32x34mm, fresh quality, no
gum as issued, NH, VF and rare, only a few were produced,
NSSC #5dp1, C.v. US$1,200, Est. $600-$800
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Newfoundland
1861-62, Heraldic Flowers, 6½p rose, block of four printed on wove
paper, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, R. Gratton certificate,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$480++, Est. $150-$200
1870, Queen Victoria, 6c dull rose, left sheet margin inscribed block
of six (3x2), usual rough perforation, quite well centered full OG, NH,
VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$990++, Est. $300-$400
1880. Prince of Wales, 1c violet brown, left sheet margin inscribed
block of four, full OG, NH, mostly VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,600++,
Est. $500-$600
1880, Prince of Wales, 1c gray brown, top sheet margin inscribed
horizontal strip of four, nicely centered, unused with just traces of
OG, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400 as hinged, Est. $100-$150
1882, Codfish, 2c yellow green, left sheet margin inscribed vertical
strip of four, perforation re-enforcement on margin, part of OG, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$480++, Est. $150-$200
1887, Harp Seal, 5c dark blue, perforation 12, nicely centered single,
full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. $900, Est. $250-$300
1896, Newfoundland Dog, ½p orange red, bottom sheet margin
inscribed horizontal strip of four, full OG, mostly LH and fine,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$240++, Est. $90-$120
1896, Newfoundland Dog, ½p black, bottom sheet margin inscribed
block of eight (4x2), perf re-enforcement affected four stamps, full OG
with slight natural bends, NH or VLH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$320++,
Est. $100-$150
1898-1901, Royal Family issue, ½c-5c, group of 47 stamps with
various types of Specimen overprints in red or blue and security
punches placed by ABN Co. until 1910, detailed inventory is
included, one of each 1c and 4c has downward overprint, all but one
with full OG, NH, VF and an interesting specialized unit, NSSC #6976, C.v. US$1,050 for set of 44 different, Est. $500-$600
1910, John Guy issue, Coat of Arms, imperforated proof of 2c in
carmine (issued color), horizontal pair printed on stamp paper, full
OG, NH, VF, NSSC #79e, C.v. US$600++, Est. $200-$300
1910, John Guy issue, King Edward VII, imperforated trial color proof
of 12c in light green, left sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair
printed on stamp paper, full OG, NH, VF, NSSC #88c, C.v. US$600++,
Est. $200-$300
1911, Royal Family issue, Seal of the Colony, 15c magenta, top sheet
margin imperforated block of four, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$400++, Est. $150-$200
1919, Trail of the Caribou issue, 1c-36c, complete set of 12 with extra
2c carmine red (some oxidation) and 4c mauve, blocks of four, nicely
centered for this issue, NH (top stamps of 2c scarlet are LH), VF and
scarce, Unitrade C.v. CAD$3,200++, Est. $900-$1,200
1920, black surcharge ''TWO CENTS'' with bar at top on Seal of the
Colony 30c slate, pane of 25 showing complete setting, stamps on
positions 2, 7, 12 and 17 showing ''O'' of ''TWO'' over ''S'' in ''CENTS'',
full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$426++, Est. $100-$150
1920, black surcharge ''THREE CENTS'' with bars 13½mm apart on
Seals 15c scarlet, pane of 25 showing complete setting, stamp on
position 24 showing raised second ''E'' in ''THREE'', full OG, NH (16)
or hinged, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,050++, Est. $300-$400
1920, black surcharge ''THREE CENTS'' on Iceberg 35c red, complete
setting of 25, stamp on position 15 has missing lower bar variety,
while positions 14 and 21 representing lower bar missing partially,
raised ''E'' on position 24, tiny perf separation in one place, full OG,
NH (16) or hinged, F/VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$720++, Est. $200-$300
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1929, red surcharge ''THREE CENTS'' with 3mm space between
''CENTS'' and bar on Humber River 6c gray black, pane of 25 showing
complete setting, stamps on positions 1, 15 and 23 with ''C'' of
''CENTS'' below ''T'' of ''THREE'', nicely centered, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$564++, Est. $150-$200
1929, Map of Newfoundland, 1c green, top sheet margin imperforated
block of four, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$320,
Est. $100-$150
1932-38, Codfish, 1c black, three horizontal imperforated pairs, one
of which on watermarked Arms paper with full OG, NH, two others
are proofs with stamp wide of 21mm, printed on ungummed paper
without watermark or on bookend paper with rose network, fresh and
VF, NSSC #174w, z, ad, C.v. US$1,460++, Est. $250-$300
1932-38, King George V, 2c green, die II, horizontal imperforated pair
on watermarked Arms paper with full OG, NH, and imperforated pair
trial color proofs of 2c in black, die I, printed on paper without
watermark, both are fresh and VF, NSSC #175 l (proof), 177 k, C.v.
US$980++, Est. $150-$250
1932-38, Perkins and Bacon Definitive issue, trial color imperforated
proofs of 5c (die I), 15c, 24c, 25c and 48c in horizontal or vertical
pairs, a single defaced proof of 6c with left margin, all 21mm wide or
height, printed on paper without watermark, no gum as produced,
NH, VF, NSSC #182ae, 183g, 188f, 190f, 191g, 193c, C.v. US$2,680,
Est. $500-$600
1932, Fishing Fleet, 30c ultramarine, horizontal imperforated pair,
large margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,100, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$1,800, Est. $600-$800
1938, Royal Family issue, King George VI, 2c green, two horizontal
imperforated pairs with and without gum, Princess Elizabeth, 4c light
blue, Queen Mary, 7c dark ultra, horizontal imperforated pairs with
full OG, all are NH and VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,100, Est. $400-$500
1938, Royal Family issue, King George VI, 2c green, horizontal
imperforated pair, printed on paper without watermark, no gum as
produced, NH, VF, NSSC #228i, C.v. US$360, Est. $100-$150
1938, Royal Family issue, Queen Elizabeth, imperforated trial color
proof of 3c in black, horizontal pair printed on paper without
watermark, no gum as issued, NH, VF, NSSC #229m, C.v. US$360,
Est. $100-$150
1941-44, Waterlow definitive re-issue, King George VI, Royal Family,
Animals, Scenes, 1c-48c, complete set of 14, corner sheet margin
blocks of four, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade
C.v. CAD$180++, Est. $80-$100
1947, Queen Elizabeth Birthday issue, 4c light blue, horizontal
imperforated pair on watermarked Arms paper, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$450, Est. $100-$150
Air Post stamps and covers
1931, Airmail Pictorial issue, two complete sets of three imperforated
plate proofs in black, printed on paper without watermark - one of
each 15c and $1, others - on watermarked Arms paper with
additional printer's initials, no gum as produced, NH, VF and
extremely rare assemblage, NSSC #AM7n, AM9l, AM10p, AM11h,
AM12c, first two have C.v. US$1,300, four others are not priced, Est.
$800-$1,000
1932, Dornier DO-X Trans-Atlantic Flight, red surcharge $1.50 on $1
blue, unfolded block of four, excellent centering, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$3,200 as singles, Est. $800-$1,200
1933, Labrador issue, 5c light brown, right sheet margin
imperforated block of four, post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $750, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,120 as two pairs, Est. $400-$500
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Valuable Classic Group 1865-24, 35 mint stamps, representing
Royal Family, Codfish, Harp Seal, Newfoundland Dog and Pictorial
issue of 1923-24, neatly arranged and identified on a stockpage,
generally full/large part of OG, F/VF, Scott C.v. is over $2,400 , Est.
$250-$300 (website photo)
Clean and Nice Selection 1865-1938, seven singles (fishes and sea
animals) and six complete sets, such as Trail of the Caribou, Long
Coronation, Royal Family, Air Post including both Pictorial sets and
Labrador issue, the total is 45 mint stamps, fresh quality unit,
mainly full OG (two or three are regummed), F/VF, C.v. is close to
US$3,000, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)
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Pence issue
1851, Beaver, plate proof of 3c in red, horizontal imperforated pair
printed on India paper mounted on card, no gum as produced, VF,
Unitrade #1P, C.v. CAD$700++, Est. $250-$300
1857, HRH Prince Albert, trial color proof of 6p in red purple, vertical
imperforated pair with inscription at right printed on India paper and
mounted on card, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #2TCi, C.v.
CAD$650, Est. $150-$300
1864, HRH Prince Albert, trial color imperforated proof of 6p in
orange, printed on India paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
Unitrade #2TCii, C.v. CAD$450, Est. $150-$200
1857-59, HRH Prince Albert, two trial color imperf proofs of 6p in
gray or black with vertical Specimen overprint in orange or carmine
respectively, printed on India paper, one is card mounted, no gum as
issued, VF, Unitrade #2TCv, ix, C.v. CAD$650, Est. $200- $300
1852, Beaver 3p red, printed on wove ribbed paper, imperforated
single with enlarged margins at sides and at bottom, large part of OG
with slight pressed creases, still F/VF and very scarce, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$6,000 (as fine stamp), Est. $1,500-$1,800
1852-57, Beaver, 3p orange red, horizontal imperforated pair printed
on thin wove paper, printer's inscription at left selvage, enlarged
margin at top with a part of adjoining stamps, cut close but clear at
right and missing left corner, unused, no gum, fine and scarce in
pair, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000 as singles, Est. $500-$600
1877, Jacques Cartier, plate proof of 10p in blue with vertical
Specimen overprint in carmine, printed on India paper, no gum as
issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #7Pi, C.v. CAD$300, Est. $100-$150
1857, Queen Victoria, plate proof of ½p in rose, horizontal
imperforated pair printed on India paper and mounted on card, no
gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #8P, C.v. CAD$700++, Est. $250-$300
1857, Queen Victoria, plate proof of ½p in rose with vertical
Specimen overprint in green, printed on India paper, no gum as
issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #8Pi, C.v. CAD$300, Est. $100-$150
1857, Queen Victoria, plate proof of 7½p in green, vertical
imperforated pair with inscription at left, printed on India paper and
mounted on card, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #9P, C.v.
CAD$700, Est. $250-$300
First Cents issue
1859, Beaver 3c red, intact perforation 11¾, minor oxidation,
centered to the right, still well above average centering of this very
rare stamp, traces of OG, fine, Unitrade C.v. CAD$12,000, Est.
$1,600-$2,000
1859, Queen Victoria, two imperforated plate proofs of 1c deep rose,
one of which with vertical Specimen overprint in black, printed on
India paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #14P, i, C.v. CAD
$500, Est. $180-$250
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1859, Queen Victoria, plate proof of 1c in deep rose, top sheet margin
horizontal strip of three with imprint, produced on India paper and
mounted on card, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #14P, C.v. CAD
$750++, Est. $250-$300
1859-67, Beaver, trial color imperforated proof of 5c in orange
vermilion, top sheet margin single printed on India paper, no gum as
produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #15TC, C.v. CAD$250, Est. $90-$120
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1859-64, Queen Victoria, trial color proof of 2c in dark rose, bottom
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair printed on India paper and
mounted on card, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #20TC, C.v.
CAD$600++, Est. $200-$300
20
1859, Queen Victoria, imperforated trial color proof of 2c in green,
printed on India paper and mounted on card, no gum as issued, VF,
Unitrade #20TCii, C.v. CAD$400, Est. $150-$200
Numeral issue
74, 77-79, 1898-1902, Queen Victoria, plate proofs of ½c in gray, 2c in carmine
(die I), 3c in carmine, 5c in blue, 7c in olive yellow and 8c in orange,
81-82
all are in imperforated horizontal pairs with left margins, printed on
India paper and mounted on cards, no gum as produced, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,500, Est. $1,000-$1,200

405

**

74a

120

406

**

75a

1898, Queen Victoria, ½c black, horizontal imperforated pair on
vertically wove paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #74iv, C.v.
CAD$500, Est. $200-$250
1898, Queen Victoria, 1c gray green, enlarged margins horizontal
imperforated pair printed on vertically wove paper, no gum as issued,
NH, VF, Unitrade #75vi, C.v. CAD$900, Est. $300-$400
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77d var
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**

77d var
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P

78

1859-67, Beaver, trial color imperforated proof of 5c in brown red
with horizontal overprint Specimen in black, printed on India paper
and mounted on card, no gum as produced, NH, VF,
Unitrade #15TCiv, C.v. CAD$250, Est. $90-$120
1859-64, Queen Victoria, imperforated plate proof of 12½c yellow
green with vertical overprint Specimen in carmine, printed on India
paper, no gum as issued, VF, Unitrade #18Pi, C.v. CAD $300, Est.
$100-$150
1859-67, Jacques Cartier, imperforated plate proof of 17c in blue
with vertical overprint Specimen in carmine, printed on India paper
and mounted on card, no gum as produced, VF, Unitrade #19Pi, C.v.
CAD$300, Est. $100-$150
1867, Jacques Cartier, trial color proof of 17c in pale blue, bottom
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair printed on India paper and
mounted on card, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #19TC, C.v.
CAD$600, Est. $200-$300
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1898, Queen Victoria, 2c carmine, die II, left margin horizontal
imperforated pair printed on vertical wove paper, no gum as issued,
NH, VF, C.v. $1,150, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,500, Est. $500-$600
1898, Queen Victoria, 2c carmine, die II, vertical imperforated pair
printed on horizontal wove paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
C.v. $1,150, Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,500, Est. $500-$600

300

1898, Queen Victoria, 2c carmine, die I, right margin horizontal
imperforated pair printed on vertical wove paper, no gum as issued,
NH, VF and scarce, only 160 stamps were printed, C.v. $1,150,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$500, Est. $150-$200
1898, Queen Victoria Numeral issue, large die proof of 3c in carmine,
reduced to size 23x52mm, printed on India paper with imprint ''F113. American Banknote Co. Ottawa'', fresh quality, no gum as
issued, VF and very scarce, NSSC65dp14, C.v. US$2,000, Est. $500$600

100

300

300
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Cat. #.

Description

Start $

411

**

79a

1899, Queen Victoria, 5c blue, horizontal imperforated pair printed
on horizontal wove bluish paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
Unitrade #79ii, C.v. CAD$900, Est. $300- $400

200

412

**

82a

1899, Queen Victoria, 8c orange, horizontal imperforated pair printed
on vertical wove paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #81ii,
C.v. CAD$900, Est. $300-$400
King George V Admiral issue

200

413

**

104 var

1916, 1c green, bottom sheet margin double B lathework block of six
(3x2), nicely centered, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,630 as
block of four and pair with lathework, Est. $600-$800

400

414

*

125-30

1912-24, coil stamps with vertical perforation 8½, complete set of six
in horizontal pairs, 1c yellow is Die II, dry printing, 2c green - wet
printing, 3c carmine - Die II, dry printing, large part of OG, mostly
VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$660, Est. $100-$150

75

415

**

126a,
128a

1924, coil stamps (sheet forms) 1c yellow and 2c green, two blocks of
eight (4x2) imperforated horizontally, ''dry'' printing, nicely centered,
full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$480++, Est. $200-$250
60th Anniversary of Confederation issue

120

416

**

141a-45a

1927, 1c-12c, complete set of five in vertical imperforated pairs,
perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900, Unitrade C.v. CAD
$1,200, Est. $400-$600

300

417

**

142c

1927, Fathers of Confederation, 2c green, top sheet margin Plate
No.A-13 block of four, imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $360, Unitrade C.v. CAD$480 as two pairs, Est. $200 -$250

120

418

**

143c

1927, Parliament Building, 3c brown carmine, top sheet margin Plate
No.A-3 block of four, imperforated horizontally, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $360, Unitrade C.v. CAD$480 as two pairs, Est. $200-$250

120

419

**

146a

Historical issue 1927, Thomas D'Arcy McGee, 5c violet, horizontal
imperforated pair, balanced margins, full OG, NH, VF, 250 pairs
possible, Unitrade C.v. CAD$240, Est. $90-$120

420

*

149-59,
195-201

1928-32, 1c-$1, complete set of 11, in addition Medallion issue, 1c13c, complete set of 8 with two shades of 8c stamps, full/large part
of OG, LH or hinged, mainly VF, C.v. $919, Est. $250-$300

421

**

150b

1928, King George V 2c green, left sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $187.50, Est.
$75-$100

50

422

**

153b

1928, King George V 5c deep violet, left margin imperforated block of
four, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450 as two pairs, Est.
$150-$200

100

423

**

155a

1928, Mount Hurd, 10c green, top right corner sheet margin
horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$375, Est. $150-$200

100

424

**

155b

1928, Mount Hurd, 10c green, left sheet margin imperforated block of
four imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$750
as two pairs, Est. $300- $400

200

425

**

156b

1929, Quebec Bridge, 12c gray, top right corner sheet margin block of
four imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$750
as two pairs, Est. $300-$400

200

426

**

157b

200

427

**

157c

1929, Harvesting Wheat, 20c dark carmine, top left corner sheet
margin block of four imperforated vertically, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$750 as two pairs, Est. $300- $400
1929, Harvesting Wheat, 20c dark carmine, vertical pair imperforated
horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$375, Est. $150$200

60

King George V Scroll issue

Raritan Stamps, Inc

150

100
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Cat. #.

428

P

429

**

177

430

**

195c

431

**

196c

432

**

209

433

P

211-16

434

**

217c-22a

435

P

217-22

436

P

217-22

437

P

218

438

P

221

439

P

241-45,
C6

440

**

302, 321

441

PB

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

King George V 1930-35 issues
1930, King George V, Dr. Eckerlin's ''Rotary Intaglio Process'' to
mimic the image of Admiral 3c carmine, imperforated essay of
reversed (mirrored) design, complete pane of 25, printed on thick
ungummed paper, VF and scarce in a complete pane, Est. $600-$800
1930, King George V ''Arch/Leaf'' issue, Mt. Edith Cavell, $1 dark
olive green in fresh block of four, bold color and nice centering, full
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,400++, Unitrade CAD$2,400++, Est. $600-$800
1932, King George V ''Medallion'' issue, 1c green, horizontal
imperforated pair, nice margins, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only 150
pairs possible, Unitrade C.v. CAD $700, Est. $300-$400
1932, King George V ''Medallion'' issue, 2c black brown, horizontal
imperforated pair, well margined item, full OG, NH, VF and scarce,
only 150 pairs possible, Unitrade C.v. CAD$700, Est. $300-$400
1934, Loyalists, 10c olive green, upper right corner sheet margin
plate No.1 block of four, perfect centering, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade
C.v. CAD$480, Est. $100-$150
1935, King George V Silver Jubilee, 1c-13c, complete set of six
imperforated plate proofs on India paper mounted on cards, no gum
as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$750, Est. $250-$300
King George V Pictorial issue
1935, King George V, 1c-8c, set of six values in horizontal
imperforated pairs, all with enlarged margins, full OG (8c with slight
gum disturbance, counted as hinged), NH, VF and scarce, only 150
such sets possible, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,550, Est. $800-$1,000
1935, King George V, large die proof of the central vignette in oval for
1c-8c denomination, printed on India with ''X-V-114'' Canadian
Banknote Co. inscription and mounted on large sunken card, proof
size 87x100mm, card size 217x151mm, minor inclusion on card
close to lower right corner of the proof, fresh, VF and scarce,
NSSC #181dp1, C.v. US$750, Est. $400-$500
1935, King George V, 1c-8c, set of six plate proofs in vertical
imperforated pairs with gutters in the middle, printed on India paper
and mounted on cards, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$1,200 for pairs w/o gutters, Est. $500-$600
1935, King George V, large die proof of 2c in brown on India paper,
mounted on sunken card, No. XG-601 at the top, proof size
98x96mm, card size 230x153mm, flawless condition, VF and scarce,
NSSC #182dp2, US $900, Est. $400-$600
1935, King George V, large die proof of 5c in blue on India paper,
mounted on sunken card, No. XG-603 at the top, proof size
97x97mm, card size 230x153mm, perfect quality, VF and scarce,
NSSC #185dp2, US$900, Est. $400-$600
King George VI issues
1938, Pictorial issue, imperforated plate proofs of 10c-$1 and air post
stamp of 6c, complete set of five (proof of 13c was not produced)
printed on India paper and mounted on cards, no gum as issued, NH,
VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$800, Est. $300-$400
1951-53, Fishing Resources, $1 bright ultra; Totem Pole, $1 gray, two
sheet margin plate No. blocks of four, perfectly centered, full OG, NH,
VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $300, Est. $100-$150
Queen Elizabeth II issues
1967, Baby Sisters, experimental test booklet tete-beche pane of 12
(2x3+2x3) with horizontal gutter in the middle, printed by British
American Bank Note Company when developing their 1967
Centennial issue booklets, the left stamps are printed in dark green
and the right ones in black, vertical fold along the gutter, no gum as
produced, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300

400

400

200

200
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150
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300

300

200

75
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Lot
442

Cat. #.

**

549a

Description

Start $

1971, Queen Elizabeth II and Transports, 7c emerald green, coil
stamp in vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,500, Est. $500- $700
1971, Christmas, Snowflakes, (10c) carmine, silver color omitted, top
left corner sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF and very rare,
only one pane of 50 stamps has been discovered, this error is not yet
listed either in Unitrade or Scot Cat., Est. $1,500-$2,000
1974, Pacific Coast Indians, 8c multicolored, two se-tenant pairs in
block of four, ''missing bird on totem'' variety at top left stamp, full
OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #572-73, ii, C.v. CAD $225++, Est. $100-$150
1974-76, Queen Elizabeth II, Caricature definitives, 8c royal blue and
10c dark carmine, two horizontal imperforated pairs of coil stamps,
full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$425, Est. $150-$200
1973, R.C.M.P. Musical Ride, 15c multicolored, left margin
imperforated block of four, perfect quality in every respect, full OG,
NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. $1,200 as two pairs, Est. $500-$600

443 **

556 var

444

**

572-73,
var

445

**

604a-05a

446

**

614a

447 **

693d

1976, Centenary of the Royal Military College, 8c multicolored, right
sheet margin horizontal se-tenant pair with double impression of the
design, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, R. Gratton certificate,
C.v. $3,250, Unitrade C.v. CAD$5,000, Est. $2,000-$2,500

448

**

726b

449

**

727a

450

**

729, a

451

**

730 var

452

**

742 var

453

**

806a

454

**

952a-53a

455

**

1165d

456

**

1167c

457

**

1167d

458

**

1172h

459

**

1172h

1979, Fundy National Park, ($1) multicolored, top sheet margin
single with black inscription omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$750, Est. #250-$300
1979, Kluane National Park, ($2) multicolored, bottom sheet margin
single with silver inscriptions omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, R.
Gratton certificate, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $150-$200
1977, Parliament Building, 12c blue, horizontal strip of nine coil
stamps, containing five imperforated stamps in the middle, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. CAD$400 as for two pairs, Est. $150-$200
1978, Parliament Building, 14c red, coil stamps perforated 10
vertically, unsevered block of six (2x3) imperforated horizontally,
appropriate tagging, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade listed vertical pair
imperforated horizontally (#730iv), no price mentioned for strip of
three or block of six, Est. $100-$150
1977, Christmas issue, 12c multicolored, double impression (kiss
print) of black color, lower right corner sheet margin block of four,
full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #742iv, C.v. CAD$400++, Est. $100-$150
1979, Parliament Building, 17c green, horizontal strip of 14 coil
stamps, left stamp perforated 10 vertically, right one perforated at
right only, forming completely imperforated strip of 11 values, full
OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,000 as five pairs, Est. $400-$500
1985-87, Parliament Building, 34c dull red brown and 36c dark red,
two imperforated pairs of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$575, Est. $200-300
1988, Parliament Building, 38c multicolored, double impression of all
colors except black, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$300, Est.
$100-$150
1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multicolored with green background,
horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500, Unitrade
C.v. CAD$700, Est. $250-$300
1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multicolored with green background,
horizontal pair imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $325, Unitrade C.v. CAD $500, Est. $150-$200
1990, Pronghorn, 45c multicolored, vertical imperforated pair, full
OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,200, Est. $450- $600
1990, Pronghorn, 45c multicolored, top right corner sheet margin
plate block of four, control signs at right selvage, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$3,000, Est. $1,000- $1,200
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Cat. #.

460

**

1190b

461

**

462

**

463

**

464

**

465

**

466

**

467

**

468

**

1499b

469

**

1676a

470

**

1683a

471

**

1695a

472

**

1698b

473

**

1767a

474

**

1931c

475

**

1932a

476

P

1934

477

**

1969a

Description

Start $

1990, Flag, 1c x2, 5c and 40c, imperforated se-tenant booklet pane of
four values, imprint and control signs at the top margin, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $500-$600
1194Bf,
1990, Flag, 39c dark violet and 40c blue gray, two vertical
Cg
imperforated pairs of coil stamps, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$525, Est. $150-$200
1356e
1991, Flag over Hills, 42c multicolored, right margin vertical
imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,000, Est.
$250-$300
1357b
1991, Queen Elizabeth II, 42c multicolored with background in
purple, vertical imperforated pair, nice margins all around, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $575, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,000, Est. $250-$300
1359, var 1992, Flag over Prairie, 43c multicolored, ''repellex variety'' with color
changing at top, three side margin transition block of 20 (10x2, top
part of a sheet) with six stamps at upper row showing blue black
instead of green black color at top, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular
item, Est. $400-$500
1359f
1994, Flag over Field, 43c multicolored, vertical pair imperforated
between stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$1,000, Est. $300-$400
1362c
1998, Flag over Building, 45c multicolored, stamp size 20x24mm,
horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450, Unitrade
C.v. CAD$750, Est. $250-$300
1395a-96a 1992-95, Flag, 43c olive green and 45c blue green, two vertical
imperforated pairs of coil stamps, fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $100-$150

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1993, Christmas, Święty Mikołaj of Poland, 43c multicolored,
horizontal pair imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH, VF,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,600, Est. $500-$600
1999, Oyster Farming, 4c multicolored, imperforated bottom left
corner sheet margin plate block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce,
R. Gratton certificate, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,500 as two pairs, Est.
$800-$1,000
1991, Queen Elizabeth II, 47c multicolored with background in blue,
vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900,
Est. $200-$300
1998, Flag, 46c red, vertical imperforated pair of coil stamps, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $150, Unitrade C.v. $225, Est. $90-$120
1998, Flag over Iceberg, 46c multicolored, vertical pair of selfadhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, NH,
VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $100- $150
1999, Year of the Rabbit, 46c multicolored, untagged stamp with red
color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, Greene certificate for block of four,
the stamp being at top right, Unitrade C.v. $1,250, Est. $400-$500

300

100

150

150

250

200

150

75

300

500

150

60
75

250

2002, Flag over Head Post Office, 48c multicolored, self-adhesive
stamp with blue color omitted, backing paper intact, VF, a common
stamp is included for comparison, C.v. $375, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500,
Est. $150-$200
2002, Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee, 48c multicolored, top
sheet margin vertical imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,100,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,800, Est. $500-$600

100

2002, Year of the Horse, $1.25 multicolored, imperforated essay of
the souvenir sheet with full embossing, no tagging on stamp and
overall grid, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$850, Est. $250-$300
2003, Year of the Ram, 48c multicolored, gold color (Chinese
inscription) omitted, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$600, Est.
$200-$250

150

300

120
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478

**

2001c

479

**

2001d

480

**

2103b

481

**B 2139b

482

**B 2188b

483

**

2201a

484

**

2710b

485

**

C2

486

**

C2-9,
CE1-4

487

**

E3a

488

**

E3b

489

**

E3c

490

**

CE1-4,
E3/11

491

*

CL4

492

**/* CL8/51,

2003, Trees of Canada and Thailand, 48c x2 multicolored, bottom
right corner sheet margin imperforated block of four, containing two
se-tenant pairs, imprint and control lights on selvage, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $1,800, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,500, Est. $800-$1,000
2003, Trees of Canada and Thailand, 48c x2 multicolored,
imperforated souvenir sheet contains se-tenant pair, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $1,250, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $700-$800
2005, Bridges, 50c x4 multicolored, top left corner margin block of
four self-adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, backing paper
intact, fresh and VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $400-$600
2005, Flag Booklet, 51c x10 multicolored, complete self-adhesive
booklet of ten with die cutting omitted, booklet cover is intact, VF,
C.v. $1,500, Unitrade #BK317ii, C.v. CAD$2,000, Est. $600-$800
2006, Queen Elizabeth II, complete booklet of ten ''Permanent'' selfadhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, post office fresh, VF,
Unitrade #BK340i, C.v. CAD$1,200, Est. $400-$500
2007, Year of the Pig, 52c multicolored, missing foil stamping, block
of four, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400, Est. $150-$200
2014, Burrowing Owl, ($1.00) multicolored, a self-adhesive stamp
with yellow color (inscription and denomination) omitted, baking
paper intact, VF, C.v. $500, Unitrade C.v. CAD$600, Est. $250-$300
Air Post stamps and covers
1930, Mercury, 5c olive brown, bottom sheet margin block of six
(2x3), bold color and nice centering, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600,
Unitrade C.v. CAD $840++, Est. $200-$300
Blocks of Four - Group 1930-46, 12 blocks missing only No. C1 for
completion, C7-9 and all Special Delivery are plate No. blocks,
generally very well centering, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$1,375++, Est. $250-$400 (website photo)
Special Delivery stamps
1927, Confederation issue, 20c orange, horizontal imperforated pair,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only 250 pairs possible, Unitrade C.v.
CAD$500, Est. $200-$300
1927, Confederation issue, 20c orange, horizontal pair imperforated
vertically, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 250 pairs were printed,
Unitrade C.v. CAD$500, Est. $200-$300
1927, Confederation issue, 20c orange, vertical pair imperforated
horizontally, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only 250 pairs were
produced, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500, Est. $200-$300
Special Delivery Unit in Multiples 1927-46, 11 blocks of four with
premium centering, including four plate blocks for Air Mail Special
Delivery and seven for Special Delivery, including Confederation 20c
orange, all with full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. is over CAD$1,300,
Est. $200-$300 (website photo)
Air Post Semi-Official stamps
1924, Laurentide Air Service with ''Canada 1924'' added, (25c) red,
booklet pane of two values, large part of OG (some paper adhesion on
reverse), VF, C.v. CAD$500, Est. $100-$150
Group of Air Post Semi-Official stamps 1926-32, 28 stamps,
starting with Elliot-Fairchild, representing several plate varieties,
such as ''filled wing'' on No.CL9, serif and snow variety on No. CL46,
nice quality material, a few without gum, generally full OG, NH or LH,
F/VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$830, Est. $150-$200 (website photo)
Postage Due stamps 1906, Numerals, 2c violet, left sheet margin
block of four, full type ''D'' lathework, neat cancellation, light bend at
top left on margin, fresh, VF and rare, according to Unitrade only four
stamps of #J2 are known with ''D'' lathework, this block is probably
unique, C.v. CAD$6,000 for unused block, Est. $1,200-$1,500

var

493

U

J2 var

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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494

**

OC6-7

Description

495

*

85-96

496

*

245

497

**

264-74

498

**

278-89,
292, 295

499

*

500

**/* 23, var

501

**/* 114-23

502

*

41-48

503

*

79 var

504

**

84-96,
101-02,
var

505

**

107-20

506

**

2L1-8/
5L1-8

507

**

2L1-8/
5L1-8

Start $

Perforated Official stamps 1938-42, Monoplane over Steamer 6c
blue and R.C.A.F. Training Plane 6c deep blue, two-line perfin
''O.H.M.S.'', two three-side margin (bottom part of a sheet) plate No.
blocks of 10 (5x2), perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and a
spectacular unit, Est. $100-$150 (website photo)

75
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Cayman Islands 1935, King George V, Booby, Turtles, Map, Sailing
Ship, ¼p-10s, complete set of 12, full OG, LH or previously hinged,
VF, SG #96/107, £200, Est. $100-$150
Ceylon
1924, King George V, 50r dull purple, printed on chalk-surfaced
paper with Multiple Script CA watermark, full OG, light trace of
hinge, VF, C.v. $825, SG #358, £800, Est. $500-$600
1935-36, King George V, Elephants, Views, 2c-1r, Complete set of 11,
nice condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $220, SG #268/78, £60 as
hinged, Est. $75-$100
1938-49, King George VI, Elephants, Views, complete set of 14,
mainly sheet margin blocks of four, nice and post office fresh, full
OG, NH, VF, SG #386/97a, £400 as singles, Est. $250-$300
Cook and Other Pacific Islands
Nice Group 1893-1915, King Edward VII, Queen Makea Takau,
Birds, 25 mint stamps, representing Cook Islands (10), Aitutaki (7),
Niue (3) and Penrhyn Islands, identified by SG Cat., mainly complete
issues, full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is over £600, Est. $250-$300
(website photo)
Penrhyn Islands 1918, King George V, blue overprint on New
Zealand 6p carmine, perforation 14x14½, bottom sheet margin
horizontal strip of three, middle stamp without period after ''Island''
variety, nice quality, full OG, NH (error stamp) or LH, VF and scarce,
only 197 such errors possible, SG #26a, ab, C.v. £460 as hinged
singles, Est. $400-$500
Cyprus 1928, 50th Anniversary of the British Rule, ¾pi- £1, complete
set of ten, very fresh and choice, full OG, NH (£1 value) or LH, mainly
VF, SG #123/32, £300 as hinged, Est. $150-$200
Falkland Islands
1921-29, King George V, ½p-3s, complete set of eight, watermark
Multiple Script CA, nicely centered, full OG, mainly LH, VF,
SG #73/80, £150, Est. $100-$120
1935, King George V Silver Jubilee issue, 4p dark blue and green,
flagstaff on right-hand turret variety, full OG, VLH, VF, SG #141d,
C.v. £850, Est. $400-$500
1938-50, King George VI, Animals, Birds, Scenes, ½p- £1, complete
set of 18 with extra shades of ½p (2), 1p red and black, 2½p (2), 1s
(2), 5s, the total is 26 stamps, full OG, NH, mostly VF, SG #145/63,
a, b, var, C.v. is over£750, Est. $350-$500
1952, King George VI, Animals, Birds, Map, Ships, Scenes, ½p-£1,
complete set of 14, mainly sheet or corner sheet margin blocks of
four, post office fresh quality unit, full OG, NH, VF, SG #172/85,
£720++, Est. $400-$500
Falkland Islands Dependencies
1944-45, Issues for the Separate Islands, four different red overprints
on Falkland Island stamps of ½p-1s, complete sets of eight, full OG,
NH,VF, SG #A1/8-D1/8,£88, Est. $60-$75
1944-45, Issues for the Separate Islands, four different red overprints
on Falkland Island stamps of ½p-1s, complete sets of eight, sheet
margin blocks of four, occasional separation, full OG, NH,VF,
SG #A1/8- D1/8,£352++, Est. $200-$250
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508

1-16

**

509

**/* 102-20,
121-24,
var

510

**

511

*

90

512

**

104-06,
107-18,
var

513

**

109b

Description

Start $

South Georgia 1963-69, Queen Elizabeth II, Animals, Birds, Scenes,
½p-£1, complete set of 16, including both £1 stamps, full OG, NH,
VF, SG #1/16, £200, Est. $100-$150
Gambia 1922-29, King George V and Elephants, two complete sets of
19 and 4 with both watermarks, first one has seven extra low values
from ½p to 6p of distinctly different shades, all with full OG, NH (five
low values and 4s) or LH/hinged, mainly VF, SG #118/21, 122/42,
var, C.v. is about £460, Est. $200-$300
Ghana and Nigeria - Collections on Pages 1957-68, over 500 mint
stamps (more then 350 for Ghana and 150 for Nigeria) and 37
souvenir and miniature sheets (29 - Ghana, 8 - Nigeria), nice topical
items, long definitive sets, apparently complete for the period, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. is over $650 ($440++ - Ghana and $210++ - Nigeria),
Est. $200-$300 (website photo)
Gibraltar
1924, King George V, 8s violet and green, Multiple Script CA
watermark, the high value of the set, full OG, very light trace of
hinge, appears NH, VF, SG #101, £325, Est. $150-$200
1937-52, Coronation of King George VI and the Pictorial issue, ½p-3p
and ½p-£1, the total is 47 stamps, representing major set of 14 and
most of existing perforation varieties, including ten re-issued stamps
of 1938-49 with various perforation catalogued by the Bridger and
Kay Handbook, arranged on three pages from a Collection, full OG,
NH, mostly VF, SG #121/31, var, C.v. at least £650, Est. $350-$450
1940, King George VI and View of the Rock of Gibraltar, 1½p
carmine, perforation 13½, bottom right corner margin single, full OG,
NH, VF, SG #123a, £300, Est. $200-$250

75

150
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HONG KONG
514

*

26-27

515

*

57

516

*

58

517 *

70a var

518

**/* 109, var

519

*

520

**/* 154-66A,

129-46,
133 var,
141 var

155a-62a

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Postal Fiscal stamps
1874, Queen Victoria, $2 olive green and $3 dull violet, perforation
15½x15, watermark Crown CC, fresh quality, unused, no gum or
traces of original gum, fine centering, C.v. $725, SG #F1-2, £825, Est.
$300-$400
1897, Queen Victoria, $2 dull bluish green, perforation 14,
watermark Crown CC, large part of OG, previously hinged, VF,
C.v. $400, SG #F4, £450, Est. $150-$200
1902, Queen Victoria, $3 lilac, perforation 14, watermark Crown CC,
nice centering, full OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $575, SG #F5,
£700, Est. $300-$400
Postage stamps
1898, surcharge (without Chinese characters) $1 on 96c gray black
shade, a beautiful single, full OG, previously hinged, VF and scarce,
BPA certificate, SG #53a, £2,750, Est. $1,500-$2,000
1912-14, King George V, 1c brown, watermark Multiple Crown CA,
bottom sheet margin block of nine with interpanneau at left, stamp in
the middle with broken Crown at right variety (position R9/2), full
OG, NH (error and six other values) or LH, VF,SG #100, b, C.v. £310
as hinged singles, Est. $250-$300
1921-37, King George V, 1c-$5, complete set of 20 including two
different shades of 4k and 30k, watermark Multiple Script CA, fresh
colors and nice unit, full OG, LH or previously hinged, F/VF,
SG #117/32, 120a, 137a, £1,060, Est. $600-$700
1938-52, King George VI, 1c-$10, group of 37 stamps, sets with
perforation 14 and 14x14½, representing numerous color shade
varieties, all neatly arranged on page from a Collection, full OG,
several stamps of early printing with usual patchy gum, NH or LH (6,
marked with * on web), mostly VF, SG #140/62, C.v. is about £1,500,
Est. $750- $900
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521

**/* 19, var

522

**

O43-44,
var

523

*

11-18

524

**

30-37

525

*

2a

526

**

12-14

527

*

36-38

528

*

77-79, b

529

**

96-98

530

**

54, a

531

**

103-15,
120-25

532

*

1-8

533

*

9-13

534 *

14-17

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

British Offices in China 1922-27, King George V, black overprint
''China'' on 4c carmine rose, watermark Multiple Script CA, block of
six (3x2), middle stamp of the bottom row with broken lower
character at right, full OG, NH (error and four other stamps) or LH,
VF, SG #20, a, C.v. £435 as hinged singles, Est. $300-$400
India - Feudatory States
Bhopal - Official stamps 1940, Tiger ¼a ultra, two stamps on white
and grayish paper, Spotted Deer 1a red violet, full OG, NH, F/VF,
SG #O344/45, £76, Est. $70-$100
Sirmoor 1895-99, Elephant, 3p-1r, complete set of eight, stamp of 1a
with tiny thin spot from hinge removal, still fresh, large part of OG,
F/VF and very scarce, SG #22-29, £200, Est. $150-$200
Soruth 1929, Saurashtra Postage, Nawab Mahabat Khan III, Lion,
Horse and View of Junagarh City, 3p-1r, complete set of nine,
including both shades of 2a, nice and choice, full OG, NH, VF and
rare never hinged, SG #49/56,52a, £168 as hinged, Est. $150-$200
Ireland
1922, inverted Dollard black overprint on 1p scarlet, full OG, LH,
F/VF, C.v. $300, Hibernian #T2a, €375, Est. $150-$200
1922, black Dollard overprint on King George V and Sea Horses of
2s6p, 5s and 10s, complete set of three, nicely centered, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $805, Hibernian #T12- 14, C.v. €800, Est. $400-$500
1922, blue black Alex Thom overprint on King George V Sea Horses
2s6p brown, 5s carmine rose and 10s gray blue, full OG, previously
hinged, F/VF, C.v. $2,290, Hibernian #T39-41, €2,250, Est. $800$1,000
1925-28, narrow and wide black overprints on King George V and
Sea Horses issue, two complete sets of three with additional shade of
5s with narrow overprint, all with full OG, LH (mainly second set) or
hinged, VF, C.v. $885, Hibernian #T66-68, T72-74, €740, Est. $300$400
1937, St. Patrick, 2s6p, 5s and 10s, complete set of three with
Multiple SE watermark, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700, Hibernian #D1315, €625, Est. $300-$400
Kuwait 1939, King George VI, black overprint ''Kuwait'' on 2r brown
and purple, bottom right corner sheet margin block of six (3x2),
middle stamp in the top row has elongated ''T'' variety (position R3/2,
lower left pane), full OG, NH, VF and very scarce multiple, SG #48, a,
L1,160++, Est. $600-$800
Leeward Islands 1938-51, King George VI, ¼p-£1, page from a
Collection bearing 39 stamps, representing most of SG color and
paper varieties, including four stamps of 1s, three of 2s, three of 5s,
two of 10s and four of £1, all are properly identified, full OG, NH,
mainly VF and difficult assemblage, SG #95/114, a, b, c, C.v. at least
£1,200, Est. $600-$750
MALAYA
Federated Malay States
1900, black overprint ''Federated Malay States'' on Negri Sembilan
Tiger issue, 1c-50c, complete set of eight, full/part of OG, F/VF,
C.v. $600, SG #1/8, £600, Est. $300-$400
1900, black overprint ''Federated Malay States'' on Perak Tiger and
Elephants issue, 5c-$5, complete set of five, full OG, LH or previously
hinged, VF, C.v. $978, SG #9/13, £1,125, Est. $500-$600
1900, Elephants, $1-$25, complete set of four high values, watermark
Crown CC, nice and fresh, full OG, LH ($1 and $2) or previously
hinged, VF and rare set in nice quality, C. Ceremuga certificate for
$25 stamp, C.v. $5,865, SG #23/26, £5,830, Est. $3,000-$4,000
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Cat. #.

*

Description

Start $

18-25, var 1900-01, Tiger, 1c-50c, complete set of 20, including SG listed extra
shades of 1c, 3c (2), 4c, 5c (2), 8c (2), 10c (3) and 50c, sideways
watermark Crown CA, one 50c orange brown and black with slight
gum crease, otherwise fresh quality unit, full/large part of OG,F/VF,
SG #15/22, C.v. is over £900, Est. $400-$500

250

536 *

26-36,
38-48

1904-22, Tiger and Elephants, 1c-$25, complete set of 23 with extra
shades of 10c claret/black, 50c orange brown/gray and $1
green/pale green, watermark Multiple Crown CA, a beautiful unit, full
OG, several low values and $2 are NH, others LH or hinged, F/VF,
SG #27/51, 43b, 47c, 48a, £3,325++, Est. $1,800-$2,500

1,200

537

**

J7-12

300

538

*

4/17

539

P

32

540

*

1-35

541 *

7-10

542

*

1/28

543

*

20 var

544

*

545

*

Postage Due Stamps 1936-38, Malayan Postal Union, Numerals, 1c50c, complete set in blocks of four, 1c and 4c with sheet or corner
sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, SG #D1/6, £680 as hinged singles,
Est. $400-$600
Malayan States
Johore 1884-91, ten stamps representing second overprints ''Johor''
on Straight Settlements Queen Victoria of 2c rose (SG types 9-15);
and four surcharges 2c on 24c green (SG types 17-20), all arranged
on Exhibition style pages, full/large part of OG, F/VF, SG #9/20, var,
C.v. £1,100, Est. $400-$600
Negri Sembilan
1935, Coat of Arms, four imperforated essays of 50c with center and
denomination in black and frames in red, orange, green and blue,
printed on thick white paper without gum, VF and scarce, SG #36,
Est. $140-$180
Complete Pre-World War II Collection on Pages 1891-41, Tiger and
Coat of Arms, 41 mint stamps, starting with black overprint ''Negri
Sembilan'' on Straits Settlements Queen Victoria 2c rose,
representing all issued stamps with some extras, such as surcharge
1c on 15c with raised stop (SG #15a), black overprint 4c/8c looks
questionable (counted as a common stamp), nice quality unit, full
OG, LH or hinged, F/VF, SG #1/39, £1,265, Est. $500-$700
Pahang
1891, Queen Victoria, black surcharges ''Pahang. 2 cents'' on Straits
Settlements of 24c green, complete set of four different surcharge
types, arranged on a piece from a Collection, nicely centered, full OG,
No.7 and 9 are VLH, No.8 hinged and No.10 with part of OG, VF and
rare in complete set, C.v. $3,175, SG #7/10, £3,125, Est. $1,500$2,000
Classic Collection on Pages 1889, 23 mint stamps, starting with
Queen Victoria Straits Settlements values overprinted ''PAHANG''
with No.1, 3, 4 x5 (one with raised ''G'' in overprint) and 6 (all with
full OG), Tiger stamps and later surcharges, also Perak Tiger and
Elephants overprinted ''Pahang'' up to $1, nice quality overall,
full/large part of OG, F/VF, SG #1/28, £2,275, Est. $1,000 -$1,200
Perak
1887, Queen Victoria, black surcharge ''One Cent. Perak'' (type u) on
Straits Settlements stamp of 2c rose, watermark Crown CA, words
''One'' and ''Cent'' completely broken, large part of OG, fine and
scarce, Est. $150- $200
1889, Queen Victoria, black surcharge ''One Cent. Perak'' (SG type
36) on Straits Settlements stamp of 2c rose, watermark Crown CA,
full OG, VLH, VF and scarce, this type is unlisted in Scott, SG #39,
£400, Est. $200-$300
1889, Queen Victoria, black surcharge ''Perak. One Cent'' (SG type
38) on Straits Settlements stamp of 2c rose, nicely centered, full OG,
LH, VF, this type is unlisted in Scott, SG #41, C.v. £350, Est. $180$250
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546 *

47-60

1895-99, Tiger and Elephants, 1c-$5, complete set of 14, watermark
Crown CA for ''cents'' and Crown CC for ''Dollar'' values, nice and
fresh unit, full OG, LH or previously hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $2,740,
SG #66/80, £2,850, Est. $1,400-$2,000

1,000

547 *

61

1896, Elephants, $25 green and orange, watermark Crown CC, nicely
centered with intact perforation, large part of OG, VF, and very rare,
the RPS certificate, C.v. $11,000, SG #80, £12,000, Est. $6,000$8,000

4,000

548

S

47-60

300

549

*

N3, N6
var

550

**/* B1a-B3a

551

**/*

552

SB

553

**

19 var

554

**

28 var

555

**

186, var

556

**

187, var

557

**

203 var

1895-99, Tiger and Elephants, 1c-$5, complete set of 14 (up to $5),
''cents'' values with watermark Crown CA, ''dollar'' values with
watermark Crown CC, black ''Specimen'' overprint, fresh condition,
full/part of OG, mostly VF, SG #66s/79s, £550, Est. $400-$600
Japanese Occupation 1942, two stamps with inverted black
overprint (type 1) on Sultan Iskandar 3c green and 8c scarlet, first
one has slightly rounded bottom left corner, both with large part of
OG, F/VF, this errors are not listed either in Scott or Gibbons Cat.,
individual RPS certificates, Est. $300-$400
Trengganu - Semi-Postal issues 1917-18, black error surcharge
''RED CSOSS. 2c'' on Sultan Zenalabidin 3c, 4c and 8c stamps, full
OG, NH (8c) or LH/hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $500, SG #19c-20c, 22c,
£425, Est. $200-$300
Malayan States - Early Collection on a Stockpage 1891- 1900, 31
mint stamps, identified by Scott, representing issues of Negri
Sembilan, Pahang including overprinted set of #16-20 with OG,
hinged, $5 has tiny inclusion at top, Perak with complete surcharged
set in MNH condition and two stamps of Selangor, nice and fresh
unit, full/large part of OG, NH or hinged, F/VF, C.v. $3,425, SG C.v.
is over £3,350, Est. $1,200-$1,500
Group of Booklets 1979, Flowers, ten intact $3 booklets for various
Malayan States, stitched at left or right, two with slight soiling,
otherwise F/VF, Est. $75-$100 (website photo)
Malta
1901, Valletta Harbor, ¼p red brown, top sheet margin block of four
with sideways reversed watermark Crown CA, full OG, NH, VF,
SG #31x, C.v. £192 as hinged singles, Est. $150-$200
1905, Valletta Harbor, ¼p red brown, top right corner sheet margin
block of four with sideways watermark Multiple Crown CA (Crown to
left of CA) variety, full OG, NH, VF, SG #45w, C.v. £100 as hinged
singles, Est. $90- $120
1935, Silver Jubilee, 6p olive green and light blue, bottom left corner
sheet margin block of four, top left stamp with Extra Flagstaff variety
(position R9/1), full OG, NH, VF, SG #212, a, C.v.£201 as hinged
singles, Est. $150-$200
1935, Silver Jubilee, 1s lilac and slate, bottom sheet margin vertical
pair, top stamp with Extra Flagstaff variety (position R9/1), full OG.
NH, VF, SG #213, a, C.v. £442 as hinged singles, Est. $300-$400
1938-43, King George VI and Statue of Neptune, 2s6p red and black,
damaged value tablet variety, translucent one tip of perforation at the
top, full OG, NH, VF, SG #229a, C.v. £400, Est. $200-$300
Morocco Agencies
Spanish Currency 1935, Silver Jubilee issue, blue surcharge 10c on
1p carmine, block of nine, central stamp with ''centimes'' variety of
surcharge, full OG, NH (error and seven other values), VF and rare,
especially in NH condition, BPA certificate (2019), C.v. $1,634++, SG
#150, a, £1,700 for hinged variety, this lot has been sold in our
Auction #89 for $1,800 plus appropriate commission, but returned by
customer, because in his opinion gum was toned (not mentioned in
new certificate), Est. $1,400-$2,000

1,000

558 **

68, a
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559 **

525a

Tangier 1948, Royal Silver Wedding, black overprint ''Tangier'' at the
top of 2½p ultramarine, top margin vertical pair, upper stamp
without overprint, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and rare, BPA
certificate, C.v. $5,400, SG #255a, £9,000, Est. $6,000-$7,000

560

**

90-101

561

P

2

Nepal 1957, Crown of Nepal, 2p-2r, complete set of 12, blocks of four,
seven of which with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $440 as
hinged singles, Est. $200-$300
New Zealand
1855, Queen Victoria, Chalon Heads Hausburg reprint of 2p in black
on medium white card, produced in 1906, right margin block of 20
(4x5), lightly folded between 4th and 5th horizontal rows, minor soiling,
no gum as issued, still F/VF, Est. $200-$300

562

*

400

563

P

70-83, var 1898, Birds, Views, ½p-5s, complete set of 26 on paper without
watermark, various perforation (12 to 16) and color shades of all
values, except 6p ''Wakatipu'' and 9p, perf thin at top of one 5s
stamp, full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is about $2,500, Est. $600-$800
70, 78
1898, Mt. Cook ½p and Kiwi 6p, two engraved plate proofs in black,
imperforated pairs on wove paper without watermark, no gum as
produced, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200

564

*

250

565

*

566

P

1900-01, Birds, Commerce, Views, ½p-2p, ½p-2p, 2½p-5s, ½p-1½p,
four complete (by Scott, three by SG) issues, on double-lined NZ and
Star watermarked paper or on paper without watermark with
perforation 11, the total is 20 stamps, full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is
about $1,100, SG #260/76, C.v. is over £900, Est. $400-$500
108/19,
1902-07, Birds, Commerce, Views, 1p-5s, issues on paper with
111e/20e, watermark NZ and Small Star, perforation 14 or 11, the total is 22
127 var
values, including shades of smaller size design of 6p stamps, a few
stamps with some oxidation, full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is over
$1,350, Est. $400-$500
129, 130 1908-09, ''Commerce'', Universal Penny Postage, redrawn design; and
King Edward VII ½p, two imperforated plate proofs, first one printed
on thin card, the other one on chalky paper, no gum as produced,
NH, VF, Est. $150-$200

567

**

131a

568

P

146/56

569

P

144,
163-64

570

**

203-16

571

*

215a

572

*

84-101

3,500

150

150

100

250

100

1909-12, ''Commerce'', 1p carmine, left sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pair on chalk-surfaced paper, watermark single NZ and
Star with additional watermark on the selvage, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $375, SG #405a, C.v. £400, both values for hinged item, Est.
$300-$400
1915, King George V, four plate proofs of 2c, 3c, 6c and 8c in black,
engraved printing, horizontal imperforated pairs on wove paper or on
paper with inverted NZ and Star watermark (8c), no gum as
produced, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400

200

1915-19, King George V, four plate proofs of ½p in green, 2p and two
of 3p in black, horizontal imperforated pairs printed on thin chalky
ungummed cards or on gummed watermarked NZ and Star paper
(one of 3p), NH and VF, Est. $300-$400
1936-42, Birds, Fish, Lizard, Scenes, ½p-3s, complete set of 14,
Multiple NZ and Star watermark, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $135,
SG #577/90c, £120, Est. $80-$120

200

1939, Captain Cook at Poverty Bay, 2s olive green, Multiple NZ and
Star watermark, perforation 13½x14, bottom sheet margin horizontal
pair, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $450++, SG #589c, £600, Est. $150-$200
Niger Coast Protectorate
43-48, var 1894, Queen Victoria, ½p-1s, printed on paper without watermark,
complete set of eight, including SG listed shades of ½p and 1p,
full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. $180, SG #51/56, 51a, 52a, £151, Est.
$80-$120

100
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573

**

57 var

1897, Queen Victoria, 2p carmine lake, approximate perforation
L14½x14, reversed watermark Crown CA, horizontal pair, full OG,
NH, VF and rare, only one sheet of 60 had been discovered, SG #68x,
£280 as hinged, which is strongly undervalued, Est. $300-$400

200

574

**

38-49

Nigeria 1936, King George V, Bridge, Ship, Scenes, ½p-£1, complete
set of 12, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400, SG #34/45,
£250 as hinged, Est. $250-$300

200

575

P

94-103

200

576

P

103

Niue 1950, Fishing, Map, Scenes, ½p-3s, imperforated complete set
of ten proofs in issued colors, printed on paper with Multiple NZ and
Star watermark, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, Est. $300-$400
North Borneo
1899, Orangutan, perforated (L12½) essay of proposed design for 4c
in bluish green and black (close to issued color), miniature sheet of
nine, each stamp with black overprint ''Waterlow and Sons, Ltd.
Specimen'' and security punch, no gum as produced, VF and scarce
in complete sheetlet, Est. $500-$600

577

*

136-49

578

*

150-51

579

*

152-57

580

**

160-62

581

**

208-22

582

**

208-22

583

**

223-37,
MR1-2

584

*

B1-13

585

**

B14-30

586

**

B14-24,
var

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1909-22, Animals, Birds, Train Station, 1c-24c, complete set of 13,
perforation 13½-14, nice and fresh, full or part of OG (16c), mainly
VF, SG #158/76, £400, Est. $250-$300
1905, red overprint ''British Protectorate'' on Coat of Arms $5 red
violet and $10 brown, complete set of two, full OG with minor usual
foxing, previously hinged, VF, SG #144/45, £1,175, Est. $500-$600

300

150

300

1911, Coat of Arms, 25c-$10, complete set of six high values, very
well centered, full OG, LH or hinged, VF, SG #178/83, £1,000, Est.
$500-$600
1916, black or red surcharges on Train Station 2c on 3c, on Rhino 4c
on 6c and Cockatoo 10c on 12c, complete set of three, sheet margin
blocks of four, post office fresh quality unit, full OG, NH, VF,
SG #186/88, £440 as hinged singles, Est. $400-$500

300

1945, black overprint ''BMA'' on definitive issue of 1939, Animals,
Birds, Coat of Arms, Scenes, 1c-$5, complete set of 15, full OG, NH,
VF, SG #320/34, £250, Est. $150-$200
1945, black overprint ''BMA'' on definitive issue of 1939, Animals,
Birds, Coat of Arms, Scenes, 1c-$5, complete set of 15, unfolded
blocks of four, full OG, NH, mainly VF, SG #320/34, £1,000 as
singles, Est. $600-$800

100

1941-47, black and carmine King George VI Royal Monogram
overprint on definitive issue of 1939, Animals, Birds, Coat of Arms,
Scenes, 1c-$5, complete set of 15, and black ''War Tax'' overprnts on
1c and 2c stamps, all with full OG, NH, VF, SG #318/19, 335/49,
£117, Est. $75-$100
Semi - Postal issues
1916, Vermilion Cross overprint on definitive issue of 1909-11,
Animals, Birds, Coat of Arms, Scenes, 1c-25c, complete set of 13, nice
condition, full/large part of OG, mainly VF, SG #189/201, £1,000,
Est. $500-$600
1918, black surcharge ''RED CROSS. TWO CENTS'' on definitive
stamps of 1909-11, Animals, Birds, Coat of Arms, Scenes, 1c+2c$10+2c, complete set of 17, the high value with significant oxidation,
nevertheless fresh and very well centered unit, full OG, NH, VF, all
stamps with tiny expert's sign on reverse, SG #214/34, £1,200 as
hinged, Est. $600-$800
1918, black surcharge ''RED CROSS. TWO CENTS'' on definitive
stamps of 1909-11, lines of surcharge 9mm apart, 1c-24c, complete
set of 13, including shades of 5c and 6c, mainly sheet margin blocks
of four, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, SG #214/26, £480
as hinged singles, Est. $400-$500
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**/* B31-47

588

**
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589
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J41-49

590

**

N16-28

591

*

66e

592

*

593

**

38-46

594

**

O7-9

595

**

24, var

596

*

25a

597

**

60b

598

**

121a

599

**

79, var
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Description

Start $

1918, red surcharge ''+ FOUR CENTS'' on definitive stamps of 190911, Animals, Birds, Coat of Arms, Scenes, 1c+4c - $10+4c, complete
set of 17, nicely centered and very fresh, full OG, NH (up to 50c) or
LH/hinged, VF, SG#235/52, £800 as hinged, Est. $500-$600
1918, red surcharge ''+ FOUR CENTS'' on definitive stamps of 190911, Animals, Birds, Coat of Arms, Scenes, 1c+4c - 24c+4c, set of 12,
including both shades of 10c, blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF,
SG#235/45, 242a, £170 as hinged singles, Est. $100-$150
Postage Due stamps 1926-28, black overprint ''Postage Due'' at the
bottom of definitive stamps of 1926-28, Animals, Birds, Scenes, 2c16c, complete set of nine, perforation 12½, fresh quality, full OG,
mostly LH, F/VF, C.v. $167, Est. $100-$150
Japanese Occupation 1944, black overprint in Japanese Characters
''Imperial Postal Service. North Borneo'' on definitive set of 1939, 1c$1, complete set of 13, full OG, NH, VF, SG #J20-32, £350, Est.
$200-$300
Labuan 1898, Dyak Chieftain, double Jubilee overprint over ''Labuan''
on 1c lilac and black, perforation 13½, well centered single, part of
OG, VF and scarce, C.v. $450, SG #83ea, C.v.£375, Est. $300-$400
North Borneo and Labuan - Classic Unit 1894-1902, about 150
mint stamps, representing 17 different issues, mainly complete, but
several especially Labuan sets with mixed perforation, identified by
Scott Cat., a few stamps somewhat oxidized, generally nice unit,
full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. close to $4,800 (North Borneo - $2,500,
Labuan - $2,300), SG C.v. is over £5,000, Est. $1,200- $1,500
(website photo)
Nyasaland Protectorate 1934-35, King George V and Leopard, ½p1s, complete set of nine, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF, SG #11422, £48 as hinged, Est. $75-$90
Pakistan - Bahawalpur - Official stamps 1945, Mosque at Fort
Derawar, Temple at Pattan Munara and Panjnad Weir with black
surcharges ½a on 8a, 1½a on 1r, 1½a on 2r, complete set of three,
perfect quality, full OG,NH, VF, C.v. $245, SG #O11-13, £180, Est.
$120-$150
Rhodesia - British South Africa Company
1895, Arms, 2p green and red, right sheet margin block of four
printed on thick paper, top left stamp with a dot at lower right corner,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce never hinged, especially in block, SG #27,
var, C.v. £140 as hinged singles w/o variety, Est. $150-$200
1895, Arms, 4p yellow brown and black, imperforated horizontal pair
printed on thick wove paper, nice margins all around, large part of
OG, VF and rare, C.v. $2,250, SG #28a, £2,000, Est. $1,200-$1,500
1898-1908, Arms, 1d rose, perforation 15, vertical pair imperforated
between stamps, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and scarce,
C.v. $825, SG #77b, C.v. $£550, both values for hinged pairs, Est.
$800-$1,000
1919, King George V, 1½p bister brown, horizontal pair with
perforation 14, imperforated between stamps, tiny paper inclusion,
full OG, NH, F/VF and rare, C.v. $900, SG #198a, £850, both values
for hinged pairs, Est. $800- $1,000
SAINT HELENA
Plate Varieties on the King George V and Seal of the Colony issue
Broken Mainmast (position R2/1)
1923, ½p black and gray on white paper, watermark Multiple Script
CA, left sheet margin horizontal pair, left stamp with variety, perfect
centering, full OG, NH, VF, SG #97, a, C.v. £89.50 as hinged singles,
Est. $75- $100
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*
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Description

Start $

1922, 6p bright purple and gray on white paper with watermark
Multiple Script CA, full OG, NH, VF, SG #104a, C.v. £300 as hinged,
Est. $250-$300
86 var
1923, 8p bright violet and gray on white paper with watermark
Multiple Script CA, full OG, NH, VF, SG #105a, C.v. £200 as hinged,
Est. $150-$200
87 var
1922, 1s brown and gray, printed on white paper with watermark
Multiple Script CA, full OG, NH, VF and scarce in premium quality,
SG #106a, C.v. £375 as hinged, Est. $300-$400
91 var
1927, 5s green and gray on yellow paper, watermark Multiple Script
CA, nice stamp in excellent condition, full OG, NH, VF and rare,
SG #110a, C.v. £750 as hinged, Est. $700-$800
95 var
1923, 4p black and gray on yellow paper, watermark Multiple Crown
CA, full OG, VLH, VF, SG #92a, C.v. £275, Est. $200-$250
Torn Flag Variety (position R 4/6)
79, var
1923, ½p black and gray on white paper with watermark Multiple
Script CA, horizontal pair, right stamp with variety, full OG, NH, VF,
SG #97, b, C.v. £279.50 as hinged singles, Est. $250-$300
81, var
1923, 1½p rose red on white paper with watermark Multiple Script
CA, bottom sheet margin block of four, upper right stamp is variety,
pre-printing paper fold through left stamps, full OG, NH, VF, SG #99,
b, C.v. £113.50 as hinged singles, Est. $100-$120
95 var
1923, 4p black and gray on yellow paper, watermark Multiple Crown
CA, full OG, NH, VF, SG #92b, C.v. £275 as hinged, Est. $200-$250
98 var
1922, 5s green and gray on yellow paper, watermark Multiple Crown
CA, excellent centering and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and
rare, SG #95b, C.v. £950 as hinged, Est. $800-$1,000
Cleft Rock Variety (position R 5/1)
85, var
1922, 6p bright purple and gray on white paper with watermark
Multiple Script CA, bottom left corner sheet margin plate No.1
horizontal pair, left stamp with variety, full OG, NH (right stamp has
tiny natural paper inclusion), VF, SG #104, c, C.v.£283 as hinged
singles, Est. $250-$300
91 var
1927, 5s green and gray on yellow paper with watermark Multiple
Script CA, full OG, LH, F/VF, SG #110c, C.v. £700, Est. $300-$400
79/95 var Group of stamps with Cleft Rock 1922-27, ½p-8p, watermark
Multiple Script CA and 4p with watermark Multiple Crown CA, set of
eight values, all representing the variety, full OG, mainly LH, VF,
SG #92c/105c, C.v. £1,185, Est. $500-$600
Saint Kitts - Nevis
52-64
1923, Tercentenary of the Colony, Caravel in the Old Bay, ½p-10s
and 5s-£1, sideways watermark Multiple Script CA and Multiple
Script CA respectively, complete set of 13, nice and fresh, full OG, LH
or hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $1,403, SG #48/60, £1,200, Est. $700$1,000
62
1923, Caravel in the Old Road Bay, 10s red and black on emerald
paper, sideways watermark Multiple Script CA, perfect centering and
post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, SG #58, £325 as hinged, Est. $300$400
Saint Lucia
1-22
Nice Selection of Classic stamps 1860-84, Queen Victoria, 29 mint
stamps, representing non-denominated sets with perforation 14-16
(No.1-3) and 12½ (No.4-6), then changed colors sets with perforation
12½ and 14 (No.7-10 and 11-14), including several shade varieties,
then complete and incomplete surcharged sets (No.15-17 and 19-22),
neatly arranged on three pages from a Collection, full/part of OG or
unused (4), F/VF, SG #1/28, C.v. is over £4,400, Est. $1,000-$1,500
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Description

Start $

King George V Definitive issues 1912-31, 47 mint stamps,
*
representing complete sets of 21 and 17 with watermarks Multiple
Crown CA and Multiple Script CA, each includes several color
varieties, postage dues of both types and War Tax stamps, nice
quality, full/large part of OG, LH or hinged, F/VF, SG #78/88, 89,
90, 91/105, D1/2, C.v. is over £600, Est. $250-$300
**/* 91/179, Remainder of the Collection 1935-63, over 100 mint stamps,
starting with Silver Jubilee issue, representing all King George VI and
J1-10
early Queen Elizabeth II definitive sets with perforation and color
varieties, as well as all common design issues for the period, as well
as postage dues, all arranged on ten pages from a Collection, full OG,
NH or LH, mostly VF, SG C.v. about £400, Est. $150-200 (website
photo)
P B 787-90
Saint Vincent 1984, Locomotives, 5c-$2.50, complete set of four
vertical se-tenant pairs, seven imperforated stage color proofs for each
denomination, including complete design, placed in four three-page
Format International Security Printers Ltd white card booklets (for
each value), perfect quality items, containing altogether 28 se-tenant
pair proofs, VF and rare, certificate of St. Vincent Government
enclosed, Est. $300-$400
P
203-12
Samoa 1952, Coat of Arms, Pigeon, Scenes, inscribed ''Western
Samoa'', imperforated proofs of ½p-3s, complete set in horizontal
sheet margin pairs, printed on watermarked Multiple NZ and Star
paper, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Est. $600-$800
Sarawak
1/35
Classic Group 1869-99, Sir James Brooke 3c brown on yellow paper,
*
two stamps (one with a dot in ''c'' of ''cents'') and Sir Charles Brooke 46 stamps including strips of four and six (former strip of 10), block
of six and further surcharges, including some plate varieties, three
proofs of 1895 issue, mainly full OG, F/VF, SG #1/35, £1,130 for
listed stamps, Est. $500-$600
25f
1892, Sir Charles Johnson Brooke, black surcharge 1c on 3c brown
*
on yellow paper, bottom sheet margin vertical pair, imperforated
horizontally, light fold between bottom stamp and margin, full OG,
previously hinged, VF and scarce, C.v. $800, SG #27c, £700, Est.
$400-$500
**/* 50-93, var 1918-29, Sir Charles Vyner Brooke, four complete issues, the total is
80 stamps, including both sets without watermark, unissued 1c slate
blue and slate in single and block, surcharges 1c/10c, 2c/12c and
set with watermark Rosette, numerous color shade varieties
presented, full/large part of OG, some NH, but mainly LH/hinged,
F/VF, SG #50/90, C.v. over £750, Est. $300-$400
77a
1923, Sir Charles Vyner Brooke, black surcharge ''One cent'' with
**
bars 1¼mm apart on 10c dull blue, bottom sheet margin plate No.1
block of four, top left stamp with ''cnet'' variety, full OG, NH, VF,
SG #72, a, £449 as hinged singles, Est. $400-$500
1932-41, Sir Charles Vyner Brooke, two complete sets of 15 and 26,
**/* 94-108,
109-34
first one with Crown watermark, the last one on paper without
watermark, both arranged on two pages from a Collection, full OG ($5
and $10 with light stains), several high and low values are NH, mainly
LH/hinged, F/VF, SG #91/105, 106/25, £425 as hinged, Est. $150$200
Seychelles
125-48a
1942, King George VI, Sailfish, Turtle, Map, Scenes, 2c-5r, complete
**
set of 15 printed on ordinary paper, blocks of four, high values with
margins, full OG, NH, VF, SG #135a/49a, £635++, Est. $300-$400
157-71
1952, King George VI, Sailfish, Turtle, Map, Scenes, 2c- 10r, complete
**
set of 15 in corner sheet margin blocks of four, post office fresh
quality, full OG, NH, VF, SG #158/72, £360++, Est. $200-$250
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**/* 103-19,
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627 *
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120-21
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138-39
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*

1-7, var
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**

67-79
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SB
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**

16, e
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**

23-25,
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**/* 33-44,
44c
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**

200-13

637

**
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*
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Description

Start $

Sierra Leone
1912-21, King George V, Elephant, ½p-£1, complete set of 18 with
extra 10s stamp in yellow green and carmine on green paper,
watermark Multiple Crown CA, nice quality unit, full OG, NH (£1 and
several low values) or LH/hinged, mostly VF, SG #112/28, 127b,
£560 as hinged, Est. $350-$500
1912-21, King George V and Elephants, £2 violet and ultra, £5 gray
green and orange, two high values on paper with watermark Multiple
Crown CA, full OG (slightly toned on £5), previously hinged, F/VF and
scarce, SG#129/30, £5,450, Est. $3,000-$4,000
1921-27, King George V and Elephants, ½p-10s, ''pennies'' are Die II,
complete set of 17, including both dies of 1p, nice quality unit, full
OG, NH (5s and 10s) or LH/hinged, mostly VF, SG #131/46, 132a,
£235 as hinged, Est. $200-$250
1923, King George V and Elephants, £2 violet and ultra, £5 gray
green and orange, two high values on paper with watermark Multiple
Script CA, nicely centered, full OG, previously hinged, VF and scarce,
SG #147/48, £4,950, Est. $2,500-$4,000
Solomon Islands
1907, War Canoe, 1p-1s, complete set of seven, full OG, LH, F/VF,
SG #1/7, C.v.£275, in addition set of imperforated reprints printed
from the original dies on thickened paper, Est. $200-$250
1939-51, King George VI, Scrub Fowl, War Canoe, Scenes, ½p-10s,
complete set of 13, full OG, NH, mostly VF, SG #60/72, £100, Est.
$75-$100
Stamp Booklets 1959-60, Queen Elizabeth II, 4 complete unexploded
booklets with black lettering of 4s buff cover, 11s gray cover, 5s green
cover and £1 orange cover, apparently perfect condition VF,
SG #SB1-4, C.v. £218, Est. $100- $150 (website photo)
Somaliland Protectorate 1903, Queen Victoria, ''British Somaliland''
overprint at the bottom of India stamp 1r carmine rose and green,
horizontal pair, right stamp ''SOMAL.LAND'' variety, excellent item in
every respect, full OG, NH, VF, SG #21, c, C.v. £512 as hinged
singles, Est. $500-$600
South Africa
1927-28, Springbok's Head, Sailing Ship, Orange Tree; Antelope Gnu,
Oxen, Scenes, ½p-6p, 2p- 10s, two complete sets of three and seven
horizontal pairs with English and Afrikaans inscription, nice and
fresh, full OG, NH, F/VF and rare group in never hinged condition,
SG #30/32, 34/39,£692 as hinged, Est. $750-$900
1930-45, Springbok's Head, Sailing Ship, Orange Tree, Antelope Gnu,
Oxen, Scenes, phototype printing, ½p- 2s6p, complete set of 13 in
horizontal pairs with English and Afrikaans inscription, very well
quality, full OG, NH or LH (1p- No.35, 2p - No.37, 4p - No.40), F/VF
and rare assemblage, C.v. $2,160, Est. $900-$1,200
1954, Animals, ½p-10s, complete set of 14 in blocks of four, some
with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, SG #151/64, £128++, Est. $75$100
Orange River Colony
1904, King Edward VII, Springbok and Gnu, 5s red brown and blue,
watermark Crown CA, perfect quality single, full OG, NH, VF and
scarce never hinged, SG #147, £160 as hinged, Est. $150-$200
1907-08, King Edward VII, Springbok and Gnu, ½p-1s, complete set
of four, watermark Multiple Crown CA, full OG, mostly VF,
SG #148/51, C.v. £100, in addition revenue stamp of 1s gray and
brown with watermark Crown CC, apparently unused with traces of
OG, F/VF, Est. $75-$100
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1907-08, King Edward VII, Springbok and Gnu, 4p olive green and
carmine, watermark Multiple Crown CA, horizontal pair, right stamp
with ''IOSTAGE'' variety, full OG, light trace of hinge, VF, SG #150a,
£205 as two singles, Est. $120-$150
Sudan
1898, Camel Post, 1m-10p, complete set of eight, Rosette watermark,
excellent condition, full OG, NH, VF and rare set in sound condition,
C.v. $234, SG #10/17, £150 as hinged, Est. $200-$250
1902-40, Camel Post, four complete issues, printed on watermarked
Multiple Crescent and Multiple S G paper, the total is 34 stamps, full
OG, NH (#29-35) or previously hinged, mostly VF, SG #18/46b, £270,
Est. $150-$200
1948, Camel Post, 1m-50p, complete set of 16, blocks of four, 3m
with rounded bottom left corner, otherwise post office fresh, full OG,
NH, VF, SG #96/111, C.v. £340++, Est. $200-$250
1951, Camel Post, Animals and Scenes, 1m-50p, complete set of 17 in
blocks of four, many with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF,
SG #123/39, C.v. £480++, Est. $200-$300
Postage Due stamps
1948-79, Gunboat ''Zefir'', 2m-20m, complete set of four on paper
with watermark SG, in addition 10m and 20m re-issued in 1979 on
Sudan Arms (Rhinoceros) watermarked paper, which are very scarce,
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250
1979, Gunboat ''Zefir'', 10m red lilac and green, 20m red and
ultramarine, complete set in blocks of four, printed on Sudan Arms
(Rhinoceros) watermarked paper, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiples,
which are listed in Scott and SG, but not priced, Est. $500-$600
Tanganyika 1922-25, Giraffe, 5c-10s, set of 18 in blocks of four,
most with sheet margins, blocks of 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s with upright
Multiple Script CA watermark (3s exists only with sideways
watermark), 10s with lathework at right selvage and Bradbury
imprint at bottom, all with full OG, NH, F/VF centering, SG #74/87,
89/92, £1,550 as hinged singles, Est. $1,300-$1,600
Togo (Anglo-French Occupation) 1914, black overprints or
surcharges on German Togo stamps, including 5pf and 20pf of the
first setting and five stamps of the second setting, full OG, LH or
hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $300, SG #H2/H28, b, £310, Est. $150-200
Tonga
1923, King George II, Parrot, Views, blue or red surcharge ''TWO
PENCE. PENI-E-UA'', 2p/5p - 2p/5s, complete set of seven, full OG,
NH, VF, SG #64/70, £180 as hinged, Est. $150-$200
1923, red surcharge ''TWO PENCE. PENI-E-UA'' on Red Parrot stamp
of 2s6p violet, block of four with upright Turtles watermark, fresh and
unfolded, full OG, NH, VF, SG #69, £160 as hinged singles, Est.
$150-$200
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1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 10pa bluish green with
additional red overprint, tied on a piece by Vlonë ds, mostly VF,
expertized by G. Freyse and others, C.v. $650, Est. $250-$300
1913, violet handstamped double-headed eagle on 10pa bluish green,
full OG, LH, VF, expertized by G. Oliva, C.v. $350, Est. $100-$150
1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 20pa carmine rose, tied
on a piece by Vlonë ds, mainly VF, expertized by G. Freyse and
others, C.v. $250, Est. $100- $120
1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 5pi dark violet, cancelled
on a piece by Vlonë ds, mostly VF and scarce, several experts sign on
reverse, C.v. $1,500, Est. $500-$600
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1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 1pi blue bearing
additional red overprint, tied on a piece by Shkoder ds, mostly VF
and rare, expertized by G. Freyse, C.v. $1,900, Est. $700-$800
1919, various overprints over surcharges on revenue stamps 2q/2h 1fr/1.28k, two sets of six (no #88 and 93) and complete set of seven,
full OG, mainly LH, VF, C.v. $400, Mi #47-52 I, II, III, €565, Est.
$120-$150
1985, Basketball Championships, (80q) dull green with black (value
and country name omitted), top sheet margin block of four, full OG,
NH, VF and scarce multiple, Mi #2271F (listed, but priced with –'-),
Est. $300-$400
Special Postage Due stamps 1947, Red Cross, 1L light blue, dark
blue and red, full OG, NH and fine centering, very scarce,
Mi #ZSM #1, C.v. €300, Est. $80-$120

400

Valuable Collection in a Blue Stockbook 1913-64, over 500 mainly
mint stamps and one souvenir sheet, starting with mint DoubleHeaded Eagle overprints (all questionable and not counted), then
early used items, including ''7.Mars'' overprints (C.v. €500), nice
definitive and commemorative sets thereafter with Gagarin maroon
overprints x4, valuable semi-postal and air post issues, occasional
gum problem possible, full OG, NH (after 1945) or LH/hinged, F/VF,
Mi C.v. €8,300, Est. $1,000-$1,500 (website photo)
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**/* C25-29
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*

C21-22
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**

390, var

663

*

386, 391

664

**

665

*

1916, Centenary of the Declaration of Independence, enlarged artist's
proof of 5c in black on thickened paper, size 135x115mm, mounted
on black and red colored papers, VF and very rare, Est. $250-$400
Air Post stamps 1930, green Zeppelin overprints on the 1st Air Mail Birds issue, 20c-1.80p, complete set of five, full OG, NH (20c, 50c
and 90c) or hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $766 as hinged, Est. $350-$500
Zeppelin Flight 1930 (May 28-June 6), First Pan America Return
Flight cover, posted at Recife to Friedrichshafen, addressed to
Czechoslovakia, franked by four stamps with blue Zeppelin
overprints, American confirmation marking, Friedrichshafen drop
and Prague arrival ds on reverse, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200

200

250

100

A RME NI A
1922, black (thin) surcharge 5(k) on the First Constantinople 50r red,
block of four, upper right stamp has no surcharge, full original
slightly disturbed gum, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $250-$300
1929, registered pre-printed cover from the Head Office of the Aid
Committee for Armenia ''HOK'' in Yerevan to Tiflis, addressed to
Joseph Kaukhchishvili, Director of the Caucasian Philatelic Bureau,
franked by three definitive stamps, Aid Committee violet seal and
arrival marking, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200
Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh Republic Collection of Modern
Issues 1992-2003, 384 mint stamps, 62 miniature and 35 souvenir
sheets, arranged on Scott album and stockpages, practically
complete, including imperforated Chess and Tigran Petrosian sets in
pairs and blocks of four, numerous miniature sheets, official and
unofficial stamps in commemoration of Spitak Earthquake, as well as
Nagorno-Karabakh stamps, including some bogus issues, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $2,250 for listed items, Est. $400-$500 (website photo)

150

100

250

A US TRI A

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Large Pre-World War II Postal History Selection in a Box 1918-32,
over 340 items with about 140 mostly uprated postal stationery cards
and envelopes, each one is properly described in a dealer's sleeve,
many nice franking items, several occupation pieces, individually
priced from $10 to $75, mainly addressed to Europe or USA, minor
conveyance flaws, F/VF, Est. $1,200-$1,500 (website photo)

600
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Cat. #.

Description

Start $

666 **

393 fn var 1945, unissued Hitler's Head 3(pf) brown with inverted black
overprint ''Österreich'', horizontal pair, right stamp in addition with
''cn'' instead of ''ch'' variety (position 39 of not inverted overprint), full
OG, NH,VF and a real rarity, ANK #(8) cxK, var, C.v. €3,600 for single
stamps with inverted overprint, this variety definitely has a
substantial premium, Est. $1,500-$2,000

1,000

667

**

426 var

1945, black inverted overprint (18½mm) ''Österreich'' on Hitler's Head
3m copper red, bottom left corner sheet margin block of four with
printer's lines at bottom selvage, full OG, NH, VF and a gorgeous
piece, ANK #695 I, €2,000 as singles, Est. $500-$600

300

668

**

543

1951, Vienna Woman Costume, 1.50s ultramarine, vertical imprint
gutter block of eight (2x2+2x2) with interpanneau at bottom, excellent
quality multiple, full original horizontally placed gum, NH, VF and
scarce multiple, especially with labels at bottom, ANK #910ZW, priced
with -'-, Est. $ $500-$600

300

669

**

556 imp

1950, Costume of Vienna, 10s gray, left sheet margin imperforated
block of four on grayish paper, full original vertically placed gum, NH,
VF, ANK #923U, €880 as singles, Est. $200-$300

150

670

**

598

1954, Austrian State Printing Plant, 1s black and (light red),
imperforated single with light red color omitted, nice margins all
around, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Dr. Wallner certificate, ANK #1020
PIII, priced -'-, Est. $500-$600

300

671

**

697 var

1962, the Beethoven House, 2.20s green, right sheet margin block of
four, imperforated vertically and horizontally between stamps,
perforated 13¾ at top and bottom only, full OG, NH,, VF and scarce
multiple, not listed in the ANK Cat., Est. $300-$400

200

672

**

726 imp

1964, 2nd Parliamentary and Scientific Conference, 1.80s black and
emerald, imperforated top right corner sheet margin plate block of
four, full OG, NH, VF and very rare positional multiple, ANK #1182U,
€1,600 as singles, Est. $400-$500

250

673

**

738 imp

1964, Europa issue, 3s dark blue, imperforated single with enlarged
margins on the right and at bottom, full OG, NH, VF, F. Sturzeis
certificate, ANK #1203U, €900, Est. $200- $300

150

674

**

1002 var

1974, 50th Anniversary of Austrian Broadcasting, 2s multicolored, red
color strongly shifted to the bottom, full OG, NH, VF, ANK #1487V,
€1,000, Est. $200-$300

150

675 **

1548-50
imp

1991, Folk Festivals, Almabtrieb, Tyrol 4s, Winzerkrone, Vienna 5s
and Ernte-Monstranz, Styria 7s, imperforated complete set of three in
right sheet margin horizontal pairs, post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF
and very rare, reportedly no more then 100 examples of each were
printed, ANK #2072U-74U, not priced, similar imperfs from the
period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $1,500- $2,000

1,000

676

**

1577-79
imp

1992, Folk Festivals, Marksman Target, Lower Austria 5s, Peasant's
Chest, Carinthia 5.50s and Votive Icon, Vorarlberg 7s, imperforated
complete set of three in right sheet margin horizontal pairs, perfect
quality, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, reportedly no more then 100
examples of each imperf were printed, ANK #2104U-06U, not priced,
similar imperfs from the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est.
$1,500- $2,000

1,000

677

**

1633-35
imp

1994, Folk Festivals, Dolls and Cradle, Voralberg 5.50s, Sled,
Steiermark 6s, Godparent's Boul, Upper Austria 7s, imperforated
complete set of three in right sheet margin horizontal imperforated
pairs, excellent quality unit, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, reportedly
no more then 100 imperf stamps of each denomination were
produced, ANK #2146U-48, no price indicated, similar imperfs from
the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $1,500- $2,000

1,000

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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678 **

1671-73
imp

679

**

1694 imp

680

**

1714 imp

681

**

1730 imp

682

**

1741 imp

683

**

1752-53
imp

684

**

1778 imp

685

**

1800 imp

686

**

1805-06
imp

687

**

1824 imp

688

**

1836 imp

689

**

1838 imp

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

1995, Folk Festivals, Gailtaler's Belt, Carinthia 5.50s, Vineyard
Watchmen's Costume, Vienna 6s, Bonnet, Lower Austria 7s,
imperforated complete set of three in right sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pairs, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and very rare,
ANK #2180U- 82U, not priced, but similar imperfs from the period are
priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $1,500- $2,000
1996, Folk Festivals, ''Procession of Masked Groups in Imst'', Tyrol 6s
multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair,
beautiful margins, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, no more then 50
pairs possible, ANK #2210U, no price mentioned, similar imperfs from
the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $600-$700
1997, Folk Festivals, Epiphany Carol Singers, Burgenland 7s
multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, perfect
quality, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, no more then 50 pairs
possible, ANK #2240U,not priced, but similar imperfs from the period
are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $600-$700
1997, Folk Festivals, Marching Band, Tyrol 6.50s multicolored, right
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, nice and post office fresh,
full OG, NH, VF and rare, ANK #2259U, not priced, similar imperfs
from the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $600-$700
1997, Folk Festivals, Wind Players, Steyr 6.50s multicolored,
horizontal imperforated pair with enlarged margins all around, full
OG, NH, VF and very rare, ANK #2268U, no value indicated, similar
imperfs from the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $600-$700
1998, Folk Festivals, Fiacre, Vienna 6.50s, Palm Sunday Donkey
Procession 7s, complete set of two in right sheet margin horizontal
imperforated pairs, a beautiful unit, full OG, NH, VF and very rare,
ANK #2279U-80U, not priced in the Catalog, but similar imperfs from
the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $1,200-$1,500
1998, Folk Festivals, Walking Pilgrimage to Mariazell, 6.50s
multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, nice
and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, ANK#2306U, not
priced in the Catalog, similar imperfs from the period are priced
€1,500 per stamp, Est. $600-$700
1999, Folk Festivals, Pumpkin Festival in Lower Austria, 8s
multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair,
excellent quality item, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, ANK #2328U,
not priced in the Catalog, but similar imperfs from the period are
priced €1,500 per a single stamp, Est. $600-$700
2000, Folk Festivals, Schleicherlaufen Festival at Telfs 6.50s and
Carrying Miniature Churches, Bad Eisenkappel 7s, complete set of
two in right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pairs, greatly
looking items, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, ANK#2334U and
2238U, both are not priced in the Catalog, but similar imperfs from
the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $1,200-$1,500
2000, Folks Festival, International Meeting of Rafters, 7s
multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, perfect
quality in every respect, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, reportedly no
more then 50 pairs possible, ANK#2359U, no value indicated, similar
imperfs from the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est. $600-$700
2001, Folks Festival, Lenten Altar Cloths, 7s multicolored, right sheet
margin horizontal imperforated pair, excellent quality item, full OG,
NH, VF and very rare, ANK#2377U, not priced in the Catalog, Est.
$600- $700
2001, Folks Festival, Boat Mill at Mureck, 8s multicolored, right
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, nice and flawless, full OG,
NH, VF and very rare, ANK#2373U, not priced in the Catalog, but the
similar imperfs from the period are priced €1,500 per stamp, Est.
$600-$700

1,000

350

350

350

350

750

350

350

750

350

350

350
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Cat. #.

**

B110

691 **

B111

692

Description

Start $

Semi - Postal issues
1933, WIPA Philatelic Exhibition, 50g deep ultra, printed on ordinary
paper, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $260, ANK #555, €330, Est. $100-$150
1933, WIPA International Philatelic Exhibition, 50g ultra, souvenir
sheet of four printed on granite paper, tiny spot of natural inclusion
at the top, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF and scarce item
with original dark gray booklet, only 10,000 sheets were printed,
C.v.$3,050, ANK #556A, €4,400, Est. $1,500-$2,000

B241 imp 1948, Anti-Tuberculosis issue, Dog-rose, 75g+35g multicolored,
enlarged margins imperforated single with rose color shifted, full
original gum has tiny natural wrinkle at top, NH, VF and scarce, R.
Soecknick certificate, Mi #874U, €1,300, Est. $200-$300
693 **
J251 var Postage Due stamps 1953, Numerals, 1.50s purple, comb
perforation 13¾, bottom sheet margin single imperforated at bottom,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, ANK #P251 var, Est. $200-$300
694 *
Large and Outstanding Postal History Unit 1947-54, over 500
items in individual dealer's sleeves with proper description and
prices, franked by postage, semi-postal, air post and even due
stamps, Landscapes, Costumes, Great Personalities, AntiTuberculosis (Flowers), Occupations, Reconstructions, Birds and
other stamps from the period, numerous privately printed stationery
items, FDCs', several covers franked by black proofs, nice air mail
items and many more, individually priced from $10 to $150,
occasional flaws possible, F/VF overall, Est. $1,800-$2,500
695 *
Military Postal History Group 1917-20, 38 items, including 32 field
post cards, representing 3 Etappenpostamt, 26 K.u.K.Felpostamt
with 5 sent from Hungarian Forces (numbers 413, 425, 433, 625 and
639) and 1 French military card, as well as 5 covers and 1 card with
overprinted/surcharged stamps (3 with surcharges for Italy), nice
quality unit with just a few conveyance flaws, F/VF, Est. $350-$500
696 */U 1N1-34
Occupation of Romania - Collection on Pages 1917-18, 75 mint or
used stamps, 5 covers and two large pieces, neatly arranged on
*
illustrated pages, including imperforated 3L stamp with inverted
denomination, nice quality, F/VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo)
697 *
16
Lombardy-Venetia 1863, Coat of Arms 3s green, perforation 14,
printed on paper without watermark, well centered for this difficult
stamp, full OG, previously hinged, VF and very scarce, P. Cardillo
certificate, C.v. $5,750, Sassone #37, €11,000, Est. $1,200-$1,500

**

698

*

699

**/*S139 imp

51, 68-69 A Z E RB A I J A N 1923, parcel card insured for 1,800,000rub from
fishing village Boji Promysel (now Khilli) to Salyan, franked by 13
stamps (nine defaced at the Post Office), archival holes, otherwise
F/VF, Est. $150-$200

B E L GI UM 1920-48, Town Hall at Termonde, 65c claret and black,

75
1,000

150

150

1,000

200

75

750

100

75

left sheet margin imperforated single, fold between stamp and margin,
full OG, previously hinged, in addition five imperforated official
stamps with ''B'' in oval for the Art Propaganda, Textile Industry and
Ship Building, all with sheet margins and violet Specimen overprint,
the last ones have no gum as produced, all are VF, Est. $100- $150
700

**

589-601

B E L GI A N COL ONI ES Burundi (Former Belgian Congo) 1983,

200

Animals, 2f-85f, complete set of 13, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $1,288, Est. $300-$400

B OL I V I A – A I R P OS T S TA MP S
701

P

C11/23

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1930, Zeppelin issue, complete proof pane of 25 ''CORREO AEREO.
R.S. 6-V-1930'' overprints in brown, printed on thin paper,
representing all existing plate varieties, several folds did not detract,
VF and extremely rare piece, expertized by C. Beltran and Matthew,
Est. $1,000-$1,500

750
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Cat. #.

702

C11/18

703
704

705

706

707

708

709

710

711

712

713

Description

Start $

1930, Zeppelin issue, surcharge or overprints on Aviation School
**
stamps in various colors, set of six (without No.C13 and C17), nice
quality, full OG, NH, mainly VF, C.v. $450 as hinged, Est. $200-$300
C12b
1930, Zeppelin issue, double blue overprint on 10c vermilion and
*
black, full OG, previously hinged, F/VF, C.v. $175, Est. $100-$150
1930, Zeppelin issue, inverted red overprint on Aviation School stamp
**/* C15a
of 25c blue and black, bottom sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH
or LH (top stamps), VF, C.v. $600 as hinged singles, Est. $400- $500
C15b
1930, Zeppelin issue, double red overprint on 25c dark blue and
*
black, full OG, previously hinged, fine and very scarce, only 25
stamps have double red overprint on this denomination, guarantee hs
on reverse, C.v. $550, Est. $250-$400
C16a
1930, Zeppelin issue, inverted brown overprint on Aviation School
*
stamp of 50c orange and black, full OG, LH, VF, Champion guarantee
hs, C.v. $225, Est. $150-$200
C19-23
1930, Zeppelin issue, surcharge 5c/10c and overprints with bronze
*
powder on 10c-1b, complete set of five, nicely centered, full OG or
unused, no gum (15c), VF and scarce, C.v. $1,120, Est. $500-$600
1930, Zeppelin issue, green with bronze powder surcharge 5c on
**/* C19
Aviation School stamp of 10c vermilion and black, block of four, full
OG, NH or LH (top stamps), VF and scarce multiple, only 300 were
printed, bottom left stamp has tiny expert's pencil sign, C.v. $480 as
hinged singles, Est. $300-$400
C19a
1930, Zeppelin issue, inverted green with bronze powder surcharge
*
5c on Aviation School stamp of 10c vermilion and black, full OG,
previously hinged, F/VF and very scarce, only 50 stamps were
produced with inverted surcharge, C.v. $200, Est. $150-$200
C20a
1930, Zeppelin issue, inverted blue with bronze powder overprint on
*
Aviation School stamp of 10c vermilion and black, full OG, LH, VF
and rare, only 50 stamps were produced, expert's hs on reverse,
C.v. $200, Est. $150- $200
C21 var
1930, Zeppelin issue, double violet with bronze powder overprint on
*
15c carmine and black, full OG, previously hinged, F/VF and rare,
only a handful was produced, guarantee mark on reverse, this stamp
is not listed in Scott, Est. $300-$400
C22a
1930, Zeppelin issue, inverted copper overprint on 25c dark blue and
*
black, full OG, barely trace of hinge, VF and rare, only 50 stamps
with inverted copper overprint were printed, Est. $150-$200
*
C12, C14, Zeppelin First Europe-Pan America Flight 1930 (May 24- June 6),
C24, C26 two pages from a Collection, containing two covers and two postcards,
each item franked by two Zeppelin stamps, placed on board at Recife,
delivered to Lakehurst (1) or Friedrichshafen, violet American and two
different types of Bolivian confirmation cachet, appropriate arrival
markings, covers somewhat ageing, postcards - VF, Est. $500-$600

150

75
250

200

100

300

200

100

100

200

100

300

B OS NI A A ND HE RZ E GOV I NA
714

P

11/24,
25-29

715

P

J1-13

716

*

4CL1,
4CL3

1900-05, Coat Arms, trial issues of 1h-5k, three complete sets of 11,
20 and 5, one perforated (12½x6½) on white ministerial paper and
two imperforated on very thin yellow paper (Japan paper), full OG or
no gum as issued, F/VF, Mi #10/28, €800++, Est. $200-$300
1904, Numerals, 1h-200h, complete set of 13 die proofs on thin
cards, all in black and yellow, except 200h in black and pale green,
approximate size 57x50mm, fresh condition, no gum as produced, VF
and scarce, ANK Porto1-13, C.v. €280, Est. $200-$300

150

150

B RA Z I L – Z E P P E L I N F L I GHTS

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1930 (May 25-June 6), 1st Europe - Pan America Flight cover from Rio
to Friedrichshafen, franked by three values, including two Zeppelin
stamps, violet confirmation marking and Condor label is on reverse,
Friedrichshafen machine ''6.6.30'' drop, returned to US by ship with
green special Zeppelin ''Jun.18.30'' ds, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200

100
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Description

717

Lot
*

C26-27

1931 (September 4-7), First South America Return Flight postcard,
franked by four stamps, including Zeppelin surcharges complete set
of two, Pernambuco ''3.IX.31'' date stamp, violet confirmation cachet
and Friedrichshafen ''7.9.31'' arrival marking, VF, Sieger #125C, Est.
$100-$150

Start $

718

P

130-33

719

**

1057/
2474 var

720

**

2553 fn

721

**W 2553 fn

1918, Tsar Ferdinand, imperforated die proofs of 1st-10st, printed on
thin chalk-surfaced paper, complete set of four, blocks of four, no
gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $600- $800
1959-78, Acrobatics 12st, Equestrian Sports 1st, Soccer 1st, three
fantails (sheet margin singles imperforated between stamp and
margin), in addition Soccer souvenir sheet with strong color
misregistration, all with full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$300
1979, Centenary of the Bulgarian Postage Stamp, 5L multicolored,
souvenir sheet numbered at bottom in block containing four sheets,
numbers 02084, 05334, 08584 and 11834, housed in a souvenir
folder, full OG, NH, VF, Mi Block 91, €250, Est. $80-$100
1979, Centenary of the Bulgarian Postage Stamp, 5L multicolored,
souvenir sheet numbered at bottom in block of four, three blocks,
each one housed in a souvenir folder, full OG, NH, VF, Mi Block 91,
€750, Est. $200-$300 (website photo)

722

**

18a, 23a,
26a, 28a

723

**

724

**

53-58,
imp
295-300

75

B UL GA RI A
400

150

50

150

CA MB ODI A
1955, View of Phnom Penh, Angkor Thom, Arms and Elephant, 10c30pi, four souvenir sheets of five stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $180,
Est. $120-$150
1956, Second Coronation issue, 2r-50r, perforated and imperforated
complete sets of six, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $90-$120
1972, Wild Animals, 3r-10r, imperforated complete set of six, all are
corner sheet margin singles, and set of six imperforated epreuves de
luxe, full OG or no gum as issued, VF, Est. $150-$200

75

60
100

CHI NA
725 **

22 var

1897, Empress Dowager, the Mollendorf issue, 9c bright green, right
sheet margin block of four, printed on thick paper without
watermark, imperforated horizontally between stamps, perfect quality
item, full original streaky gum as always exists on that issue, NH, VF
and extremely rare, only another block is known, Chan #28Ma,
C.v. $50,000 as two pairs (2010), Est. $20,000-$30,000

15,000

726

(*)

78 var

150

727

*

82

728 *

84

1897, black surcharge 1c on 3c Red Revenue, top central character
broken at left variety, very fresh, unused, no gum, VF and very
scarce, C.v. $525++, Est. $250-$300
1897, two-line black surcharge 4c on 3c Red Revenue stamp, fresh
color, large part of OG, F/VF centering, C.v. $1,650, Est. $600-$700
1897, large black surcharge $1 on 3c Red Revenue stamp, nicely
centered, intact perforation and bold color, full OG with small hinge
remnant, VF and rare stamp in premium quality, C.v. $8,500, Est.
$4,000-$5,000
1897, Imperial Chinese Post, 50c black green, error of color, block of
four with interpanneau margin at left, nice and fresh, full OG, top
pair has light hinge remnant, lower right stamp is VLH, lower left - is
NH, VF and very rare, only 240 (three sheets) stamps were printed,
just a handful blocks survived, C.v. $7,000 as singles, does not
correctly reflect rarity of this block, Chan #100a, Est. $5,000-$6,000
1897, Wild Goose, $1 carmine and rose inscribed ''Imperial Chinese
Post'', perforation 11, part of OG, VF, C.v. $325, Est. $150-$200
1898, Carp and Wild Goose, 20c-$5, set of six high values on
watermarked paper, including two of $1 values with perforation 14 or
15½, full/part of OG, mostly VF, C.v. $2,480++, Est. $1,000-$1,500

729 **/* 94a

730

*

95

731

*

104-09,
107 var

Raritan Stamps, Inc

350
2,500

3,000

100
750
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732

*

110-22,
130

733

*

117-22

1898, Carp and Wild Goose, ½c-$5, set of 12 on paper without
watermark (no 5c rose red), but with extra 5c salmon on watermarked
paper and 16c olive green of 1907, several stamps with some
oxidation including $1 value, nevertheless full/large part of OG (30c
has shallow thin, F/VF, C.v. is over $1,900, Est. $600-$800
1900-06, Carp and Wild Goose, 20c-$5, set of six high values on
paper without watermark, full/part of OG, mostly VF, C.v. $1,725,
Est. $600-$800
1915, First Peking Printing, Hall of Classics, $2 blue and black,
center is inverted, bold colors, intact perforation with center line at
left, full OG, very light trace of hinge, VF and extremely rare, no more
then 30 examples survived, C.v. $175,000, Chan #245a, Est.
$80,000-$100,000
1923, Second Peking Printing, Junk ½c black brown, bloc of six (3x2)
imperforated vertically, slight foxing, nevertheless full OG, NH or LH,
VF and very scarce, Scott listed horizontal pair imperforated between,
pair or strip imperf vertically is not listed, Chan #249d, Est. $500$600
Special Delivery stamps
1914, Wild Goose, 10c green, complete strip of five parts with roulette
and serial No.0553 in green, unfolded and post office fresh, no gum
as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Est. $150-$200
1916, Wild Goose, 10c green, complete strip of five parts with printed
letters ''A'', ''B'', ''C'' and ''D'', serial No.0542 in green and additional
black handstamp, unfolded and post office fresh, no gum as
produced, NH, VF, Est. $150 -$200
Wuhu and Amoy Local Issues 1894-96, about 100 mint and used
stamps, first and second issues with later overprints and surcharges,
including 15 Postage Due overprints, full/part of OG or used, F/VF,
Est. $250-$300 (website photo)

734 *

237a

735

**/* 248a var

736

**

E10

737

**

E11
footnote

738

*/U

739

**

740

**B

741

**B 1095a

742

**

1114a

743

**

1117a

744

*

Start $
400

400

50,000

300

100

100

200

RE P U B L I C OF C HI N A
1046-51
imp
1091a

745 *

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1952, Land Tax Reduction, 20c-$5, imperforated complete set of six,
no gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000, Est. $500-$600
1953, Chiang Kai-shek, imperforated 10c-$20 in three se-tenant
sheets of five, complete unexploded booklet, fresh and VF, C.v. $500,
Est. $250-$300
1954, 1st Anniversary of Silo Bridge Opening, 40c-$5, imperforated
pane of four in a souvenir booklet, very fresh item with just slight
bend of back cover at bottom left corner, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
C.v. $1,100, Est. $750- $1,000
1955, President Chiang Kai-shek and Flags, 20c-$7, souvenir sheet
of four, right selvage is intact, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $300,
Est. $150-$200
1955, Armed Forces Day, 40c-$7, souvenir sheet of three with intact
selvage at right, perfect condition, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
C.v. $450, Est. $200-$300
Stationery Postcards Collection 1954-91, 263 mint or used
(approximately 40%, some with favor cancellations), neatly arranged
and described on pages in two three-ring binders, first one contains
plane cards with pre-printed definitives, while the second one Greeting postcards with additional mainly New Year theme reversal
illustrations, fresh quality overall, mainly VF, Est. $1,200- $1,500

300

Stationery Aerogram Collection 1948-86, 144 mint or used
(approximately 30%, some with favor cancellations) items with or
without pre-printed stamps, neatly arranged and described on pages
in two large three-ring binders, representing numerous paper and
inscription varieties, identified by Han Cat., nice and clean unit,
generally fresh and VF, Est. $1,500-$2,000
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150
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Cat. #.

746

**B

1322a/
3048

Balance of a Consignment 1961-96, Souvenir Album for the 10th
Asian Exhibition TAIPEI '96 with all sets, blocks and sheets plus
several other items, such as 50th Anniversary of the Republic
souvenir sheet, Paintings, Year of the Monkey sets and etc., fresh
quality unit, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $75-$90 (website photo)

Description

Start $

747

**

40a

748

**

60-64

749

**

708-10

750

**

708-10,
713-15

751

**

943a

1950, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, blue surcharge $100 on $4 orange brown,
bottom sheet margin plate No.44 stamp of type I, no gum as issued,
NH, VF, C.v. $450, Est. $250-$300
1950, Flag of the People's Republic, $100-$2000, complete set of five,
original printing, fresh, no gum as issued, NH, VF, a reprint set id
included, C.v. $347.50, Est. $150-$200
1963, Giant Pandas, 8f x2 and 10f, complete set of three, nice and
fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $150, Est. $75-$100
1963, Giant Pandas, 8f x2, 10f, and Snub-Nosed Monkeys, 8f-22f,
two perforated complete sets of three, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $225, Est.
$100-$140
1967, Thoughts of Chairman Mao, 8f x5 red and gold, horizontal
strip of five, slightly folded between 2nd and 3rd stamps, perfect
untarnished gold, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,600, Est. $600-$800

752 **

943a

1967, Thoughts of Chairman Mao, 8f x5 red and gold, side margin
block of six horizontal se-tenant strips of five values, block is folded
once vertically between strips, post office fresh quality item, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $9,600 as single strips, Est. $3,500-$5,000

2,500

753 **

967-80

1967-68, Chairman Mao's Poems, 4f x2, 8f x9, 10f x3, complete set of
14, nice and post office fresh, full OG (couple stamps with
insignificant black offset on reverse), NH, VF, C.v. $4,008, Est.
$3,500-$4,000

2,000

754 **

981

1,000

755

**

982-90

756

**

997

1967, Lin Piao's Epigram on Mao Tse-tung, 8f red and gold, complete
sheet of 70 (7x10), apparently unfolded, but with slight marginal
waves from preservation, nice quality item, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $2,975++, Est. $1,500- $2,000
1968, Mao's Direction for Revolutionary Literature and Art, 8f
multicolored, complete set of nine, excellent quality unit, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $1,440, Est. $750-$900
1968, 41st Anniversary of the People's Liberation Army, 8f red, gold
and black, three side margin unfolded block of 30 (3x10), perfect
quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,125++, Est. $500-$600
1968, ''Red Book'', 8f multicolored, complete unfolded sheet of 50
(5x10), occasional 3mm selvage tear at right, mentioned for the
record only, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $3,250 as singles,
Est. $1,500-$2,000
1969, Agriculture Students, 4f, 8f and 10f, complete set of four,
unfolded sheets of 50, slightly rounded sheet corners, post office
fresh otherwise, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $8,375++, Est. $4,000-$5,000
1978, National Science Conference, 8f x3 multicolored, complete set
of three and souvenir sheet with simulated perforation, full OG or no
gum as produced (souvenir sheet), NH, VF, C.v. $509, Est. $250-$350
1978, Xiang Jiang Bridge, $2 multicolored, perfect gold and very
fresh overall, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Est. $150-$200
1978, Agricultural Progress, 8f x5, unfolded complete sheet of eight
se-tenant strips of five, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $200 as single strips,
Est. $100-$150
1980-91, New Chinese Year issues, complete set of 12 stamps,
starting with Golden Monkey of 1980 in perfect quality and
practically without usual black offset on gum side, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $1,977, Est. $1,000- $1,200

200

40

P E OP L E ' S RE P UB L I C OF CHI NA

757 **

1000

758 **

1007-10

759

**

1381-83,
a

760

**

1452

761

**

1457a

762

**

1586/
2315

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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Description

Start $

763

**

1586

1980, Chinese New Year, Golden Monkey, 8f red, black and gold,
perfect quality, full OG with usual very slight traces of offset on
reverse, NH, VF, C.v. $1,900, Est. $1,200-$1,500

764

**B

1677-78,
a

1981, Philatelic Exhibition in Japan, 8f and 60f, two complete sets of
two in sheets of 20, in addition five complete booklets, each one
containing 8f in pane of eight and souvenir sheet of 8f and 60f, all are
in post office fresh condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $281++, Est.
$100-$150

75

765

**

1692,
1693-94

1981, 36th World Table Tennis Championships, 8f x5 and 20f x2, ten
complete sheets of 20 (4 se-tenant strips of 5) and ten complete
sheets of 16 (8 + 8), all are in post office fresh quality, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. #540++, Est. $200-$250

150

766

SB

Stamp Booklets - Four Items 1981-83, Dolphin, Year of the Cock,
Fairy Tale and Terracotta Warriors, fresh quality, VF, Yang #SB2-4,
SB9, Est. $150-$200

100

767

**

Port Arthur and Dairen 1950, Gate of Heavenly Peace, $10-$100,
complete set of five, nicely centered, no gum as produced, NH, VF,
C.v. $735, Est. $300-$400

200

768

**/* 5LQ23-26 East China - Parcel Post stamps 1950, black or red surcharges on
Flying Geese issue, $5000/10c-$50,000/$5, complete set of four, in
addition two Flying Geese unissued stamps of Shanghai printing
perforated 10c dark ultra and imperforated 16c olive bistre, all
without gum as issued, VF, C.v. $280 for East China surcharges only,
Est. $140-$180

769

**

770

**

771

**

772

P

324-31

773

P

332-36

774

*

B37-38

2L72-76

750

100

CROA T I A
30-48, var 1941-43, Pictorial issue, 25b-100k, about 1100 mint stamps,
representing 46 complete sets in singles, blocks and folded multiples,
apparently all with perforation 11½, not checked for other varieties,
occasional flaws possible, generally full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. is over
$1,100, Est. $200-$250 (website photo)
B76
Semi - Postal issues 1944, 1st Storm Division, 50k+50k 100k+100k, souvenir sheet of three, size 216x132mm, full OG, NH,
VF and scarce, expertized by Dr. Rommerskirschen, C.v. $1,650, Mi
Block 8, €2,200, Est. $600-$800
8-81,
Practically Complete Collection on Schaubek Pages 1941-45, over
B1/80
200 mint stamps, 22 miniature sheets and 10 souvenir sheets,
representing postage, semi-postal and back of the book issues,
including one stamp and souvenir sheet with printer's marking, Labor
Service set of 1943 in panes on 9, 1st Italian Occupation set of six,
and etc., nice quality unit, full OG, generally NH (two stamps are
hinged), F/VF, some items are not listed in Scott, prorated C.v. is
about $2,600, Est. $500-$600

150

400

300

CUB A
1936, Matanzas issue, 1c-50c, complete set of eight trial color proofs,
each one with a punch at bottom left (over the value) and black
overprint ''Waterlow and Sons Ltd. Specimen'', full OG, NH, VF and
scarce, Est. $300-$400
1936, Centenary of the Birth of General Maximo Gomez, complete set
of five trial color proofs, each one with a punch at bottom left and
black overprint ''Waterlow and Sons Ltd. Specimen'', full OG, NH, VF,
Est. $250-$300

200

150

CZ E CHOS L OV A KI A

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Semi-Postal issues 1919, two surcharges on Austrian air post
stamps, 1.50k on 2k lilac and 2.50k on 3k ocher, used on pre-printed
banking envelope locally sent in Prague, wax seal on reverse, VF, Est.
$250-$300

200
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Description

Start $

C6-10

Zeppelin Flight 1936 (April 10), cover franked by complete air post
set of five values, tied Copenhagen ''7.4.36'' ds, prepared to be
delivered by Airship Hindenburg on 1st North America Flight (May 614), bearing Friedrichshafen ''10.4.36'' connection and red oval
confirmation marking, however was not posted on the flight and
delivered to Fredericia on May 6, minor reversal soiling at corners,
still F/VF and scarce, Est,. $150-$200
Collection in Two Large Lindner Hingeless Illustrated Albums
1851-1990, about 1200 mainly mint stamps (used - classic items and
early definitives), two panes of 50, 7 souvenir sheets and 19 booklet
panes, starting with range of Royal Emblems, numerals, King
Christian X and further surcharged stamps, in addition two pages of
Schleswig Plebiscite stamps, nice quality, full OG or used, NH from
late 1950's, F/VF, C.v. over $3,000, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)

DE N MA RK
775

*

776

*/U

777

P

50-59

778

**

103

779

P

135

780

**

438, 440
imp

781

*

C2

782

*

C3

783

P

O51-59

784

**/*

785

**/* 34, var

100

300

E GYP T
1914, Definitive issue, Pyramids, Sphinx, Views and Scenes, 1m200m, complete set of ten imperforated proofs in horizontal pairs,
printed on paper without watermark, occasional toning on 2m and
20m pairs, full OG, mainly LH, VF and very scarce, Est. $300-$400
1924, King Fuad, £1 blue and dark violet, nicely centered, full OG,
NH, VF and scarce, SG #122, £250 as hinged, Est. $200-$250
1929, King Fuad, 5m red brown, imperforated proof in horizontal
tete-beche pair, printed on thick paper with diagonal black overprint
''Cancelled'' on reverse, no gum as produced, NH, VF and very scarce,
ex-Royal Collection, Est. $300-$400
United Arab Republic
1958, Country Woman 1m carmine, Princess Nofret 3m red brown,
top or bottom sheet margin imperforated singles with ''U.A.R. Egypt''
inscription, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, reportedly only 100 copies
were printed, SG #553 var, 555a, the last one is listed, but not priced
in the Cat., Est. $150-$200
Zeppelin Flights
1931 (April 10-13), Egypt Return Flight hand-painted cover from
Alexandria to Lugano, franked by ten non-Zeppelin stamps,
Alexandria ''10.AP.31'' special ds, Friedrichshafen ''13.4.31'' arrival
marking, paper adhesion, still VF, Sieger #105Bz, Est. $150-$200
1931 (April 10-13), Egypt Return Flight postcard to Zurich, franked
by Zeppelin surcharge 50m on 27m orange brown, tied by Cairo
''10.AP.31'' special date stamp, Friedrichshafen ''13.4.31'' arrival
marking is alongside, Sieger #105Ax, Est. $80-$100
Official stamps 1938, Inscribed ''Service. De L'Etat.'', 1m-50m,
complete set of nine imperforated proofs in issued colors, printed on
thick paper with black diagonal overprint ''Cancelled'' on reverse, no
gum as issued, VF, Est. $150-$200
Large Mostly Multiples Collection 1880-2019, over 3000 mint
stamps (just a few used) and approximately 80 souvenir sheets,
arranged on pages in huge three- ring binder, starting with French
Offices and certain early issues, but vast majority is material after
1950's, generally in blocks of four, including nice range of various
topical issues, nice quality unit, full OG, mainly NH, F/VF, very high
C.v., Est. $600-$800 (website photo)
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E S TONI A

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1920, Viking Ship, 1m brown black and blue, two stamps with
central design shifted to the top or to the right and two vertical tetebeche pairs with gutter (31mm) in the middle (one with some foxing),
full OG, NH or hinged, VF, the Hurt and Ojaste mentioned these pairs
as rare, one stamp expertized by P. Hujala, Est. $150- $200
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Cat. #.

786

P

34

787

*

35 var

788

**

35 var

789

P

35

790

*

130

791

**/*

792

*

793

P

794

**

795

**

796

*

797

**

Description

Start $

1920, Viking Ship, imperforated essay of 1m in dark brown and
orange (colors close to 5m stamp), no gum as produced, VF and rare,
Est. $100-$150
1920, Viking Ship, two stamps of 5m black and orange or black and
yellow, first one with central design strongly shifted to the top, the
last one has double frame variety, some black ink smudges at top left,
both with full OG, LH, VF, expert's hs on reverse, Est. $100-$130
1920, Viking Ship, 5m black and yellow orange, frame is printed
twice, bottom sheet margin vertical strip of five, no gum as produced,
NH, VF, Est. $300-$400
1919-20, Viking Ship, imperforated proof of 5m black and yellow
orange (similar to colors of issued stamps), central design is inverted,
full OG, LH, VF and scarce, Mi #13x KF, €1,500, Est. $450-$600
1939, President Konstantin Pats, 30s bister, used on illustrated cover
(views of Kuresaare - Haapsalu), sent from Tallinn to Danzig, German
violet censorship is alongside, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
Clean Starting Collection 1919-41, about 150 mint stamps and 4
souvenir sheets, postage, semi-postal and air post, complete and
incomplete issues, German Occupation of the World War II, including
complete set of Pärnu overprints, occasional flaws possible, generally
full OG with many NH stamps, F/VF, Est. $100-$150 (website photo)
Postal History Group 1919-41, 112 postcards or covers, including 3
postal stationery items, sent from various city and towns, but mostly
Tallinn and Tartu, vast majority is addressed to Germany or other
European countries, several items sent during Soviet or German
Occupations in 1939-41, all are in individual dealer's sleeves,
accurately described and priced, minor conveyance flaws possible,
generally F/VF, Est. $1,000-$1,200 (website photo)
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F RA NCE
251/314

798 *

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1929-36, 11 Epreuves de Luxe of Port of La Rochelle, Jacquard,
Cartier (collective), Hugo, Cardinal Richelieu, Windmill at Fontvielle,
Pilatre de Rozier, Rouget de Lisle and ''La Marseillaise'', Jean Leon
Jaures, appropriate sizes with protecting leaves attached, minor
traces of an old stockbook on reverse, still VF, Dallay C.v. is close to
€2,600, Est. $400-$500
French Occupation of Fezzan (Libya)
1943, black overprint ''Fezzan. Occupation Française'' on King Victor
Emmanuel 50c violet, top sheet margin block of four, full original dry
gum as always, NH, VF, expertized by Calves, Sassone #1, C.v.
€1,200++, Est. $200-$250
1943, black or carmine surcharges ''Fezzan. Occupation Française''
on Libyan definitive stamps 0.50fr/5c, 3fr/20c, 3.50fr/25c and
5fr/50c, set of four values, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with expert's
sign or handstamp, Sassone #2, 5-7, €2,140, Est. $300-$400
1943 (June 25), registered postcard from Sebha to Brazzaville (French
Congo), franked by four values, double circle ''R.F. Postes/Fezzan''
with date inserted by hand cancellation, arrival marking ''10.JUL.43''
is alongside, VF and scarce, expertized by G. Bolaffi, A. Bolaffi,
E. Diena, Sassone #1, 5, 7, PA1, €4,050, Est. $600-$800
Air Post stamps and covers 1943, black overprint ''Fezzan.
Occupation Française'' on Pegasus 50c brown, bottom right corner
sheet margin block of four, full original dry gum as often, NH, VF, R.
Calves guarantee hs on reverse of each stamp, Sassone #PA1, C.v.
€2,200++, Est. $400-$500
1943 (August 21), five overprinted or surcharged stamps used on
registered air mail cover, tied by ''Poste Militaire No. 561'' date
stamps, addressed to French Cameroon, censorship tape and black
two-ring handstamp, arrival marking is on reverse, mostly VF and
very rare, Sassone #7, 11-12, PA2-3, €11,250, Est. $2,000-$2,500
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Fezzan-Ghadames
799 **
1N1-15
1946, Sebha Fort, Mosque, Map and Camel, 10c-50fr, complete set of
15 and the same set on three unaddressed covers cancelled at Sebha
*
on March 18, 1948, the latter ones with minor perforation soiling, set
with full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #1-15, Est. $250-$300
800 P
1N1-15
1946, Sebha Fort, Mosque, Map and Camel, 10c-50fr, complete set of
15 die sunk epreuves de luxe, each one with protected paper,
appropriate punctures and text at bottom right, no gum as produced,
NH, VF, Sassone #1- 15, Est. $600-$800
801 *
1N4, 1N7, 1947, registered cover sent to Algeria, franked by three FezzanGhadames values of 1.50fr, 3fr and 10fr, tied by Sebha date stamp,
1N10
perf tips soiling, F/VF, Sassone #4, 7, 10, €3,100, Est. $400-$500
802 *
1N5-6,
1947, registered cover addressed to Cairo, franked by three Fezzan1N12
Ghadames stamps of 2fr, 2.50fr and 20fr, cancelled by Sebha
''18.2.1947'' ds, Cairo arrival marking on the back, VF, Sassone #5-6,
12, €3,250, Est. $500- $600
803 *
1N3-4,
1950, postcard (Desert view) sent from Sebha to France, bearing
1N6
three Fezzan-Ghadames values of 1fr, 1.50fr and 2.50fr, tied by
Sebha ds, fresh and VF, Sassone #3-4, 6, €3,950, Est. $500-$600
804 *
1N5, 1N7, 1951, cover sent to NYC, bearing three Fezzan-Ghadames values of
2fr, 3fr and 20fr, tied by Ghadames ''15.2.1951'' ds, light vertical fold
1N12
away from the stamps, otherwise fresh and VF, Sassone #5, 7, 12,
€2,400, Est. $300-$400
Fezzan
805 *** 2N1-11
1949, General Leclerc, Colonel D'Ornano and Historical Places, 1fr50fr, complete set of 11 used on registered air mail cover from Sebha
to NYC, all appropriate markings and arrival ds on reverse, in
addition complete set of 11 in never hinged condition, VF and scarce,
Sassone #16-26, €11,930, Est. $1,500-$2,000
806

P

2N1-11

807

P

2N1

808

P

2N3

809

P

2N6

810

P

2N8

811

P

2N11

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1949, General Leclerc, Colonel D'Ornano and Historical Places, 1fr50fr, complete set of 11 epreuves de luxe, and in addition artist's
proof of 4fr red brown without the text and punctures (G. Biondi
certificate), sheet of 12fr with minor soiling, generally fresh, no gum
as issued, NH, VF, Sassone #16-26, Est. $500-$600
1949, Monument at Djerma Oasis, 1fr denomination, 12 trial color
die sunk epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one with typical
punctures, but with control numbers in crayon instead of the text at
bottom right, no gum as issued, NH, VF and rare group, only a few
such color proofs were produced, Sassone #16, Est. $1,000- $1,500
1949, Tombs of the Beni-Khettab, 4fr denomination, 12 trial color die
sunk epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one with typical
punctures, but with control numbers in crayon instead of the text at
bottom right, no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare, Sassone #18,
Est. $1,000- $1,500
1949, Well at Gorda, 10fr denomination, 12 trial color die sunk
epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one with typical punctures,
but with control numbers in crayon instead of the text at bottom
right, no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare group, Sassone #21,
Est. $1,000- $1,500
1949, Colonel D'Ornano and Fort at Murzuch, 15fr denomination,
eight trial color die sunk epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one
with typical punctures, but with control numbers in crayon instead
of the text at bottom right, no gum as issued, NH,VF and very rare
unit, Sassone #23, Est. $750-$1,000
1949, General Leclerc and the Map of Fezzan, 50fr denomination,
eight trial color die sunk epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one
with typical punctures, but with control numbers in crayon instead
of the text at bottom right, no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare
unit, Sassone #26, Est. $750-$1,000
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813

814

815

816

817

818

819

820

821

822

823

824

Cat. #.
*

2N3,
2N5-6

Description

Start $

1951, cover addressed to New York, franked by three Fezzan stamps
of 4fr, 8fr and 10fr, cancelled by Sebha date stamps, VF,
Sassone #18, 20, 21, €3,650, Est. $500 -$600
**/* 2N12-23, 1951, Camels, Agriculture, Well Drilling and Ahmed Bay, 30c-50fr,
imp
perforated and imperforated complete sets of 12, the last one with
nice margins, full OG, NH (perf) or hinged, VF, Sassone #29-40, a,
C.v. €820, Est. $150-$200
P
2N12-23 1951, Camels, Agriculture, Well Drilling and Ahmed Bay, 30c-50fr,
complete set of 12 in epreuves de luxe, nine of those (30c-15fr) are
sunken dies, occasional inclusions, fresh quality, no gum as
produced, NH, VF, Sassone #29 -40, Est. $500-$600
P
2N12
1951, Camels, 30c denomination, ten trial color die sunk epreuves de
luxe in various colors, each one with typical punctures, but with
penciled control numbers instead of the text at bottom right, no gum
as issued, NH, VF and rare assembly, these color proofs were issued
in very limited quantity, Sassone #29, Est. $900-$1,200
P
2N15
1951, Stylized Agriculture, 4fr denomination, ten trial color die sunk
epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one with typical punctures,
but with control numbers in pencil instead of the text at bottom right,
no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare group, Sassone #32, Est.
$900- $1,200
P
2N18
1951, Well Drilling, 10fr denomination, ten trial color die sunk
epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one with appropriate
punctures, but control numbers in pencil instead of text at lower
right, no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare unit, Sassone #35, Est.
$900-$1,200
*
2N21-23 1952, registered cover to Rochester, franked by three high values of
the third Fezzan set, tied by Sebha ''31.3.1952'' postal markings,
minor soiling, still F/VF, Sassone #39-40, €2,700, Est. $300-$400
Semi-Postal issues
1950, Charity issue, 15+5fr red brown and 25+5fr blue, complete set
**P 2NB1-2
of two and two epreuves de luxe, full OG or no gum as produced, NH,
VF, Sassone #27-28, Est. $150-$200
P
2NB1
1950, Charity issue, ''Help to the Unfortunate'', 15+5fr, eight trial
color die sunk epreuves de luxe in indigo, blue, vermilion, green,
carmine, dark blue green, brown and orange brown, each one with
typical punctures, but with control numbers in crayon instead of the
text at bottom right, in addition a ''common'' epreuve de luxe in red
brown with the text, all have no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare
group, Est. $750-$1,000
P
2NB2
1950, Charity issue, Mother and Child, 25+5fr, eight trial color die
sunk epreuves de luxe in indigo, dark green, bright green, carmine,
purple, brown lilac, black brown and sepia, each one with typical
punctures, but with control numbers in crayon instead of the text at
bottom right, all have no gum as issued, NH, VF and very rare group,
Est. $750-$1,000
*
1N1/2N3, 1952, cover to Morocco bearing eight stamps of three different issues,
2NB1-2
cancelled by Sebha ''31.3.1952'' ds, vertical fold did not affect the
stamps, otherwise VF, Sassone #1 x2, 2, 4, 18 x2, 27-28, €9,950, Est.
$800- $1,000
Air Post stamps
1948, Airport in Fezzan and Airplane over the Map, 100fr red and
**P 2NC1-2
20fr dark blue, complete set of two and two epreuves de luxe, full OG
or no gum as produced, NH, VF, Sassone #PA1-2, Est. $150-$200
P
2NC1
1948, Airport in Fezzan, 100fr denomination, five trial color die sunk
epreuves de luxe in dark ultra, deep blue, light blue, green and dark
brown, each one with appropriate punctures, but with control
numbers in crayon instead of text at lower right, no gum as produced,
NH, VF and rare unit, Sassone #PA1, Est. $400-$600
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825

P

2NC2

826

**P

2NC3-4

827

P

2NC3

828

P

2NC4

829

P

2NJ1-6

830

P

2NJ1-6

831

P

2NJ5

832

P

3N3-4,
3N7-8

833

*

3N1-8

834

*

3NC1-2

835

**

B14-26

836

**

166-84
imp

837

**

Description

Start $

1948, Airplane over the Map, 200fr denomination, eight trial color die
sunk epreuves de luxe in various colors, each one with appropriate
punctures, but with control numbers in pencil instead of text at
lower right, no gum as produced, NH, VF and very rare group,
Sassone #PA2, Est. $750-$1,000
1951, Airplane over Oasis and Airplane over Murzuch, 100fr and
200fr, complete set of two and two epreuves de luxe, full OG or no
gum as issued, NH, VF, Sassone #PA3-4, Est. $150-$200
1951, Airplane over Oasis, 100fr denomination, four trial color die
sunk epreuves de luxe in green, brown orange, carmine and lilac,
each one with appropriate punctures, but with pencil numbers
instead of text at lower right, no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare
unit, Sassone #PA3, Est. $350-$500
1951, Airplane over Murzuch, 200fr denomination, four trial color die
sunk epreuves de luxe in dark ultra, dark blue, green and blue green,
each one with appropriate punctures, but with pencil numbers
instead of text at lower right, no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare
unit, Sassone #PA4, Est. $350-$500
Postage Due stamps
1950, Oasis of Brak, 1fr-20fr, complete set of six die sunk epreuves
de luxe and die sunk epreuve de luxe collective, all with punctures at
bottom and text at lower right, no gum as issued, NH, VF and rare
group, Est. $600 -$800
1950, Oasis of Brak, 1fr-20fr, imperforated die sunk epreuves de
luxe, complete set of six, each one with typical punctures at bottom
and text at lower right corner, no gum as issued, NH, VF and scarce
in complete set, Est. $300-$400
1950, Oasis of Brak, 10fr denomination, 12 trial color die sunk
epreuves de luxe in various colors, all with usual punctures at
bottom, but with penciled control numbers instead of the text at
bottom right, one with tiny repaired tear at left, otherwise fresh, no
gum as produced, NH, VF and rare, Sassone #S5, Est. $1,000-$1,200
Ghadames
1949, Cross of Agadem, 8fr, 10fr, 20fr and 25fr, set of four epreuves
de luxe, punctures at bottom and text at lower right, no gum as
issued, NH, VF, individual certificate of G. Biondi and several expert's
signs on reverse, Est. $200-$300
1949, Cross of Agadem, 4fr-25fr, complete set of eight used on air
mail cover addressed to NYC, cancelled by Ghadames ''4.8.1949'' date
stamps, VF and scarce complete set on cover, Sassone #41-48,
€12,800, Est. $1,000-$1,500
Air Post stamps 1950, Cross of Agadem, 50fr purple and rose, 100fr
black brown and brown violet, complete set of two used on air mail
cover addressed to NYC, cancelled by Ghadames ''21.12.1950'' postal
markings, VF and scarce, Sassone #PA5-6, €5,600, Est. $800-$1,000
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Algeria - Semi-Postal issues 1930, Centenary issue, 5c +5c-5fr+5fr,
imperforated complete set of 13, nice margins all around, full OG,
NH, VF, Dallay #88-100 imp, C.v. €650, Est. $200-250
Equatorial Africa 1946, Bacongo Woman, Nigerian Boatman,
Rhinoceros and Scenes, 10c-25fr, imperforated complete set of 19, all
with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, Dallay #212/230, C.v. €235,
Est. $150-$200
French Morocco 1952, Monument to General Leclerc at Temara and
Airplane, 6f+5f - 11f+30f, unissued complete set of four, top right
corner sheet margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce set of
matched multiples, Yvert #PA89-92, C.v.€4,400, Dallay #89A-92A,
€4,800 as singles, Est. $1,200-$1,500
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838

*

44A-45,
46-64

839
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229/56,
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840

**

J43

841

*

J48-57
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*

4

843

*

5

844

*

6-22

845

*

30-33

846

*

34-48,
49-63

847

*

Description

Start $

Obock 1893-94, Camel and Warriors, 2fr and 5fr, 1c-50fr, two
complete sets of 2 and 18, quadrille lines are printed on paper, 5c
with tiny inclusion, nice quality unit, full OG, #44A is NH, others are
LH or previously hinged, VF and scarce in such condition, ''key''
stamps signed, 25fr and 50fr with Maison Guy certificates, C.v. is
over $2,600, Dallay #45-46, 47-64, €3,130, Est. $1,000-$1,200
St. Pierre et Miquelon
''Large Dot'' Overprint Variety - Group 1942, black overprint
''France Libre F.N.F.L.'' with large dot after second ''F'' variety on Dog
Sled, Tortue Lighthouse, NY World's Fair stamps, two singles and
four vertical pairs, variety on each single and at the bottom stamp of
each pair, full OG, NH, VF and interesting lot for a specialist, Dallay
#261/90, C.v. €440 for common stamps w/o variety, Est. $250-$300
Postage Due stamps

600

150

1942, black overprint ''France Libre F.N.F.L.'' on Newfoundland Dog
30c orange and black, full OG, fine and scarce, pencil sign on reverse,
C.v. $425 as hinged, Dallay #52, C.v. €700, Est. $150-$200
1942, Codfish, black overprint ''Noel 1941/F N F L'' on 5c-3fr,
complete set of ten, used together with surcharge 20fr on 75c on
registered cover from St. Pierre et Miquelon to NYC, straight line
censorship marking, arrival ds on reverse, VF, C.v. $725 as for
stamps off cover, Dallay #42-51, €1,585, Est. $500-$600
Somali Coast
1894, black surcharge 1(fr) and text ''DJIBOUTI'' on Obock triangle
Camel and Rider stamp of 5fr carmine, nicely margined, full OG, LH,
VF, expertized by Roumet, Maison Guy certificate, C.v. $700,
Yvert #4, €900, Est. $250-$300
1894, black overprint ''DJIBOUTI'' on Obock triangle Camel and
Rider stamp of 5fr carmine, fresh condition, full OG, previously
hinged, VF and scarce, expertized by A. Brun, Maison Guy certificate,
C.v. $2,100, Yvert #5,€2,550, Est. $750-$1,000
1894-1902, View of Djibouti, Somali Warriors, 1c-50fr, complete set
of 18, quadrille lines are printed on paper, nice and fresh, full OG, LH
or previously hinged, VF, the ''key'' stamps signed by various experts,
C.v. $2,158, Dallay #6-20, 22, 27, €2,900, Est. $750-$900
1902, various types of surcharges and text ''DJIBOUTI'' on Obock
Warriors and Camel Riders stamps of 5c/30c- 10c/10fr, full OG,
mainly LH, VF, C.v. $140, Est. $75-$100
1902-03, Mosque, Somalis on Camel and Warriors, 1c-5fr, two
complete sets of 15 with colored or black centers, with extra proof of
5fr in yellow and black, minor oxidation of orange color, nice and
clean, redistributed original gum (appearing NH), mostly VF,
C.v. $467, Est. $150-$200
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GE ORGI A - A s a Part of Russian Empire 1907, postcard

100
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50

100

(Chuch in village Nussal) from Kutais to Estland Gub., franked by 3k
red, tied by oval unnumbered mail car ''Kutais - Rion'', which is
scarce, arrival marking of Liva Station, redirected to Revel (now
Tallinn), mostly VF, Est. $150-$200

GE RMA N S TA TE S - B A V A RI A
848

*

849

**

World War I Page from a Collection - Red Cross 1914, three color
PPC, one unused and two used, one of which with pre-printed 5pf,
the other one - franked by 5pf yellow green, in addition Bavarian Red
Cross label, fresh and VF, Est. $100-$150

75

GE RMA NY
562 imp

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1948, definitive issue for occupied Germany, Planting Olive, 15pf
chocolate, right sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, full OG,
NH, VF, Mi #948U, €400++, Est. $100-$150
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850

**

B33

851

**

B292-93

852

*

C38

853

*

C39
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*

C41
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C42
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*

C48/52

857

**

858

L

859

*

860

P*

861

**
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Description

Start $

Semi - Postal issues
1930, IPOSTA, International Philatelic Exhibition in Berlin, 8pf-50pf,
souvenir sheet of four, appropriate size 105x148mm and post office
fresh, full OG (on stamps only), NH, VF, Mi Block 1, €1,600, Est.
$350-$400
1945, Elite Storm Troopers, 12+38pf bright carmine, perforated
complete set of two, bottom right corner sheet margin blocks of four,
first one has slight mostly marginal scratch at right, full OG, NH, VF,
Mi #909 -10, €320++, Est. $75 $100
Zeppelin Flights
1930 (May 18-19), First SAF cover to Seville, franked by ''1
Südamerika Fahrt'' 2m ultra, tied by Friedrichshafen ''18.5.30'' date
stamp, red confirmation cachet, machine Seville arrival on reverse,
mostly VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200
1930 (May 18-31), First SAF postcard to Lakehurst, franked by ''1
Südamerika Fahrt'' 4m black brown, tied by Friedrichshafen
''18.5.30'' date stamp, German and American (type I) confirmation
markings, Lakehurst ''May 31, 1930'' receiver, mostly VF, C.v. $375,
Est. $150- $200
1931 (July 24-27), North Pole Flight postcard, franked by ''Polar
Fahrt 1931'' overprint on 2m ultra, tied by Friedrichshafen ''24.7.31''
date stamp, red confirmation marking and ice-breaker ''Malygin''
drop ''27.VII.31'', mostly VF, C.v. $325, Sieger #119F, €425, Est.
$150-$200
1931 (July 25-27), North Pole Flight cover, franked by ''Polar Fahrt
1931'' overprint on 4m black brown, on board cancel ''26.7.1931''
(late date stamp, probably because the cover was posted at
Leningrad), red confirmation cachet and ice-breaker ''Malygin'' special
arrival marking, mostly VF, C.v. $825, Sieger #119F, €1,100, Est.
$250-$300
1934 (December 8-12), 12th SAF (Christmas Flight) hard wove paper
hand-painted postcard to Recife, franked by five Eagle stamps, tied
by Friedrichshafen ds, green confirmation cachet, arrival marking on
reverse, VF and extremely rare, Est. $200-$300
Positional Sheets (Markenheftchenbogen) 1933, Hindenburg, 6pf
dark green, complete gutter tete-beche sheet of 80 stamps and 20
labels, slightly folded along perforation, minor marginal flaws as
always, full OG, NH, VF and scarce positional multiple, Mi #MHB29,
C.v. €2,000, Est. $500-$600
Group of Advertising and Promotion Vignettes and Labels 191330, 35 pieces, mostly poster stamps, dedicated to automobile,
medicine, wine and etc., mostly VF and a colorful unit, Est. $100$150
The Anschluss (Annexation) of Austria and Munich Agreement
(Annexation of Sudetenland) 1938-39, commemorative black-andwhite postcard (A. Hitler's portrait), bearing five stamps - one of
German Reich, two of Austria and two of Czechoslovakia, tied by
appropriate cancellations, top right corner crease, still F/VF, Est.
$100-$150
Propaganda Picture Postcards 1939, Nazi Party Congress at
Nuremberg, six different proofs of postcards, printed on thick white
paper and affixed over an old print, two cards with control line at
right or bottom selvage, one with chalk spots at bottom, fresh, VF
and very rare group, Est. $600-$800
Early East Germany and West Berlin Group of Multiples 1949-53,
41 blocks of four (31 for East Germany) and 5 souvenir sheets, UPU
50pf blue in two pairs, representing 22 complete issues, most with
sheet margins, post office fresh unit, full OG, NH, VF, Mi #242/97,
Blocks 7-9, C.v. €2,430++, Est. $300-$400 (website photo)
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862

**

9NB3a

863

**

5-6

864

U

N1-2

865

U

866

**

West Berlin - Semi-Postal issues 1949, Berlin Bear, 10+5pf 30+5pf, souvenir sheet of three, perfect item in every respect, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $1,200, Mi Block 1, €950, Est. $200-$300
Marshall Islands 1898, black diagonal overprint ''Marschall-Inseln''
on Eagle 25pf yellow orange and 50pf red brown, so-called ''Berliner
Urdruck'' issue, set of two bottom sheet margin singles, premium
condition, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by H. Bothe, M. JaschkeLantelme certificate, C.v. $950, which doesn't look adequate for not
officially issued stamps, Mi #5 IU-6 IU, C.v. €3,000, Est. $900-$1,200
German Occupation of the World War I issues
Dorpat
1918, black surcharges 20pf on 10k dark blue and 40pf on 20k blue
and carmine, each one cancelled on a piece with ''DORPAT'' black
straight line cancellation, VF, expertized by Z. Mikulski and others,
C.v. $320, Mi #1-2, €400, Est. $120-$150
10th Army issue 1918, Control Mark 30pf black on paper with grey
background, part of violet Minsk Gub. cancellation, mostly VF, Mi #1
€400, Est. $100-$150
Military Administration in Romania 1917, black surcharges
(without red boxed ''M. V.i.R.'') on Germania stamps, 15b on 15pf,
25b on 20pf, 40b on 30pf, complete set of three, all with sheet
margins, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized by Z. Mikulski,
Mi #1F-3F, C.v. €300, Est. $90 -$120
Memel
1923, black surcharge 50pf on Sower 50c Prussian blue, vertical
block of 50 (5x5+5x5) with horizontal gutter in the middle, gutter at
right, selvages at bottom and on the left, three horizontal folds, one
large separation between third and fourth rows of the top pane and a
few small ones mostly on margins, full OG, NH, F/VF centering,
probably the largest known multiple of this desirable color variety, PF
certificate, Mi #61a, C.v. €22,500 as singles, Est. $2,000-$3,000

3N1-3

867 **

59

868

**

N56 var

869

**

N59, var

870

**

N88a

871

**

52/131

872

U

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Start $

1923, red surcharge strongly shifted to the bottom 5c on 300m olive
green, top right corner sheet margin block of four, top stamps without
''CENT.'', while bottom ones have transposed surcharge lines, preprinted paper fold, full OG, NH, VF. expertized by V. Erdwien,
Mi #174 var, Est. $150-$200
1923, black surcharge with transposed lines 1L on 1000m blue,
block of six (3x2), top left stamp with narrow space between ''I'' and
''T'' in ''LITAS'' (position 7 of not shifted surcharge), nice and fresh,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, C.v. $780 for single stamps
without variety, Mi #192, IV, var, narrow space priced with -'-.,
transposed lines not mentioned in Michel, Est. $350-$500
1923, inverted green surcharge (type III) over black surcharge 100m
on 25c red, full original slightly disturbed gum, NH, VF and rare,
Lithuanian Philatelic Society certificate, Mi #231K, €2,500 without a
premium for scarce type III, Est. $600-$800
Collection of Multiples 1922-23, about 1800 mint stamps in blocks
from 4 to 50, including three complete sets of No.110-18 (34 sets),
119-20 (91), 121-23 (48), numerous surcharge plate position
varieties, some separations, marginal defects possible, full OG, NH or
unused no gum (all surcharges on Klaipeda items), F/VF, a great lot
for a specialist in plating of that desirable material, C.v. €10,500++,
Est. $1,000-$1,500 (website photo)
Sudetenland
Reichenberg 1938, President Benes, black handstamped overprint
''Wir Sind Frei'' on 50h dull green, bottom left corner sheet margin
single, tied by a part of Reichenberg special ds, mostly VF, expertized
by M. Mahr, Mi #22, C.v. €800, Est. $150-$200
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Reichenberg-Maffersdorf - Collection on Pages 1938, four stamps
from Reichenberg and 17 stamps and one postcard from Maffersdorf,
all stamps are cancelled on large pieces and bearing special
postmarks with swastika, all identified and many expertized, fresh
and VF unit, Mi C.v. €2,445, Est. $600-$800 (website photo)

400

GE RMA N OC C U P A TI ON I S S UE S DURI NG THE
WORL D WA R I I
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**/*
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U
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**
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*

878 **

879 P

880

**

N100-02
imp

881

**

NB15/40
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**

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Bohemia-Moravia and Slovakia Collections on Scott Album Pages
1939-45, 181 stamps for Bohemia and Moravia and 224 stamps for
Slovakia, practically complete Collections, including postage, semipostal, airpost and back of the book issues, nice and clean unit, full
OG, NH or LH, F/VF, Total C.v. $736, Est. $200-$250 (website photo)
Estland (Estonia) - Elwa 1941, black handstamped overprint ''Eesti
Post'' on 3k light blue, imperforated block of four, two top stamps
without overprint, cancelled at the bottom with ''Elva. Eesti'' ds, VF
and scarce multiple, expertized by V. Nemvalz, Mi #3F, C.v. €3,000
for two pairs with and without overprint, Est. $750-$1,000
Pernau (Pärnu) 1941, black overprint (type II) ''Pernau. 8.VII. 1941''
on perforated peasant 3k light blue, top right corner sheet margin
block of four, positions 9-10/19-20, top left stamp with broken ''1'',
two bottom ones have wide ''9'' varieties of overprint, full OG, NH, VF
and rare multiple, T. Loebbering certificate, Mi #3II A PFIII, PFVI, C.v.
€3,750++, Est. $1,000-$1,500
Frankreich (France)

120

Dunkirchen (Dunkirk) 1940, Peace 50c red, right sheet margin
horizontal pair with inverted overprint of type I, used on cover from
Ghyvelde to Dunkirk, all appropriate markings, VF, expertized by
Roumet, Mi #2 I Kw, C.v. €1,200, Est. $300- $400
Saint Nazaire

200

500

750

1945, Chambre de Commerce de Saint Nazaire, Galley 2fr lilac brown
on gray green paper, imperforated pane of ten, bottom right stamp is
placed upside down and forming either horizontal or vertical tetebeche pair, minor discoloration at the left selvage, slight traces of
mounts far away from the stamps, no gum as issued, NH, VF and
very rare multiple, Mi #2U, Kdr U, C.v. €13,600 as single stamps and
tete-beche pair, Est. $3,000-$4,000
1945, Chambre de Commerce de Saint Nazaire, Galley 50c green and
2fr lilac brown, imperforated proof panes of ten on yellowish paper,
bottom right stamp of each sheet is placed upside down and forming
a tete-beche pair, no gum produced, NH, VF and very rare multiple,
Mi #1 II PII Kdr-2 PII Kdr, C.v. €10,000 Est. $3,000-$4,000
Generalgouvernement (Poland)

2,000

1943-44, Castles, 2zl slate green, 4zl gray violet and 6zl dark gray
brown, three imperforated complete sheets of 25 (5x5), first one with
bottom left corner crease far away from the stamps, full OG, NH, VF,
Michel #113U-15U, €750 as singles, Est. $200-$250
Complete Sheets Group 1942-54, 31 complete sheets of 10 (3), 25
(10), 50 (17), 100 (1), three from the Third Reich, 25 from
Generalgouvernement and 3 from Saar of 1954, occasional
separations, all with full OG, NH, VF, Mi C.v. €1,070++, Est. $250$300 (website photo)
Kotor
1944, red or black surcharges on Italian definitives and black
surcharges on Yugoslavian King Peter II stamps, two complete sets of
six or five, including horizontal pair of 0.25m/4d ultra with ''2'' of
both types, full OG, NH, VF and guaranteed genuine, Mi #1X-6X, 7-8,
9 I-II, 10, C.v. €1,410++, Est. $300-$400
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1944, black surcharge 0.10m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 3d brown
red, vertical pair bottom stamp with damaged ''M'' of surcharge
(position 24 or 74), while top stamp has thin letters ''a'' in ''Boka'' and
''s'' in ''Kotorska'', full OG, NH, VF, Mi #7, PF III, C.v. €360++, Est.
$120-$150
1944, black surcharge 0.10m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 3d brown
red, block of 15 (3x5), positions 51-53/91-93 with varieties on
positions 61 and 71 (broken first ''0'' in 0,10) and position 91 (broken
''R''), full OG, NH, VF, Mi #7, PFIV, VIII, IX, C.v.€1,620 as singles, Est.
$400-$500
1944, black surcharge 0.10m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 3d brown
red, bottom margin single with broken left leg of ''M'' in surcharge
(position 99), full OG, NH, VF, Mi #7 PF VII, C.v. €300, Est. $80-$120
1944, black surcharges on Yugoslavian King Peter II definitive
stamps, 0.10m/3d - 0.50m/4d, three vertical pairs and a single,
bottom stamp of each pair and single with damaged ''M'' variety
(position 43 or 93), full OG, NH, VF, Mi #7-10, PF V, C.v. €1,380++,
Est. $400-$500
1944, black surcharge 0.15m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 3d brown
red, left margin block of four, both left stamps with broken ''0'' of
''0.15'' in surcharge (positions 11 and 21 or 61 and 71), full OG, NH,
VF, Mi 8, PF IV, VIII, C.v.€720++, Est. $150-$200
1944, black surcharge 0.15m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 3d brown
red, left sheet margin block of six (3x2), lower right stamp has
damaged ''M'' of surcharge variety (position 43 or 93), full OG, NH,
VF, Mi #8 PF V, C.v. €600++, Est. $150-$200
1944, black surcharges 0.25m on 4d and 0.50m on 4d, two
horizontal pairs, left stamp of each pair has broken left leg of ''M'' at
top, full OG, NH, VF, Mi #9-10 PF II, C.v. €720++, Est. $150-$200
1944, black surcharge 0.25m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 4d
ultramarine, block of four, upper left stamp with damaged ''M'' of
surcharge (position 8 or 58), full OG, NH, VF, Mi #9 PF VI, C.v.
€480++, Est. $100-$150
1944, black surcharge 0.50m on Yugoslavian King Peter II 4d
ultramarine, block of four, upper left stamp has broken middle part
of ''M'' variety (position 24 or 74), full OG, NH, VF, Mi #10 PF III, C.v.
€480++, Est. $100-$150
Mazedonien (Macedonia)
N1, var
1944, strongly shifted to the left dark blue surcharge 1Lv on Bulgaria
10st orange, bottom left corner sheet margin block of 45 (9x5) with
two printer's text at bottom, representing numerous surcharge
varieties, surcharge type I (position 95), broken first ''4'' in ''1944''
(most clearly on positions 52, 53, 63, 99), raised dot after ''8''
(position 87) and many more, full OG, NH, VF, Mi #1 I, II, III, XI, C.v.
at least €1,100, Est. $350-$500
N1 var
1944, blue shifted to the right surcharge 1Lv on Bulgarian definitive
stamp of 10st orange, block of four, top stamps without the
surcharge, in addition bottom right stamp with broken ''1'' of ''1944'',
other small surcharge varieties presented, full OG, NH, VF, Mi #1 F V,
C.v. €500 as two pairs with and without surcharge, Est. $150-$200
Serbien (Serbia)
Semi - Postal issues
2NB5-6
1941, For the Victims of an explosion at Smederevo, 1+49d, 2+48d,
perforated and imperforated souvenir sheets of two values, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $550, Mi Block 1-2, C.v. €720, Est. $150-$200
2NB19-22 1942, For the War Orphans, 2d+6d - 20d+40d, complete sheetlet of
16, containing block of four of each denomination, four central
stamps with control markings ''СГ'' and ''БГ'', unfolded and fresh, full
OG, NH, VF, Mi #81-85ZD Bogen, C.v. €900, Est. $400-$500

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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896 **

897

U

898

**

2N1-46,
2NB1-37,
2NC1-20

899 **

900

**

901

*

902

*

903

*

904

*

905

*

906

*

907

*

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

Complete Collection on Lindner Hingeless Pages 1941- 43, 194
mint stamps in singles, pairs or se-tenant blocks, one miniature
sheet and four souvenir sheets, postage, semi-postal, air post and
back of the book issues, all possible varieties on Christ and Virgin
Mary, many overprint errors, in addition overprints ''Ostland'' and
''Ukraine'' in Hitler's Head stamps, full OG, NH, mostly VF, Mi C.v. is
over €6,600, Est. $1,500-$2,000 (website photo)
Ukraine - Sarny
1941, dark red overprint ''GK.-Ssarny'' on 50k black, type II, printed
on reverse side of dark violet paper (not glazed), neat corner cancel on
a piece, VF and scarce, G. Krischke certificate for a cover from which
this stamp originated, Mi #4A G, C.v. €3,750, Est. $800- $1,000
1941, inverted dark red overprint ''GK.-Ssarny'' on 50k black, type I,
printed on reverse side of dark violet paper (not glazed), no gum as
issued, NH, VF and rare, only 15 stamps with double error possible,
G. Krischke certificate, Mi #4A GK, C.v. €3,500++, Est. $900-$1,200
1941, inverted dark red overprint ''GK.-Ssarny'' on 50k black, type II,
bottom sheet margin single, printed on reverse side of dark violet
paper (not glazed), no gum as issued, NH, VF and extremely rare,
only 7 stamps of type II possible with double error, Z. Mikulski
certificate, Mi #4A G K, var, C.v. €5,250, Est. $1,500-$2,000
1941, inverted dark red overprint ''GK.-Ssarny'' on 50k black, bottom
margin single of type II, printed on dark violet glazed paper, tiny
natural inclusion at left, no gum as issued, NH, VF and scarce, G.
Krischke certificate, Mi #4A K, C.v. €3,000, Est. $600-$800
Volga German Workers' Commune - Postal History Items
1900, stationery postcard from Marientau (Samara Gub.), one of
several German settlements, addressed to Hamburg, via Krasny Kut
(center of the canton), mail trainNo.158 ''Kasny Kut - AlexandrovskGay'' and St. Petersburg, written in German, arrival ds and all
appropriate transits, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $200-$250
1911, color postcard (view of Volga River) from Urbach, German
community based on Ryazan-Uralsk railway, addressed to Riga,
posted into the mail on TPO No. 152 Uralsk - Urbach, written in
German, postmarked on arrival, minor cornerimperfections, still
F/VF, Est. $150-$200
1911, postcard from Pokrovskaya Sloboda (Large Village, later town
of Pokrovsk), administrative center of Volga German Settlements,
addressed to Station Keppenthal, one of German settlements, franked
by 3k red, postmarked on arrival, some card creases, still fine and
scarce, Est. $120-$150
1913, color postcard from Linevo Ozero volost administration (volost
center - village Hussenbach) to Tsarskoye Selo (St. Petersburg Gub.),
franked by 3k red, arrival ds is alongside, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200
Early Soviet Period 1923 (June 16), return registered receipt (made
from POW card) of receiving charity money in Lesnoy Karamysh,
addressed to Moscow, franked by two RSFSR definitives, appropriate
markings and arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $120-$150
Volga German Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
1924, return registered receipt of receiving charity money in
Grechinnaya Luka, addressed to Moscow, franked by two soldier
stamps of 7k brown, Med.(veditsky) Kr. (estovy) Buerak Obl.(act')
N.(emtsev) Pov.(olzhya) ''14.10.24'' ds, arrived to Moscow on October
23, archival fold, still VF, Est. $150-$200
1924, return registered receipt of receiving charity money in
Kamenka, addressed to Moscow, franked by horizontal pair soldier
stamps of 7k brown, Umiot ''18.1.25'' date stamp, arrived to Moscow
on January 28, VF, Est. $150- $200
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Start $

908

*

909

*

910

*

911

P

12NB4,
12NB8

912

**

16N3a

913

P

346-51

914

P

J49-55,
J60-62

915

**

19-27

916

**

19a-22a

917

GUA TE MA L A
**/* 1a-2a, 4a 1871, Coat of Arms, 1c ocher, 5c bister brown and 20c rose, three

1925, return registered receipt (made from POW card) of receiving
charity money in Nizhnyaya Dobrinka, addressed to Moscow, franked
by worker 14k slate blue, Nizhyaya Dobrinka R.N.P. bilingual
''27.6.25'' date stamp, Moscow arrival marking, mostly VF, Est. $150$200
1931-37, incoming and outgoing postcard and registered cover, card
from Leningrad to Fedorovka, cover from Engels to Vienna (some
ageing), franked by definitive stamps, bilingual postmarks of
Fedorovka and Engels, F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Ostarbeiter (Workers from the East) Postcards 1943, five stationery
postcards of 6pf violet, one with paid answer and two with
Propaganda messages, sent from Kattowitz, Oppelhain, Wolfenbuttel
and etc., most addressed to Kiev Oblast, usual conveyance flaws, still
F/VF, Mi #Mi P302, P310, P312, Est. $150-$200
Soviet Zone of Occupation after World War II
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 1945, Land Reform, two imperforated
plate proofs of 6+14 (pf) and 12+28(pf) in sheet margin blocks of four
on chromo paper, positions 49-50/59-60 and 85-86/95-96 penciled
on the back of each stamp, no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare
multiples, Mi #23 V I, 25 V I, C.v. €2,240 as singles, Est. $400-$600
Thuringia 1945, Christmas issue, 3(pf) orange brown, 4 (pf) blue
black, 5(pf) green, bottom right corner sheet margin perforated
souvenir sheet of three, type 6, printed on thick yellowish ''x'' paper,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300, Mi Block 1x, €450, Est. $150-$200

100

100

100

300

100

GRE E CE
1930, Independence issue, ''Heroes'' set, 1d-15d, imperforated proofs
by Perkins, Bacon and Co, Ltd. in issued colors, set of six values in
blocks of four, printed on wove thickened paper, a few stamps with
pin-point inclusions, fresh condition overall, no gum as issued, VF,
rare and colorful group, Karamitsos #497-98, 500, 503-05, only 1d
and 1.50d are priced in the Catalog with value €660 and E500
respectively per imperf pair, Est. $800- $1,000
Postage Due stamps 1902, Numerals, lot of ten imperforated
printing samples in black, 1l-25l of engraved and 2d-5d of litho
printings on wove paper, all with left sheet margins, produced by
Perkons and Bacon Co., Ltd. without gum, VF, Est. $100-$150

500

75

GRE E NL A ND

918

**

1b

919

**

1b

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1945, King Christian X, Animals and Birds, Liberation overprints in
carmine or blue on 1o-5k, complete set of nine, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $1,350, Est. $500-$600
1945, King Christian X, Animals and Birds, Liberation overprints in
reversed colors, on 10o-5k, complete set of six, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $2,900, Est. $1,200-$1,400

imperforated blocks of 15 (5x3), two of which with sheet margins, full
OG, mostly NH (two top stamps of each block are LH), VF, C.v. is over
$1,000 as separate pairs in hinged condition, Est. $300-$400
1871, Coat of Arms, 1c ocher, bottom left corner sheet margin
imperforated block of 20 (5x4) printed on both sides, oval ''Controle
T.P.'' marking at lower left and printer's cross at lower right, no gum
as produced, NH, VF and rare multiple, C.v. $2,700 as singles, Est.
$800- $1,000
1871, Coat of Arms, 1c ocher, top right corner sheet margin
imperforated block of 20 (5x4) printed on both sides (inverted on
reverse), oval ''Controle T.P.'' marking at upper right corner, no gum
as produced, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $2,700++, Est. $800-$1,000
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Start $

920

**/* 3a, c

1871, Coat of Arms, 10c blue, imperforated se-tenant block of 15
from sheet positions 85-89/95-99/105-109, containing six stamps of
type I and nine stamps of type II, 4th stamp of the top row thinned,
otherwise full OG, NH or LH, VF and scarce multiple representing five
horizontal or vertical se-tenants, C.v. $665 as separate pairs (Est.
$600-$750)

400

921

**

HON D U R A S 1891, President Luis Bogran, 10p green and black,

150

64a

central vignette is inverted, block of four, nice and post office fresh,
full original patchy gum as always exists, NH, VF, C.v. $300 as
hinged singles, Est. $200-$300

HUNGA RY
922

*

B80-87

923

*

C18-20,
C24

924

*/U

925

*

Semi - Postal issues 1925, Sports and Scouts, 100k-2500k,
imperforated complete set of eight in horizontal pairs, nice margins
around, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $900++, Est. $300-$400
Zeppelin Flights 1931, Hungary Return Flight postcard (March 2930), franked by three stamps, including horizontal pair of Zeppelin
overprint on 1p orange, and Austria Flight postcard (July 12-13),
franked by three air post values, appropriate confirmation markings,
mostly VF, Sieger #103a, 107, €300, Est. $150-$200
Mint and Used Mainly Early Period Group 1874-1946, several
hundred stamps arranged on homemade album papers, strong in the
beginning of 20th Century with Kingdom and Republic issues, several
dozen of post-World War II local overprints and more, occasional
defects, but generally fresh unit, F/VF, Est. $250-$300 (website
photo)

200

100

150

I CE L A ND
C9-11

Zeppelin Flights June 30-July 3, 1931, Iceland Flight postcard and
cover, franked respectively by 30a and 1k, 30a and 2k stamps with
''Zeppelin 1931'' overprint, tied by Reykjavik ''30.VI.31'' ds, green
confirmation cachet and Friedrichshafen ''3.7.31'' receiver hs, card
has slight corner fold, still VF, Sieger #114B, D, €730, Est. $200$250

926 P

152-66,
C3,
O53-67

Parliament Millenary - Presentation Album 1930, starting with the
foreword of Ludwig Hesshaimer, artist, illustrator and philatelist, who
drawn and produced the issue with the history of the set and album
(English translation is enclosed). The Album includes postage set
with perforated and imperforated singles and blocks of nine (air post
block of 15), official set in singles and blocks of four, 13 composite
imperforated sheetlets of 16 (various colors and stages of completion),
17 imperforated proofs sheetlets of 6 (various colors and stages), 34
die proofs, etc., all affixed on 49 large gray cardboard pages, with full
description of contents, VF and extremely rare, only 100 albums were
made and only a handful remained intact, Est. $20,000-$25,000

927

1-22

I NDONE S I A - Riau Archipelago 1954, definitive issue of 1951-

**

120

14,000

250

53 overprinted ''RIAU'' in black, 5s-25r, complete set of 22, a few
tones spots on a few unexpensive stamps, full OG, NH, F/VF,
C.v. $903, Est. $400-$500

I RA N
928

*

929 **

1059Ab

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1903, stationery card 5ch red with black ''Provisoire'' overprint, sent
from Isfahan to Istanbul via Baku, received at Russian PO at
Constantinople, all appropriate transit and arrival markings, bottom
left corner crease, still F/VF and scarce, Persiphila #PC168, Est.
$150-$200
1956-57, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, 50d brown and olive brown,
center is inverted, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 100 stamps with
this error were produced, penciled position ''45'' on reverse, APEX
certificate, C.v. $3,750, Est. $2,000-$2,500
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1,200
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930 *

876/900
var

Azerbaijan Soviet Separatists Puppet Government 1945, black
handstamped overprints on Historical Places 5d-75d and on Reza
Shah Pahlavi 1r-10r, complete set of 16 values, approximately a half
with full OG, others - unused no gum, mostly VF and extremely rare,
only a few complete sets known, each stamp expertized by M. Sadri,
the ''key'' stamp of 3r peacock green with his certificate. This Puppet
Government existed from December 12, 1945 until the end of 1946
when Soviet Troops left Iran, Est. $2,000-$2,500

931

**

1LN6 var

932

**

159a

933

*

Q1-12

934

**

Q9 var

935

**

Q22 var

936

**

45 var

Allied Military Government (A.M.G.) - Venezia Giulia 1945 -47,
inverted and shifted to the bottom black overprint ''A.M.G. V.G.'' on
5L dark red, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by R. Mondolfo and others,
Sassone #10db, €3,000, Est. $300-$400
Trieste (Zone A) 1952, Armed Forces Day, inverted black overprint
''AMG FTT'' on 60L black and blue, right sheet margin single, full OG,
NH, VF, Sassone #159a, €5,000, Est. $800-$1,000
Parcel Post stamps
1947-48, Italian Parcel Post stamps, two-line black overprint ''A.M.G.
F.T.T.'', 1L-500L, complete set of 12, full/large part of OG, LH or
previously hinged, F/VF, C.v. $1,201 as hinged, Est. $200-$300
1947-48, black two-line overprint ''A.M.G. F.T.T.'' on 100L blue,
perforation 13¼, top sheet margin stamp with upper perforation
strongly shifted to the design, partial double vertical perforation at
sides and between stamp and label, pin-point inclusion at the margin
far away from the stamp, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #9/Ii, C.v. €4,000,
Est. $500-$600
1950, black straight line overprint ''AMG-FTT'' on 100L blue, top
sheet margin vertical strip of three, middle stamp with double
perforation, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #22s, €2,600++, Est. $300$400
Aegean Islands
1934, Centenary of the Medal of Valor, 2.55+2L brownish carmine,
bottom sheet margin single imperforated at the bottom, a gorgeous
stamp, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #89a, C.v. €10,000 (prorated for
NH), Est. $1,200-$1,500

1,200

I TA L Y

937 **

C20-25

938

**

2N1 var

939

P

2N1

940

**

2N1,
2N5-6,
var

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Air Post stamps 1933, Zeppelin issue, 3L-20L, complete set of six,
blocks of four, most with sheet margins, 15L has slight gum foxing,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiples, each stamp signed by Dr.
Bolaffi, his certificate for block of 3L is included, C.v. $5,160++,
Sassone #PA22-27, €12,500, Est. $1,500-$2,000
Occupation of Montenegro during the World War II
1941, inverted black ''Montenegro. Crna Gora. 17-1V- 41-X1X''
overprint on gum side of Yugoslavian King Peter II 25p black, top
sheet margin single with slight mirrored overprint impression on the
face, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, K. Ceremuga certificate,
Sassone #1d var, C.v. €2,500, Est. $300-$500
1941, black proof overprints on Yugoslavian King Peter II 25p black,
left sheet margin vertical se-tenant strip of four representing four
different trial overprints, third one with ''Ita iana'' variety, full OG,
NH, VF and rare, Dr. Velickovic certificate, Sassone #1P, €2,250, Est.
$400- $500
1941, errors of black overprint on King Peter II stamps of 1d green
(inverted), 3d red brown, two singles and two horizontal pairs with
shifted to the top, transposed lines and changed ''I'' to ''1'' in
overprints, 4d ultra horizontal pair with overprints shifted to the left
and changed ''I'' to ''1'' in ''XIX'', all with full OG, NH, VF, first one
with K. Ceremuga certificate, Sassone #2a, 5g, 6i, C.v. at least 1,250,
Est. $150-$200
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943

944

945

946

947

948

949

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

**/U 2N15-23,
2N33-42,
2NC9/23

1941-43, overprints ''CRNA GORA'' on Italian definitives, mint and
used complete sets of nine and ten (including air post), and ''Certo
della Montagna'' issue of 16 values, postage and air post, mint
stamps with full OG, NH, VF, Sassone C.v. €570
2N33-42, 1943, ''Certo della Montagna'', 5c-20L, 50c-20L, postage and air post
**
2NC18-23 complete set of 16, unfolded sheet margin blocks of four, full OG, NH,
VF, Sassone #60-69, A26-31, C.v. €1,800++, Est. $250-$300
Air Post stamps
2NC1-8
1941, black overprint ''Montenegro. Crna Gora. 17-1V-41-X1X'' on
**
Yugoslavian air post, 50p-30d, complete set of eight, full OG, NH, VF,
K. Ceremuga certificate, Sassone #A1-8, C.v. €600, Est. $100-$150
2NC5 var 1941, black overprint (type d) ''Montenegro. Crna Gora. 17-1V-41**
X1X'' on Yugoslavian air post stamp of 5d lilac, top sheet margin
single with perforation 12¾x12½, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Dr. G.
Colla certificate, Sassone #A5/I var, C.v. €6,000, Est. $800-$1,000
1942, red surcharge ''Governatorato del Montenegro. Valore in Lire''
*
on Yugoslavian air post stamps, 50p-30d, complete set of eight, full
OG, LH, F/VF, E. Kessler guarantee, K. Ceremuga certificate, this set
is not listed in Scott, Sassone #A18-25, €3,250, Est. $400-$500
1942, red surcharge ''Governatorato del Montenegro. Valore in Lire''
**
on Yugoslavian air post stamp of 5d lilac, broken ''G'' and ''t'' almost
omitted in ''Governatorato'' (position 18 of 20-stamp setting), full OG,
NH, fine and rare, only 25 such errors possible, Sassone #A22e, C.v.
€2,500, Est. $350-$500
1942, red surcharge ''Governatorato del Montenegro. Valore in Lire''
**
on Yugoslavian air post stamp of 10d brown lilac, broken ''G'' and ''t''
almost omitted in ''Governatorato'' (position 18 of 20-stamp setting),
full OG, NH, F/VF, only 25 such errors possible, Sassone #A23e, C.v.
€2,500, Est. $350-$500
2NC19 var 1943, Airplane over Mountains, 1L ultra, top sheet margin single
**
imperforated at top, very light fold between stamp and margin, full
OG, NH, VF, K. Ceremuga certificate, Sassone #A27b, €1,000, Est.
$150-$200
Postage Due stamps 1941, black overprint ''Montenegro. Crna Gora.
**/* 2NJ1-5,
2NJ1 var 17-IV-41-XIX'' on Yugoslavian Postage due stamps of 50p-10d,
complete set of five, in addition 50p in lilac shade, all with full OG,
NH, mostly VF, K. Ceremuga certificates, in addition second postage
due set LH (2NJ6-10), Sassone C.v. €2,020, Est. $300-$400
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I TA L I A N COL ONI E S
950

**

1-12,
C1-6, C7

951

**

13-22,
C8-12,
CE1-2

952

**

C27 var

953

**

15a

Raritan Stamps, Inc

General issues
1932, Dante Alighieri Society, stamps of Italy with black or red
overprints ''Colonie Italiane'', complete set of 19 in top left corner
sheet margin blocks of six (3x2), postage and air post, including
Leonardo da Vinci stamp, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700, Sassone #1122, A8-14, C.v. €1,320 as singles, Est. $200-300
1932, Garibaldi issue, complete set of 17 in sheet margin blocks of
six (3x2), postage, air post and air post special delivery stamps, post
office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #1-10, A1-7, C.v. €2,400 as
singles, Est. $500- $600
Air Post stamps 1934, 10th Anniversary of the March on Rome, 50L
blue, bottom sheet margin single imperforated at bottom, control No.
on margin, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Sassone #A29b, C.v. €9,500
(prorated for NH), Est. $1,000-$1,200
Cyrenaica
1924, Manzoni issue, double red overprint ''Cirenaica'' on 1L blue
and black, bottom sheet margin single, well centered for this difficult
stamp, minor usual foxing on full original gum, NH, VF and scarce,
expertized by A. Diena, G. Bolaffi and others, C.v. $1,250,
Sassone #15b, €3,600, Est. $400-$500
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954

**

B25-28

955

**

34-40,
C18-19

956

**

957

**

B25-28

958

**

B29-32

959

**

J1bc

960

**

22 var

Semi - Postal issues 1930, National Defense the 3rd issue, stamps of
Italy overprinted ''CIRENAICA'' in black or carmine, 30+10c 5+1.50L, complete set of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $438,
Sassone #68-71, €900, Est. $180-$240
East Africa
1941, Hitler and Mussolini, complete set of nine, right sheet margin
blocks of four, postage and air post, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #34-40,
A20-21, C.v. €4,250++, Est. $600-$800
British Occupation of East Africa 1941, Eagle and Lion, Gazelle,
Scenes, carmine or black surcharges on East Africa definitive stamps
10c/5c- 10L/5L, complete set of nine, full original gum with minor
usual foxing, NH, VF, E. Diena certificate, Sassone #1-9, C.v. €5,000,
Est. $1,000 -$1,500
Eritrea
Semi-Postal issues
1929, National Defense the 2nd issue, stamps of Italy overprinted ''
ERITREA'' in black or carmine, 30+10c - 5+2L, complete set of four,
blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #138-41, €320++
1930, National Defense the 3rd issue, stamps of Italy overprinted
''ERITREA'' in black or carmine, 30+10c - 5+1.5L, complete set of
four, the high value with top margin, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $560,
Sassone #170-73, €900, Est. $180-$240
Postage Due stamps 1920, 5c orange and magenta, inverted
numeral and black overprint ''Colonia Eritrea'', bottom sheet margin
block of four, full OG, NH, F/VF and very scarce double error
multiple, expertized by Dr. Bolaffi, G. Oliva and others, C.v. $2,200
as hinged singles, Sassone #14a, €6,000 as singles (prorated for NH),
Est. $1,000-$1,200
LIBYA
1921, Roman Legionary, 5c black and green, vertical pair
imperforated between stamps, usual centering, but nice and fresh
item with intact perforation, full OG, NH, Dr. E. Diena certificate,
Sassone #23 l, C.v. €3,750 (prorated for NH), Est. $500-$600
1921, Roman Legionary, 5c black and red brown instead of black and
green, error of color, block of four with perforation 13½-14, excellent
quality and well centering for this stamp, full OG, NH (!), VF and
extremely rare multiple, each stamp signed by Dr. Bolaffi,
C.v. $10,400, Sassone #23A, €36,000 as singles, Est. $6,000-$8,000
1921, Roman Legionary, 5c black and red brown instead of green,
error of color, perforation 14, nicely centered, full original slightly
uneven gum as always, LH, VF, PF certificate, C.v. $1,900,
Sassone #23A, €3,600, Est. $600 -$700
1921, Roman Legionary and Diana of Ephesus, 5c-25c, four sheet
margin stamps with inverted center, typical centering for this issue,
uneven full original gum, NH, C.v. $580, Sassone #23c-26c, €1,050
(prorated for NH), Est. $150-$200
1921, Roman Legionary, 5c black and green, horizontal imperforated
pair with central design shifted to the right on both stamps as always
exists, balanced margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,100,
Sassone #23h, €2,500 as singles (prorated for NH), Est. $400-$500
1921, ''Victory'', 10L dark blue and olive green, right sheet margin
single with perforation 14x13¼, nice centering and post office fresh,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce in such condition, C.v. $1,600,
Sassone #32a, C.v. €2,250 (prorated for NH), Est. $400-$500
1926-29, ''Sibilla Libica'', 20c green, perforation 11, top sheet margin
vertical pair, imperforated at top and between stamps, nicely centered
for this issue, full OG, NH (LH on top margin away from the stamp),
VF and rare, Sassone #54f, C.v. €12,500 (prorated for NH), Est.
$1,200-$1,500

961 **

22a

962

*

22a

963

**

22b-25a

964

**

22c

965

**

31d

966

**

39a var

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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967

**

43 var

968

*

51b var

969

P

54

1924, ''Sibilla Libica'', 2L carmine, perforation 14, top sheet margin
vertical strip of three, imperforated at top and between stamps, full
OG with minimal overall foxing, NH, VF, Sassone #43k, €7,500
(prorated for NH), Est. $750-$1,000
1924-29, Diana of Ephesus, 10c black and carmine, vertical left
sheet margin pair printed on paper without watermark, lathework on
margin, imperforated between stamps, excellent condition in every
respect, full OG, VLH at top stamp, VF, expertized by Dr. G. Bolaffi,
Sassone #47p, €1,100, Est. $150-$200
1924-29, Ancient Galley, imperforated archival proof of 30c in black
and brown, horizontal imperforated pair, no gum as issued, NH, VF,
expertized by A. Diena, Sassone #P50, C.v. €1,100++, Est. $150-$200
1924-29, Ancient Galley, 50c black and olive green, right sheet
margin imperforated single, full OG, NH, VF, an Italian Colonies
rarity, expertized by A. Diena, Sassone #51k, €16,250 (prorated for
NH), Est. $1,500-$2,000
1924-29, Ancient Galley, 50c black and olive green, horizontal pair
with perforation 13½-14, imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH,
VF, Sassone #51t, €3,750 (prorated for NH), Est. $500-$600
1926-30, Ancient Galley, 50c black and olive green, right sheet
margin horizontal pair with perforation 11, imperforated vertically
between stamps and on the right, nice quality item, full OG, very
light trace of hinge, appearing NH, VF and extremely rare,
Sassone #64k, C.v. €10,000 as hinged, Est. $1,500-$2,000
1926-30, ''Victory'', 1L dark brown and brown, perforation 11, left
sheet margin single with center is strongly (for 6mm) shifted to the
top, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #65b, €3,000 (prorated for NH), Est.
$400-$500
1926-30, ''Victory'', 1L dark brown and brown, perforation 11, a
single with center is strongly shifted to the top left (2.5mm in every
direction), full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #65b, C.v. €3,000 (prorated for
NH), Est. $400-$500
1926-30, ''Victory'', 1L dark brown and brown, perforation 11, top
sheet margin horizontal pair with shift of top horizontal perforation
to the design, pencil inscription at top of left stamp, perfect quality
item, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #65ca, €9,000 as two singles
(prorated for NH), Est. $1,000-$1,200
1931, Ancient Galley, 1.25L indigo and ultra, perforation 14, right
sheet margin single with large part of lathework, imperforated at
right, full OG, NH, F/VF and very scarce, expertized by A. Diena,
Sassone #105b, C.v. €6,000 (prorated for NH), Est. $600-$800
1941, Hitler and Mussolini, complete set of eight, bottom right corner
sheet margin blocks of six (3x2), postage and air post, block of 75c
with some separation, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #171-77, A45,
€780++, Est. $150-$200
Special Delivery stamps
1921, Expres, 30c blue and rose, horizontal pair imperforated
between stamps, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF and very rare,
Sassone #3h, C.v. €6,000 (prorated for NH), Est. $600-$800
1921, Espresso, 50c rose red and brown, bottom sheet margin
vertical pair imperforated between stamps, fresh quality, full OG, NH,
F/VF, expertized by Dr. G. Bolaffi, Sassone #4g, C.v. €6,000, Est.
$600-$800
Postage Due stamps
1915, Numerals, double black overprint ''Libia'' on 20c orange and
magenta, bold colors and intact perforation, full OG, NH, VF,
expertized by A. Diena, C.v. $750 as hinged, Sassone #3b, €1,500
(prorated for NH), Est. $200-$300

970 **

55 imp

971

55 var

**

972 *

55a var

973

**

58a var

974

**

58a var

975

**

58a var

976

**

59 var

977

**

95-103

978

**

E3 var

979

**

E4 var

980

**

J3a

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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981

**

J3b

982

**

102-11

983

**

122-34

984

**

J30-36

985

**

J30-36

986

**

98b

987

**

Q62 var

988

**

Description

Start $

1915, Numerals, inverted overprint ''Libia'' on 20c orange and
magenta, right sheet margin single, perfect state of preservation, full
OG, NH, fine and scarce, Raybaudi certificate, C.v. $800 as hinged,
Sassone #3ba, €1,500, Est. $200-$300
United Kingdom of Libya
Issue for Tripolitania 1951, black bilingual surcharges on Warrior
stamps of Cyrenaica 1mal/2m-240mal/500m, complete set of ten,
the high value is bottom left corner sheet margin example, full OG,
NH, VF, Sassone #24-33, €260, Est. $75-100
Issue for Cyrenaica
1951, black bilingual overprint ''Libya'' on Warrior stamps of
Cyrenaica 1m-500m, complete set of 13, full OG, NH, VF,
Sassone #1-13, €900, Est. $200-$300
Postage Due stamps
1951, black bilingual overprints ''Libya'' on due stamps issued by
British Administration for Cyrenaica, 2m-100m, complete set of
seven, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #S1-7, €500, Est. $100-$150
1951, black bilingual overprints ''Libya'' on due stamps issued by
British Administration for Cyrenaica, 2m-100m, complete set of seven
in blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #S1-7, €2,200++, Est.
$400-$600
Somalia

150

1927, Volta issue, black overprints ''Somalia Italiana'' and inverted
''Tripolitania'' on 50c deep orange, bottom left corner sheet margin
block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, expertized by E.
Diena, C.v. $2,100++, Sassone #110b, €7,000 as singles (prorated for
NH), Est. $800-$1,000
A.F.I.S. (Amministrazione Fiduciaria Italiana) - Parcel Post
stamps 1950, 1s violet, top right corner sheet margin vertical pair,
imperforated at right, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #7a, €3,600 as two
singles with counterfoils, Est. $400-$500
Common Design Types of the Colonies 1930, Virgil issue, four
complete sets in top left corner margin blocks of six (3x2),
representing Italian stamps overprinted ''Cirenaica'', ''Eritrea'',
''Somalia'' and ''Tripolitania'', the last one includes postage and air
post issues, the total is 40 blocks, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF,
Sassone C.v. €2,400 as singles, Est. $400-$500

500

50

150

75

300

250

250

T HI R D S E C T I ON – A T 1 1 : 0 0 A M, J A NUA RY 1 4 , 2 0 2 2
JAPAN
989

**

110

990

**

163-66

991

**

190-93

992

**

198-201

993

**

227-29

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1905, Amalgamation of the Postal Services of Japan and Korea, 3s
rose red, left sheet margin block of four, perfect quality, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $440 as hinged singles, Sakura #C8, ¥124,000=US$1,100 as
singles, Est. $400-$500
1921, 50th Anniversary of Postal Service, 1½s-10s, complete set of
four, nicely centered with bold fresh colors, full OG, NH, C.v. $330 as
hinged, Sakura #C28-31, ¥91,400=US$825, Est. 300-$400
1925, Silver Wedding issue, 1½s-20s, complete set of four, blocks of
four, two with corner margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $430 as hinged
singles, Sakura #C38-41, ¥111,600=US$990, Est. $300-$400
1927, 50th Anniversary of the Admission to the UPU, 1½s-10s,
complete set in blocks of four, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $600 as hinged singles, Sakura #C42-45, ¥236,400=US$2,230++
1936, 30th Anniversary of Japanese Administration of Kwantung
Leased Territory, 1½s-10s, complete set of three, blocks of four, 3s
with bottom left corner sheet margin, nice condition, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $914 as hinged singles, Sakura #C65-67, ¥250,000=US $2,225
as singles, Est. $800-$1,000

250

200

200

500

500
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994

**

351-61

995

**

435-36

996

**

456

997

**W 457

998

**

479a

999

**

498 fn

1945-47, 3rd Showa definitive issue, 2s-10y, imperforated complete
set of 12, blocks of four, some with sheet margins, no gum as
produced, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $385, Sakura #247, 258, 267-76,
¥77,760=US$690 as singles, Est. $250-$300
1949, Vocational issue, Blast Furnace 100y carmine lake, Locomotive
Assembly 500y deep blue, two high values, nicely centered with fresh
colors, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,150, Sakura #322-23,
¥180,000=US$1,600, Est. $600- $800
1949, Inuyama Children's Exhibition, 5y rose brown and orange,
imperforated souvenir sheet of ten, full original gum with typical
waves, NH, VF, C.v. $450, Sakura #C159, C.v.¥70,000=US$620, Est.
$200-$250
1949, Electrical Communications Week, 20y deep blue, three
souvenir sheets, full OG, NH, in addition Fishes souvenir sheet of two
with green overprint (Sc. #407), neatly cancelled, all are VF,
C.v. $460, Sakura C.v. ¥70,000, Est. $200-$300
1949, Postal Week, Flying Geese, 8y purple, complete miniature sheet
of five values, nice condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800,
Sakura #C173, ¥125,000=US$1,110, Est. $300-$400
1950, Year of the Tiger, 2y brownish red, souvenir sheet of five with
simulated perforation, minimal gum waves as always exists, NH, VF,
C.v. $225, Est. $100-$150

Start $

1000 **

C14-24

Air Post stamps 1951-52, Airplane and Pagoda, Airplane over Mt.
Tateyama, ''Sen'' unit, 15y-40y and 55y-160y, complete set of 11,
blocks of four, most with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,596,
Sakura #A11-15, A16-21, ¥531,200=US$4,750 as singles, Est.
$1,800-$2,500

1001 *

145a x2,
196

Zeppelin Flight 1929 (August 23-26), Round the World Flight cover
delivered on leg Tokyo - Los Angeles, franked by three values, tied by
Tokyo ''21.8.29''ds, red Japanese confirmation cachet and Los
Angeles ''Aug. 26.1929'' arrival marking on reverse, mostly VF,
Sieger #31A, €500, Est. $250-$300
Occupation of Russian Far East 1921, free-frank native cover from
Field PO No.1, located in Vladivostok to 7th Infantry Regiment
(Nibangawa), red boxed Gunji Yubin, slight fold, VF, Est. $150-$200

1002 *

150

400

120

150

200

75

1,200

150

100

J UDA I CA
1003 *

1004 *

1005 *

1006 *

440

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Czechoslovakia 1921, Esperanto color postcard (Pilsen Theater with
Synagogue at background), sent from Pilsen to Cerveny Kostelec,
franked by 40h red brown with Esperanto label in green on blue
paper affixed alongside, slight corner imperfections, still F/VF, Est.
$100-$150
Europe 1910-20's, five postcards representing Synagogues in
Germany (Frankfurt-on-Main, Munich and Breslau - now Wrocław Poland), France (Dijon) and Czechoslovakia (Prague), three unused,
two used with some faults, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Caricatures and Advertisement 1920's, three unused color
postcards, representing advertisement of Kasetrol (a Pot), political
caricature and ''sins of youth'', printed in France (2) or in Germany,
slightly rounded corners and one with minor reverse abrasion, still
F/VF, Est. $120-$150
France 1942, two covers addressed to the Union Generale des
Israelites de France (UGIF), anti-Semitic organization under Vichy
regime, it was created by Nazis order for the discovery and
classification of Jews in France and following isolation them. However
these goals were not realized and leaders of the UGIF were deported
from Paris to the Auschwitz concentration camp, franked by Marshal
Petain 1.50fr red brown, sent from Nancy and Paris local, one with
archival punch, F/VF, Est. $150-$200

75

100

75

100
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1007 *

1008 *

1009 *

1010 *

1011 *

1012 *

1013 *

1014 *

1015 *

1016 *

1017 *

1018 *
1019 *

1020 *

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

Germany 1900's, Jew Philatelist and Jew Artist, two color postcards,
first one with rounded corners, the other one with manuscript date at
front, both are unused, F/VF and scarce, Est. $100-$150
Iran 1943, stationery postcard and stationery letter card, both
addressed to Jewish Agency in Iran, which represented Polish Jewish
refugees welcomed as they arrived from Soviet Turkmenistan in 1942,
sent from Tel Aviv and Nazareth respectively, Soviet-British-Iranian
censorship markings, written in Hebrew, F/VF and very scarce, Est.
$200-$300
Morocco 1900-10's, Jewish types from Morocco, two black-and-white
postcards, printed in Russia (Moscow) or Russian Poland (Warsaw),
both are unused, VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
Palestine (Ottoman and British Mandate)
1920(c), Great Personalities, group of 14 different black-and-white or
sepia postcards, representing Isaak Peretz, author and playwright,
Joseph Chasanowitz, physician, Sholem Aleichem (Solomon
Rabinovich) writer, Israel Zangwill British-Jewish writer, Prof. Boris
Schatz artist and sculptor, Leonid Pasternak artist and many others,
printed in Russia, occasionally rounded corners, still unused, mainly
VF, Est. $150-$200
1910's, Dr. Theodor Herzl, the founder of modern political Zionism,
three black-and-white postcards, one representing Dr. Herzl's
children (repaired), two - unused, one - used, minor flaws mentioned,
F/VF, Est. $150-$200
1910's, ''Goluth'' (Exile) by S. Herschenberg, sepia unused postcard,
printed in Russia, boxed violet handstamp, text reads ''Society for the
Education among Jews in Russia'', fresh quality, VF, Est. $100-$150
1910's, Artist Ephraim M. Lilien, four black-and- white or sepia
postcards representing artworks ''Shulamith'', ''Eternal Wanderers'',
''The Hope'' and ''Rabbi Gerschom Me'Or Hagolah'', printed in Russia,
all are unused and overall VF, Est. $200-$300
Tel Aviv 1910-20's, four black-and-white or sepia postcards,
representing the Great Synagogue (minor reversal foxing), Bird's Eye
View of Center, Kindergarten in Tel Aviv and School in Mikweh Israel
(Tel Aviv Suburb), printed in Palestine, Russia (2) or Belgium, all are
unused, mainly VF, Est. $150-$200
Jerusalem 1910-20's, five black-and-white, sepia or color postcards,
representing National Library, Arts School (colored), General Hospital
Shaare Zedek (two - used), Ruins of Synagogue of Rabbi Yohanan
ben Zakkai (colored), printed in Russia, Palestine or Germany, mostly
VF, Est. $200-$300
Jaffa 1910's, five black-and-white or sepia postcards, representing
Jewish Girls' School, View of Herzl Street, High School students in
the Dead Sea and etc., all printed in Russia, occasionally rounded
corners and a few minor creases, still unused and F/VF, Est. $200$250
Moshav Ben Shemen 1900-10's, Shepherd and Agricultural Works,
black-and-white and indigo-and-white postcards, the last one with
slight crease at top, both printed in Russia, unused, F/VF, Est. $100$150
Moshav Hadera 1910's, Street Views, two black-and-white postcards,
printed in Russia, unused, mainly VF, Est. $120-$150
Moshav Merkhavya 1910's, On Threshing-Floor, two similar
postcards in black-and-white and indigo-and- white, slightly rounded
corners, both printed in Russia, mostly VF, Est. $120-$150
Moshav Rehovot
1920(c), View of School, Kindergarten and Synagogue, sepia postcard,
printed in Russia, unused, VF, Est. $75-$100
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150
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Start $

1021 *

1920(c), Yearly Jewish Festival, Gymnastics and Procession, two
black-and-white postcards, printed in Russia, fresh and VF, Est.
$120-$150

1022 *

1920(c), People's Everyday Life, group of six different black-and-white
postcards, printed in Russia, one card is creased, all are unused and
overall F/VF, Est. $150-$200

100

1023 *

Moshav Rishon LeZion 1910-20's, Views of Center of the Moshav,
two sepia postcards, printed in Russia, both are unused and VF, Est.
$120-$150

75

1024 *

Moshavim Views 1910-20's, five black-and-white or sepia postcards,
representing views of Kfar Malal, Kinneret, Motza, Petah Tikva and
Poria, all printed in Russia, occasionally rounded corners, still fresh
ad VF, Est. $150 -$200

100

1025 *

Balance of Palestine Views Cards 1910-20's, group of eight unused
black-and-white or sepia postcards, representing various Agricultural
Works, Kindergarten in Jerusalem, Ruins of Synagogue in
Capernaum and etc., printed in Germany, Palestine or Russia,
occasional corners imperfections, mainly VF, Est. $200-$300
Imperial Russia

150

1026 *

1900-10's, Side View of Synagogue in St. Petersburg and View of
Jewish Industrial School with Synagogue Dom on the background,
two black-and-white postcards, produced in Russia, unused and
mostly VF, Est. $200-$300

150

1027 *

1910's, Synagogue in St. Petersburg, two color PPC representing
front and side views, the last one is die sunk with gray border (tiny
abrasion), card with front view has slightly rounded corners, still
fresh, unused and VF, Est. $200-$300

150

1028 *

1900's, Jewish Cemetery Gate and inside view of Synagogue at
Cemetery in St. Petersburg, two black- and-white postcards, slightly
rounded corners, still unused and F/VF, Est. $200-$300

150

1029 *

1900-10's, Karaite Kenasa in Chufut Kale (Crimean Peninsula), blackan-white postcard, nice condition with just slightly rounded bottom
right corner, unused, VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200

100

1030 *

1900-10's, Synagogue at Gomel (now Belarus), black- and-white
postcard, nice and fresh, unused, VF and rare, Est. $150-$200

100

1031 *

1900-10's, Synagogue in Libau (now Liepaja - Latvia), two-color
postcard in green and black, printed in Libau, fresh, unused, VF, Est.
$120-$150

1032 *

1900-10's, Synagogue in Samara, two black-and-white postcards,
one with additional inside view at top left, both are unused, one with
pen notation on reverse, mainly VF, Est. $150-$200

100

1033 *

1910's, Synagogue in Tomsk, color postcard, crisp and extremely
fresh, printed in Stockholm, unused, VF, Est. $150-$200

100

1034 *

1900-10's, Anti-Jewish Pogroms, color and black-and- white
postcards representing artwork of Petr Geller ''After Pogrom'', in
addition two black-and-white postcards picturing Jewish cemeteries,
three - unused, one - used, generally VF, Est. $100-$150

75

75

75

1035 *

79b

1915, pre-printed cover to International Committee of the Red Cross
in Copenhagen (Denmark), text at the bottom reads: ''From Bobruisk
Committee for Aid of Jewish Refugees'', franked by two stamps of 10k
pale blue, violet two-line censorship and all appropriate markings, VF
and scarce mailing, Est. $150-$200

100

1036 *

79

1916, pre-printed cover from Jewish Committee for Aid War Victims
to International Red Cross Committee in Copenhagen, franked by
10k dark blue, two censorship handstamps and tape at right, mostly
VF, Est. $150-$200

100

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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1037 *

Description

Start $

Three Different Synagogue Postcards 1910's, Kiev, Warsaw and
Irkutsk, color postcards, produced in Russia, Russian Poland or
Sweden, first on is in perfect unused condition, Warsaw and Irkutsk
(used) with some corner rounding, F/VF overall, Est. $150-$200
Russian Types
1910's, four color postcards picturing Caucasus Jew, Jewish Youth,
Jewish Matchmaker and Traveling Salesman, printed in Russia or in
Sweden, minor corner flaws, all are unused, mainly VF, Est. $200$300
1900-10's, Rabbi at Prayer and Street Vendor, black- and-white and
sepia unused postcards, printed in Russia, mostly VF, Est. $120$150
1920(c), Chess Players, two postcards representing paintings by J.
Epstein and I. Kaufmann, printed in Russia, slightly rounded
corners, still fresh, unused, VF and scarce, Est. $200-$300
Soviet Union
1917-18, black-and-white postcard representing collage of Socialist
and Communist Newspapers with face of Karl Marx appearing from
broken ''Vorwarts'' German Social Democrat paper, looking as a
caricature, text at the bottom ''Proletarians of all World Unite!'',
unused, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
1920, Lev B. Kamenev (Lev Rozenfeld), Bolshevik revolutionary and a
prominent Soviet politician, black-and-white postcard picturing
Kamenev as the Chairman of the Moscow Council of Workers' and
Red Army Deputies, card was postally used in 1920 when internal
correspondences delivered free of postal charge, mostly VF and very
rare. Lev Kamenev was convicted in the case of the ''TrotskyistZinoviev Center'' and shot in 1936. A person who kept such postcard
was at risk of being repressed in the Soviet Union, Est. $400-$500
1945-48, stationery postcard and cover addressed to Solomon
Mikhoels, Soviet Jewish actor and the artistic director of the State
Jewish Theater, who was killed in Minsk by order of Stalin, the card
is written in Yiddish, the cover was received on January 10, 1948,
just two days before Mikhoels' tragic death, some cover faults, still,
F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Ukraine (Cities of Modern Ukraine) 1910-1919(c), black- and-white
and sepia postcards representing Synagogues in Chernivtsi (then
Austria Hungary Empire) and in Uzhgorod (then Czechoslovakia),
both are unused with minor flaws, F/VF, Est. $120-$150
Jewish Artworks
1930(c), seven different caricatures by artist G.M. from the Soviet
Union, Japanese ink on thick paper, approximate size 200x255mm,
minor marginal flaws possible, still VF and rare group, Est. $800$1,000
1940-50(c), ''Actor'', ''Milkman'', ''Businessman'', ''Gambler'', ''Rabbi''
and etc., seven different caricatures by A. Kon, water-color and
Japanese ink on thick paper, approximate size 200x240mm,
occasionally rounded corners, generally VF and scarce group, Est.
$700-$1,000

1038 *

1039 *

1040 *

1041 *

1042 *

1043 *

1044 *

1045 D

1046 D

100

150

75

150

100

250

100

75

500

500

NORT H KORE A
1047 *

134-37,
329-30,
394, imp

1048 **

955

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1962, two covers from Pyongyang to Germany, first one franked by
IGY complete set of four, the other one - by four values of Space
Exploration subjects, no backstamp as always exists, VF, Est. $250$300
1970, 5th Congress of the Worker's Party, 40ch, 10ch x9, complete
souvenir sheet of ten stamps (normally comes without bottom right
error stamp), size 153x189mm, fresh and nice, no gum as issued, NH,
VF and only a few complete sheets survived, Est. $1,500-$2,000

150

1,000
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1049 **

2791 var

1050 **

2793 var

1051 *

1052 **

Description

Start $

1988, Winners of Calgary Winter Olympic Games, Alpine Skiing, error
denomination of 30ch and top inscription ''Mario Matikainen'' instead
of denomination of 10ch and top inscription ''Pirmin Zurbriggen'',
bottom left corner sheet margin single, full OG, NH, VF, a correct
stamp of 30ch is included, Est. $200-$250
1988, Winners of Calgary Winter Olympic Games, Ski Race, error
denomination of 10ch and top inscription ''Pirmin Zurbriggen''
instead of denomination of 30ch and top inscription ''Mario
Matikainen'', bottom left corner sheet margin single, full OG, NH, VF,
a correct stamp of 30ch is included, Est. $200-$250
1953, free-frank pre-printed Chinese envelope, used by Chinese
volunteers during the Korean War, black military marking of FPO
No.2209, date stamp alongside, slight folds at bottom right corner,
otherwise VF, Est. $100-$150
Collection on Illustrated Pages in Large Binder 1966-2001, 315
stamps and 86 souvenir or miniature sheets, representing various
topical issues, such as Animals, Birds, Olympics, Paintings, Soccer,
Space, Transport and many others, full OG, NH (five stamps CTO),
VF, C.v. is about $1,100, Est. $300-$400 (website photo)

150

150

75

200

RE P U B L I C OF KORE A
1053 **

197-99,
202A-03

1054 **

C6-8 var

1055 **

1/271,
B1-11,
C1/113,
J1-11

1952, definitive issue, Butterfly and Deer, 10h-500h, complete set of
five presentation souvenir sheets, printed on paper with wavy line
watermark, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Mi Blocks 60-64, €5,200, Est.
$1,200-$1,500
Air Post stamps 1952, Douglas C-47 and Ship, 1200wn, 1800wn
and 4200wn, complete set of three presentation sheets, printed on
watermarked paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Mi Blocks 54-56,
C.v.€1,800, Est. $500-$600

750

300

L A OS

1056 **W 60/209,
B4/11

Clean Collection in a Green Stockbook 1951-75, about 275 mint
stamps, 40 souvenir sheets and epreuves de luxe, 3 presentation
booklets with souvenir sheets, representing postage, semi-postal, air
post and postage due issues, including 50th Anniversary of the
Accession of King, 2500th Anniversary of Buddha, Anti- Malaria
souvenir sheet, nice topical items, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. is well over
$1,700, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)
Nice and Fresh Topical Specialized Unit 1959-72, over 1000 mint
never hinged stamps, representing 15 complete issues from 6 to 25 of
each, one imperforated set of three and set of three epreuves de luxe,
Animals, Birds, Flowers, Plants, Historical Places, Medicine and etc.,
perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF, Scott C.v. is over $1,500, Est.
$500-$600 (website photo)

300

300

L A TV I A
1057 **/* 43-45,
49-51

1058 P

64-66

1059 **/* 200-06,
var
1060 **/* B46-71,
CB1-2,
imp,
2N45-57
Raritan Stamps, Inc

1919, Liberation of Riga, 5k-35k, two complete sets of three, printed
on watermarked Wavy Lines or thin paper, all are in blocks of four,
three of which with center line perforation 9½ at the bottom, full OG,
NH or LH (top stamps), VF, Est. $150-$200
1919, Warrior Slaying Dragon, 10k, 25k and 35k, imperforated plate
proofs in horizontal pairs, first one with offset of red color on reverse,
no gum as produced, NH, VF and very rare items from the Postal
Archives, Est. $800-$1,000
1938, 20th Anniversary of the Republic, 3s-40s, two complete sets of
seven, upright and reversed watermark swastika, blocks of four, most
with margins, full OG, NH or LH (top stamps), VF, Est. $100-$150
Semi-Postal issues - Selection of Multiples 1929-30, Meierovics,
Janis Rainis and Rainis Charity Fund, perforated and imperforated
sets, Anti-Tuberculosis and Soviet Arms of 1940 issues, all are in
blocks of four, full OG, NH or LH (one or two stamps of each block),
mainly VF, VF, C.v. is over $1,650 as singles, Est. $600-$800

100

500

75

400

January 12-14, 2022
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Lot

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

1061 *

2N12 x5,
2N17

Issues Under Russian Occupation 1919, registered postcard sent
locally in Jelgava, franked by six stamps of the second issue,
including 3k in top right corner sheet margin horizontal strip of five,
some reversal soiling from the old glue, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200

1062 P

47

250

1063 P

48

1064 P

C4/13

1892, Hippopotamus, perforated essay of $1 in yellow brown and
black, miniature sheet of ten stamps, each one overprinted ''Waterlow
& Sons Ltd. Specimen'', security punch at the bottom left corner, no
gum as produced, VF and scarce item, especially in complete pane,
Est. $400-$500
1892, Liberian Star, perforated proof of $2 in green, miniature sheet
of ten stamps, each one overprinted ''Waterlow & Sons Ltd.
Specimen'' with security punch at the bottom left corner, minor perf
separation at bottom margin only, no gum as produced, VF, Est.
$300-$400
Air Post stamps 1938, Airplanes and Birds, imperforated plate
proofs of 1c-$1, set of ten in pairs, each stamp with ''Proof'' overprint
in black, less 20c (not issued in such format), but including two of 4c
in orange (issued color) and yellow, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF
and very scarce, Est. $400-$500

1065 */U

7/463

Nice Starting Collection on Scott Pages 1864-1967, about 600
mint or used (early staff) stamps and over 30 perforated and
imperforated souvenir sheets, postage, semi-postal, air post and
officials, starting with Seating Liberia stamps, well completed (over
90%) from 1940's, nice unit with minor flaws possible, full OG, NH
(over a half of unused material), LH/ hinged or used, F/VF, C.v. is
about $1,000, Est. $300-$400 (website photo)

200

1066 **

1-3

1912, Prince Johann, 5h-25h, complete set of three printed on thick
chalky paper, fresh and nice, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900, SBK#1x-3x,
C.v. CHF1,150, Est. $200-$250

150

1067 **

1a-3a

1915, Prince Johann, 5h yellow green, 10h deep rose and 25h blue,
complete set of three printed on ordinary paper, fresh colors, full OG,
NH, mostly VF, E. Diena certificate, C.v. $2,500, SBK #1y-3y,
CHF4,000, Est. $900-$1,200

600

1068 **

3b

1915, Prince Johann, 25h ultramarine instead of blue, error of color
printed on ordinary paper, nice and fresh, full OG, F/VF, C.v. $1,550,
SBK #3ya, CHF2,000, Est. $400 -$600

300

1069 **

82-89

1928, 70th Anniversary of the Birth of Prince Johann II, 10rp-5fr,
complete set of eight, two with sheet margins, nice centering and
intact perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,040, SBK #72-79,
CHF1,400, Est. $250-$300

200

1070 **

108--10

1933, Mountains and Castles, 25rp-1.20fr, complete set of three, nice
centering, full OG, NH, VF, E. Diena certificate, C.v. $840, SBK #98100, C.v. CHF1,200, Est. $250-$300

150

1071 **

115

1934, Vaduz Agriculture and Philatelic Exhibition issue, Coat of
Arms, 5fr brown, souvenir sheet printed on granite paper, size
104x125mm, excellent quality item, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,250,
SBK #104, CHF3,200, Est. $750-$1,000

500

1072 **

115

200

1073 **

114,
130-31

1934, Vaduz Agriculture and Philatelic Exhibition issue, Coat of
Arms, 5fr brown, stamp from a souvenir sheet, full OG, NH, VF, E.
Diena certificate, C.v. $1,400, SBK #104 I, C.v. CHF2,000, Est. $300$400
1933-35, Prince Francis I, Princess Elsa and Coat of Arms, complete
set of three according to Liechtenstein Specialized Cat., full OG, NH,
mostly VF, C.v. $1,090, SBK #119-21, C.v. CHF1,500, Est. $250$300

100

L I B E RI A

200

250

L I E CHTE NS TE I N

Raritan Stamps, Inc

150
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Lot
1074 **

1075 **

1076 **

1077 **

1078 **
1079 **

1080 **

1081 **

1082 **

1083 **

1084 **

1085 **

1086 **

1087 **

1088 *

1089 *

Cat. #.
116-29

Description

Start $

1934-37, definitive issue, Coat of Arms, Historical Places and
Landscapes, 3rp-1.50fr, complete set of 14, close to perfect centering,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, SBK #105-18, C.v. CHF350, Est. $100$150
157-59
1939, Cantonal Coat of Arms and Prince Franz Joseph II, 2fr-5fr,
complete set of three, first two in sheets of 12, the last one in sheet of
four, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $511++, SBK #147-49, C.v.
CHF750, Est. $150-$200
215-17
1944-45, Royal Family and Coat of Arms, 2fr, 3fr and 5fr, complete
set of three in sheets of eight, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH,
VF, SBK #202-04, CHF750, Est. $150- $200
218
1946, Saint Lucius, 10(fr) gray black on creamy paper, miniature
sheet of four, full OG, NH, VF, A. Bolaffi certificate, C.v. $190,
SBK #206, CHF500, Est. $120-$140
227-35,
1949, Paintings from the National Gallery, 10(rp)-120(rp), complete
238
set of nine, all with sheet margins and 10(rp)-40 (rp), souvenir sheet
of three, all with full OG, NH, VF, SBK #217-25, W23, CHF300
259a-60a 1951, Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess Georgina, 2fr violet ultra
and 3fr red brown, complete set of two with perforation 14¾, full OG,
NH, VF and rather scarce 2fr perforation variety, E. Diena certificate,
C.v. $900, SBK #248B-49B, CHF1,800, Est. $300-$400
264
1952, Vaduz Castle, 5fr deep green, block of four, excellent centering
and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $560, SBK #253, C.v.
CHF1,500, Est. $250-$300
356
1960, Europa issue, 50rp multicolored, type I, bottom sheet margin
plate No. 11111 block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $220++,
SBK #348 I, C.v. CHF300
356 var
1960, Europa issue, 50rp multicolored, type II with bottom
inscription in 0.3mm from the design, nice and post office fresh, full
OG, NH, VF and very scarce, Cilio Expert certificate, SBK #348 II,
CHF2,000, Est. $400-$500
Semi - Postal issues
B1-13
1925-32, Price Johann II, Coat of Arms, Rhine Floods and Royal
Family, four complete sets, the total is 13 stamps, full OG, NH, VF,
C.v. $652, SBK #W1-13, C.v. CHF970, Est. $200-$250
B7-10
1928, Aid the Sufferers of the Rhine Floods, 5rp+5rp - 30rp+10rp,
complete set of four in horizontal pairs, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $440++,
SBK #W7-10, CHF640++, Est. $100- $150
Air Post stamps
C1-6, C14 1930, Airplane over Mountains and Vaduz Castle, 15rp-1fr, complete
set of six, in addition black surcharge 60rp on 1fr lake, fresh quality,
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $648, SBK #F1-6, F16, C.v. CHF970, Est. $180$240
C7-8
1931, Zeppelin over Naafkopf Mountains, 1fr olive black and 2fr
indigo, complete set of two, nice centering and intact perforation, full
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $565, SBK #F7-8, C.v. CHF800, Est. $180-$240
C9a-13a
1936, Eagles, 10rp-50rp, complete set of five, grilled gum, bottom
sheet margin blocks of six (2x3), full OG, NH (hinged on margins
only), VF, C.v. $1,500, SBK #F9z-13z, CHF2,040++, Est. $300-$400
Zeppelin Flights
67-68
1930 (September 23-25), Baltic Sea Flight pre-printed postcard,
franked by three stamps, addressed to Tallinn, green confirmation
cachet and Tallinn ''24.IX30'' drop ds, VF, Sieger #88, Est. $120-$150
96b x2,
1931 (August 18-20), England Round Flight postcard, franked by five
99b, 101, Landscapes stamps, tied by Vaduz ''17.VIII.31'' ds, Friedrichshafen
102
''18.8.31'' connection and violet confirmation cachet, mostly VF, H.
Sieger certificate, Sieger #122, Est. $100-$150

Raritan Stamps, Inc

75

100

100

75

60

200

150

60

250

120

75

120

120

200

75

75
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Lot
1090 *

1091 *

1092 *

1093 *

1094 **

1095 **

1096 **

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

C7-8

1931 (June 10), Vaduz - Lausanne Flight postcard and cover, franked
by Zeppelin stamps of 1fr dark olive green and 2fr blue black
respectively, each one tied by red confirmation marking, the same day
Vaduz and Lausanne date stamps are alongside, mostly VF,
Sieger #110A, B, C.v. €600, Est. $250-$300
C3, C6
1931 (October 17-28), 3rd South America Round Flight postcard,
franked by two air post values, cancelled by Vaduz ''15.X.31'' ds,
Friedrichshafen ''17.10.31'' connection, green German confirmation
cachet, Pernambuco arrival ''20.X.31'' on reverse, then uprated by 2
Brazilian stamps, tied by Pernambuco ''23.X.31'' hs and placed onto
return flight with violet confirmation and Friedrichshafen ''28.10.31''
arrival markings, VF and rare card, Sieger #122 var, Est. $300-$400
102 x2,
1932 (June 28), Switzerland Flight (250th Zeppelin Flight) cover to
103a, C1, Germany, franked by five stamps, cancelled by special Zeppelin
C3
marking in blue, Vaduz ''28.VI.32'' ds is alongside, same day
Friedrichshafen arrival is on reverse, VF, Sieger #167, Est. $100-$150
C15-16
1936 (May 6-9), Airship Hindenburg 1st North America Flight
registered cover to NYC, franked by second Zeppelin set of two, red
Berlin confirmation marking, NYC arrival ds on reverse,
Sieger #408A/B, Est. $100-$150
Messenger Postal Service Vaduz-Sevelen 1918, (10h) red and black,
imperforated at the top, slightly rough perforation at left, full OG, NH,
VF, LBK #IIB, CHF1,800, Est. $300-$400
Collection in a Premium Hingeless Album 1912-95, about 1100
mint stamps and 13 souvenir sheets, representing postage, semipostal, air post and other back of the book issues, starting with
Prince Johann II set on chalky paper, very well completed unit with
highlights include Castles of 1933, Vaduz sheet, Royal Family issues,
all Paintings, Sports, Tree-Bush types and etc., nice quality collection
with missing just a dozen of stamps, full OG, NH (just a few stamps
LH), mostly VF, SBK C.v. is well over CHF22,000=US$23,750, Est.
$2,500-$3,000 (website photo)
90/356,
Valuable Collection in a Blue Stockbook 1912-60, over 225 stamps
and 10 souvenir or miniature sheets, postage, semi-postal and air
B1/21,
C7/37
post stamps, all in complete issues, most valuable items are #108-10,
114, 116-29, 130-31, 136-50, sheets of 157-159a, Royal Couple,
Sports, Tree-Bush issues, full OG, apparently all are NH, F/VF, SBK
C.v. is over CHF15,600, Est. $2,000-$2,500 (website photo)

150

200

75

75

200

1,500

1,200

L I THUA NI A
1097 P

1098 U

1099 **

1100 *

36, 38-39 1919, Second Berlin issue, imperforated proofs of 75sk, 3ak and 5ak,
vertical bottom sheet margin pair with double center (one sideways),
block of four with triple center (two inverted) and right margin single
respectively, printed on thickened yellowish paper without gum, VF,
Lithuanian Specialized Cat. #P36b, P38e, P39a, Est. $150-$200
31a, 225 1919-27, two used varieties, 15sk violet of the 1st Berlin printing,
var
watermark vertical Network, perforation 12½; and Coat of Arms 5L
brown and gray with watermark vertical Webbing, both are nice and
flawless, F/VF, the last one with Dr. V. Geyfman certificate, Est.
$100-$150
57 var
1919, 4th Berlin issue, 75sk bister and red, complete sheet of 100
(10x10) imperforated horizontally with vertical perforation 11¼, all
plate varieties presented, folded vertically between 5th and 6th rows
with some separation, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, Lithuanian
Specialized Cat. #57D, C.v. €1,250 as 50 pairs w/o premium for plate
errors, Est. $500-$600
128 var
1922, black surcharge 1c on the 4th Berlin stamp of 40sk gray brown,
perforation 11¼x12 instead of perforation 14x14¼, full OG,
previously hinged, fine and rare, Dr. U. Klein certificate, the stamp is
not listed in the Specialized Lithuanian Cat., Est. $100-$150

Raritan Stamps, Inc

100

75

300

75
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Lot
1101 **

1102 **

1103 **

1104 S

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

136, var

1922, red surcharge 1c on the 1st Kaunas Colored issue stamp of
20sk blue, left sheet margin block of 12 printed on paper without
watermark, second stamp on the 1st row with short ''T'' in ''Lietuvos'',
third stamp of the 3rd row with ''thick horse leg'' varieties, minor
marginal separations, still full OG. NH, VF and scarce multiple, Prof.
U. Klein certificate, Est. $140-$180
277C-K
1933, Child Welfare, 5c-3L, imperforated complete set of eight, threeimp
side margin blocks of 50 (25c in blocks of 46 and 4), including all
appropriate varieties, full OG, NH, VF, Lithuanian Specialized
Cat. #364A-71A, €1,500 for common stamps w/o varieties, Est. $300$400 (website photo)
317-22
1940, Peace issue, 5c-35c, complete set of six, 100 sets in blocks of
50 (former sheets of 100), 25c without side margins, representing all
38 varieties mentioned in the Catalog, occasional marginal flaws
possible, full OG, NH, VF, Lithuanian Specialized Cat. #437-42, C.v.
at least €440++, Est. $150-200 (website photo)
B1/15,
Semi - Postal issues 1924, blue or red overprint ''Colonias''
CB1, CB4 (Specimens for Portuguese Colonies Post Offices with Headquarter
located in Mozambique) over semi-postal stamps of 2c+2c-5L+3L and
25c+25c, semi-postal air post stamps of 20c+20c and 1L+1L, the
total of 12 values, occasional facial abrasion, some with full OG, most
without gum, generally fresh and F/VF, Prof. Klein certificate, Est.
$200-$250

100

200

100

120

MA CA O
1105 **/* 67-74

1106 **

C1-6

1107 **

101-09

1108 **

105a

1109 P

106/11

1110 P

242-56

1111 *

JX31 fn

1112 **

580 var

1113 **

590-91
var

1898, Vasco da Gama issue, ½a-24a, complete set of eight, 1a with
some oxidation, three values with ink went through porous paper,
full OG, NH (4 stamps including high values) or previously hinged,
F/VF, C.v. $139, Est. $75-$100
Air Post stamps 1936, ''Portugal'', black overprints or surcharge
''Aviao'' on 2a-15a, complete set in sheet margin blocks of four, a few
marginal separations, full OG (slightly dried on 5a/6a brown), NH,
VF, C.v. $230 as hinged singles, Est. $100-$150

50

75

MA N C HU KU O
1937, black surcharges on definitives of 1936, complete set of nine,
nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $390, Est. $200-$300
1937, inverted black surcharge 2½f on 2f light green, nice and very
fresh, usual slightly streaky full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700 as hinged,
Est. $400-$500

150
250

ME XI C O
1874, Hidalgo, 5c-100c, set of five imperforated proofs on india paper,
25c with clear, but short margin at top, no gum as issued, VF, Est.
$100-$150
1895, Various Mail Delivery, Mailman, Mounted Courier, Mail Coach
and Locomotive, imperforated proofs of 1c- 10p, complete set of 13,
printed on thickened paper, tiny marginal scratch on 2c and 5c, nice
margins all around, no gum as produced, VF and scarce, Est. $200$300
Porte De Mar stamps 1884, Black Numerals on yellow paper, 10c100c, unissued complete set of eight, mostly nice margins, full OG
with minor creases on 60c and 75c, previously hinged, VF, Est. $100$150

75

150

75

MON A C O

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1964, PHILATEC Paris Philatelic Exhibition, 1fr dark blue, indigo and
brown orange, special souvenir sheet, nice and fresh, full OG, NH,
VF, Yvert #BS5, €950, Est. $200- $300
1964, Europa issue, 25c and 50c, special souvenir sheet of two,
perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF, Yvert #BS6, €1,850, Est. $400-$500

150

250
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1114 **

1115 **

1116 P

1117 **

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

596 var

1964, President John Kennedy, 50c bright blue and indigo,
perforated and imperforated special souvenir sheets, full OG, NH, VF,
Yvert #BS8, a, €1,000, Est. $200-$300
1021 var 1976, American Bicentennial, 1.70fr carmine and black, perforated
special souvenir sheet, fresh condition, full OG, NH, VF, Yvert #BS9,
€1,300, Est. $300-$400
1021 var 1976, American Bicentennial, 1.70fr carmine and black, imperforated
epreuve de luxe sheet, printed on thickened paper without gum, NH,
VF and rare, only a few de luxe sheets were produced, Yvert and
Dallay did not mention price for this proof, Est. $250-$300
C41-44, a Air Post stamps 1955-57, Sea Birds, 100fr-1000fr, complete set of
four with perforation 11 and 100fr, 200fr and 1000fr with perforation
13, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $734, Est. $250-$300

150

200

150

150

MON GOL I A
1118 **

63 var

1119 **

66 var

1120 **

74A/J

1121 U

82

1122 */U

1932, definitive issue, telegrapher 5m red lilac, top sheet margin
single, comb perforation 12¼x11¾, imperforated at the top, full OG,
NH, VF and scarce, Est. $350-$400
1932, definitive issue, Mongolian Revolutionary 15m dark brown, top
sheet margin single, comb perforation 12¼x11¾, imperforated at the
top, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est.$350-$400
1941, black and violet surcharges on definitive stamps of 1932, 5m
on 5t, 15m on 5t and 30m on 3t, two sets of three values, Soviet
Philatelic Association reprints issued for collectors in the end of
1940's on remainders of the issue printed in USSR, full OG, NH, VF,
these stamps are mentioned, but not priced in Scott, Est. $400-$500
1943, definitive issue, pasture scene, 60m deep green on yellow green
network, neat postal cancellation, ironed fold at bottom left corner,
still nicely centered and fresh, VF, C.v. $3,000, Est. $1,000-$1,500
Duplicated Accumulation of Early Material 1924-59, over 200 mint
or postally used stamps and one postcard, approximately a half is
represented the first pictorial stamps of 1932, nice range of of 194559 issues, but mainly incomplete sets, minor flaws noted, still F/VF
unit with very high C.v., Est. $250-$300 (website photo)

250

250

1123 **

181/412

NORWA Y Blocks and Multiples Collection 1938-62, King Olav V,
Views, Numerals, Coat of Arms, seven different definitive issues in
blocks of four, six or nine, post office fresh condition, full OG, NH,
generally VF, C.v. is about $2,300, Est. $400-$500 (website photo)

1124 **

403A-L

P A N A MA 1955, Pope Pius issue, complete set of 12, designed and

250

250

500

150

50

produced by Jeffries Banknote Co., CA, fresh quality, full OG, NH,
VF, this set was in postal circulation for a limited time, C.v. $102,
which looks too low, Est. $75-$100

P E RU
1125 (*)

1

1126 (*)

2

1127 S

177,
209/18,
242/49

1128 **

C14 imp

1857, Pacific Steamship Company, 1r deep blue on blue paper, nice
four-side margins, fresh, unused, no gum, VF, APEX certificate,
C.v. $1,700, Est. $400-$500
1857, Pacific Steamship Company, 2r brown red on blue paper, clear
margins all around, fresh, unused, no gum, VF, APEX certificate,
C.v. $1,900, Est. $500-$600
1909-29, Great Personalities and Historical Events, group of 25
stamps from three issues, each one with red Specimen overprint and
puncture at right, apparently all are different, even the similar
stamps have different types of overprints, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150$200

300

350

100

P OL A N D

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Air Post stamps 1946, Airplane Douglas over Warsaw, 10zl violet,
horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by S.
Mikstein, Fischer #396nz, PLN800++, Est. $150-$200

100
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Cat. #.

1129 *

Description

Start $

Polish Army in the Soviet Union (General Anders' Army) 1942,
Dojdziemy, 50k red brown, vertical tete-beche pair, full OG, VLH, VF,
both stamps with expert's hs on reverse, Fischer #1 TB, Est. $200$250

150

ROMA NI A
1130 *

22-25,
26-27

1131 *

22a-25

1132 **/* 23-25

1133 **

24-25

1134 *

22-25,
22a, 26

1135 P

1136 P

1137 *

29-32

1138 *

29a, 30b,
31b
29-32, a,
b

1139 *

1140 */U

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Prince Cuza issue
1865, 2pa-20pa, complete set of four on wove paper, including both
types of 20pa and 2pa-5pa, complete set of two on vertically laid
paper, full OG, LH or previously hinged, F/VF, C.v. $340, Est. $150200
1865, 2pa-20pa, complete set of four on wove paper, 2pa stamp in
yellow color, full OG, previously hinged, F/VF, C.v. $192.50, Est.
$100-$150
1865, 5pa blue and 20pa red, two blocks of four, the latter one has
left sheet margin and includes stamps of type II (at left) and type I,
full OG with minor marginal foxing, NH (bottom stamps or hinged),
VF, C.v. $300 as hinged singles, Est. $250-$300
1865, 20pa red, horizontal se-tenant strip of three on wove paper,
types I-II-I, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $105 as hinged singles, Est. $100$150
Exhibition Style Collection 1865, 68 mint stamps neatly arranged
on pages, including two yellow shades of 2pa, two stamps of 2pa on
vertically laid paper, 20pa (type 1) in vertical strip of three, numerous
plate varieties, nice quality unit, full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is over
$3,000, Mi #11-13, var, C.v. close to €4,000, Est. $800-$1,000
Projects of the Prince Cuza issue
1865, four unadopted essays with Eagle in the central design and
value tablets blank in brown, magenta, black and green, horizontal
imperforated pairs printed on wove paper, arranged on page from a
Collection, no gum as issued, VF and rare, this lot has been sold in
Auction #89 for $375 plus appropriate commission, but customer
refused to pay for it without explanations, Est. $350-$500
1865, 25 unadopted imperforated essays produced by Stern, Paris,
Prince Cuza's portrait (face to the right) in central oval for 2pa x5, 5pa
x14 and 20pa x6, some cut close to the design, two items with
shallow thin, no gum as issued, all housed on a page from a
Collection, F/VF and scarce group, this lot has been sold in our
Auction #89 for $650 plus fees, but customer refused to pay for it
without explanations, Est. $600-$800
Prince Carol issue
1866-67, 2pa-20pa, complete set of four, printed on thin paper, full
OG, mainly LH, VF, C.v. $155, Est. $80-$120
1866-67, 2pa, 5pa and 20pa type I, set of three values on thick paper,
full OG, LH or previously hinged, VF, C.v. $310, Est. $150-$200
Exhibition Style Collection 1866-67, almost 100 mint stamps of
2pa, 5pa and 20pa of types 1 and 2, as well as types 3 to 6, plate
varieties of other denominations, thick or thin paper, all properly
identified, neat unit with only occasional flaws, full/large part of OG,
F/VF, C.v. is over $4,000, Mi #14-16, x, y, €5,700, Est. $1,200$1,500
Large Collection in Illustrated Album 1858-1941, starting with
some Moldavia-Walachia stamps on wove paper, then nice range of
Prince Carol issues, the total is about 1200 mint and used
(approximately 50%) stamps and 15 souvenir sheets, very well
completed after the World War I to the beginning of the World War II,
postage, semi-postal and air post stamps, mainly fresh quality, full
OG (generally LH) or used, F/VF, C.v. is well over $7,000, Est. $700$1,000 (website photo)
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I MP E RI A L RUS S I A
1141 *
1142 *

1143 *

1144 *
1145 *

1146 P

1-2

1147 *

6, 14-15

1148 **

19-25

1149 **

25, var

1150 *

25a

1151 *

20d x2,
24

1152 *

22c

1153 *

22c, 24a

1154 S

38

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Imperial Stationery items
1861, 5th issue, 30(+1)k brick red on grayish paper, size 144x114mm,
fresh, unused, VF, Standard Cat. SK#12, C.v. $175, Est. $100-$150
Plate Varieties on Envelopes of the 5th issue 1861, 12 items,
including 5 of 10k(+1k) black (gray black or gray), 4 of 20k(+1k) gray
ultra (pale ultra) and 3 of 30k(+1k) brick red (pale brick red), each
one showing indicia's printing flaws, neatly arranged on exhibition
pages, apparently fresh, unused and VF, Standard Cat. #SK10- 12,
var, C.v. $1,525 for envelopes w/o varieties, Est. $800-$1,000
1868, two unissued (due to incomparability of envelope size and
denomination) 20k blue, size 113x75mm and 140x58mm,
insignificant soiling spots, still fresh, unused, VF, Standard
Cat. #SK21 var, Est. $120-$150
1889-90, stationery postcard 3k red with double impression (one
inverted), unused, VF, Standard Cat. #PC12 var, Est. $300-$400
1907, ''For Schools of Imperial Women Patriotic Society'', two
postcards in brick red or dark brown, representing Atlantes at the
New Hermitage, each one with Society seal in red, both are unused
and VF, Est. $150-$200
Imperial Postage Stamps and Postal History
1857, a piece of stamp paper with watermark numeral ''1'', which had
been used for printing of actual postage stamps of No.1 and No.2,
contains vertical pair of watermarks with left margin showing part of
additional watermark ''Почтовые Марки'' (Postage Stamps), no gum
as produced, VF and very rare, ex-V. Ustinovsky, Est. $750-$1,000
1867, 3k perforation 12½, 5k and 10k perforation 14½x15 on paper
without watermark, used on entire wrapper to Amsterdam, tied by St.
Petersburg Warsaw Rail Road ds, appropriate markings on front and
receiver on reverse, 5k with some abrasion, mostly F/VF and scarce
franking, Est. $200-$300
1866, 1k-30k, complete set of six, printed on horizontally laid paper,
five values with selvages, the ''key'' stamp of 20k has bottom left
corner margin, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$300
1866, 30k carmine and green, printed on horizontally laid paper,
bottom left corner sheet margin block of four, top right stamp with
broken ''P'' in ''KOP'' variety (position 81), post office fresh, full OG,
NH, VF, Est. $500-$600
1870, 30k carmine and green, printed on vertically laid paper, nicely
centered with strong colors, traces of OG, VF, H. Kohler guarantee hs,
C.v. $1,000, Est. $400-$500
1871, entire letter from Moscow to London, franked by three stamps
on horizontally laid paper, including horizontal pair of 3k black and
green with ''V'' error of background, transit and arrival markings,
usual folds and small tear on reverse mentioned for accuracy, F/VF
and scarce franking, Est. $400-$600
1872, 5k lilac and black, three singles on vertically laid paper, used
on cover from St. Petersburg to Berlin, wax seal and all appropriate
markings, mostly VF and very rare franking, Est. $750-$900
1873, 5k black and violet, 20k blue and orange in horizontal pair,
three stamps printed on vertically laid paper (!), used on registered
cover from Vasilievskaya volost via Nolinsk to Vyatka, all appropriate
markings and arrival ds, slight filing fold, still VF and rare franking,
Est. $500-$600
1884, 70k brown and orange, horizontal strip of three printed on
horizontally laid paper, red overprint ''Obrazets'' (Specimen), reenforced perforation between stamps, otherwise full OG, VF and very
scarce, Est. $500 -$600
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1155 *

Lot

60 var

1156 P

90

1157 *

88-100

1158 **

107a var

1159 *

105

1904, 10k blue, top sheet margin single printed on vertically laid
paper with control inscription ''A 05 A'', top right part of the design is
missing due to foldover (printed on gum side), full OG, VF, VLH, VF
and with high probability unique piece, Est. $500-$600
1913, Romanov Dynasty, Alexander III, imperforated plate proof of
central vignette for stamp of 3k in rose red, unfinished design
(unclear oval), size 26x42mm, printed on thickened chalk-surfaced
paper without gum, hinged, VF and scarce, Est. $400-$500
1913 (January 2), Tercentenary of Romanov Dynasty, 1k- 70k, set of
13 ''kop'' values used on First Day registered cover from Kazan to
Munich, appropriate markings and arrival ds, envelope is somewhat
toned, still fine and very rare item, Est. $400-$600
1915, Romanov Dynasty money stamps, Alexander I, 20k olive green
with double impression, left sheet margin imperforated block of four,
no gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400
1915, Romanov Dynasty, money stamp of 10k blue used together
with 5k claret on small size registered cover in Petrograd, violet boxed
marking ''Removed from a Mail Box'' on both sides, arrival ds on
reverse, VF and scarce, since it was prohibited to use money stamps
for postage, Est. $150-$200
Telegraph stamps 1881, 20k black and brown, official reprint in
complete sheet of 35 (7x5), vertical and horizontal folds between
stamps, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare multiple, Raybaudi
certificate, Standard Cat. #TN1, Est. $10,000-$12,000

1160 **

1161 *

73-74

1162 *

1163 *

1164 *

1165 *

50

1166 *

1167 *

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Start $

The St. Petersburg Prison ''Kresty'' 1911, incoming cover with
enclosure, franked by 1k yellow and 2k green, letter and cover with
violet triangle prison censorship marking, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
Military Mailings
Field Post on Manoeuvres 1902, stationery envelope 7k blue,
bearing two different boxed three-line markings ''Field Post on
Manoeuvres. Main Field Post Office'' on reverse in violet and very
slight on front in red, posted from St. Petersburg to St. Michel (then
Russian Finland), postmarked on arrival, VF, Est. $400-$500
World War I
1917, free-frank military cover from an Army Supply Committee to
Moscow, boxed ''Checked by the Company Commander'' and Moscow
machine arrival marking on reverse, some wearing, still fine and
scarce censorship marking, Est. $100-$150
1917, POW free-frank birch bark postcard addressed to Hungary,
Russian and Austria-Hungary censorship markings, pin-hole, still VF
and an interesting item, Est. $150-$200
Rail Road and Traveling PO Markings
1898, cover addressed to Nizny Tagil Metallurgical Works, posted in
the mail at TPO ''Veretia - Chusovaya'' of Lunyevskaya Branch Line
(Gornozavodskaya Rail Road), franked on reverse by 7k blue,
postmarked on arrival, mostly VF and rare, Est. $200-$300
St. Petersburg Numbered Trains - Postal History Group 1889-98,
five postal stationery cards of 3k red, sent from St. Petersburg to
Tsarskoye Selo (3), Oranienbaum or Kronstadt, each one bearing red
circular TPO handstamp from ''1 Poezd (Train)''(2) to ''4 Poezd'' and all
appropriate markings, neatly arranged on album pages, mostly VF,
Est. $200-$300
Moscow Unnumbered TPO Postal History Items on Exhibition
Pages 1914-16, one cover representing TPO marking ''Golitsino Moscow'', which is unrecorded until now and very rare, three
postcards representing TPO markings ''Moscow - Ramenskoye'',
''Ramenskoye - Moscow'' of 1914-15 and ''Sergievo - Moscow'' of 1916,
fresh, mostly VF and rarely offered TPO items, Est. $$600 -$800
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1168 **/* 105/41

1169 *

1170 *

1171 *

Description

Start $

Russian Imperial Collections
Collection of Money Stamps 1915-17, 56 unused values,
representing all four issues of money stamps, singles and blocks,
including three imperforated values, one reversal text shift, one
without the text, one with perforation error, several color shades and
etc., nice quality overall, no gum as issued, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF,
Est. $300-$400 (website photo)
Postal History Collection of ''1 kop'' Franking. (This rate had been
introduced in 1872 for locally sent wrappers containing printed
matters, invitations, greetings, congratulatory letters and postcards)
1880-1915, about one hundred postal history items on written up
pages, all franked by stamps of 1k orange of different issues,
representing several St. Petersburg and Moscow correspondences,
but mainly material from Riga, Revel and other cities and towns of
Russian Baltics, individually saleable for $50-$75 in average, minor
conveyance flaws noted, generally fresh collectible condition, F/VF,
Est. $2,000-$2,500 (website photo)
Postal History Collection of ''2 kop'' Franking. (This rate had been
introduced in 1875 for International and Inland correspondences
contained printed matters and business papers) 1894-1914, 41 postal
history items, mostly foreign destinations originated from Moscow,
several from St. Petersburg, Riga, Revel and etc., some usual
conveyance flaws mentioned, otherwise fresh and nice lot, F/VF, Est.
$900-$1,200 (website photo)
Russia in the Eve of Revolutions - Postal History Collection with
Several Later Items 1917- 20, 15 postal history items, including five
military free-frank mailings, three correspondences addressed to
military units (two foreign), three covers to Red Cross Agency in
Denmark, as well as free-frank card of 1920, cover to USA with
Tsarist stamps franking and POW's card to Germany of 1948, minor
conveyance flaws mentioned, still F/VF, Est. $300-$400 (website
photo)
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RS F S R I S S U E S 1 9 1 8 - 2 3
Postal Charges Paid in Cash
1172 *

1922 (March 29-August 17), five pre-printed registered covers (all are
Dr. Brender's correspondences), sent from Smotrych, Kalush and
Komarhorod (all are Podolia Gub.), Dubossary (Kherson Gub.) and
Arkhangelsk, each one endorsed ''Postage collected'' with amount
from 30rub to 400,000rub, each one folded vertically, still F/VF and
interesting unit, showing postal rate changes during turbulent period
of Soviet Russia, Est. $300-$400

200

80

1173 *

205

1922, New RSFSR definitive stamps, 7500r blue on creamy paper
without watermark, top margin block of four used on reverse of handmade cover from Gorodishche (Kiev Gub.) to Berlin via Moscow
(Brender's correspondence), marked ''T'' (Postage Due) in Germany,
then obliterated, mostly VF, Est. $120-$160
Postal Fiscal Stamps

1174 *

AR3

1919, money order for 500rub, sent from Trubetchino (Tambov Gub.)
to Moscow, franked by 25 Postal Saving stamps (20 - on reverse) of
10k brown on buff network, all appropriate markings and arrival ds,
archival holes, still VF, Est. $140-$180

100

S OV I E T UNI ON
Stationery Items
1175 *

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1939, Specimen of COD (Cash on Delivery) both sides pre-printed
envelope, wax seal and Main Post Office ''10.4.39'' date stamp with
text ''Gosshtampsviaz. Obrazets'', VF and rare item from the Postal
Archives, Est. $200-$300
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1176 *

234, 237,
250/56

1177 *

250-55,
266

1178 **

261-64

1179 */U 276a-90a

1180 **

302-03
imp

1181 **

1182 **/* 304-15,
317-25
imp
1183 *

321 var

1184 P

491

1185 P

501

1186 P

502

1187 * B

559-68

1188 *

577-79

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

RSFSR - Soviet Union Mixed Franking cover 1923 (December 3),
cover from Novocherkassk (Don Obl) to Dresden, franked by three
RSFSR definitives (two on reverse) and six Soviet Union values (all on
reverse), all appropriate markings and Dresden ''12.23.12'' arrival
marking, mostly VF, N. Mandrovski certificate, Est. $500- $600
SOVIET UNION STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY
1924 (February 2), cover from Povenets (then Olonets Gub.) to
Germany, franked by litho definitives 1k-6k and Lenin Mourning
stamp of 6k, as well as three War Charity labels were added and
cancelled together with postal stamps, Berlin arrival is on front,
mostly VF, Est. $250-$300
1924, definitive issue, 4k-40k, litho printing, perforation 14½x15,
complete set of four, stamps of 4k and 10k with usual centering, full
OG, NH, VF, C.v. $650, Est. $250-$300
1925, definitive issue, 1k-1r, set of 16, typo printing, perforation 12,
including 4k (VLH), 8k (hinged, A. Farberov certificate) and 1r used,
full OG (9k - unused, no gum), seven stamps are NH, F/VF or better,
Est. $600-$800
1925, definitive issue, Lenin 5r brown red and 10r indigo,
imperforated complete set of two in horizontal pairs, full OG, NH, VF,
Est. $150-$200
1926, definitive issue, 7k-5r, imperforated complete set of eight on
improved white wove paper, 7k-2r with sheet margins, full OG, NH,
VF, SC #0120-27, Est. $100-$150
1926, definitive issue, 1k-5r, imperforated complete set of 20 on
watermarked Borders and Rosettes paper, all with sheet margins, full
OG, NH, in addition 7k-5r, definitive set of eight on improved paper
without watermark, full OG, NH/LH, both are VF, Est. $200-$300
1928, definitive issue, soldier 1r red and brown, perforation 12,
horizontal position of watermark Borders and Rosettes, full OG,
previously hinged, VF, A. Farberov certificate described stamp as
never hinged with slightly disturbed gum, Est. $100-$120
1933, Ethnographic issue, Crimean Tatars, perforated (L11½) trial
color proof of 3k in brown, phototype printing on watermarked
Borders and Rosettes paper, large part of OG, VF and rare, ex-Vadim
Ustinovsky, Raritan Stamps opinion, Est. $1,200-$1,500
1933, Ethnographic issue, Tajiks, perforated (L11½) trial color proof
of 15k in brown, phototype printing on watermarked Borders and
Rosettes paper, size 47x22mm instead of 48.5x22.5mm for issued
stamp, a part of ''P'' red overprint ''Проект'', two translucent tips of
perforation, fresh quality single removed from a presentation card
and later gummed, F/VF and scarce, a common stamp is included,
Raritan Stamps opinion, Est. $800-$1,000
1933, Ethnographic issue, Armenians, perforated (11½) proof of 15k
in indigo, size 50x23.5mm instead of 48x22.5mm for issued stamp,
raster (square) printing instead of phototype on watermarked Borders
and Rosettes paper, tiny spot of gum scratch from hinge removal, still
large part of OG, VF and very rare, ex- Vadim Ustinovsky, Est.
$1,200-$1,500
1935, the World Largest Diamond stamps, Moscow Spartacist Games,
1k-40k, complete set of ten arranged on large Mystic Stamps Co.
Booklet, issued approximately shortly after the World War II, priced
$2.50, slight folds did not affect the stamps, which with full OG, LH,
VF and very scarce item, Est. $200-$300
1936, Leo Tolstoy, 3k, 10k x2, 20k, all with perforation 14, used on
registered cover from Tiflis to Moscow, addressed to Joseph
Kaukhchishvili (former Head of the Caucasian Philatelic Bureau), oval
violet postage due marking, Census advertising on reverse, arrival ds,
mostly VF, Est. $200-$250
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1189 **

585 var

1190 **

583a, var

1191 **/* 584a-85a
var

1192 **/U 590B, D
var

1193 **

592D

1194 **

593, var

1195 U

593 var

1196 *

590B

1197 *

606 var

1198 **

615

1199 *

619b

1200 U

620 var

1201 *

627a-28a

1202 *

736 var

1203 **

735-36
var

1204 **

736 var

1205 U

737 var

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Description

Start $

1936, Pioneers Helping Post, 3k deep blue, perforation 14, unfolded
block of four on porous (so-called ''cotton'') paper with design visible
on gum side, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300
1936, Pioneers Helping Post, 1k yellow green, perforation 11, bottom
right corner sheet margin block of four, pioneer with broken tie on
top right stamp, pioneer with a spot on shirt at bottom right stamp,
in addition selvage imprint at right and all stamps with jumbo right
side margin, full OG, NH, VF and a nice item, Est. $150-$200
1936, Pioneers Helping Post, 2k brownish red and 3k deep blue,
perforation 11, two unfolded blocks of four on porous (so-called
''cotton'') paper with design visible on gum side, full OG, NH or VLH
(one stamp of each block), VF, Est. $250-$300 (website photo)
1937, Alexander Pushkin, 10k yellow brown, two perforation errors L13¾x12¼ top left corner margin single imperforated at top (used),
L14 bottom margin single, imperforated at foot (full OG, NH), both
are VF, Est. $150-$200
1937, Alexander Pushkin, 40k lilac, left sheet margin horizontal pair
with perforation L13¾, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250
1937, Alexander Pushkin, 50k blue, perforation L12½, block of six
(3x2), middle stamp at the top row with a dot between ''5'' and ''0'' in
the value tablet, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $80-$120
1937, Alexander Pushkin, 50k blue, top sheet margin single with
perforation L12¼, imperforated at the top, neat Sevastopol
cancellation, VF and very scarce error which is known in used
condition only, Est. $300-$400
1937, Alexander Pushkin, 10k yellow brown in block of four,
perforation 13¾x12¼, used on reverse of registered cover from Tiflis
to Moscow, addressed to Joseph Kaukhchishvili, Chief of the
Caucasian Philatelic Bureau, postage due marking on front, arrival
ds, F/VF, Est. $150-$200
1937, Felix Dzerzhinsky, 10k yellow brown, fresh single printed on
ordinary paper, full OG, VLH, F/VF centering, Raritan Stamps
guarantee, Est. $750-$1,000
1937, definitive issue, farm worked 4k claret, printed on paper
without watermark, nicely centered unfolded block of four, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $500++, Est. $150-$200
1936, definitive issue, Lenin 40k indigo, a single with enlarged
margins at three sides, part of OG, VF, C.v. $375, Est. $150-$200
1939, definitive issue, Lenin 3r dark green, right sheet margin single
on paper without watermark, imperforated at right, neat postal
cancellation on 1945, fresh and VF, Est. $200-$250
1938, North Pole Flight, 40k dark green and carmine, 80k red and
carmine, imperforated set of two in horizontal pairs, nice margins all
around, full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $3,200, Est. $1,500-$2,000
1946, definitive issue, aviator 30k blue, litho printing, full OG,
previously hinged, F/VF, A. Farberov certificate, Est. $600-$800
1947, definitive issue, three marginal unfolded blocks of four of offset
printing, soldier 15k gray green and two of aviator 30k in gray blue
and deep blue, all with comb perforation, centering is well above
common, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF, interesting and scarce
group, Est. $600-$800
1947, definitive issue, aviator 30k gray blue, offset printing, comb
perforation, left sheet margin single with vertical perforation at left
strongly shifted (8mm) to the margin and forming nice fantail, full
OG, NH, VF, Est. $150 -$200
1943, definitive issue, Coat of Arms 60k carmine red, side margin
block of 20 (10x2), imperforated on the right, CTO with full OG
(vertical fold and separation away from the error), VF, Est. $400-$500
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1207 U

1208 **

1209 **

1210 **

1211 U
1212 *

1213 *

1214 **

1215 *

1216 (*)

1217 **

1218 *

1219 **
1220 **

1221 **

1222 U

1223 **

Cat. #.
778a

Description

Start $

1940, Vladimir Mayakovsky, 60k dark gray blue, a single with comb
perforation 12½x12 instead of L12½, raster horizontal diamonds, full
OG, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400
942, 944 1944, Civil War Heroes, Nikolay Shchors 30k gray black, top margin
var
single imperforated at top, Sergey Lazo 30k bright green, left margin
single imperforated at left, both with neat cancellations, VF, Est.
$150-$200
959 var
1945, Liberation of Leningrad, 30k greenish black, souvenir sheet of
four, type I, text and stamps are shifted to the top, in addition stamps
shifted to the bottom compare to the text (space between text and
stamps at top is 6mm against normal 3.8-4.5mm), full OG, NH, VF, a
common sheet is included for comparison, Est. $150- $200
959 var
1945, Liberation of Leningrad, 30k greenish black, souvenir sheet of
four, type II with text noticeably turned counterclock-wise, full OG,
NH, VF, Est. $150-$200
970 var
1945, 2nd Anniversary of the Victory at Stalingrad, 3r black brown
and orange red, souvenir sheet of four, orange red color significantly
shifted to the bottom, full OG, NH, VF a common sheet in MNH
condition is included, Est. $100-$150
971 var
1945, Order of Glory, 1r indigo, left sheet margin single, imperforated
at left, neat top right corner cancellation, VF, Est. $150-$200
987a
1945, 220th Anniversary of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 30k
pale ultra, left sheet margin horizontal pair imperforated between
stamps, full OG, LH, VF, Est. $200- $250
1056,
1946-47, Parade of Athletes, 29th Anniversary of Revolution,
1083-84, perforated and imperforated sets of two and Karpinsky, the total is
1087-88
seven stamps on registered cover flown from Moscow to Switzerland,
appropriate markings and arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200
1080 var 1947, 25th Anniversary of Soviet Postage stamp, 15k black and red,
souvenir sheet of four, bottom right stamp with ''bridge to Alaska''
variety, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $120 -$150
1081a var 1947, 25th Anniversary of Soviet Postage stamp, 30k green and
brown, souvenir sheet of four, broken ''9'' in ''1946'' of the bottom text
variety, full OG, previously hinged, VF, Est. $100-$140
1081a var 1947, 25th Anniversary of Soviet Postage Stamps, 30k green and
brown, souvenir sheet of four with top and bottom inscription printed
twice (ghost impression), expertly regummed with minor faults, VF
appearance of this very scarce variety, Est. $150-$200
1125 fn
1947, Moscow Council Building, imperforated 30k black and dark
red, light blue color omitted, left sheet margin imperforated single,
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150
1169 var 1947, Sochi Sanatorium named K. Voroshilov, 30k dark brownish
violet, vertical pair imperforated between stamps, full OG, light trace
of hinge, VF, Est. $200-$300
1289-94
1948, Young Communists, 20k-2r, complete set of six, full OG, NH,
VF, C.v. $222.50, Est. $100-$150
1366, var 1949, Sanatorium at Kislovodsk, 40k violet, top sheet margin vertical
strip of four, imperforated at the top, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150$200
1626 var 1952, Stalin Constitution, Social Security, 40k brown and red on
pale green paper, no accent over ''и'' in ''Сталинской'' variety, full OG,
NH, VF, Est. $120-$150
1652, var 1952, Order of the Red Worker's Banner, 3r black violet, bottom sheet
margin vertical pair, imperforated at foot, CTO with full OG (NH), VF,
Est. $300-$400
1678-79
1953, 50th Anniversary of the Communist Party, 40k and 1r, complete
set in infolded blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150
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1224 **

1678 var

1225 **

1773/85

1226 *

1913-14,
1936-40

1227 **

1925 var

1228 U

1926 var

1229 P

Description

Start $

1953, 50th Anniversary of the Communist Party, 40k multicolored,
text in brown red with double impression, unfolded block of four, full
OG, NH, VF and very rare, especially in multiple, only one sheet of 72
stamps has been discovered and later separated for singles with only
three blocks survived, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $1,000-$1,200
1955, All-Union Agriculture Fair, 40k multicolored, two different setenant sheets of 25, each contains five horizontal strips of five
different Republic Pavilions, 5 examples of each, all are unfolded,
minor marginal defects possible, nevertheless fresh, full OG, NH, VF,
Est. $300-$400 (website photo)
1957, Youth Festival, 10k-1r, complete set of seven used on two FDC,
cancelled on Festival Closing Ceremony Day (August 11) by special
green ds, sent in Moscow by registered mail, both with appropriate
arrival markings, VF, Est. $100-150
1957, Vologda Lace Maker, 40k rose, yellow and brown, perforation
L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150
1957, North Russian Bone Carver, 40k blue, yellow and brown,
perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, CTO with full OG (NH),
VF and very scarce, Est. $250-$300

600

1943a

1957, 40th Anniversary of the October Revolution, proof souvenir
sheet of 40k x3, printed on thick paper without lilac color (silhouettes
of Leningrad), enlarged size 149x106mm, no gum as produced, NH,
VF and scarce, R. Menozzi certificate, a common CTO sheet is
enclosed for comparison, Est. $1,500-$2,500

1,200

1230 *

1943a

75

1231 *

1981-82

1232 *

2021,
2032-35

1233 **

2083, var

1234 **

2171 var

1235 **

2631A

1236 U

2631A

1237 **

2631A

1238 **

2631A

1957 (November 7), 40th Anniversary of the October Revolution,
souvenir sheet of three used on registered FD cover in Leningrad, all
appropriate markings, F/VF, Est. $100-$150
1957 (August 8), Defense of Peace, 40k and 1r, complete set of two,
used on illustrated registered FDC, tied by special Moscow Festival
date stamp in bluish green, arrival marking, VF, Est. $100-$150
1957, six stamps commemorating launching of the First Sputnik,
including overprint on Tsiolkovsky stamp, used on registered
illustrated air mail cover from Moscow (18.6.58) to NYC, arrived on
June 24, VF, Est. $150-$200
1958, Launching of ''Sputnik 3'', 40k black, violet blue, green and
red, two complete unfolded sheets of 60 stamps and 60 labels (6+6 x
10), one of which with a dot after ''kg'' on labels from positions 4 and
34, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300
1959, Frederic Joliot-Curie, two stamps of 40k green and brown on
tan or pale beige paper, each one has small frame of 20.7x31.4mm
and small portrait, full OG, NH, VF, common stamps with large frame
(21.4x32.4mm) and large portrait on tan or beige paper are included,
Est. $200- $300
1962, Four Soviet Cosmonauts, perforated souvenir sheet of 1r in
blue, black and silver, unfolded complete sheet (''miniature'') of eight
souvenir sheets (2x4), marginal only perf separation is mentioned for
records only, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $250-$300
1962, Four Soviet Cosmonauts, perforated souvenir sheet of 1r in
blue, black and silver, unfolded complete sheet (''miniature'') of eight
souvenir sheets (2x4), CTO with full OG (NH), VF and scarce, Est.
$200-$250 (website photo)
1962, Four Soviet Cosmonauts, perforated souvenir sheet of 1r in
blue, black and silver, unfolded complete sheet of 12 souvenir sheets
(3x4), folded along vertical perforation between stamps, full OG, NH,
VF and scarce, Est. $150- $200
1962, Four Soviet Cosmonauts, perforated souvenir sheet of 1r in
blue, black and silver, three unfolded complete sheets of 12 souvenir
sheets (3x4), folded along vertical perforation between stamps, full
OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $450-$600 (website photo)

W
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Cat. #.

1239 **

2750-52,
imp

1240 **

2952-56

1241 **/U 2955-56

Description

Start $

1963, Valery Bykovsky and Valentina Tereshkova Space Flights by
''Vostok 5'' and ''Vostok 6'', 6k x2 and 10k, complete set of three,
perforated and imperforated unfolded sheets of 50 (5x10), perfect post
office fresh quality unit, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300
1964, Three-Man Space Flight by ''Voskhod 1'', 4k x3, 6k and 10k,
complete set of five, three sheets of 50 for 4k stamps and two sheets
of 40 for others, all unfolded except 10k is slightly folded along
vertical perforation, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $400-$500
1964, Three-Man Space Flight by ''Voskhod 1'', 6k and 10k, two
unfolded miniature sheets of 20 (4x5), first one CTO, the other one mint, both with full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300
1965, ''Voskhod 2'' Space Flight, Alexei Leonov Walking in Space,
complete set of four, both 6k in sheets of 50 (5x10) 10k in perforated
(folded once along vertical perforation) and imperforated sheets of
40(4x10), all with full OG, NH, VF and scarce unit, Est. $400- $500
1965, Alexey Leonov Walking in Space, 10k bright ultra, orange and
gray, perforated and imperforated miniature sheets of 20 (4x5), each
one is CTO, full OG and VF, Est. $200-$250
1965, Cosmonauts' Day, 10k multicolored, two varieties - gold is
printed twice and yellow undercoating is strongly (3mm) shifted to
the left, all with full OG, NH, VF, a common stamp is included, Est.
$150-$200

1242 **

3015,
imp,
3043-44

1243 U

3015 imp

1244 **

3193 var

1245 **

3193, var

1965, Cosmonauts' Day, 10k multicolored, transition sheet of 30
(6x5) includes at least 20 stamps with double impression of gold
color, unfolded and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and very rare,
only 5 such sheets were found, no more then 3 remain unbroken,
Est. $1,500-$2,000

1246 **

3193 var

1247 **

3195 var

1248 **

3207 var

1249 **

3260 var

1250 **

3722 var

1251 **

4506 imp

1252 **

4507 imp

1253 **

4508 imp

1254 **

4710 var

1965, Cosmonauts' Day, 10k multicolored, yellow undercoating (ink
under gold) strongly shifted to the left, complete sheet of 30 (6x5),
fresh and unfolded, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $800-$1,000
1966, Communication Satellite ''Molnia'', 10k multicolored with gold
color completely missing, full OG, NH, VF and scarce unrecorded
variety, a common stamp is added for comparison, Est. $100-$150
1966, 3rd International Tchaikovsky Contest, 6k red, black and
yellow, bottom left corner sheet margin block of four, imperforated
(blind perforation) at left, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250
1966, definitive issue, Coat of Arms and Soviet Emblem, 4k red, litho
printing, unfolded miniature sheet of 50 (10x5), full OG, NH, VF and
scarce, a common sheet contains 100 stamps, Est. $400-$500
1970, Centenary of the birth of Vladimir Lenin, 2k gray, olive brown
and gold, sheet of eight plus 16 labels (no selvages), gold color is
strongly shifted to the top left, four stamps at the bottom row have no
denomination, full OG, NH, VF, spectacular and rare variety, Est.
$1,200 -$1,500
1976, Caucasus Flowers, 2k multicolored, left sheet margin
horizontal imperforated pair, tiny gum wrinkle on the right stamp,
full OG, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400
1976, Caucasus Flowers, 3k multicolored, left sheet margin
horizontal imperforated pair, completely flawless, full OG, NH, VF,
Est. $700-$800
1976, Caucasus Flowers, 4k multicolored, left sheet margin
horizontal imperforated pair, full original gum with a spot of
disturbance on left stamp, NH, VF, Est. $700- $800
1978, Old Russian Arts, Pokrova-on-Nerl' Church, 10k multicolored,
two varieties - first one printed on ordinary paper without lacquered
coating, the other one has double impression of black color, full OG,
NH, VF and scarce, especially stamp without glazing, a common
stamp is added for comparison, Est. $250-$300
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1255 **W 4714 var
1256 **W 4792 var

1257 **

4795 imp

1258 **

4808 imp

1259 **

4809 imp

1260 ** W 4889,
5000 var

Description

Start $

1978, New Year of 1979, Spasski Tower, 4k silver, blue and red,
miniature sheet of 16 (4x4), 10 examples, each one in a presentation
folder, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250- $300
1979, New Year of 1980, Olympic Misha, 4k multicolored, miniature
sheet of 16 (4x4), 4 examples, each one in a presentation folder, full
OG, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400
1979, Flag and Soviet Emblem, 4k multicolored, top right corner
sheet margin horizontal imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF and
extremely rare, Est. $3,500-$4,000
1980, Lake Placid Winter Olympic Games, Figure Skating, 6k orange,
violet and light blue, top right corner sheet margin imperforated block
of four, full OG, NH, VF and with high probability unique positional
piece, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $4,000-$5,000
1980, Lake Placid Winter Olympic Games, Ice Hockey, 10k
multicolored, top right corner sheet margin imperforated block of
four, full OG, NH, VF and with high probability unique positional
piece, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $4,000-$5,000
1980-81, New Year of 1981 (Kremlin Palace) and 1982 (Coat of Arms),
miniature sheets of 16 (4x4), four of each in a presentation folder, full
OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo)
1981, 60th Anniversary of the Abkhazian Autonomous Republic, 4k
multicolored, top left corner sheet margin imperforated block of four,
full OG, NH, VF and scarce positional piece, Est. $1,200-$1,600
1982, Blueberry 6k and Cornel 15k, two stamps with yellow
lacquered coating, full OG, NH, VF, common stamps with white
coating are added for comparison, Est. $150-$200
1982, Intervision Gymnastics Contest, 15k multicolored, imperforated
block of four, nice margins and flawless quality, full OG, NH, VF and
rare multiple, Est. $3,000- $4,000

150

200

2,000

2,500

2,500

100

1261 **

4915 imp

1262 **

5024,
5026 var

1263 **

5070 imp

1264 **

5116 imp

1983, 65th Anniversary of Soviet Armed Forces, 4k multicolored,
bottom sheet margin imperforated single, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $700$800

400

1265 **

5128 imp

1983, 100th Anniversary of the Birth of Soviet Composer A. V.
Aleksandrov, 4k multicolored, top left corner sheet margin
imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF and rare positional piece,
Est. $2,500-$3,000

1,500

1266 **

5140 imp

1,200

1267 **

5196 imp

1268 **

5713 imp

1269 **

5814 imp

1983, View of Rostov-on-Don, 4k multicolored, top sheet margin
vertical gutter imperforated block of four, full OG, NH, VF and very
rare positional piece, Est. $2,000-$2,500
1983, Academician Aleksandr Sidorenko, 4k multicolored, left sheet
margin horizontal imperforated pair with control colored lines on
selvage, excellent quality item, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $900-$1,200
1988, Antarctic Expedition, 20k multicolored, top left corner sheet
margin imperforated block of four, nice and post office fresh, full OG,
NH, VF and scarce positional piece, Est. $1,200-$1,500
1989, 72nd Anniversary of the October Revolution, 5k multicolored,
bottom right corner sheet margin imperforated block of four, control
lights on right selvage, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $250-$300

1270 **

5815 imp

1989, Kosta Khetagurov, Ossetian Poet, 5k orange brown and dark
brown, bottom left corner sheet margin imperforated block of four,
control lines and lights on both selvages, full OG, NH, VF and very
rare positional item, Est. $2,500-$3,000

1,500

1271 **

5953 var

1990, New Year issue, 5k multicolored, bottom right corner sheet
margin block of six triangles, design of two right stamps is
transformed due to breakdown of printing device, full OG, NH, VF
and a spectacular piece, Est. $150-$180
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Cat. #.

Description

Start $

SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS AND GROUP LOTS
1272 */U 582/1429 Selection of Perforation Errors 1935-50, 13 items, representing 12
fantails (imperforate at margin side) and one imperforate between
var
stamps, among better Kirov 40k, imperf at bottom, Pioneers 10k
imperf at bottom, Iron Smelting 30k, vertical pair imperf between,
Uzbek Republic 20k imperf at right and etc., two with minor thins
(Air fighter and Moscow View 45k), nice quality overall, full OG or
used, F/VF and all guaranteed genuine, Est. $500-$600
1273 **/U
Organized Holding of Valuable Items 1915-2011, over 150 different
stamps, blocks, sheets, miniature and souvenir sheets, prestige
booklets (Russian Symbols, Monasteries, Soccer Championships and
others), pieces with special cancellations, arranged and identified by
Scott Cat. in two Schaubek hingeless albums, including some
printing varieties and other scarce items, apparently nice quality
unit, full OG or cancelled, F/VF, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)
1274 **
4714/
Five New Year Miniature Sheets 1978-82, five different sheets of 16
5104a
(4x4), issued in 1978 (Moscow Kremlin), 1979 (Olympic Misha), 1980
(Kremlin Palace), 1981 (Coat of Arms) and 1982 (Clock and Soviet
Emblem), each one in a souvenir folder, full OG, NH,VF, Est. $150$200
1275 **
4609/
Collection of Miniature Sheets 1977-86, 38 miniature sheets of 8,
5444a,
16 or 20 (Olympic Games of 1977), arranged by Scott Cat., including
B62-66
New Year, Fauna, Flora, Space and etc., all are in complete issues,
except two loose Olympic sheets, nice and fresh quality group, full
OG, NH, VF, Est. $600-$700 (website photo)
1276 **
4609/
New Year Miniature Sheets - Wholesale Unit 1978-83, six different
5104a
miniature sheets of 16, including Olympic Misha of 1980, five of each,
the total is 30 sheetlets, all except 1978 are in original folders, full
OG, NH, VF, Est. $750- $850 (website photo)
MODERN ISSUES OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
1277 P

1278 **

1279 **

6060-71A Original Essays of the First Russian Federation Definitive Issue
by Artist Vladislav Koval 1992-95, 10k-100r, complete set of 17
water-color essays, approximate size 110x80mm, neatly arranged on
exhibition style pages along with issued stamps in blocks of four (two
of each denomination), each page is bearing artist's signs and
facsimile, as well as two pages with artist's projects of Russian
Federation Definitive issue of 2018 (15 and 11 different on each page),
excellent quality and unique material, Est. $7,000-$8,000
7098 var 2008, Fauna and Flora, 7r multicolored, top sheet margin se-tenant
block of three with label, imperforated at the top, full OG, NH, VF,
Est. $400-$500
7128 var 2019, International Year of the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements,
inverted black surcharge 80r on Dmitry Mendeleyev 15r multicolored
souvenir sheet, housed in Special Presentation Booklet, full OG, NH,
VF and very rare, only a handful sheets with inverted surcharge was
produced, Est. $400-$500

300

300

100

350

500

4,000

250

250

RU S S I A N S E MI - P OS TA L I S S U E S
1280 **

1281 *

1282 **

B29 var

1922, Philately for the Children, inverted black overprint on
imperforated 1k orange with kiss double impression, second printing,
position 5 of not inverted setting, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Soviet
Philatelic guarantee hs, Est. $500-$600
B41a
1923, Philately for the Labor, bronze surcharge with spaced date ''1
923'' 4r+4r on 5000r violet, full OG, LH, VF, expert's sign on reverse,
Est. $250-$300
B180 imp 1991, 25th Anniversary of the Soviet Philatelic Society, Butterflies and
Flowers, 20k+10k multicolored, imperforated souvenir sheet, perfect
quality in every respect, full OG, NH, VF and the only recorded item,
Est. $7,000-$8,000
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Cat. #.

Description

Start $

RU S S I A N A I R P OS T S TA MP S A ND COV E RS
1283 *

1284 *

1285 *
1286 *

C12b-13b 1930, Moscow Zeppelin Flight, 40k ultra and 80k carmine,
imperforated complete set of two in horizontal pairs, beautiful
margins all around, full OG, previously hinged, VF and rare,
especially in pairs, expertized by Z. Mikulski and others, C.v. $6,600
as singles, Est. $4,000-$5,000
C25a
1932, Airship over the Dnieper Dam, 15k gray black, engraved
printing, perforation 10½, nice centering and intact perforation for
this difficult stamp, full OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $2,000, Est.
$1,000-$1,500
C45-49
1934, Civil Aviation, 5k-80k, complete set of five printed on paper
without watermark, full OG, LH or previously hinged, VF, Est. $150$200
Heroic SS ''Chelyuskin'' Voyage to North Pole 1935, Illustrated
History of the Voyage, complete set of 34 postcards in a booklet,
representing Expedition departure, shipwreck in ice, camping at
North Pole, rescue of the Expedition by airplanes and ''red carpet
welcome'' at Kremlin, some booklet repairs, cards are in perfect
condition, VF and rare with 5000 sets produced, only a handful
complete sets survived, Est. $1,500-$2,000

2,500

750

100

1,000

RU S S I A N P OS T A GE DU E S T A MP S
1287 **

J5, a

1288 **

J6, J8-9

1924, red surcharge 10k on 35k ultra, left margin block of four, top
left stamp without the surcharge, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $550 for a
hinged pair with and without surcharge, Est. $200-$300
1924, red surcharges 12k, 32k and 40k on ''Sword Breaking Chain''
of 35k and 70k, three complete sheets of 100, representing numerous
surcharge and basic stamp varieties, apparently unfolded, but with
incomplete margins, post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $300$400 (website photo)

150

200

V A RI OUS RU S S I A N N ON- P OS TA L S T A MP S
1289 D

1290 P

1291 B

1292 L

1293 *

1294 L D

1295 L D

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Russian Consular stamps 1913-14, Marriage and Baptism
certificates, both certified by Russian Consulate in NYC, each one
bearing consular stamp of 3r dark green on green and pink network,
official seal, usual folds and some wearing, still fine and scarce
stamps on real document, Barefoot #12, Est. $100-$150
St. Petersburg 1895, Residence Permit, five large die proofs with
value tablet blank, colors: carmine, brown, blue, orange and green,
last two with gray background, approximate size 52-55x90-96mm,
perfect condition, VF and scarce, Barefoot #11, Est. $1,000-$1,200
Moscow Post Office (Pochtamt) - 10 kop Booklet 1915, Directory
of Mail, Telegraph and Telephone in favor of the defenders of the
homeland, nine pages folded booklet, minor tears along folds, still
F/VF and rare, Est. $150-$200
Kazan 1917, ''For Heroes of the Rebellion on June 18, 1917'', set of
ten, black or red text on colored paper, fresh and nice, no gum as
produced, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
Odessa and Izmail (Bessarab Gub.) Charity Envelopes 1881-82,
three Red Cross (Odessa) and five ''In Favor of the Poor instead of
Visits'' 10k and 15k, fresh quality, one with written address, all
others - unused, VF, Est. $250- $300
1930, Membership card of the Leningrad Workers' Society for
Connecting the City with the Countryside, heavy cardboard cover in
beige with text in black, bearing two stamps of 5k blue and three - of
25k red, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $100-$150
1936-43, Membership cards of the Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies of the USSR and OSOAVIAKHIM, each one with annual fee
stamps inside, mostly VF, Est. $150- $200

75

600

100

75

150

75

100
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Lot

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

RU S S I A N OF F I C E S I N C HI N A
1296 U

24

1875-80's, 20k blue and orange, printed on horizontally laid paper, a
part of two-line boxed ''Tientsin. Pocht. Kont.'' marking, mostly VF
and scarce, Tchilinghirian fig. 483, Est. $100-$150

75

1297 U

45 var

1916, blue diagonal overprint ''Kitai'' on 1r brown, dark brown and
orange, perforation 12½ instead of 13½, practically complete Russian
PO in Shanghai cancellation, VF and scarce, PF certificate, the stamp
is listed in the M. Kramarenko Cat. #39 IIA, C.v. $650, Est. $200$300

150

1298 *

74

Chinese Eastern Railroad 1911, incoming postcard from Moscow to
CER station Handaokhetze, franked by 3k red, all appropriate
markings, VF and scarce, Est. $200-$300

150

RU S S I A N OF F I C E S I N THE TURKI S H E MP I RE
1299 */U

1/78

Mainly References Group 1899-1920, 138 mint and used stamps,
representing all Russian issues for Chinese Offices, including 15 or
so inverted ''Kitai'' overprints all either obvious forgeries or look
dubious, several overprints in colors, which never exist, some nice
and valuable items, such as ''Dollars'' surcharges on the high values,
used Harbin surcharge 10c over 10k/7k and others, full/large part of
OG or used, F/VF, Est. $250-$350 (website photo)

150

1300 *

22

1885, Numerals, 7k carmine and gray on horizontally laid paper,
used on cover from Russian PO in Smyrna to Tiflis, tied by erroneous
''18.MAY.85'' instead of ''18.MAR.85'' blue date stamp, arrived at
Constantinople Office on March 20, then delivered to Sevastopol
(March 21) by a Black Sea Steamship, postmarked ''28.MAR.85'' at
Tiflis, the cover opened for display with repaired wearing at right, still
F/VF and rare exhibition item, Est. $600-$800

400

1301 *

34-35

1910, parcel card from Russian PO at New Athon to Jerusalem,
franked by three surcharged values, Athon postal negative seal and
circular ds, Russian PO at Jerusalem arrival marking on reverse,
several folds and hinge reinforced separation, otherwise fine and rare
real commercial mailing, Est. $600-$800

400

1302 S

37

1903-05, diagonal blue surcharge 10pi on 1r brown, pale brown and
orange printed on vertically laid paper, right sheet margin
imperforated (!) single, a part of perfin Obrazets at top left, full OG,
LH, VF and scarce, Est. $200-$250

150

1303 S

202-03,
212, 230

1910-13, imperforated horizontal pair of 10pa on 2k and imperforated
singles of 20pa/4k, 3½pi/35k and 50pi/5r, each item with perfin
initials ''Obrazets'', full OG, VLH, VF and very rare group from the
Postal Archives, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $500-$600

300

1304 */U

20/231

Clean and Valuable Unit 1879-1913, over 450 mint and used
stamps, starting with Numerals on laid paper, then early surcharges
and 50th Anniversary of the R.O.P.i T., all complete sets of City
overprints, including numerous varieties, surcharges on Romanov
Dynasty with duplicates, later issues with complete sheet of No.202
and 14 Wrangel's Army stamps, fresh condition, full/large part of OG
or used, F/VF, C.v. is over $3,600, Est. $1,000-$1,200 (website
photo)

600

Outstanding Holding of ''Odessa'' and ''Wild Levant'' issues
1919-21, 445 stamps of R.O.P.i T. overprints and surcharges with
numerous varieties in singles, pairs and blocks, then over 400
stamps representing Numerals, including complete pane of 20pa
brown, and R.O.P.i T. Arms in various colors in two different sizes (socalled ''Wild Levant''), including tete-beche pairs and blocks, stamp
with inverted Arms and etc., fresh quality unit, full OG or no gum as
issued, F/VF, Est. $600-$800 (website photo)

400

1305 **/*

Raritan Stamps, Inc
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Cat. #.

1306 **

232

1307 **

235

1308 P

235

1309 **

299

1310 **/* 307A

1311 **

333 var

1312 **

333, var

1313 *

35

1314 *

73, 78

Description

Start $

WRANGEL'S ARMY ISSUES
Extremely Rare Multiples
1921, red surcharge 10,000r on 3.50r black and gray, printed on
vertically laid paper, top right corner sheet margin block of four, the
same overprint on left part of top margin, full OG, NH (hinged on
selvage far away from the stamps), VF and scarce multiple, Romeko
guarantee hs, C.v. $1,000 as hinged singles, Est. $800-$1,000
1921, red surcharge 20,000r on 7r black and yellow, printed on
vertically laid paper, top left corner sheet margin block of four with
control text ''A 04 A'' in black, additional surcharges on selvage,
minor marginal separations, full OG, NH (hinged on margin far away
from the stamps), VF and rare multiple, each value with Romeko
guarantee hs, C.v. $1,000 as hinged singles, Est. $800-$1,000
1921, trial blue surcharge 20,000r on 7r black and yellow, printed on
vertically laid paper, top left corner sheet margin block of four with
control text ''A 04 B'' in black, additional surcharges on selvage, full
OG, NH (hinged on margin far away from the stamps), VF and
definitely unique positional multiple, only one sheet of 25 stamps
with blue surcharge had been produced, each stamp with Romeko
guarantee hs, Est. $4,500-$6,000
1921, red surcharge 10,000r over 50pi on 5r blue, green and pale
blue, complete sheet of 25. bearing altogether 42 surcharges, some
marginal separations and folds, full OG, NH (hinged on margins), VF
and probably the only complete sheet in existence, Romeko guarantee
hs, C.v. $1,625 as hinged singles, definitely doesn't reflect rarity of
this complete sheet, Est. $1,200-$1,500
1921, red surcharge 10,000r on Denikin stamp of 70k dark blue,
bottom left corner margin imperforated block of four, full OG, NH or
LH, VF, Romeko guarantee hs, C.v. $200, Est. $100-$150
1921, blue surcharge 10,000r over Yekaterinoslav trident on
imperforated 1k orange, three side margin block of ten (5x2), stamps
at the top row with inverted trident, forming five vertical tete-beche
pairs, full original gum with some wrinkles, NH, VF and rare multiple,
Romeko guarantee hs, Est. $500-$600
1921, blue surcharge 10,000r over Yekaterinoslav trident on
imperforated 1k orange, three side margin horizontal strip of five, left
stamp with additional trident at top due to foldover, full OG, NH
(hinged on margin), VF, Est. $100 -$150
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1315 U*

1887, registered cover from Ashgabat to Vyborg (then Russian
Finland), franked by three stamps of 7k blue (issue of 1883), Finnish
ANK arrival, flap is missing, fine and scarce, Est. $150-$200
1912, pre-printed cover from Old Bukhara to Peshawar (then India)
franked on reverse by four adhesives, tied by Old Bukhara ''8.5.12''
and postmarked on arrival at Peshawar on ''16.JU.12'', minor
conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200
Stamps and Postal History - Neat Group 1897-14, ten stamps,
including six rouble values with pair of Romanov 5r, bearing various
Bukhara Khanate cancellations, one postcard from Chardzhou to
Bologoye (Tver Gub.) and four covers from Moscow to Old Bukhara
(different periods and franking), some flaws possible, still F/VF and
high potential unit, Est. $300-$500

100

100

200

RU S S I A N L OC A L S OF T HE C I V I L WA R P E RI OD
1316 *

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Far Eastern Republic - Philatelic Exchange Tax stamps 1923, two
stamps with black surcharge ''For Starved. Correspondence of
Philatelist'' 10(k) on Romanov Dynasty 4k and 14k, the last one has
inverted surcharge (only 50 were produced), full/part of OG with
some toning and disturbance, VF looking items, each one with APEX
certificate, Mi #I and II var, Est. $200-$250

150
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Start $

1317 *

1/70,
N1-4

Collection on Album Pages 1920-22, starting with Admiral Kolchak
issue of Siberia and Ataman Semenov Chita issue (expertized by K.
Lissiuk), then D.V.R. overprints, including genuine perforated 1r
stamp (expertized by J. Stolow and P. Jemtschoujin, C.v. $700),
Chita, Blagoveschensk and Vladivostok issues, four stamps are
forgeries, all others are genuine, nice quality unit, full OG, mainly
LH, VF, C.v. is over $1,650, Est. $700-$800

1318 *

50

Bogorodsk 1892 (February 5), cover from the Pechenga Monastery
(the northernmost Monastery in the World) posted into the mail at
Kola (Administrative Center of Kolsky Peninsula, then Archangel
Gub.), addressed to Petrovskaya Sloboda of Bogorodsk Zemstvo,
franked by 7k blue, upon arrival (February 21) uprated by zemstvo
stamp of 5k carmine red (Chuchin #56) paid for rural delivery, all
appropriate markings, mostly VF and with high probability unique
mailing, Est. $800-$1,000
Khvalynsk 1914, 2k dark blue and rose red, horizontal gutter block
of 99 (9x6 X 9x5), 4th-6th vertical rows are placed upside down and
forming 22 horizontal tete-beche pairs, folded once along upper
perforation of the gutter, fresh, full OG with many NH stamps, VF
and very rare, with high probability the largest known multiple, exSchmidt, Chuchin #4, 4a, C.v. $2,145++, Est. $1,000-$1,500
Kotelnich 1912, registered cover from Shubenskaya volost to Viatka
Court, franked by zemstvo stamp of 5k deep blue (Chuchin #26), tied
by circular zemstvo marking, paid for local delivery, upon arrival to
Kotelnich uprated by three Imperial stamps of 7k light blue and
registered label was posted, Viatka arrival ds, VF, Est. $150-$200
Soroki 1898, 3k multicolored, imperforated block of four printed on
thin paper, light blue color is inverted, full OG, NH or LH (top
stamps), VF and rare multiple, Chuchin #11c var, Large Zemstvo
C.v. $4,000++, Est. $1,200- $1,600
Taurida Gubernia 1910's, official zemstvo stationery free- frank
postcard to Crimea Peninsula (city of Simferopol) with pre-printed
blank for statistical report, violet zemstvo seal at the top, negligible
folds are mentioned for accuracy, unused, VF, Est. $400-$500
Fauna Theme on Zemstvo stamps 1883-1912, ten stamps arranged
on a page, from Dankov to Yarensk, neatly described, priced from $7
to $35, no hidden defects, mostly VF, Est. $90-$120 (website photo)

400
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1319 **

1320 *

78

1321 **/*

1322 *

1323 */U

500
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800
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60

S WE DE N
1324 *

80

1325 **

211

1326 U

1

1327 **

B206

1328 *

C12

1918 (October 18), Karl Staaff (Prime Minister of Sweden, who died
on October 4) mourning envelope, franked by horizontal pair of King
Gustav V 10o carmine, addressed to the Portugal Embassy in Russia,
Stockholm machine cancel, Petrograd arrival ds on reverse along with
two Russian censorship violet boxed hs, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150
1924, World Postal Congress, King Gustav V, 5kr blue, block of four,
an excellent item in every respect, full OG, NH, VF and scarce
multiple, C.v. $2,200 as singles, Est. $800-$1,000

75

500

S WI TZ E RL A ND

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1850, ''Orts-Post.'', 2½rp black and red with framed cross, neat
cancellation, neat four-side margins, fresh, VF, two experts' signs on
reverse, C.v. $1,500, SBK #13I, CHF2,300, Est. $300-$400
Semi - Postal issues 1951, LUNABA Philatelic Exhibition, souvenir
sheet of one, nice quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275, Est. $90-$120
Zeppelin Flights
1929 (August 15-September 4), Round the World large size cover
flown on route Friedrichshafen - Friedrichshafen, franked by 17
Icarus stamps of 1fr lilac, red confirmation cachet, machine ''4.9.29''
ds on reverse, mostly VF and scarce, Sieger #30Ad, Est. $300-$400
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200
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Cat. #.

Start $

1930-32, Geneva Flight stationery postcard 10c dark green
(September 14), uprated by two air post values, tied by red
confirmation date stamps, Luposta Flight of 1932 (July 29-31),
franked by two values, green confirmation and Rönne ''31.7.32'' drop
ds, both are VF, Sieger #87, 170A, Est. $120-$150

75

1330 *

1932, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th South America Flight, three postcards
and one entire wrapper, each one franked on front and on reverse,
bearing Friedrichshafen connection date stamps and appropriate
confirmation markings, mostly VF, Sieger #177/95, €480, Est. $300$400

200

1331 */U

Valuable Mainly Classic Collection in a Stockbook 1850-1960,
over 1000 stamps, one complete pane of 25 and 18 souvenir sheets,
classic material mostly in used condition, starting with early Arms
types and followed by sitting and standing Helvetia, early small
definitives, semi-postal ''Pro Juventute'' issues and air post sets,
fresh quality overall, we cannot guarantee all early cancellations,
however vast majority of them looks completely all right, full OG,
NH/LH or used, F/VF, very high C.v., Est. $1,500-$2,000

1,000

Official stamps - For the World Health Organization 1948- 50,
black overprint ''Organisation Mondiale de la Sante'' on definitive
stamps of 1941-49, 5c-10fr, complete set of 20, high values with top
margins, full OG, NH, VF, SBK #6 -25, CHF450, Est. $120-$150

75

1332 **

C3, C9,
C12

Description

5O6-25

1333 **/*

1334 **

31a

Collection of Issues for Various UN Organizations 1942- 50,
almost 200 mint stamps, representing 14 complete issues for League
of Nations, International Labor Bureau, Bureau of Education, WHO
and etc., neatly arranged on stockpages, fresh condition, full OG, NH
or LH, mainly VF, SBK C.v. CHF2,150=US$2,365, Est. $400-$500
(website photo)

250

T A N N U T U V A 1932, inverted blue surcharge 3k on Mounted

100

Tuvinian 70k dark red and bistre, nicely centered with intact
perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Est. $150-$200
1335 **

T U R KE Y Large Assortment in Two Three-Ring Binders 1952-

300

70, over 6000 stamps in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, definitives
and commemoratives, mainly complete issues, various topical
stamps, most of the material is appearing as received from a new
issue service, nice and fresh (some marginal folds possible), full OG,
NH, VF, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)

UKRA I NE

1336 **/* 13/49,
a, d

1337 **/* 350/76a

1338 *

661-82

Raritan Stamps, Inc

Catalogued by Comprehensive Catalogue of Ukrainian Philately by
John Bulat
TRIDENT OVERPRINTS
Kyiv (Type 1) - Selection 1918, 78 mostly mint stamps with violet,
black or green overprints on perforated and imperforated stamps of
1k-10r, including violet overprints on perforated 5r of both issues and
imperforated 10r, nice quality unit, full OG, NH or LH (one - used),
F/VF, most values with experts' signs, C.v. $1,670, Est. $600- $800
Kyiv (Type 2d) - Collection on Pages 1918, 72 mint stamps with
violet overprints on perforated 10k-10r and imperforated 1k-7r,
singles, pairs, strips and blocks, including 1r in imperforated block of
three plus label with shifted light brown background, imperforated 7r
with inverted overprint and many others, all with full OG, NH or LH,
F/VF, ex-J. Terlecky and others, C.v. is over $1,100, Est. $500-$600
Kharkiv
1918, black overprints (type 1) on perforated 1k- 70k and
imperforated 1k-35k stamps, complete set of 22 values, full/large
part of OG, VF, valuable stamps are expertized, C.v. close to $200,
Est. $100-$150
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1339 **/* 738d, e

Description

Start $

1918, black overprint (type 2) on imperforated 1r dark brown, pale
brown and orange, block of three with label has strongly shifted
center (crease is affecting label and lower right stamp); block of four
has left stamps with inverted overprint and forming two tete-beche
pairs, all with full OG, two stamps of each block are NH, VF, both
expertized, C.v. $170++, Est. $100-$150
1340 U
743-44
1918, black overprint (type 2) on 3.50 black and gray and 7r black
and yellow, printed on vertically laid paper, both are postally used at
Kharkiv, mostly VF and scarce, both with experts' signs, C.v. $550,
Est. $250-$300
1341 U
758
1918, black overprint (type 3) on imperforated 10r carmine, yellow
and gray, bottom left corner sheet margin single with ''V'' label at left
and additional overprint at bottom selvage cancelled on a piece by
Kharkiv ds, VF and a truly exhibition piece, C.v. $65, Est. $75-$100
Katerinoslav
1342 **/* 834-43
1918, black overprint (type 1) on imperforated 1k-70k, complete set
of 11, including 70k in horizontal pair, full OG, several NH, but
mainly LH/hinged, VF, C.v. $222, ex-Dr. Zelonka, Est. $100-$150
1343 *
856b
1918, black boxed overprint (type 2) on 7r black and yellow on
vertically laid paper, full OG, previously hinged, VF and scarce,
expertized by U.P.V., C.v. $150, Est. $100 -$150
1344 U
857
1918, black boxed overprint (type 2) on perforated 1r brown, light
brown and orange, a part of Katerinoslav postal marking, mostly VF
and scarce, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. $225, Est. $150-$200
Poltava
1345 *
943a/64a 1918, inverted violet overprint (type 1) on perforated 2k-70k and
imperforated 2k and 3k, nice and fresh, full/part of OG or unused on
gum (5k), VF, stamps of 3k perf and 2k imperf are not listed in the
Cat., ex-Dr. Zelonka and Dr. Seichter, Est. $150-$200
Odessa
1346 **/* 1096-119, Mostly Errors Collection of Type 2 1918, 150 mint stamps in
var
singles, pairs, strips and blocks, representing 19 values with inverted,
4 with doubled, over 20 with broken overprint, pair with and without
overprint, numerous shifts of overprints or details of basic stamps,
full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF and great unit, less then a half of
errors are listed with C.v. $765++, Est. $800-$1,200
1347 U
1149/83 1918, black overprint (type 4) on perforated 1k-7r and imperforated
1k-10r, the total is 34 stamps, all are postally used, F/VF, most
properly expertized, ex-Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $1,064, Est. $500-$600
1348 *
1159d
1918, black overprint on perforated 20k dark blue and carmine,
vertical strip of five, representing stamps of types 4, 6 and 10 and two
inverts of type 5, forming se- tenant tete-beche pair, perforation
reinforced by hinges, which apparently was not necessary, full OG,
VF and rare multiple, C.v. $175, Est. $150-$200
1349 U
1169a/
1918, inverted black overprints (type 4) on imperforated 1k-1r, set of
79c
six values, all are postally used, the ''key'' 20k on a large piece, nice
quality unit, VF, each one with J. Bulat or Dr. Seichter guarantee hs,
C.v. $285, Est. $150 -$200
1350 *
1202-06
1918, black overprint (type 5) on perforated 1r-10r, the high value
with left sheet margin, nice quality, full OG, LH or previously hinged,
expertized by J. Bulat or UPV, C.v. $378, Est. $200-$300
1351 (*)
1295, a
1918, black overprint (type 8) on 7r dark green and pink, block of six
(2x3), right stamp in the middle row without overprint, short one tip
of perforation on upper left stamp, unused, no gum, VF, each stamp
with J. Bulat hs, C.v. $120++, Est. $75-$100
1352 U
1314a/
1918, inverted black overprints (type 9) on perforated 10k/7k-3.50r
35a
and imperforated 1k-1r, the total is 12 stamps, all are postally used,
mostly VF, ex-Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $415, Est. $200-$300
Raritan Stamps, Inc
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Podilia
1353 U
1608
1918, black overprint (type 15) on perforated 5r dark blue, green and
pale blue, postal cancellation, F/VF, expertized by U.P.V., the stamp
is listed, but priced with -'-, Est. $150-$200
1354 U
1613,
1918, black overprint (type 15) on imperforated 5k claret and 1r
1615
brown, pale brown and orange, both are postally used, mostly VF, exDr. Zelonka, C.v. $235, Est. $150-$200
1355 U
1620/30 1918, black overprint (type 16) on perforated 5k-3.50r, set of eight
postally used values, mostly VF, C.v. $470, expertized by J. Bulat
and U.P.V., Est. $250-$300
1356 U
1638
1918, black overprint (type 16) on imperforated 7r dark green and
rose, top right corner sheet margin single with overprinted ''V'' label
at right, cancelled on a piece with Bar postal cancellation, VF,
expert's sign, the stamp is listed, but priced with -'-, Est. $150- $200
1357 **
1921
1918, black overprint (type 36) on 7r black and yellow, printed on
vertically laid paper, top right corner sheet margin single, full OG,
NH, VF, expertized by U.P.V., C.v. $275++, Est. $200-$300
1358 **
2071a
1918, inverted black overprint (type 48) on perforated 3.50r maroon
and green, right sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, ex-Dr.
Zelonka, C.v. $220 as hinged singles, Est. $150-$200
1359 *
2099/115, 1918, black overprint (type 51) on perforated 1k-70k and
2115a
imperforated 1k (pair) and two of 3k one with inverted overprint, full
OG (70k - no gum), F/VF, properly expertized, C.v. is over $600,
stamps of 4k and 70k are priced with -'-, Est. $400-$500
1360 */U 1372/
Valuable Collection of Podilia Tridents 1918, over 400 mint or used
2186
(107) stamps, representing 54 different type of overprints, including
No.1706, 1818 (mint), 1940 and 1995, which do not have price in the
Catalog, 25 stamps are priced from $100 to $150, each type is
properly identified, neatly arranged in a blue stockbook, full OG or
used, F/VF or better, all stamps came from renowned collections, C.v.
is over $15,000 for listed material, Est. $3,500-$4,000 (website photo)
Local Trident Overprints
1361 **/* 210, var
Zhytomyr - Kyiv Type 1 1918, violet overprint (type 1) on 1r brown,
light brown and orange, side margin block of 14 and three-side
margin block of 11 with 3 labels, a study made by Dr. Seichter
representing various overprint sub-types, minor creases and some
foxing, full OG with many NH stamps, F/VF, Est. $200-$300
1362 U
2339, a
Chernihiv Type 2 1918, two stamps with black or violet overprint on
10r carmine, yellow and gray, both are postally used, first one has
repaired punch hole the other one with paper waves, still fresh and
VF looking unit, ex-Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $600, Est. $200-$300
1363 U
2433
Nova Pryluka 1918, black overprint on perforated 10k dark blue,
postally used, mainly VF and rare, expert's sign on reverse, priced
with -'- in the Cat., Est. $300-$400
1364 U
2435
1918, black overprint over black surcharge 20k on 14k blue and
carmine, appropriate Nova Pryluka cancellation, mostly VF, ex-Dr.
Seichter and Dr. Zelonka, priced in the Cat with -'-, Est. $300-$400
1365 *
2442/51, Novobilytsia Type 1 1918, red lilac overprint on perforated stamps
of 2k-1r, and violet overprint on stamp of 1r, the total is six values,
a
full OG, mainly LH, expertized by O. Peters and others, stamps of
10k/7k, 15k and 50k priced with -'- in the Cat., tree others have
C.v. $145, Est. $200-$300
1366 *
199/2517 Mainly Official Reprints of the Local Tridents - Collection on
Exhibition Pages 1918, 78 mostly mint stamps, arranged on 15
profusely inscribed pages from a Collection, representing issues of 16
different districts from Baturyn to Zlynka, most of the stamps bearing
NKVT (Ministry of International Trade of USSR) handstamp in red,
fresh condition, F/VF and very difficult group to assemble together,
Est. $2,000-$2,500 (website photo)
Raritan Stamps, Inc
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1367 */U P1-11, var Collection of Private Overprints So-Called Popov Types 1918, 80
mint and used (42) stamps, including 21 values with inverted
overprint, eight tete-beche pairs, two pairs with and without
overprint, representing cancellations of Kyiv, Odessa, Vinnytsia,
Haisyn, Smotrych and Shpykiv, five pieces are signed by Dr. Seichter,
some are dubious, nice quality material overall, F/VF and fabulous
study of this very scarce type of Ukrainian locals, Est. $2,000-$3,000
Vienna issue
1368 **
V28/40
1920, 2hr-200hr, 15 imperforated blocks of four or ten (one 100hr)
on white paper, some printed on both sides or with offset on reverse,
many with white back, occasional paper wrinkles, mainly fresh, no
gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $200-$300
1369 P
V27-40
1920, black-and-white imperforated photo proofs of 1hr- 200hr,
complete set of 14, very fresh and choice, no gum as issued, VF and
very rare especially in complete set, each value expertized by Z.
Mikulski, Est. $1,500- $2,000
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WE S TE RN UKRA I NE
1370 **/* 20, var

1371 *

34b

1372 *

36 var

1373 *

37, b

1374 U

67 var

1375 *

98, 100,
102-03,
var

1376 *

104 var

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1919, First Stanislaviv issue - the 1st set, black surcharge ''shahiv''
on Austrian 50h dark green, block of nine (positions 1-3, 6-8, 11-13),
including no dot after ''H'' (position 3) and wide space between stars
on position 6, full OG, NH (5) or LH, VF, expertized by K. Korner and
Z. Mikulski, C.v. $360 as hinged singles w/o varieties, Est. $300$400
1919, Second Stanislaviv issue - the 2nd set, double black surcharge
''shahi'' on Bosnian due stamp of 4h black and red on yellow network,
second surcharge shifted to the top and turned clockwise, full OG,
VLH, VF and scarce, expertized by K. Korner, Z. Mikulski opinion,
C.v. $350++, Est. $250-$300
1919, Second Stanislaviv issue - the 2nd set, trial black surcharge
''shahiv'' on Bosnian due stamp of 6h black and red on yellow
network, full OG, trace of hinge mark, fine and very rare, expertized
by J. Bulat and others, the trial surcharge looks much stronger and
firm with complete embossing on reverse, Scott C.v. $650 for a
common stamp, Est. $400-$600
1919, Second Stanislaviv issue - the 2nd set, black surcharge ''shahiv''
on Bosnian due stamp of 7h black and red on yellow network,
horizontal pair from positions 4-5, right stamp has no ''H'' variety of
surcharge, full OG, previously hinged, VF, expertized by K. Korner, Z.
Mikulski and others, C.v. $220 as two singles, Est. $150- $200
1919, Second Stanislaviv issue - the 5th set, black surcharge ''sha hiv''
with two bars at top over black ''Porto'' and ''50'' on 42h brown,
omitted ''Pen'' variety of surcharge (position 17), postally used, VF,
only a handful such stamps was produced, this surcharge variety is
definitely unique, several experts' hs on reverse, Z. Mikulski
certificate is conforming that the stamp is unique, C.v. $9,000 for a
stamp w/o variety, Mi #28, €22,500, we sold this stamp in our
Auction #81 (lot #144) for $5,000 plus appropriate Auction premium,
Est. $8,000-$10,000
1919, Fourth Stanislaviv issue - the 7th set with rosettes at sides, four
surcharged values - 3hr/2k, 4hr/2k, 5hr/2k, 10hr/50h, each from
three different sheet positions, including omitted ''Pen'' (position 17),
omitted dot after ''H'' (position 3), malformed ''Y'' and ''H'' (position 11)
and etc., fresh quality, full OG, mainly LH, VF, all are properly
expertized, C.v. $220 for stamps without varieties, Est. $150-$200
1919, Fourth Stanislaviv issue - the 8th set, black surcharge ''hryvna''
on Austrian due stamp of 1kr blue, missing ''У'' in ''Уkp'' variety
(position 21), full OG, previously hinged, VF and rare, expertized by J.
Baumgarten, K. Oroszi and others, Est. $300-$400
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1377 *

12

C.M.T. (Territorial Military Command) Romanian Occupation
stamps 1919, violet black boxed surcharge 1.20k on Austrian
Postage Due stamp of 30h red, nicely centered, full OG, previously
hinged, VF and very scarce only 17 stamps were produced, expertized
by Z. Mikulski, C.v. $3,500, Est. $800-$1,000

1378 P

73, 101

1889, red trial overprint ''Provisorio'' on 5c violet, and inverted green
trial surcharge 5c on 7c bister brown, unused, no gum, the last one
with slight reversal toning, otherwise VF, Est. $120-$150
1895(c), View of Montevideo Bay, group of 13 imperforated two-color
card printed essays of 1p in various color combinations, engraved
and printed by South America Banknote Co., VF, Est. $400-$600
1895(c), View of Montevideo Fortress, group of five imperforated twocolor card printed essays of 2p in various color combinations,
engraved and printed by South America Banknote Co., wide margins,
two items with slight reversal foxing, nice and fresh, no gum as
issued, VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
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1379 P

1380 P

75

300
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V A TI CA N CI TY
1381 **

117 var

1382 **

129a var

1383 **

149-53

1384 *

14, B2

1385 U

324

1946, Cardinal Pole, 2.50L dark blue and brown, top right corner
sheet margin vertical pair, imperforated between stamps, full OG, NH,
VF, Sassone #117i, €1,000, Est. $150-$200
1949, Basilica of St. Paul, 35L red lilac, perforation 13¼x14, right
sheet margin horizontal pair, imperforated on the right, full OG, NH,
VF, Sassone #129e, €1,100++, Est. $150-$200
1951, 1500th Anniversary of the Council of Chalcedon, 5L-100L,
complete set of five, corner sheet margin blocks of four, full or partial
lathework on margins, especially on 5L and 100L blocks, full OG,
NH, VF, C.v. $318++, Sassone #149-53, €450++, Est. $100-$150
Zeppelin Flight 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Flight postcard (Mussolini Aviator) to Rome, franked by two values, cancelled ''27.5.33'' at
Vatican City, uprated by Italian Zeppelin stamp of 3L, which tied by
circular Rome ''29.5.33'' ds on front, Rome machine marking with the
same date is on reverse, blue flight cachet, VF and scarce both types
of Rome postmark on one item, Sieger #208 Va var, Est. $500-$600

100

100

75

300

V E NE Z UE L A
1937, Plowing, black overprint ''Resellado. 1937-1938'' on 3b red
orange, neat postal cancellation, VF, C.v. $225, Est. $75-$100
1386 **/* C197 imp, Air Post stamps 1944, Baseball Championships, 1.80b ocher, page
var
from a Collection contains one horizontal imperforated pair, two pairs
and strip of three partly imperforated horizontally or vertically, full
OG, NH or LH, VF, Est. $100-$150

50
75

NORT H V I E T NA M
1387 **

43-46

1388 U

43-46

1389 **

M37 imp,
var

1390 **

374/
2037,
B1-2 imp

Raritan Stamps, Inc

1956, Mac Thi Buoi, Guerrilla Leader, 1000d-5000d, complete set of
four, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $567.60, Est. $500-$600
1956, Mac Thi Buoi, Guerrilla Leader, 1000d-5000d, complete set of
four, neat corner cancellations, VF, C.v. $134, Est. $120-$150
Military stamps 1984, 30th Anniversary of the Victory at Dien Bien
Phu, no value indicated stamp in orange, yellow and red brown, two
vertical imperforated pairs, one with red brown color is inverted, no
gum as issued, NH,VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200
Valuable Imperforates and Errors Group 1965-89, 85 items,
including set of 6 epreuves de luxe, 4 imperforated souvenir sheets,
74 imperforated pairs (approximately a half is not listed in Scott),
including 500th Aircraft Shot Down, Guerrilla Woman in top left
corner margin block of 14 (7x2), six stamps at the top row with
omitted colors, unissued Military Frank, and many more, mainly no
gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $800-$1,000

400
75
100

500
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108
Lot
1391 **

Cat. #.

Description

Start $

2209/312, Outstanding Topical Issues Wholesale Unit 1991, 18 different
complete issues in sheets of 20 or 25 with appropriate quantity of
imp
souvenir sheets, when issued, mainly topical contents, such as
Summer and Winter Olympics, Columbus, Sharks, Locomotives,
Automobiles, Butterflies, Frogs and etc., 335 perforated and 335
imperforated complete sets (4750 stamps altogether), 195 perforated
and 195 imperforated souvenir sheets, post office fresh quality, NH,
VF, C.v. is over $7,200, Est. $2,000-$2,500 (website photo)

1392 */U 1/1365

Y U G OS L A V I A Starting Collection on Scott Album Pages 1921-

1,000

100

78, about 1,300 mint and used stamps, starting with Kings
definitives and later surcharges, postage, semi-postal and air post
issues, some occupations and local issues, nothing very expensive,
but generally clean and nice unit, full OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is close
to $1,000, Est. $200-$250 (website photo)

WORL DWI DE
1393 *

1394 *

1395 */U

1396 */U

1397 **

1398 *

1399 *

Arctic and Antarctic Postal History
Norway 1928, pre- printed cover sent in Oslo, addressed to Jens P.
Heyerdahl, well-known lawyer and investor, franked by Coat of Arms
10ø green, tied by machine cancellation, the text reads ''Roald
Amundsen. 14 December 1928'', opened roughly, still F/VF. Roald
Amundsen was a famous Norwegian Polar Explorer, tragically died in
1928 while searching for the wrecked the Umberto Nobile Polar
Expedition, Est. $150-$200
Collection 1957-80, 53 postcards or covers, representing 8 items
from French or British Antarctic and 45 from Soviet Union, including
10 Arctic items with 4th-10th North Pole Stations, 8 Antarctic
Exploration covers and 27 various postal history pieces with
cancellations of Ice-Breakers and Tankers of Murmansk and
Vladivostok Shipping Companies, many signed by ship captains,
generally fresh quality, mostly VF, Est. $800-$1,200
Asian Countries Mint and Used Group 1900-60, several hundred
mint and used stamps, mainly Indonesia and India with some Hong
Kong, Thailand and Pakistan, mounted on home-made album pages,
did not properly checked for individual stamp value, occasional flaws
possible, still F/VF, Est. $150-$200 (website photo)
Caucasian Countries - Starting Collection 1920-23, 129 mostly
mint stamps (20 postally used), including 74 stamps from Armenia,
including one block of eight, several reprints mentioned, 22 stamps
from Azerbaijan and 33 stamps from Georgia, neatly arranged on
stockpages, mostly fresh, full OG/no gum as issued or used, F/VF,
total legitimate C.v. is over $850, Est. $150- $200 (website photo)
Western Europe Group of Better Items 1933-57, three items from
German Reich, including two se-tenants (Mi C.v. €315); three sets of
Famous People from France and Napoleon of French Polynesia (Scott
C.v. $178), all with full OG, NH, VF, Est. $90-$120 (website photo)
Postal History Items of Various Chess Competitions Soviet Union
1951-60, group of ten envelopes, bearing special cancellations of
various chess matches – World Chess Match ''Botvinnik – Tal'', World
Cup Championships, Match ''USSR-USA'', Chess Olympiad, All-Union
Championships and etc., perfect quality unit, VF, Est. $400-$500
ICCF (International Correspondence Chess Federation) Items
1974-86, five pre-printed for chess moves postcards sent from
Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, Denmark and Czechoslovakia to
Odessa and addressed to Grandmaster ICCF A. Zilberberg, in
addition postcard from Rematch Kasparov-Karpov of 1986, one card
with conveyance crease, others mostly VF, Est. $150-$200
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100
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2 / $100

5 / $150

10 / $50

––––– 1 / $150 –––––

8 / $75

9 / $75
3 / $150

4 / $100

11 / $200

110

6 / $300

7 / $150

12 / $400

13 / $250

14 / $1,000

19 / $60

–––––– 16 / $200 ––––––

15 / $100

111

20 / $75

21 / $200

17 / $400

24 / $150

22 / $150

23 / $50

18 / $75

25 / $75

112

28 / $75

26 / $150
27 / $100

29 / $75
31 / $150

30 / $250
––––– 32 / $75 –––––

33 / $150

34 / $400

35 / $100

113

36 / $300

38 / $100

–––– 40 / $100 ––––

37 / $500

39 / $100

43 / $400

42 / $75

41 / $100

114

44 / $150

–––– 46 / $400 ––––

49 / $100

56 / $100

45 / $100

48 / $150

47 / $150

50 / $150

115

52 / $200

51 / $100

53 / $75

54 / $100

57 / $200

116

55 / $450

––– 61 / $150 –––

58 / $150

62 / $150

117

64 / $100

66 / $150

67 / $100

68 / $75
60 / $100

65 / $250

63 / $150

118

69 / $75

––––– 70 / $500 –––––

73 / $200

75 / $250
76 / $350

––––– 72 / $250 –––––

77 / $250

78 / $75

119

––––– 71 / $300 –––––

––––– 74 / $1,000 –––––
79 / $75

80 / $100

81 / $100

82 / $200

120

83 / $100

84 / $100

85 / $100

88 / $300

86 / $75

90 / $100

87 / $150

89 / $75

92 / $75

121

93 / $250

91 / $75

96 / $100

94 / $150

98 / $100
95 / $250

97 / $100

99 / $75

122

100 / $75

102 / $100

106 / $350
101 / $75

105 / $75
103 / $75

107 / $75

109 / $200

123

111 / $100
108 / $300

113 / $100
110 / $75

112 / $150
114 / $75

115 / $75

117 / $200

116 / $400

–––– 118 / $300 –––

124

121 / $250

120 / $100

119 / $150
126 / $75

125 / $200

123 / $150
122 / $100

127 / $100
124 / $200

128 / $100

129 / $250

125

133 / $100

130 / $300

132 / $75

131 / $75

134 / $75

126

135 / $100

139 / $150

138 / $100

140 / $100

136 / $100

137 / $75

142 / $150

141 / $150

127

143 / $150

146 / $200

145 / $150

147 / $150

148 / $75

149 / $100

150 / $75

128

151 / $75

–––– 153 / $200 –––––

152 / $100

155 / $100

154 / $200

129

160 / $100

159 / $250

156 / $300

157 / $200
162 / $150

164 / $500
158 / $150
163 / $300

161 / $200

165 / $75

167 / $150

166 / $400

170 / $1,500

130

168 / $200

169 / $120

176 / $300

171 / $100

173 / $200

172 / $500

174 / $100

175 / $100

177 / $300

183 / $250

181 / $75
178 / $1,000

184 / $75

179 / $500

180 / $250

182 / $200

185 / $200

187 / $250

131

196 / $250
186 / $300

189 / $1,200

193 / $100

190 / $100
188 / $75

194 / $100

191 / $75

192 / $100

195 / $100

200 / $100
198 / $1,200

199 / $75

197 / $100

201 / $75

132

204 / $75
202 / $75

203 / $100
206 / $75

208 / $100
205 / $75

207 / $75

210 / $200

212 / $1,800

209 / $250

211 / $150

133

213 / $200

214 / $150

216 / $150

219 / $100

217 / $400

220 / $100

223 / $150

225 / $80
215 / $150

224 / $200
218 / $400

222 / $100

221 / $100

227 / $1,000

134

226 / $250

234 / $75

228 / $150

229 / $120

236 / $75

231 / $150

230 / $120

238 / $200

235 / $80

232 / $100

233 / $150

239 / $150

237 / $150

135

240 / $500
241 / $200

243 / $750
244 / $1,000

249 / $200
247 / $100

248 / $120

242 / $200

245 / $600

246 / $600

136

251 / $120

250 / $75

252 / $250

254 / $75

256 / $100

261 / $1,000

257 / $400

260 / $500
253 / $500
262 / $200

255 / $200

258 / $150

137

263 / $200

265 / $250
259 / $200

264 / $250

267 / $250
266 / $100

269 / $150

271 / $75

272 / $100

138

274 / $200

275 / $75

268 / $150

277 / $150

270 / $150

278 / $150

273 / $100

276 / $200

280 / $80

139

279 / $250

285 / $400

281 / $75

283 / $300

289 / $1,200

140

282 / $100

291 / $400

284 / $100

290 / $200

295 / $4,000

294 / $2,500

296 / $75

292 / $150

300 / $150
298 / $75
293 / $100

297 / $150

299 / $400

141

302 / $75

305 / $400

301 / $100

–––––– 303 / $250 ––––––

304 / $200

–––– 307 / $250 ––––

308 / $100

309 / $150

312 / $200

313 / $1,000

306 / $750

311 / $500

310 / $150

315 / $75

314 / $1,800

316 / $75

317 / $75

142

318 / $250

320 / $1,300

––––––– 319 / $1,500 –––––––

324 / $80

325 / $120

–––– 323 / $1,000 ––––

––– 326 / $75 –––

327 / $150

321 / $120

328 / $1,500

329 / $250

333 / $300

331 / $200
335 / $60
336 / $100

332 / $250

330 / $150

338 / $1,500

339 / $100

––––––––– 340 / $750 –––––––––

337 / $150

341 / $120

143

346 / $100

347 / $150

345 / $75
342 / $75

–––– 350 / $120 ––––
343 / $350
–––– 349 / $750 ––––

351 / $400

344 / $75

354 / $300
357 / $150

352 / $100

356 / $100

355 / $75

353 / $200

358 / $60

359 / $75

144

360 / $300

361 / $150

363 / $100

370 / $150
365 / $75

362 / $150

371 / $120
366 / $200

364 / $600

369 / $75

368 / $100

145

385 / $150

372 / $300

373 / $400

367 / $150

374 / $250

375 / $75

377 / $60
378 / $75

376 / $75

––––– 379 / $500 –––––
380 / $600

386 / $100

387 / $150

389 / $300

381 / $250

384 / $150

388 / $900

390 / $75

391 / $150

392 / $75

146

394 / $1,000

398 / $60
395 / $120

400 / $75

403 / $100

397 / $60

393 / $150

402 / $150

396 / $150
401 / $150
399 / $75

404 / $600

406 / $200
405 / $120

407 / $300

408 / $300

411 / $200
409 / $100

412 / $200

410 / $300

413 / $400

414 / $75

415 / $120

417 / $120

416 / $300

418 / $120

147

420 / $150

419 / $60

423 / $100

421 / $50

422 / $100

425 / $200

424 / $200

430 / $200

426 / $200
429 / $400

431 / $200

427 / $100

432 / $75

428 / $400

433 / $150

434 / $500

148

436 / $300

435 / $250

439 / $200

437 / $300

438 / $300
442 / $350

149

440 / $75
443 / $1,000

444 / $75

446 / $300

454 / $150

449 / $100

448 / $150

451 / $75

441 / $150

447 / $1,200
445 / $100

450 / $100

453 / $250

452 / $75

150

455 / $75

457 / $100

456 / $150

460 / $300

461 / $100
459 / $600

458 / $300

466 / $150

467 / $75

463 / $150

462 / $150

470 / $150

471 / $60

465 / $200

468 / $300

469 / $500

472 / $75

473 / $250

464 / $250

474 / $100

475 / $300

151

480 / $300

476 / $150

477 / $120

484 / $150

479 / $400

478 / $500

483 / $100

481 / $400

482 / $250

485 / $150

489 / $150

152

488 / $150

487 / $150

495 / $75

497 / $50
491 / $75

496 / $300

493 / $1,000

501 / $100

503 / $250

498 / $150
500 / $250

–––––– 504 / $250 ––––––

502 / $60

505 / $250

–––––– 512 / $200 ––––––
506 / $40
509 / $150
511 / $100

508 / $75

507 / $150

513 / $120

–––– 514 / $200 ––––

153

–––––– 520 / $450 ––––––
515 / $100

526 / $250

527 / $500

516 / $200
518 / $150
–––––– 528 / $200 ––––––

517 / $1,000
522 / $50

519 / $350

524 / $100

521 / $200

523 / $100

525 / $100

529 / $200

540 / $350

154

533 / $300

534 / $2,000

531 / $400

530 / $400

–––– 535 / $250 ––––

538 / $300
539 / $100

532 / $200
–––– 542 / $600 ––––

537 / $300

536 / $1,200

541 / $1,000

543 / $100

544 / $150

155

545 / $120

547 / $4,000

549 / $200

––––– 546 / $1,000 –––––

550 / $150

553 / $100
555 / $100

548 / $300

551 / $750

554 / $60

556 / $200

559 / $3,500

558 / $1,000

557 / $150

560 / $150

–––– 562 / $400 –––

561 / $150

156

566 / $100

563 / $100

567 / $200
572 / $60

564 / $250

565 / $250

569 / $200

568 / $200

573 / $200

571 / $100

570 / $60

575 / $200

574 / $200

580 / $250

577 / $150
578 / $300

579 / $300
582 / $400

581 / $100

576 / $300

583 / $50

584 / $300

585 / $400

586 / $250

157

593 / $50
589 / $75

591 / $200

594 / $75

–––––– 587 / $300 ––––––

596 / $750

598 / $500

595 / $100

588 / $75
599 / $50

600 / $150

601 / $100

603 / $400

602 / $200
590 / $150
605 / $150

597 / $500

604 / $100

607 / $120
609 / $150

606 / $60
608 / $500

611 / $300

610 / $200

–––––– 614 / $750 ––––––

612 / $500

613 / $200

––– 615 / $150 –––

158

617 / $200

––––– 619 / $300 –––––
618 / $400

622 / $250
––– 623 / $100 –––

––––– 621 / $200 –––––

626 / $250

620 / $250

624 / $200

625 / $150

628 / $120

159

631 / $50

633 / $300

630 / $120
–––– 627 / $2,000 ––––

635 / $600
634 / $450
–––– 629 / $2,000 ––––

639 / $75
637 / $100

643 / $150
636 / $50

638 / $50

640 / $150

647 / $100

650 / $150
––––– 645 / $300 –––––

642 / $120
644 / $150
651 / $75
641 / $100

646 / $800

648 / $100

649 / $100

652 / $60

160

653 / $300

654 / $400

655 / $75

657 / $60

656 / $200

659 / $200

666 / $1,000

662 / $150

661 / $100

667 / $300

663 / $100

660 / $250

670 / $300

161

668 / $300

––––– 675 / $1,000 –––––

673 / $150
669 / $150

671 / $200

––––– 676 / $1,000 –––––

672 / $250

674 / $150

679 / $350

162

––––– 677 / $1,000 –––––

680 / $350

682 / $350

–––– 683 / $750 ––––

––––– 678 / $1,000 –––––

681 / $350

684 / $350

–––– 686 / $750 ––––

163

685 / $350

688 / $350

687 / $350

691 / $1,000

689 / $350

690 / $75

694 / $1,000

164

700 / $200
692 / $150

698 / $100

699 / $75

702 / $150
–––––––––––– 695 / $200 –––––––––––

697 / $750

703 / $75

693 / $150

701 / $750

705 / $200

704 / $250

165

706 / $100

707 / $300

714 / $150

715 / $150

713 / $300

708 / $200

709 / $100

711 / $200

710 / $100

712 / $100

716 / $100

166

723 / $60

726 / $150

717 / $75

728 / $2,500

718 / $400

719 / $150
720 / $50

722 / $75

724 / $100

727 / $350

167

725 / $15,000

740 / $150

730 / $100

729 / $3,000

–––– 731 / $750 ––––

–––– 732 / $400 ––––

734 / $50,000
736 / $100

739 / $300
737 / $100

–––– 733 / $400 ––––

735 / $300

741 / $500

168

––– 750 / $75 –––

742 / $100

748 / $100
745 / $1,000

–––– 744 / $750 ––––

743 / $150

747 / $150

749 / $50

169

751 / $400

754 / $1,000

753 / $2,000

170

752 / $2,500

762 / $750

755 / $450

761 / $75

763 / $750

171

767 / $200

768 / $100

771 / $300

772 / $200
773 / $150
756 / $300

766 / $100

759 / $200

172

757 / $1,000

173

758 / $2,500

174

760 / $100

775 / $100

777 / $200

779 / $200

783 / $100

764 / $75

778 / $120

–––– 780 / $100 ––––
774 / $200

785 / $100

175

786 / $75

794 / $120
788 / $200

765 / $150

787 / $75

782 / $60
795 / $200

789 / $300

770 / $400

797 / $250

176

799 / $150

781 / $100

798 / $1,200

790 / $75

796 / $400

793 / $250
800 / $400

177

801 / $250

802 / $300

803 / $300

807 / $750

804 / $200

805 / $1,000

178

809 / $750

––––– 806 / $300 –––––

812 / $300

808 / $750

810 / $500

––– 813 / $100 –––

179

811 / $500

814 / $300

815 / $600

819 / $100

816 / $600

818 / $200

––––– 820 / $500 –––––

180

817 / $600

821 / $500

822 / $500
824 / $300

823 / $100

825 / $500

181

826 / $100
827 / $250

828 / $250

830 / $400

829 / $200

182

831 / $750
832 / $150

839 / $150
836 / $100
833 / $750

837 / $750

834 / $500

835 / $150

840 / $100

838 / $600

183

842 / $150

841 / $300

843 / $500

–––––– 844 / $500 ––––––

845 / $50
847 / $100
848 / $75

–––- 846 / $100 ––––

850 / $200

849 / $75

852 / $100

184

855 / $150
851 / $50

854 / $100

853 / $100

856 / $150

858 / $75

857 / $300

185

862 / $150

859 / $75

865 / $75

864 / $75

866 / $60

860 / $400
872 / $100

–––– 863 / $600 ––––

870 / $400

868 / $100

867 / $1,500

186

869 / $250

875 / $500

878 / $2,000

877 / $200

––––– 879 / $2,000 –––––

187

882 / $200

887 / $100
876 / $750
885 / $60

884 / $250

888 / $100

890 / $75

883 / $75

880 / $120

886 / $250

188

889 / $100

891 / $75
892 / $250

898 / $600

901 / $150

897 / $500
893 / $100

895 / $250

899 / $1,000

900 / $400

189

902 / $100

894 / $100

904 / $100
903 / $80

906 / $100
905 / $80

907 / $100

908 / $100

190

909 / $100

910 / $100

912 / $100
––––– 911 / $300 –––––

914 / $75

915 / $300

–––––– 918 / $500 ––––––
916 / $700

917 / $200

913 / $500

920 / $400

191

929 / $1,200

–––––– 919 / $500 ––––––

930 / $1,200

922 / $200

925 / $120

921 / $150

927 / $250

931 / $200

933 / $150

923 / $100

928 / $100

932 / $500

934 / $300

192

926 / $14,000

939 / $250

936 / $750
937 / $1,000
938 / $250

935 / $200

940 / $100

944 / $500

947 / $250

946 / $250

949 / $200

943 / $75

941 / $75

945 / $250

942 / $150

193

954 / $120

948 / $100

959 / $600
950 / $200

953 / $250

951 / $300

955 / $400

957 / $50

952 / $600

962 / $350
958 / $120
961 / $4,000

967 / $500

956 / $750

964 / $250

960 / $300

966 / $750

965 / $250

963 / $100

968 / $100

194

972 / $1,000

971 / $300

969 / $100

978 / $400
970 / $1,000

974 / $250

973 / $250

980 / $150

977 / $100

984 / $75

975 / $600

981 / $150

985 / $300

982 / $50

976 / $400
979 / $400

983 / $150

986 / $500

987 / $250

989 / $250

195

990 / $200

988 / $250

991 / $200

992 / $500

993 / $500

––– 995 / $400 –––

994 / $150
996 / $120

997 / $150

998 / $200

1000 / $1,200

196

999 / $75
1004 / $100

1002 / $100

1001 / $150

1003 / $75

1005 / $75

1006 / $100

197

1007 / $75

1008 / $150

1009 / $100

1010 / $100

1011 / $100

1012 / $75

1013 / $150

1014 / $100

198

1015 / $150

1016 / $120

1018 / $75
1017 / $75

1020 / $50

1019 / $75

1021 / $75

1022 / $100

199

1023 / $75

1024 / $100

1025 / $150

1026 / $150

1027 / $150

1028 / $150

1029 / $100

1030 / $100

200

1031 / $75

1037 / $100

1038 / $150

1032 / $100

1034 / $75

1033 / $100

1040 / $150

1035 / $100

201

1042 / $250
1036 / $100

1039 / $75

1045 / $500

1041 / $100

202

1043 / $100
1047 / $150

1044 / $75

1046 / $500

1051 / $75
1049 / $150

203

1050 / $150

1048 / $1,000

1060 / $400

1059 / $75

1054 / $300

1053 / $750

1057 / $100

1058 / $500

1061 / $100

204

1070 / $150

1063 / $200

1062 / $250
1064 / $250

1069 / $200
1071 / $500
1072 / $200

1066 / $150

1073 / $150

1074 / $75

1067 / $600

1075 / $100
1068 / $300

1077 / $75

205

1079 / $200
1078 / $60

1081 / $60
1076 / $100

1080 / $150

1082 / $250

1085 / $120

––––– 1083 / $120 –––––

1086 / $120

1087 / $200

1084 / $75

1088 / $75

1089 / $75

206

1091 / $200
1090 / $150

1092 / $75

1101 / $100

1094 / $200
1098 / $75

1107 / $150

1108 / $250

1110 / $150

1093 / $75
1100 / $75

1104 / $120

1097 / $100

1105 / $50

1106 / $75

1109 / $75

1111 / $75

207

1099 / $300

1112 / $150

1117 / $150

1113 / $250

1120 / $250

1121 / $500

1124 / $50

208

1114 / $150

1115 / $200

1125 / $300

1118 / $250
1119 / $250

1126 / $350

1116 / $150
1127 / $100
1130 / $100

1128 / $100

1133 / $75

1129 / $150

1137 / $60

1132 / $150

1138 / $100

1141 / $75

1131 / $75

209

1134 / $500

210

1150 / $300

1146 / $500

1148 / $150

1135 / $250

1144 / $200

1143 / $75

1145 / $100

1147 / $150

211

1136 / $400

212

1139 / $750

213

1142 / $500

214

1149 / $300
1153 / $300

1154 / $350

1156 / $250
1151 / $300

1155 / $400

1152 / $600
1159 / $100

1157 / $300

1158 / $200

215

1160 / $6,000

1161 / $75

1163 / $75

1162 / $250
1164 / $100

216

1165 / $150

1172 / $200

1167 / $400

1166 / $150

217

1173 / $80
1174 / $100

1175 / $150

1176 / $300

1181 / $75
1180 / $100

1177 / $150

1178 / $200

––– 1179 / $400 –––

1183 / $60

1182 / $150

218

1185 / $500

1184 / $750

1186 / $750

1192 / $100

1195 / $200

1187 / $150

1189 / $150

1188 / $150

1193 / $150

219

1198 / $100

1194 / $60
1190 / $100

1200 / $150
1197 / $500

1199 / $100

1202 / $400

1196 / $100
1203 / $400

–––––––– 1201 / $1,000 ––––––––

1206 / $250

1205 / $250

1204 / $100

1207 / $100

220

1209 / $100

1208 / $100

1212 / $150
1211 / $100

1210 / $75

1217 / $75

1213 / $100

1214 / $75

1215 / $75

221

1221 / $75

1218 / $150

1216 / $100

1219 / $75

1223 / $75

1224 / $600

1226 / $75
1222 / $200

1220 / $100

1227 / $75

1231 / $75

222

1228 / $150

1244 / $100

1230 / $75

–––– 1234 / $150 ––––

1247 / $75

1229 / $1,200

1248 / $150
1232 / $100

1251 / $200

1252 / $400

223

1233 / $200

224

1235 / $200

1237 / $100

225

1239 / $200

1241 / $200

226

1240 / $250

1243 / $150

227

1242 / $300

1249 / $250

228

1245 / $1,000

1246 / $500

229

1254 / $150

1250 / $750

1257 / $2,000

1253 / $400

1258 / $2,500

1255 / $150

230

1259 / $2,500

1261 / $800
1256 / $200

––––––– 1262 / $100 –––––––

1265 / $1,500

1264 / $400

1263 / $2,000

1266 / $1,200

1267 / $600

231

1268 / $750
1270 / $1,500

1269 / $150

1272 / $300

1274 / $100
1278 / $250

1271 / $100

232

1277 / $4,000

233

1281 / $150

1284 / $750

1279 / $250
1280 / $300

1282 / $4,000

1286 / $1,000

1289 / $75

1285 / $100

1290 / $600

1292 / $75

––––––– 1283 / $2,500 –––––––

1287 / $150

234

1295 / $100

1296 / $75

–––––– 1293 / $150 ––––––

1291 / $100

1302 / $150
1298 / $150

1294 / $75

1297 / $150

1301 / $400

235

1300 / $400

1307 / $500

1308 / $3,000
1306 / $500

1303 / $300

1311 / $300

236

1309 / $750

––––––– 1318 / $500 –––––––

1314 / $100

1316 / $150

1310 / $75

1313 / $100

1312 / $75

237

1319 / $750

238

1315 / $200

1324 / $75

1317 / $400

1326 / $200

1321 / $800

1320 / $100

1325 / $500

1322 / $250

1327 / $60

239

1332 / $75

1334 / $100
1328 / $200

1330 / $200
1329 / $75

1338 / $75

1342 / $75

––––––– 1331 / $1,000 –––––––

1340 / $150

1336 / $400

1339 / $75

1341 / $50

1343 / $75

240

1337 / 300

241

1344 / $100

––––– 1346 / $600 –––––
1349 / $100

1347 / $300

1350 / $150

1345 / $100

1352 / $150

1353 / $100

1354 / $100

1348 / $100
1357 / $150

1351 / $50

1355 / $150

1356 / $100

1361 / $150

1358 / $100

242

–––– 1359 / $250 ––––

1363 / $200

1364 / $200

1365 / $150

1367 / $1,500
1369 / $1,000
1362 / $150

1368 / $150
1372 / $300
1371 / $150

1373 / $100
1375 / $100

1370 / $200

1374 / $5,000

1376 / $200

1377 / $500

1378 / $75

1382 / $100

1380 / $120

1381 / $100

1383 / $75

1379 / $300

243

1385 / $50

1384 / $300
1386 / $75

1389 / $100

––––– 1390 / $500 –––––

1387 / $400

1388 / $75

1393 / $100

244

––––– 1394 / $600 –––––

1398 / $250

1399 / $100

WE BUY AND TAKE FOR CONSIGNMENT COLLECTIONS,
ACCUMULATIONS, DEALER’S STOCKS, SINGLE RARE
STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD
10% sales commition only.
No charge for unsold lots.
Reserve prices always negotiable.

